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As digital technologies rapidly evolve, they change how information is presented, 
transmitted and shared, and concomitantly the ways in which semiotic resources (e.g. 
language, image, hyperlink) are used to construe meaning. Digital media are thus having 
a pervasive impact on science news as a type of popularization with regards to 
representational practices and information accessibility. Institutions can now bypass the 
mass media and communicate directly with public to address their growing publicity 
demands.  
This thesis investigates the representational practices of online science news from 
institutional and mass media websites, including university websites, the university 
consortium website of Futurity, and MSNBC. The data consists of two corpora. The first 
corpus, consisting of 270 news pages (90 from each type of websites) collected over one 
year from October 2009 to September 2010, is designed for the study of the differences 
between institutional and mass media websites. The second corpus, consisting of 2 
homepages in 2009 and 2010, and 219 news pages which were posted in October 2009 
and October 2011, is designed for the study of the evolution of the Futurity website. Both 
corpora were analyzed using tools from Systemic Functional Multimodal Discourse 
Analysis and genre theory.    
Generic components of hyperlinks, verbal stories and images of online science 
news were analyzed and comparison of their utilization across the three types of website 
was conducted. For hypertextual properties of online science news, three types of 




each website is purpose-driven, making online science news distinct from the genre of 
print news. For the verbal story of online science news, a structure potential is proposed. 
This structure is a combination of that of news and of research articles. The news lead 
foregrounds research findings, and is developed with a briefer version of the 
introduction-methodology-results-discussion structure of research articles. The structure 
is used in university news from press releases and then tends to be adopted by news in 
Futurity and MSNBC without additional reportage. Functions of images in online science 
news are explored from a genre perspective. Image type, image source, and image size 
and location on the news page are discussed in relation to image function. Text-type-
specific functional categories for images are developed, which are evidencing the 
research event, presenting researchers, demonstrating research methodology, visualizing 
the object/social phenomenon being studied, and illustrating findings. The functional 
analyses reveal that images tend to be used in university news to showcase the world of 
science; while in news from Futurity and MSNBC, they are used to attract readers’ 
attention.  
The evolution of the Futurity website was examined. This website applies multi-
semiotic resources to create a type of ‘scifotainment’, which combines both academic 
rigor and journalistic flair to marketize research. News accessibility on the Futurity 
homepage is found to be different from print news with dimensions afforded by the web 
medium. Meanwhile, an emerging genre of ‘hypermodal nucleus’ is identified in the 
news page of the website, which includes a headline, a university attribution, an image, a 




Overall, institutional news from universities and Futurity tend to celebrate 
research findings and establish the reputation of universities rather than popularize 
science in the public interest. It is therefore argued in this thesis that the institutional 
news reports of scientific research have moved beyond the agenda of science 
popularization into the realm of the marketization of researchers and universities, to build 
a positive public attitude towards their particular institutions, as well as towards the 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Science news as a type of popularization  
Science popularization, broadly defined as the re-presenting of scientific research for the 
general public, has been established as a new field of inquiry in discourse studies (e.g. 
Calsamiglia, 2003; Camus, 2009; Corbett, 2006b; Myers, 2003). The popular 
presentation of scientific knowledge has become part of the expository phase of scientific 
practice that is an essential part of the scientific enterprise (Gregory & Miller, 1998), as 
well as an integral component of the knowledge production process (Whitley, 1985). 
Science popularization encompasses films, television documentaries and dramas, 
newspaper articles, reports and feature articles in magazines and so on. The type of 
science popularization investigated in the current project is science news. It is considered 
as a form of recontextualization of the scientific knowledge (e.g. Calsamiglia & van Dijk, 
2004; de Oliveira & Pagano, 2006) that has been originally presented in academic 
research articles (de Oliveira & Pagano, 2006). Recontextualization is “moving meaning 
material from one context with its social organization of participants and its modal 
ensembles to another, with its different social organization and modal ensembles” 
(Bezemer & Kress, 2008, p. 184).  
Science knowledge tends to be recontextualized as news through two main 
channels: institutional (schools and universities) and mass media (press, television, radio 
and internet) (Camus, 2009). Science news in the mass media has generated a great deal 
of controversy about its presentational practices (Lewenstein, 1995, 2001; Nelkin, 1995) 
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and thus attracted a substantial amount of scholarly attention from mass communication 
studies (see the review in Allan, 2009; Weigold, 2001) and linguistics (see the review in 
Corbett, 2006b; Myers, 2003).  
The presentation of science news in the mass media as a type of popularization 
has long been criticized by researchers and institutes because this type of 
recontextualization violates traditions established in the textualization of scientific 
knowledge in research articles (Nelkin, 1995). For example, scholars have found that 
science news in the mass media tends to omit critical methodological and contextual 
information. The omission is considered inaccurate in that such information provides the 
reasoning that leads to findings, and assists reader to get a sense of the significance of the 
findings (e.g. Borman, 1978; Evans, Krippendorf, Yooon, Posluszny, & Thomas, 1990; 
Kua, Reder, & Grossel, 2004; Pellechia, 1997; Rowan, 1999; Singer, 1990; Tankard & 
Ryan, 1974). For this reason, a generally negative attitude towards science news in the 
mass media has been developed among the science community.  
The situation, however, is being changed with increasing publicity demands in the 
age of “marketization” (Fairclough, 1993). Nelkin (1995) indicated around two decades 
ago that the quest for publicity is increasingly prevalent in the scientific community: 
Dependent on corporate support of research or direct congressional appropriations, 
many scientists now believe that scholarly communication is no longer sufficient 
to maintain their enterprise. They see gaining national visibility through the mass 
media as crucial to securing the financial support required to run major facilities 
and to assuring favorable public policies towards science and technology. (p. 125)  
 
Furthermore, with contemporary technological advance, institutions and scientists 
are now no longer restricted to relying on mass media for national visibility; they are 
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starting to deliver news through their own media outlets. In particular, scientists and 
institutions are making extensive use of the internet to publicize and promote the research 
they are conducting, allowing them to demonstrate their excellence in order to attract 
outstanding students and staff. In fact, it has become a common practice in recent years 
for universities to include news about their research achievements in university news 
sections on their homepages (Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012).  
Meanwhile, institutions and universities are working collectively to promote 
research activities, leading to the rapid emergence of online forums and websites across 
the world for science popularization. For example, a website named THE 
CONVERSATION (http://theconversation.edu.au/) was established in 2010 by a number 
of leading universities in Australia, which is “an independent source of analysis, 
commentary and news from the university and research sector – written by acknowledged 
experts and delivered directly to the public”1. Similarly, in the United States of America, 
a website named Futurity (http://www.futurity.org/, hereafter referred to as Futurity) was 
launched in 2009 to aggregate the very best research news from a consortium of partner 
universities, making university research news more accessible to the public. It was 
initiated by the members of the Association of American Universities in America and 
Canada. It was then expanded to include universities from the United Kingdom and 
Australia.  
The internet has brought dramatic changes to the outreach and representational 
practices of science news. It extends the potential audience beyond the limits imposed by 
the physical distribution of print newspaper and magazine forms of media. Furthermore, 
                                                 
1 http://theconversation.edu.au/who_we_are, Retrieved 30/07/2012.  
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the internet brings more opportunities for science news presentations in terms of there 
being less constraint on space. Most significantly, science news in the internet age may 
exploit ‘hypermodal’ affordances for presentation, which means the “conflation of 
multimodality and hypertextuality” (Lemke, 2002, p. 301). With the internet, visual, 
audio and verbal resources are combined to translate science knowledge to novice 
audiences; and to arrange all this information in an array of interlinked web pages, 
enabling the readers to navigate and create their own pathways through this virtual 
‘universe’ of science and other related information. Thus, the internet has considerably 
increased the capacity for science news dissemination to a wider public.   
In this context, this thesis investigates representations of science news in 
institutional and mass media websites, exploring how research events are 
recontextualized in news presented on three different types of website. The institutional 
websites include two categories: university websites and the consortium website 
represented by Futurity. For the mass media type of website, MSNBC 
(http://www.msnbc.msn.com/, hereafter referred to as MSNBC) is chosen because 
according to Nielsen online2, MSNBC was ranked No.1 from June 2008 to May 2009 in 
the category of Current Events and Global News Site, which means it has the largest 
audience compared with other news websites such as Yahoo! News and CNN.com3. The 
data includes 90 sets of news pages from the three types of website. Each set of news 
pages includes one news page from each type of website that reports the same research 
event, so there are 270 news pages in total. For example, when researchers from Stanford 
                                                 
2 Nielsen Online is a service of the Nielsen Company that provides audience and consumer-generated 
media measurement and analysis solution. From http://www.nielsen-online.com/intlpage.html, Retrieved 
20/08/2009. 
3 http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/31392392/ns/about_msnbccom-press_releases/, Retrieved 20/08/2009. 
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University publish their findings about cancer genes in Science 
(http://www.sciencemag.org/), one of the world’s most prestigious academic journals, the 
news about the findings and the publication is featured on the university website 
(http://www.stanford.edu/), Futurity, and MSNBC. The three news pages are coded as 
one set in this thesis.  
The ensuing parts of this chapter contextualize and introduce the thesis. The 
landscape of science news as a type of popularization is outlined along a timeline 
commencing from the mid nineteenth century until the present day. Then, the research is 
briefly justified and the research questions are presented. Finally, an overview of the 
thesis is provided.  
1.2 Development of science news  
As with any other type of discourse, science news is shaped by and at same time shapes 
its cultural and political circumstances (Fairclough, 2003). This section provides a brief 
overview of science news history (see also Section 2.2) and then moves on to a 
discussion of science news in the age of the internet.  
1.2.1 History of science news  
The history of science news is the history of “a growing mesh” between science and the 
media because there is increasing use of media by science and increasing attention to 
scientific ideas by media institutions, the rising interaction of which causes increasing 
tensions (Lewenstein, 2001, p. 13654). This meshing is discussed in what follows.  
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Science popularization emerged in the early 19th century to provide access to 
knowledge of the natural world for non-scientist readers (Lewenstein, 2001). Magazines 
such as Scientific American were founded in the mid 19th century in the US and the UK 
as pioneering efforts to report inventions and innovations in science and technology to 
the general public (Barton, 1998; Dunwoody, 2008). At the same time, the dissemination 
of knowledge among scientists grew with the founding of new journals and publishing 
houses committed to the dissemination of scientific information. Gradually, there 
developed specialization into the fields of science and news in the twentieth century, 
“leading to a distinction between what some scientists have called ‘communication in 
science’ and ‘communication about science’” (Lewenstein, 2001, p. 13655).   
Academic journals for communication in science have flourished in the 20th 
century within and across disciplines (Mabe, 2003). Meanwhile, communication about 
science in non-technical media also commenced during the 20th century, undergoing a 
steady growth in varied forms for different audiences. In spite of this, the gap in 
knowledge between the scientific expert and the layman widened during the 20th century 
(Nelkin, 1995).  
Professional journalists began to write exclusively about science in the 1920s and 
1930s (Lewenstein, 2001). Science service was started in 1921as the first syndicate for 
the distribution of news about science, establishing contemporary science journalism 
(Nelkin, 1995). In the second half of the 20th century, as science became more central to 
modern culture, science news began appearing regularly in popular media outlets such as 
newspapers. To scientists and institutions, however, getting publicity in science news is 
“a low status activity, unrelated to research work, which scientists are often unwilling to 
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do and for which they are ill-equipped” (Whitley, 1985, p. 3). Scientists considered 
science news to be “incorrect, oversimplified, or sensationalized” (Lewenstein, 2001, p. 
13655).  
The dissatisfaction with media reporting of science can be attributed to “the 
power of science as a key discourse and institution of modern society” (Reed, 2001, p. 
286). The scientific community “employs various communication processes and 
structures in a strategic manner that help the community preserve the privileged status of 
scientific knowledge” (Jarvie, 1990, p. 72), and the status of science is partially 
maintained via the suppression of popularization (Bauer & Gregory, 2007, p. 36). For 
science communities, where success is measured by peer judgment, information is 
directed primarily towards professional colleagues for peer review, rather than to the 
general public for recognition and popular approval. Communication in science, therefore, 
is considered to be more ‘valuable’ and ‘significant’ than communication about science.  
The attitudes in the scientific community in general, however, have changed since 
the 1980s (Nelkin, 1995) when the higher education sector began to get involved in the 
global trend towards “marketization” (Fairclough, 1993). Large amounts of funding are 
needed for the expansion of scientific enterprises from governments and non-
governmental organizations, and thus institutions have increasingly sought to “sell” the 
importance of science, and their own projects, to the public (Nelkin, 1995). Research 
universities began to employ public relation professionals or outside media consultants to 
publicize the work of their scientists and make sure their work is covered prominently, 
accurately, and favorably in the press, thereby obtaining money for research, attracting 
high-performing students and staff and maintaining public legitimacy.  
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The boundaries between previously distinct spheres of communication, those of 
academic institutions and of the general public, have thus become eroded (Trench, 2008). 
In the context of these changes, the current study investigates how institutions represent 
science both in and as news.  
1.2.2 Science news in the age of the internet 
The development of science news is not only driven by social and economic forces as 
discussed in the previous section, but also by technology. The features and styles of 
science news are shaped not only by the social, cultural and political needs, but by 
technological affordances as well. What technology affords, the social takes advantage of. 
The internet technology in particular has had a significant impact on the presentational 
practices of science news, as it has with other types of news (e.g. Bateman, Delin, & 
Henschel, 2007; Knox, 2009a; Tan, 2011). Section 1.2.2 is concerned with those 
affordances of the internet technology which have been most exploited by the social 
sphere of the academic science community.   
1.2.2.1 Institutions and science news 
Institutions formerly relied on mass media in newspapers to reach the general public and 
publicize their research work, a model which lasted for many decades. The attention 
given to science in most news media, however, is relatively small compared with that 
accorded to business, politics, sports and entertainment (Weigold, 2001). Even worse, 
science journalism has recently been in decline (Brumfiel, 2009). The recent economic 
downturns crippling newspapers and other media outlets have caused a significant 
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decline in science and research coverage by traditional news outlets4. Meanwhile, the rise 
of online, usually free news content in particular, has also significantly eroded the 
profitability of hardcopy print news media (Brainard, 2008). Thus, for example, CNN 
eliminated its entire science and technology team in December 2008 (Brainard, 2008); 
and The Boston Globe stopped running the science section in March 2009 (Russell, 2009). 
The lack of attention to science in mass media resulting from this decline could 
undermine the important place of science in society “in an era of unprecedented 
technological and scientific advances, many of which have the potential to radically 
change human existence” (Weigold, 2001, p. 164).  
By contrast, the accessibility enabled by the internet in recent decades has 
provided opportunities to counter this decline in science reporting in traditional media5. 
The internet allows the press departments of scientific agencies and organizations to 
reach large public audiences on a daily basis, something which would be economically 
impossible in the age of print media. Universities have therefore started to release their 
research news on their own websites for their (potential and actual) staff and students, 
potential funding sources, the general public as well as the shrinking number of 
professional science journalists. Thus, “news pages with journalistic accounts of current 
or recently completed research and selections of stories culled from the mass media about 
such research are common features on the websites of scientific institutions” (Trench, 
2009, p. 172).  
                                                 
4 http://futurity.org/about/, Retrieved 15/08/2009. 
5 In fact, there is a reciprocal causation between the decline of science news in mass media outlets and the 
uprising of science news by institutions. The media outlets reduce science news partially because more and 
more institutions are publishing science news on their own; meanwhile, the decline in mass media leads to 
a more active engagement of institutions in publishing science news on their own.  
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In addition, a new medium has emerged as a forum for the representation of 
science news in response both to the decline in coverage of science news in traditional 
media and the affordances of the internet: the website named Futurity (www.futurity.org) 
aims to aggregate a selection of science news releases by leading universities from the 
US, the UK, Canada, and Australia so as to enable such news to reach a larger audience. 
Another reason for institutions to actively take advantage of internet media is that 
they provide a means for science institutions to communicate directly with their public 
without the mediation of journalists (Trench, 2009). As discussed in Section 1.2.1, to the 
science community, science news has long been considered to be ‘sensationalized’ by the 
mass media (Nelkin, 1995). Thus, the alternative of ‘bypassing’ the intermediation of 
journalists to communicate science directly to the public is taken up by institutions as a 
viable means of maintaining the image of science as serious, accurate, and reliable while 
addressing the increasing demands for publicizing science. This aim is revealed in the 
introduction of Futurity:  
research universities are among the most credible and trusted institutions in 
society, and now have the ability to deliver their news and information directly to 
readers. In an increasingly complex world, the public needs access to clear, 
reliable research news6 (Emphasis mine). 
 
This important new arena for the dissemination of science is thus a crucial site for 
investigation in the present research.   
                                                 
6 http://futurity.org/about/, Retrieved 15/09/2010. These comments ‘about Futurity’ were placed on the 
website at its official launch in September 2009 to justify the establishment of the website, but have now 
been removed.  
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1.2.2.2 Hypermodal science news 
The internet has also led to “hypermodal” (Lemke, 2002) representations of science news. 
That is, in online science news, meanings are construed by the application of multimodal 
and hypertextual resources.     
Digital technologies make possible extensive applications of non-verbal semiotic 
resources such as those found in images and videos, which, with their “topological” 
meaning potentials (Lemke, 1998), contribute significantly to expanding the potential for 
effective communication about science. To take visual images for example: they are 
“powerful element[s] and necessary part[s] of science communication” (Trumbo, 2000, p. 
381). For most people, “images sustain remembrance when words have long been 
forgotten, and communicate more readily to the public than language” (Schummer & 
Spector, 2008, p. 69). The importance of images in science communication is aptly 
conveyed in Robin’s (1992) comments:  
scientific studies are usually published in a language seemingly impenetrable to 
the nonscientist. Images – even complex ones – can however impart the scientist’s 
objectives in startlingly direct ways. Aristotle, who was an acute observer, 
proposed that we cannot think without images. Images trigger an internal motion: 
the deliberate perusal of the elements in a picture. By seeing into the picture, the 
viewer transforms the static image into an active intellectual experience. In some 
instances such scrutiny may generate an aesthetic response, or at least pleasure in 
the curiosity and ingenuity displayed by the scientists/illustrators (p. 9).  
 
Important as they are in science communication, the use of images, however, has 
been restricted in the printed news media due simply to the cost of color printing. But 
such restriction is no longer an issue in digital publication. Thus it is imperative to 
explore how images are being applied in contemporary online science news.  
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The potential of hypertextuality offers us new ways of communicating science. 
“The web largely eliminates the severe space and the time restrictions inherent in 
ordinary news media. It therefore allows for complex, sophisticated, and interconnected 
pieces of information” (Weigold, 2001, p. 169). Difficult concepts and terminologies tend 
not to be supported with detailed information in conventional science news stories, but 
online readers can be directed to other sources for such information, an important shift in 
the way science news is presented. The issue of crucial background information being 
omitted can now be addressed via the affordance of hypertextuality, which offers readers 
a potentially limitless amount of information on any topic via links to other pages which 
themselves similarly contain further links, and which they may explore depending on 
their level of expertise and interest in any particular information pathway. Meanwhile, the 
emphasis in the online world is on “reaching out to audiences to create more 
opportunities for people to stumble across your content” (Hermida, 2007). These 
characteristics of the internet, it is hypothesized here, are important factors in shaping 
representations of science news in the twenty-first media landscape. This thesis thus 
explores how these hypertextual resources are applied in science news.  
1.3 Online science news in institutional and mass media websites 
As discussed in Section 1.2.2.2, it has been widely acknowledged that the internet has 
brought unprecedented changes to science news (e.g. Brumfiel, 2009; Butler, 2005; de 
Semir, 2010; Hermida, 2007; Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009; Trench, 2007a, 2008, 2009). 
Hence “precisely how, and to what extent, the internet is changing the characteristics of 
science news is deserving of our close attention” (Allan, 2009, p. 162). The current 
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research, therefore, carries out a comparative study of science news in institutional and 
mass media websites. Comparison is a useful means for detecting patterns (Forceville, 
2009a), and it is considered particularly useful for studying online data, which contain 
emerging forms of semiotic phenomena that have not yet been extensively studied in 
respect of science news.  
News about the same research event, reported on the three types of website, is 
chosen for comparison. The comparability thus lies in the same research event. Science 
news is likely to be first issued by the Office of Public Relations of universities on their 
websites and then go into Futurity and mass media websites7.  
Examples of news reporting the same research event on different websites are 
given in Figure 1.1 (news from a university website), Figure 1.2 (news from Futurity) 
and Figure 1.3 (news from MSNBC). The three news pages appearing on the three types 
of website chosen for comparison are reporting the same piece of research, conducted in 
Cornell University. Even at a glance, the story can be seen to be presented differently in 
the three types of website. The university news page (Figure 1.1) provides an image of 
the author. On Futurity (Figure 1.2), an image about a man taking off his wedding ring is 
used. The gesture of taking off the wedding ring metaphorically symbolizes infidelity in 
marriage. On MSNBC (Figure 1.3), a picture of the superstar Sandra Bullock and her 
husband Jesse James is used as a case in point of infidelity. The affair was reported in the 
Entertainment section on MSNBC not long before the news about the research findings.  
                                                 
7 This is the case for the majority of science news stories. But for some news stories that are about 
significant breakthroughs in a field, they are often announced in dedicated press conferences held for them. 
Alternatively, they may be issued by media release from the journal where the research is published.  




Figure 1.1 Science news from a university website  
Source: http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/Aug10/InfidelityStudy.html, Captured 
01/09/2010. 




Figure 1.2 Science news from Futurity  
Source: http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/men-who-earn-less-cheat-more/, 
Captured 01/09/2010. 




Figure 1.3 Science news from MSNBC  
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38720767, Captured 01/09/2010. 
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The differences in the representation of the same science news suggest that each 
website has their own agenda in using images. These instances thus raise the question of 
whether other research events show similar patterns in image usage in the three types of 
websties (i.e. an image of researcher on the university news, an image from image bank 
on Futurity, and an image of celebrities in MSNBC)? We may also ask, what are the 
shared characteristics and differences in the utilization of other types of semiotic 
resources, such as hyperlinks, across the three types of website? Why are they similar or 
different? These are important questions for developing a richer understanding of 
representational practices in online science news.  
The theoretical approach taken to answer these questions in the present work 
generally falls within the tradition of social semiotics (Hodge & Kress, 1988; van 
Leeuwen, 2005), itself informed by Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) (Halliday, 
1978, 1994; Halliday & Mathiessen, 2004). SFL seeks to explain how language is used as 
a resource for meaning making and how it is structured for such use. Language is taken in 
SFL as a type of symbolic resource with which meanings are created and exchanged in 
interactions between people, and consists of systems of meanings as socially generated 
cultural potentials which function in texts as social behaviors (Halliday, 1978; Halliday & 
Hasan, 1989).  
SFL has been successfully extended to account for semiotic resources other than 
language and their integration, together with language, in multimodal phenomena (e.g. 
Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; O'Halloran, 2005; O'Toole, 1994, 2011). In a multimodal 
social semiotic perspective, “[v]isual communication, gesture, and action have evolved 
through their social usage into articulated or partially articulated semiotic systems in the 
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same way that language has” (Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2000, p. 44). This 
extension covers a large range of semiotic resources and their sites: images (Kress & van 
Leeuwen, 2006; O'Toole, 1994, 2011), architecture (O'Toole, 2004; Stenglin, 2004), 
music (van Leeuwen, 1999a), mathematical symbolism (O'Halloran, 2005), and hypertext 
(Djonov, 2005, 2007; Kok, 2004; Lemke, 2002).  
Social semiotics views the underlying semiotic structure of all human actions as 
the common denominator that allows different semiotic resources to be combined to 
construe meaning (Lemke, 2002, 2009). It is “an approach to analyzing texts which has 
the basic tenets that texts make meaning in relation to context, and that text and context 
are systematically related” (Knox, 2009a, p. 10).  
Specifically, in this work, a genre perspective on semiotics (Bateman, 2008; 
Bhatia, 2004; Swales, 1990) is adopted for developing frameworks for the comparison of 
news from different websites. “Genre provides a way of theorizing the range of 
possibilities open to documents” (Bateman, 2008, p. 10): that is, within particular genres 
a restricted semiotic potential is generally available with which to make meaning.  
In Sections 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, the three types of website are briefly introduced 
in terms of their institutional contexts before the research questions are discussed. As 
mentioned previously, the three types of website are represented by: (a range of) 
university websites, Futurity, and MSNBC.  
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1.3.1 University websites 
It has been a common practice for some time for universities to publish science news on 
their own websites. University websites usually include a Research section devoted to 
updates of research events and achievements in the university8. Meanwhile, news stories 
about research are likely to be featured on the university homepage in the zones of 
UNIVERSITY NEWS or SPOTLIGHT, together with news of other types such as key 
events in the university. An example is given in Figure 1.4, with the case of Emory 
University. On the homepage, there is a Research section where specific research news is 
highlighted in the section titled EMORY NEWS.  
The name of the Research section varies slightly across different universities. For 
example, the section in the website of the University of Sheffield is named Research and 
Innovation9, while in the website of University of Oregon, it is labeled Academics & 
Research10. The purpose of the section, as stated on the research section page of Emory 
University, is “to support our researchers in the advancement of public scholarship, 
accelerating the application of discoveries and communicating their significance to 
general audiences”11.  
                                                 
8 The Research section was not a compulsory section for university websites in 2009 when this study 
started, but now it seems to be in almost every university website across the world, at least this is the case 
for universities of repute in the US, the UK, Canada and Australia.  
9 http://www.shef.ac.uk/, Retrieved 01/05/2011. 
10 http://www.uoregon.edu/, Retrieved 01/05/2011. 
11 http://www.emory.edu/home/research/index.html, Retrieved 29/02/ 2012.   




Figure 1.4 Homepage of Emory University 
Source: http://www.emory.edu/home/index.html, Captured 01/05/2011. 
In the Research section of a university website, the science news tends to be 
placed in a subsection generally termed as Research News, Research Spotlight, or 
Research Highlights. In the example given in Figure 1.5, on the Research section page of 
Emory University, research news is published in Research Spotlight and Research News.  
Research 
Research news 




Figure 1.5 The Research page of Emory University  
Source: http://www.emory.edu/home/research/index.html, Captured 01/05/2011. 
The science news reported in university websites can be about recently embarked 
research projects, research grants, research collaborations, and research achievements 
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observations in a pilot study for this project, are devoted to introducing research 
achievements of their faculties that have been published in academic journals. This type 
of research news is investigated in the current project.  
Science news in university websites is not necessarily updated on a daily basis. It 
serves both as press release to journalists and as news to the general public. The featured 
stories on the university homepages make any visitors of the websites its potential readers, 
which include staff, students and their parents, alumni, corporate partners, and anyone 
who is looking for information relevant to the university. News on university websites is 
a new type of science popularization in terms of the medium and the publisher, and thus 
serves as a valuable data source for studying online science popularization. 
1.3.2 The Futurity website 
Futurity is a science news portal created in 2009 to aggregate the latest discoveries by a 
group of prestigious universities in the United States as a response to the decline in 
journalistic coverage of sciences12. Futurity was initiated and funded by Duke University, 
Stanford University, and University of Rochester. It is managed and funded by a 
consortium of participating universities. At an early stage of its development, the 
university partners were members of the Association of American Universities in America 
and Canada. It was then expanded to include the Russell Group of leading UK 
universities and later on to the Group of Eight coalition of leading universities in 
Australia.   
                                                 
12 http://www.futurity.org/about/, Retrieved 20/08/2009.  
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Futurity gathers news produced by these partner universities. News stories in 
Futurity are produced as follows:  
The communications department at each participating college sends the best two 
or three research stories a week—often written by science writers whose work is 
reviewed by researchers. Leonard13 and Futurity’s other editorial employees select 
eight to 10 stories per day to edit, sometimes rewriting headlines before posting 
the content on the Web (Working, 2011). 
 
The editing of chosen stories is mainly conducted to reduce the university’s self-
promotion by “taking out multiple self-references” and the role of the editor is to 
“balance the interest of those involved against the reader’s interests” (Timmer, 2009). 
The verbal part of the news stories are similar to those produced by university news 
offices for press releases, but the light editing makes it more news like and more 
appealing to lay readers. Futurity is aimed at a general audience rather than reporters, 
according to Bill Murphy, one of the project’s co-founders and the vice president for 
communications at the University of Rochester (Brainard, 2009). Murphy emphasizes that 
Futurity focuses on presentation to craft an attractive Web site (Brainard, 2009). Indeed, 
an increasing number of images from image banks such as iStockphoto 
(http://www.istockphoto.com/) and Shutterstock (http://www.shutterstock.com) are used 
creatively in Futurity. This popularization phenomenon for science news shall be 
addressed in detail in Chapter 7.  
Since its official launch, Futurity has been widely reported and discussed in 
various media publications: Columbia Journalism Review, Chronicle of Higher 
Education, Journalism.co.uk, Inside Higher Ed, San Jose Mercury News, On the Media, 
                                                 
13 Jenny Leonard is the general editor of Futurity. 
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ArsTechnica and Voice of America14. This media attention evidences the public impact of 
Futurity, and it thus forms a valuable data source for studying science popularization.  
1.3.3 The MSNBC website 
MSNBC is chosen as an example of the mass media type of website in the study because 
it was ranked, according to Nielsen online15, America’s No. 1 site for the categories of 
Current Events and Global News Site from June 2008 to May 2009, which means it has 
the largest audience of news websites. In the current study, it is not feasible to include a 
variety of mass media websites because it is unlikely for news on the same research event 
to be found across a number of mass media websites16. The comparison of news on the 
same research event, however, is crucial because the objective of the study is to explore 
the differences and similarities in the representational practices of science news in 
institutional mass media websites. Therefore, only one website from the mass media 
category is included in this study.  
MSNBC is the central news website for the NBC News family, which includes 
TODAY, NBC Nightly News, msnbc TV, NBC Sports, Newsvine, Everyblock and 
BreakingNews.com17. MSNBC provides a full spectrum of news, and also publishes news 
from its media partners such as Discovery.com, Space.com, Reuters, and the Associated 
Press. MSNBC features interactivity and multimedia plus original stories and videos 
                                                 
14 http://www.futurity.org/futurity-in-the-news/, Retrieved 10/06/2011. 
15 http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/31392392/ns/about_msnbccom-press_releases/, Retrieved 20/08/2009.  
16 It was attempted at an earlier stage of the project to see if science news from universities was covered in 
mass media websites such as Yahoo! News, CBSNews, ABCNews, and MSNBC. Google searching was 
conducted on news stories from Emory University and Stanford University, the two most active partner 
universities of Futurity, to see if their stories were reported on mass media websites. It was found that very 
few pieces of news on the same research event were reported across these top ranking mass media websites. 
Some stories are reported in only one or two websites, making large-scale comparison difficult.   
17 http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/32027560/, Retrieved 29/02/2012.  
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from NBC News and partners. MSNBC has won many awards in online journalism, for 
example the Online Journalism Award for General Excellence and Best Use of Multiple 
Media from Online News Association in 2006, and the Online Journalism Award for Top 
Large News Site in 2010. MSNBC is selected for analysis on the basis of its international 
recognition and status.  
Though science news in MSNBC is often found in the sections of Tech & Science 
and Health, there is not a strict borderline between science news and non-science news. 
For example, a report on research on athletes’ ankle structure and running speed can be 
placed in the Sports section. Contributing writers for science news on MSNBC are 
mainly professional science writers. Meanwhile science writers also contribute to the 
website in blogs on different topics. For example, the column titled Cosmic Log covers 
topics on quantum fluctuations in science, space and society, from quarks to Hubble and 
Mars 18. The stories in the blogs on MNSBC are not excluded from the data set because 
they are still news regardless of the platform on which they are published, and form an 
interesting development in science representation.  
1.4 Research questions  
The research reported in this thesis studies the representations of science in the form of 
news on institutional and mass media websites. The overarching question that guides the 
study is as follows: 
                                                 
18 http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/#about_blog, Retrieved 29/02/2012.  
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How do institutional and mass media websites use semiotic resources available on 
the internet to represent science in news? 
This question is addressed by a number of subordinate questions in Chapters 4-7 
respectively.  
1) How has the hypertextuality of the internet changed the genre of science news? 
What are the generic features of online science news with regards to 
hypertextuality?  
2) What is the generic structure of the verbal story of science news? And what are 
the differences between institutional and mass media websites?  
3) How are images used in online science news and what functions do they perform? 
What are the representational differences between institutional and mass media 
websites in terms of image utilizations and their functions?  
4) How are semiotic resources applied hypermodally in the website of Futurity to 
popularize science?  
The first three questions compare the overall generic structures and the 
application of visual and verbal elements across the three types of website. While the 
research project was underway, the website of Futurity was revamped and it has been 
found that the website of Futurity presents interesting and valuable data about science 
popularization on the internet. It has become a valuable subject on its own in terms of the 
overall research aims of the present research, which is to investigate the emerging 
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representational practices of science news in the online medium. Therefore, Chapter 7 is 
devoted to a focus on Futurity alone, in an investigation of Question 4 above.  
1.5 Overview of the thesis  
Chapter 2 surveys the history of science news with regards to its form, function and 
participants involved before reviewing the literature on science news discourse. The 
chapter provides background information and contextualizes the study, thereby justifying 
the research questions in the literature.  
Chapter 3 outlines theoretical foundations for the study: genre and social 
semiotics informed by SFL and its application to multimodal semiotics study. In addition, 
Chapter 3 introduces methodological issues of the study, including data collection and 
data analysis. 
Chapter 4 as the first chapter of findings focuses on the navigation potentials of 
the news page, while the reading potentials will be covered in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
Comparison of the application of hypertextual semiotic resources across the three types 
of website is provided in this chapter.  
Chapter 5 focuses on the verbal story of online science news. A generic structural 
schema of the verbal story is proposed, and comparison of the structure of news stories 
across the three types of website is conducted.  
Chapter 6 examines the functions of images applied in the data set. Functions of 
images are explored from a genre perspective in terms of how they are related to other 
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generic components of online science news, and a taxonomy of functions at the discourse 
level is outlined for the comparison.  
Chapter 7 investigates the evolution of the Futurity website. By focusing on the 
particular case of Futurity, the chapter demonstrates how institutions actively use 
technology to popularize science in the era of marketization, an important trend in 
contemporary university research culture.   
Chapter 8 provides a conclusion of the thesis by outlining its main findings and 
addressing contributions, implications and limitations of the study.  
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Chapter 2 Background: Science news 
2.1 Introduction  
Science news is the journalistic communication of science to the general public. It is a 
discourse type that is deeply interwoven with two major social institutional practices: 
science and the media. In this chapter, science news is discussed at three levels: the 
historical context for science news, science news as a type of genre to be related to the 
context, and textual practices in science news.  
2.2 Science news as popularization: Historical context  
This section provides the social context of science news from a historical perspective. As 
Bauer & Gregory (2007) remark: “the public communication of science is an activity 
within constraints. It takes place in an evolving cultural, economic, and political 
environment; and it is in that context that science communication should be understood” 
(p. 33). 
Popularization is not a type of genre as Lewenstein (2001) considers, but rather a 
colony of genres. It includes “texts about science that are not addressed to other specialist 
scientists” (Myers, 2003, p. 265). Science news studied in this work is one type of 
popularization. The following section surveys the historical landscape of popularization 
within which science news is situated.  
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2.2.1 From popularization to marketization  
Science popularization emerged with new forms of science media in the early 19th 
century, a time when science had emerged from natural philosophy as a systematic 
approach to understanding the natural world (Lewenstein, 2001). Before then, natural 
philosophers had relied on printed professional journals and books as tools for 
disseminating the results of their investigations, which “served as active carriers of the 
rhetorical structures that enabled natural philosophers to convince people outside their 
immediate vicinity of the truth of their claims” (Shapin & Schaffer (1985), as cited in 
Lewenstein (2001, p. 13654)).  
Science popularization in the 19th century appeared in both serious and 
sensational forms (Nelkin, 1995). The serious forms within the science community were 
initiated by a number of science evangelists in the 19th century who travelled around to 
popularize their work. The leading scientists included Thomas Huxley and John Tyndall 
from Great Britain, Louis Agassiz from Switzerland and Asa Gray from America. They 
converted their lectures into articles and published in European and American 
newspapers to reach a larger public, so that they could “enlist public support for the 
enterprise of rational understanding of the natural world” (Lewenstein, 2001, p. 13655). 
At that time, scientists “viewed popularization as part of their job as scientists” 
(Dunwoody, 2008, p. 16), and “there seem to have been no fulltime science journalists” 
(Rensberger, 2009, p. 1055).  
In the late 19th century, “with science becoming more entangled in daily life, in 
policy debate, in industrial enterprise, and in religious controversy, and with technical 
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and political changes making journalism of all kinds cheaper, popular science periodicals 
flourished” (Barton, 1998, p. 28). The periodicals discussed technical developments that 
impinged on daily life, provided overviews of the progress of science, and commentary 
on policy issues (Barton, 1998). Editors of these periodicals had to “negotiate a balance 
between the practical and the intellectual aspect of science, between material and spiritual 
values” (Barton, 1998, p. 30).  
Outside the science community, science journalism in the 19th century was 
characterized by a ‘gee-whiz’ mode of reporting on the wonders of science without 
analysis of the work in anticipation of its effects on society (Rensberger, 2009). It was “a 
time of the heyday of science hoaxes” (Nelkin, 1995, p. 79), and scientific oddities in the 
newspapers were sometimes wildly lurid. For example, there were weird news stories 
such as that the earth was flattening out, a man with a stomach could live without eating 
and a woman without a stomach could eat without digesting (Nelkin, 1995)19. 
In general, news reports about science in the late 19th century were “influenced by 
both dawning awareness of the power of science and technology and deep ambivalence 
toward the industrial revolution” and portrayed in “mystical terms as an awesome and 
remote activity performed by omniscient individuals” (Nelkin, 1995, p. 79). There 
seemed to be little collaboration between scientists and journalists in the mass media 
news about science.  
                                                 
19 As noted by Nelkin, the historical accounts about science journalism in the 19th century are very limited. 
Nelkin (1995) provided references to several Master theses in the 1970s in America, which, however, are 
not accessible to the present author.  
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The public’s awareness of the social and economic power of science was raised in 
World War I, a time when explosives were manufactured as the result of chemistry 
research (Nelkin, 1995). Scientific activity expanded after World War I, and public 
interest in science kept growing with an increasing number of popular science press. But 
at the same time, there was an “increasing specialization in science, which left scientists 
little time to engage in popularization” (Dunwoody, 2008, p. 16), and the gap in 
knowledge between the scientific expert and the layman began to widen. For example, 
Einstein’s theory of relativity was and could be understood by only a very limited number 
of people, such was the level of scientific training required to comprehend it.  
In 1921, Science Service, the first syndicated press service for science, was 
founded to distribute news about science (Kevles (1978), as cited in Nelkin (1995)). The 
Science Service engaged the cooperation of the National Academy of Sciences, the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, and several leading journalists to 
translate science into everyday language that common people could understand (Kevles 
(1978), as cited in Nelkin (1995)). Science service laid the foundation for contemporary 
science journalism, “giving the profession both a purpose and style” (Nelkin, 1995, p. 82). 
The statement of purpose of Science Service emphasized “the importance of 
scientific research to the prosperity of the nation and as a guide to sound thinking and 
living” (Science Service (1928), as cited in Nelkin (1995, p. 82)). But one of the founders, 
William Ritter, a prominent zoologist, acknowledged another of the service’s purposes, 
from the scientists’ perspective, that he hoped it might gain financial support for science 
and encourage the “mental attitude of science” among newspaper readers (Nelkin, 1995, 
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p. 82). This suggests an early marketing agenda for science journalism by the science 
community.  
Professional journalists began to write exclusively about science after the 
establishment of Science Service (Lewenstein, 2001). Editorial policies, however, were 
dominated by the values of the scientific community (Tobey (1971), as cited in Nelkin 
(1995)).  
Science writers, despite claims to journalistic independence, are often under both 
personal and institutional pressures to conform to scientific values. Thus their 
reporting tends to reflect the concerns of the scientific community rather than 
those of the ‘public’ that they often claim to represent (Lewenstein, 1995, p. 345).  
 
When writing about science,  
they [science writers] take scientific knowledge to be an unproblematic 
compilation of the findings of scientists and define the goal of science writing as 
disseminating and ‘interpreting’ scientific knowledge for nonscientists. By 
interpretation, practitioners have traditionally meant finding the contemporary 
practical applications that make basic scientific research relevant to people 
without deep interest in the intellectual exploration that is taken (by these authors) 
to be at the core of scientific research (Lewenstein, 1995, p. 344).  
 
Science journalism, therefore, was more of science than journalism at this early stage of 
its development.  
As discussed in Section 1.2.1, scientists communicate in science with academic 
journals. From about the middle of the 20th century onward, the gap between the 
communication in science and communication about science widened (Lewenstein, 2001).  
[T]he growing professionalization of science … pushed scientists to see 
themselves as individuals more skilled than, and apart from, everyday people. As 
scientists developed their own languages, their own training regimens and their 
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own reward systems, communication with ‘others’ became a low priority. 
(Dunwoody, 2008, p. 16) 
 
For communication in science, there has been developed a relatively mature 
rhetorical structure and style for scientists to shape knowledge (e.g. Bazerman, 1988; 
Myers, 1990b; Swales, 1990), and discourse conventions which must be more or less 
rigorously adhered to, but with variation across disciplines (e.g. Holmes, 1997; Nwogu, 
1997; Posteguillo, 1999; Yang & Allison, 2004). However, for communication about 
science, the style and content has always been controversial (Hilgartner, 1990; Shinn & 
Whitley, 1985), though there were an increasing number of magazines and newspapers 
established to target a variety of audiences.  
Science reporting in popular or non-scientific media in general is often considered 
to be sensational, with the highlights of its news rather than scientific value (Nelkin & 
Lindee, 1995). The emphasis on ‘breaking news’ is driven by commercial competition in 
the mass media. Such a focus, however, discourages the coverage of long-term issues or 
issues that require a well-developed technical background (Nelkin, 1995, p. 105). The 
pursuit of breaking news also limits the analysis of research methodologies, which are 
crucial for evaluating the significance of research for the science community. The long 
tradition of “hedges” in science writing for expressing tentativeness and possibility 
(Hyland, 1996) are unsurprisingly missing in the breaking news genre, whose purpose is 
to achieve the maximum impact. News writing in general has to be crafted in a way that 
caters to prevailing popular tastes, the writing of which is criticized by scientists as being 
simplistic, inaccurate, sensational, and biased (e.g. Lewenstein, 2001; Nelkin, 1995). 
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Tensions have thus been developed between the scientist and the journalist communities 
(Lewenstein, 2001).  
The widening gap between communication in science and communication about 
science from the mid 20th century onwards can be traced back to the scientific 
community’s unwillingness to share their work with the popular press and other media. 
Scientists consider the risk that their research might be distorted and also that they may 
be perceived by their colleagues as “shameless grandstander(s)” (de Semir, 2010, p. 15). 
At that time, it was thought that “too much investment in popularization could ruin a 
scientist’s career” because “major scientific societies … began to punish scientists for 
daring to popularize, by ostracizing offending individuals and even denying them access 
to rewards such as membership in honorific societies” (Dunwoody, 2008, p. 16). This 
could also partially be attributed to “the culture of secrecy that dominated the Cold War 
military-scientific complex” (Bauer & Gregory, 2007, p. 41). Scientists were conscious 
of the need for confidentiality (Hoyle, 1994) because a large proportion of research in the 
mid 20th century was funded by governments and was military-related. Scientists feared 
that press attention could result in external controls on their work (Nelkin, 1995).  
Meanwhile, another factor in this mistrust and unwillingness on the part of 
scientists to communicate with and through the popular press was “the emergence of a 
new breed of science-trained science journalists who engaged critically with both science 
and its issues” (Gregory & Miller, 1998, p. 45). Since the 1960s, science journalists had 
seen themselves “less as missionaries for science and more as critics and commentators – 
like their colleagues on other beats” (Gregory & Miller, 1998, p. 45). Up until the 1960s, 
science reporting in the mass media had been generally positive in tone. The change to a 
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critical voice during 1960s was a response to “increasing concerns about misuses of 
science, the unanticipated and devastating side-effects and by-products of science, the 
perceived inability of science and technology to solve major social problems and the 
international conflicts, and the pollution and destruction of the natural environment” 
(Hansen, 2009, p. 106). This “ increasingly aggressive journalism in 1960s … further 
alienated scientists from direct contact with the public” (Gregory & Miller, 1998, p. 45). 
Therefore, by the 1970s, “popularization was an activity in which all but a few high-
profile ‘visible’ scientists engaged at considerable professional risk” (Gregory & Miller, 
1998, p. 45). 
 Attitudes about public visibility in the science community have, however, 
substantially changed since late 1970s (Nelkin, 1995), primarily as part of a global trend 
towards “marketization” (Fairclough, 1993), which is “a far-reaching process” of “an 
increasing presence and acceptance of a market ideology and market-oriented reforms 
with the expressed aim of developing markets as the prime institutional arrangement” 
(Wedlin, 2008, pp. 143-144).  
Marketization of the university sector started in late 1970s when scientific 
research began to be privatized (Bauer & Gregory, 2007). Since then, there has been a 
major shift in the main sources of research funding from government to corporation, from 
the public to private sectors. The knowledge gained through research in fields such as 
computing and biotechnology is highly transferable to fields outside of academia, 
providing technological bases for current global industrial sectors (Etzkowitz & Webster, 
1995). Such research work that has clear and immediate commercial potential has 
flourished within this new funding regime. Academicians in general have thus begun to 
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explore the commercial potential of their research work from the early 1980s onwards 
(Etzkowitz, 1983).  
This involvement in marketization has created a growing publicity demand on the 
science community. As a result, institutions and scientists have become increasingly 
cooperative with the mass media so as to attract the attention of a wider public. 
According to a report published in Science, contemporary scientists see interactions with 
journalists as necessary and see rewards in this process, not just pitfalls (Peters et al., 
2008).  
Mass media communication about science is increasingly seen by scientists and 
institutes as a functional requirement for science knowledge production. On the 
individual level, more visibility in the media means more credibility for the scientists or 
research group to potential funders, and publicity an enhancement of scientists’ career 
prospects. For the general community, news coverage of research is seen as cultivating a 
more positive public attitude toward research and therefore more support from the public 
for scientific enterprise (Peters, et al., 2008). Publicity is regarded as a way to influence 
policy-makers’ decision on the funding of science. As a public relations officer aptly puts 
it: “the surest way to capture a share of the funds was to do good research and, almost as 
important, to talk about it” (Pat McGrady , as cited in Nelkin (1995, p. 127)). 
In the attempt to attract mass media exposure, research universities in the latter 
part of the twentieth century began employing public relation professionals or outside 
media consultants to publicize the work of their scientists and make sure the work is 
covered prominently, accurately, and favorably in the press.  
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Science underwent a total re-construction of its public self-expression in the logic 
of a corporate activity. The transition from the old to the new regime, from the 
modus operandi of the 1950s to that of the 1990s and beyond, is marked by the 
arrival of the logic of public relations and of corporate communication in the 
practice of science communication. The modes of reporting and attention to issues 
are now more the outcome of strategic public relations than the older journalistic 
agendas of investigation, education, and enlightenment. (Bauer & Gregory, 2007, 
p. 44) 
 
The shift of science communication from the logic of journalistic reportage to that 
of public relations and corporate communication has been accelerated with internet 
technology. With the accessibility enabled by the technology, the science community, 
particularly academic institutions, can now bypass traditional mass media outlets to 
communicate science to the general public, managing the public relations ‘strategy’, as 
shall be discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2.  
A summary of the history of science popularization in the form of journalism is 
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Table 2.1 Summary of the history of science popularization in journalism20  
Period  Milestones in science 
communication  











in the 19 century  
To educate the public 
and enlist public support 
for the enterprise of 
rational understanding of 
the natural world  
Lewenstein (2001);  
Barton (1998); 




The establishment of 
Science Service as the 
first syndicated press 
service for science news 




To impart to the public 
the importance of 
scientific research to the 
prosperity of the nation, 
for improving the quality 
of life of individuals, and 
for cultivating sound 








Conflicts and tensions 
arise between scientists 
and journalists; science 
journalism seen as a low 
status activity 
To be skeptical and 
critical about science that 
centered on military 
connections, and adverse 




Bauer & Gregory 
(2007); 
Whitley (1985); 





Scientists and research 
institutes start to engage 
actively in selling science 
To secure funding 
support 
To assure favorable 
public policies towards 
science and technology 
 
Nelkin (1995); 




Institutions bypass mass 
media to marketize 
science with the 
advancement of internet 
technology 
To promote the image of 
science 
To enhance public 
relations of corporate 
science  
Bauer & Bucchi 
(2007); 
Baucer & Gregory 
(2007); 
de Semir (2010) 
 
                                                 
20 The time-line is divided in a broad sense. Meanwhile, the purposes of science communication are ideal-
typical, however, none of the functions is completely restricted to a particular period. The trend generalized 
here applies to science popularization in the US and the UK, which have in general kept pace with one 
another in terms of the development of science popularization. 
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2.2.2 The status quo: Online science news  
As reviewed in Section 2.2.1, science news as a type of popularization is shifting from 
the logic of journalist reportage to the logic of public relations of institutions in the 
process of marketization. This shift has been accelerated with the advent of internet 
technology. 
In the traditional model of working with mass media, universities issue a press 
release introducing findings of their faculties’ discovery to science reporters of various 
media outlets for media publicity. Now, however, they can put such releases on their 
websites directly for the public21. In this way, the science community provides direct 
access to science information from the origins to the general public and avoid the 
mediation of journalists (Garfield, 2009). Bypassing the intermediation of journalists 
emerged as an alternative, if not subversive, means of science communication for 
institutions in the early 21st century. 
At a time when more and more institutions are publishing science news on their 
own, science news coverage in the traditional media is shrinking, triggered by the late-
2000s recession (Brainard, 2008; Brumfiel, 2009; Russell, 2009) and the general trend 
away from print towards online news. This shrinking is a motivation for institutions to 
publish science news on their own. However, while the internet technology affords 
unprecedented potential for unmediated dissemination of science news to the public, one 
                                                 
21 Having science news on university websites may not reach the ‘general public’ because it is unlikely that 
the general public visit a university website. But it can reach a wide audience of potential or actual 
‘stakeholders’ such as students, researchers, journalists, funders, governors, business and other decision 
makers. Meanwhile, it can also reach to a group of unpredicted audiences who may be directed to the news 
via internet searching.  
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significant limitation is that institutions must still compete with one another and with the 
‘universe’ of web pages on the internet to attract attention to their own website. 
One significant response both to the possibilities and challenges of internet media 
and to the shrinking of traditional media science news reporting is the establishment of 
the dedicated science news portal Futurity (http://www.futurity.org/) discussed in Section 
1.3.2. The website justifies its existence and objectives as follows:  
Why Futurity? Why Now? 
The way people share information is changing quickly and daily. Blogs and social 
media sites like YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook are just a taste of what’s to 
come. It will be easier than ever to share content instantly with people around the 
globe, allowing universities to reach new audiences and engage a new generation 
in discovery. 
Equally significant has been the recent decline in science and research coverage 
by traditional news outlets. For decades, universities have partnered with 
journalists to communicate their work to the public, but that relationship is 
evolving. At the same time, research universities are among the most credible and 
trusted institutions in society and now have the ability to deliver their news and 
information directly to readers. 
In an increasingly complex world, the public needs access to clear, reliable 
research news. Futurity does the work of gathering that news. Think of it as a 
snapshot of where the world is today and where it is headed tomorrow. Discover 
the future. 22 
 
These statements articulate clearly the rationale for the establishment of the 
website as a response to the technological advancements and socio-cultural developments 
of the early 21st century. Such mediation within the otherwise undifferentiated mass of 
information on the internet relies both on the established reputations of the source 
(credible and trusted) institutions, and on their collaborative power as an online 
                                                 
22 http://futurity.org/about/, Retrieved 15/09/2010. These lines of ‘about Futurity’ were placed in the 
website in September 2009 to justify the establishment of the website, but it has been removed and replaced 
with a more concise version. 
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consortium. Since its establishment, Futurity has been expanded to include universities 
from Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia.  
As the above discussion reveals, the development of the reporting of science news 
in this important, if not pivotal, moment in its history raises significant questions. How 
does the logic of public relations impact on the representations of science news issued by 
institutions themselves? How would these representations be different from those of the 
mass media? What impact does the affordance of ‘hypermodality’ have on the 
presentation of science news? These questions need to be explored for a richer 
understanding of science news discourse in contemporary societies. Section 2.3 and 
Section 2.4 will focus on defining what online science news is and the representational 
practices of science news from a historical perspective.  
2.3 Science news as genre: Relating context to text  
The historical context of the discourse of science news provided in Section 2.2 maps out 
how science news is socially situated. The current section addresses how the social 
context is realized in science news as social processes, namely how science news as a 
type of genre achieves the communicative purposes designated in the social context.  
Science news is a subtype of the genre of news, while also being a type of science 
communication. In what follows, the discussion focuses on how science is signaled and 
maintained through communicative acts of news discourse.  
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2.3.1 Science news in the genre colony of science 
Science communication involves a range of genres and practices for the dissemination of 
scientific knowledge, of which science news is a component. The genres of science 
communication form what Bhatia (2004) terms a “genre colony”, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
Science news is a component of the colony of science genres that is related to other 
genres such as research article and press release.  
 
Figure 2.1 Genre colony of science communication 
Genres in this colony include both academic (e.g. research articles, conference 
proceedings, technical seminars) and popular genres (e.g. science news, press release, 
popular books). Popular genres, according to the culturally dominant (academic) view, 
are a “simplification”, “distortion” or “degradation” of academic genres (Whitley, 1985). 
Such a culturally dominant view is “is rooted in the idealized notion of pure, genuine 
scientific knowledge against which popularized knowledge is contrasted” (Hilgartner, 
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This dominant view about popularization, however, oversimplifies the process of 
the dissemination of scientific knowledge, as argued by Hilgartner (1990). Rather than 
taking academic and popular genres as binary opposite, Hilgartner (1990) suggests 
perceiving them as components in a spectrum from upstream to downstream as shown in 
Figure 2.2.    
                  Upstream                                                                                  Downstream 
 
                               technical seminars              grant proposals             policy reports 
          lab shop talk             scientific papers                  research news                   mass media 
             meetings       literature reviews      journal editorials         textbooks      books 
Figure 2.2 Genres of science communication in a spectrum  
(Hilgartner, 1990, p. 528) 
Genres that are more popular in nature are towards the right end of the spectrum, 
‘downstream’, being directed at a much wider, more generalized audience than those of 
the specialized ‘upstream’ toward the left end. The further away a genre is from the place 
of knowledge production (where the research is conducted), the more ‘downstream’ it is 
perceived as being. The spectrum suggests that distinctions between academic genres and 
popular genres are not clear-cut and “ambiguities may arise when one tries to squeeze 
this spectrum into the binary categories of ‘genuine’ versus ‘popularized’ knowledge” 
(Hilgartner, 1990, p. 524).  
The borderlines between ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ have become even more 
blurred in the internet era. Traditional science news disseminated by mass media is 
generally considered as a ‘downstream’. But in the age of the internet, science news can 
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go directly from institutes to the public. In this way, the genre of science news is moving 
‘upstream’ by getting closer to the source of the knowledge production. However, the 
discourse of these web pages may be closer than conventional academic discourse within 
the science community to the popular mode of science news. Hence, the bypassing of the 
mass media could blur the borderlines of ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’, making science 
news in the internet age an interesting subject for investigation as it reveals tensions and 
interactions between traditionally established genres within the new internet medium.  
This brief discussion of science news as a type of popularization in the genre 
colony of science is followed, firstly, by a discussion of science news in the genre colony 
of news as a type of hard news in Section 2.3.2, and secondly, in its interactions with 
media genres of press release and blogs in Section 2.3.3.  
2.3.2 Science news as hard news 
“Journalism operates with a range of its own conventional or commonsense textual 
categories” (White, 1998, p. 121). White suggests that when conducting news analysis, 
“it is methodologically unwise to work with a sample of texts which takes no note of 
these distinctions, which simply ignores the commonsense categorizations” (White, 1998, 
p. 121). Conventional journalistic categorizations are potentially relevant to the 
discussion of the genre colony of science news under examination in Section 2.3.1. It is 
therefore necessary to discuss news itself as a genre, in particular with regards to the 
crucial journalistic distinction adopted extensively throughout news studies, between 
“hard” and “soft” news (Tuchman, 1978).  
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Hard news covers time-sensitive and newsworthy events that have or potentially 
have a material impact on the audience member’s lives. To be specific, hard news is 
“typically associated with eruptive violence, reversals of fortune and socially significant 
breaches of the moral order” and includes “reports which are primarily grounded in a 
material event such as accident, natural disaster, riot or terrorist attack, and those 
grounded in a communicative event such as a speech, interview, report or press release” 
(White, 1997, p. 101).  
Hard news is defined as the chronicling of events where destabilization is at issue 
(Iedema, Feez, & White, 1994). A further categorization of the ideational content of hard 
news is whether it is event-based, involving newsworthy happenings, or issue-based, that 
is communicative events involving sayings and descriptions from authorized sources. 
Soft news, on the other hand, involves topics of non-critical human interest such as 
lifestyle stories, arts and entertainment, celebrity profiles, social and economic trends. 
Soft news is defined less by a focus on events themselves, than on reflections on events, 
where interpretations are at issue (Iedema, et al., 1994).  
Thus, hard news is what is in the wider public interest, while soft news is what 
might interest individuals in respect to their private lives and interests. Hard news is 
likely to be perceived as serious, soft news less serious (Steensen, 2011). The 
categorization of hard and soft news, however, is more of a continuum than discrete 
zones, as is represented typologically in Figure 2.3.  




Figure 2.3 A typological perspective on classifying news23  
Adapted from Knox (2009a, p. 41) 
Science news is considered as a type of hard news and is labeled as “issue report” 
by White (1998). 
This text type is grounded, not in the activity sequence, but in communicative 
events such as speeches, debates, interviews, press releases and research findings. 
These communicative events characteristically act to convey some point or points 
of controversy, debate, contention, alarm or counter-expectation. That is, they are 
concerned with points of potential heteroglossic tension and hence can be seen in 
the general sense of the term to be ‘argumentative’ or ‘argument-based’ (White, 
1998, p. 227).  
 
                                                 
23 In Knox’s original presentation of the typological visualization, there is no overlapping between hard 
news and soft news, though it is remarked that “the boundaries between hard, soft and lite news are 
permeable and overlap” (Knox, 2009a: p.41). In Figure 2.3, the overlapping of the boundaries is visualized.  
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In fact, however, science news can sometimes be event-based news grounded in 
the activity sequence. When significant breakthroughs take place, they tend to be reported 
as event-based news. For example, in February 1997, the first cloning of a sheep, Dolly, 
produced by the Scottish scientist Ian Wilmut made world news headlines (Hyde, 2006). 
It became the subject of a world-wide media spotlight because it was the first cloning of 
an adult mammal after decades of research efforts in moving cloning from theory to 
practice. The technology was seen as potentially having a significant impact on the 
general public, for example, by bringing possible solutions to therapeutic treatment of 
disease, or reproducing endangered animals, while evoking significant moral and ethical 
issues, especially with the possibility of human cloning brought one step closer by the 
cloning of a higher-order mammal. It was thus reported more as a significant, serious 
event.  
However, aside from such breakthroughs, the majority of science news is more 
issue-based than event-based. It reports research findings from prestigious academic 
journals that are in the “process of public-sphere contestation and debate” (White, 1998, 
p. 227). Such findings have a broader context along a long timeline: the success in 
cloning a sheep was a finite happening in time (it happened on a particular day); the 
research leading up to this event was more of a continuous development over time, the 
progress of science, and thus is not suitable for event-based reportage.  
The science news analyzed in this study is the issue-based type of hard news. This 
news genre focuses not on the breakthroughs that are in the spotlight of all the mass 
media, but rather the less eye-catching advancements through all fields of science. As one 
of the founders of Futurity, Mike Schoenfeld, points out:  
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we are not interested in breakthroughs, in miracle cures, in saving the world 
discovery headlines. That, you can get in much of the news media that covers this. 
I would hope anyone who is coming to Futurity is also doing the things that you 
should be doing to become science and research literate. 24 
 
As discussed earlier, the spread of issue-based science news increases at 
enormous speed on the internet, where it can be delivered directly by institutions to the 
public without being filtered by journalists, and is no longer limited by the space and 
other constraints of print media. Research into science news as a type of issue-based hard 
news, however, has been limited. The current project addresses this need for research into 
this emerging and important area of science news presentation.   
2.3.3 Science news in press releases and blogs  
Communication and technology theorists contend that the internet will change journalism 
and the nature of news. Allan (2009) remarks that “tectonic shifts are shaping the 
landscape of science journalism” (p. 162). One such shift is the convergence of news with 
other genres. Two examples of such convergence in the current data set are found in the 
press release and blog.  
2.3.3.1 Press release as news  
A press release is a short piece of writing produced by a corporation or an institute to 
“communicate newsworthy information to the journalist community on the one hand, and 
to the general public (indirectly through newspaper reporting, or, increasingly, directly by 
                                                 
24 http://www.onthemedia.org/2009/oct/09/direct-to-consumer-science/transcript/, Retrieved 04/03/2012.  
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making press releases available on corporate websites) on the other” (Catenaccio, 2008, p. 
9). It is a news “pre-formulating” device (Jacobs, 1999a, 1999b).  
The press release is an American invention and first appeared in 1906 (Boorstin, 
1992). The first scientific organization to provide press releases was the American 
Chemical Society, which in 1919 hired a professional writer to write descriptions of its 
scientific research for media outlets (Nelkin, 1995). Since then, the press release has 
functioned as a media channel for leading scientific organizations to engage in 
increasingly systematic public relation activities. It is now a crucial channel for 
professional societies, academic institutions, research organizations and scientific 
journals to communicate to the press about science advancement. For journalists, it is an 
essential source of information for their news writing.  
Press release can be considered as a type of genre that is “characterized by a 
peculiar participant framework in which writers provide information to journalists in the 
hope that it will be passed on to the general public” (Pander Maat, 2007, p. 60). It is 
found to be “a highly conventionalized” genre with little variation in its structure, in 
McLaren & Gurǎu’s (2005) study on press releases issued by biotechnology companies.  
 Lassen (2006), however, argues that press release is not a genre per se, but rather 
a media channel or vehicle for a number of different genres with different objectives. She 
points out that while the “press release may be seen as genre on the basis of textual form, 
it does not qualify for the genre label if analyzed in terms of content and rhetorical 
objective” (Lassen, 2006, p. 503). Both these two seemingly opposing positions on 
whether the press release is a genre or not are justifiable in that “genre may be defined at 
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different levels in different cultures and at different times, depending on our senses of 
recurrence of rhetorical situations” (Miller, 1984, p. 162).  
Given the controversial nature of the press release, scholars (e.g. Catenaccio, 
2008; Erjavec, 2004, 2005; Jacobs, 1999b) suggest considering it as a type of “hybrid 
genre” (Bhatia, 2004, p. 90; Fairclough, 1992, p. 207). Hybrid genres are the result of the 
blurring of boundaries between discourse types, and are a feature of contemporary media 
(Fairclough, 2003, p. 35). Press release as a ‘hybrid genre’ emerges from the context that 
it is in a “genre chain” (Swales, 2004) with the science news genre: a press release is a 
regular antecedent for the news. The pre-formulation requirements make it a closely 
related but distinct genre from the news genre: a genre with “the combination of different 
discourse types – news discourse, with its primarily informative focus, and promotional 
discourse, characterized by a persuasive intent” (Catenaccio, 2008, p. 12).  
The genre of press release increasingly “appropriate[s]” (Bhatia, 2004) the news 
genre in the age of the internet, which means the generic resources of the news genre are 
adopted in the construction of press releases. This is a typical example of the 
convergence or blending of genres increasingly found in internet discourse (Catenaccio, 
2007; Crowston, 2010; Garzone, 2007). Evidence for this appropriation is presented in 
Chapter 5 in the discussion of the generic structure of the verbal story. 
There are two major causes for this appropriation to take place. First, press 
releases that fit the structure and the style of newspaper reports are more likely to be 
adopted by news reports (Bell, 1991; Jacobs, 1999a) in that “journalists favor written 
sources which are already prefabricated in an appropriate news style and therefore require 
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the minimum of reworking” (Bell, 1991, p. 58). Secondly, in the age of the internet, the 
audience for press release is no longer restricted to journalists, and this expansion of 
audience could drive press release writers to produce more news-like releases.  
More and more universities are publishing their press releases on their websites to 
communicate directly with actual and potential stakeholders and the general public, an 
affordance which could reinforce the inclination for them to take on a more news-like 
style. As remarked by Catenaccio (2008): 
The advent of the World Wide Web as the main distribution channel of press 
release has resulted in the general public becoming a ratified participant in the 
process of press release fruition: With companies and institutions now almost 
invariably including press and media sections in their websites, where press 
releases (or, as they are increasingly being called, news releases) are published 
online with little or no delay compared to their communication to members of the 
press, press release writers now have the opportunity to entirely bypass 
journalistic intervention in reaching the public. (p. 15) 
 
The appropriation of the press release genre for science news is significant in 
science communication because science journalists are more likely to rely heavily on 
press releases. For example, the coverage of the ‘neurobiology of torture’ story in two 
popular science news websites, Science Daily and PhysOrg is similar in style to the press 
release made by the publisher, Cell Press, which was available via Eurekalert25, an 
aggregator of science press releases. The technical nature of science encourages reliance 
on press releases as official sources of information, thus reporters tend to adopt language 
and content from the press release when information is complex or otherwise difficult to 
                                                 
25 http://arstechnica.com/science/news/2009/09/universities-band-together-to-aggregate-research-news.ars, 
Retrieved 11/11/2009.  
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understand (Nelkin, 1995). A survey conducted by Nature in 2009 shows that press 
releases are a top source of story ideas for science journalists (Brumfiel, 2009), 
corroborating research findings obtained in the 1990s (e.g. de Semir, Ribas, & Revuelta, 
1998; van Trigt, de Jong-van den Berg, Haaijer-Ruskamp, Willems, & Tromp, 1994). 
Meanwhile, the survey shows that science journalists tend to use the content from press 
releases, with minor adjustments as a shortcut, because they are working in more strained 
conditions than ever before owing to staffing cuts in the contemporary media landscape 
discussed earlier (see Section 1.2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2) and the resulting increased 
workload (Brumfiel, 2009).   
What has been discussed so far are conjectures about the style and textual features 
of press releases in relation to those of news. Textual analysis of the two closely related 
genres in science communication, however, has been limited in the literature. Kua et al. 
(2004) trace reports on genomics from their original source in a scientific journal to 
popular press publications, including a review article, an institutional press release and 
two newspapers, and find that the technical and the popularization writings differ in what 
is said rather than how it is said. The institutional press release follows a similar model to 
the original paper and the review, including the context, methodology, results and 
discussion; while for news in mass media, they are found to differ from this format by 
presenting the results as isolated facts with methodology and context excluded. The 
argument by Kua, et al. (2004) is drawn from a case study of one press release, but is 
suggestive enough to warrant application to the study of a larger corpus.  
In the corpus for the current research, news from university websites is found to 
be labeled as ‘news release’ or ‘press release’. These releases are edited slightly before 
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they are published in Futurity. The editing in Futurity focuses not on the content or 
structure of the news, but on the presentation of the news, including changing the news 
titles and using large, eye-catching images. Critics worry that the practices of Futurity 
might blur the line between press release and news, as press release is a promotion for an 
institutions’ interest while news should cater to the audience’s interest (Brainard, 2009; 
Timmer, 2009). This blurring between press release and news, nonetheless, is taking 
place, as found in the present research.  
In this thesis, a substantial corpus of press releases from universities and news in 
mass media outlets is examined to explore the similarities and differences between the 
two forms of science news presentation.  
2.3.3.2 Science news in blogs  
On MSNBC, the mass media website chosen for our data collection, science news does 
not only appear in traditional news sections such as Tech & science, Health and Lifestyle, 
but also in a new category, a Blog section. There are 31 topics in the Blog section26. The 
blogs are categorized into different themes27, the naming of which is topic oriented. Some 
blog names are straightforward and topic-evident. For example, Cosmic Log covers 
quantum fluctuations in science, space and society, from quarks to Hubble and Mars 28. 
Some blog names are less straightforward and cover topics of different sorts. For example, 
                                                 
26 This is based on the information provided on the sitemap of MSNBC 
(http://www.msnbc.msn.com/html/msnbc/HtmlSitemap0.html) on 07/03/2012.  
27 The blog categories are: NBC Politics, Entertainment, The Maddow Blog, The Last Word, Hardblogger, 
Behind the Wall, The Daily Nightly, US News, First Read, Inside Dateline, Open Channel, World Blog, 
Cartoon Blog, Photoblog, The Body Odd, Cosmic Log, In Game, Technolog, Red Tape Chronicles, Gadget 
Box, Overhead Bin, Daily Rundown, The Ed Show, Morning Joe, Futurity of Technology, Press Pass, The 
Bottom Line, Itineraries, Travel Kit, Vitals, and World News.  
28 http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/, Retrieved 07/03/2012. 
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there is a blog named Vitals that provides news and views on how to keep “healthy, sharp 
and safe”29. It includes topics about health, medicine, and public policies. The blog 
section is a new type of news medium, called the journalist’s weblog (j-blog), that crosses 
generic boundaries between a column, a news story and a journal, and which has started 
to serve as daily news (Robinson, 2006). 
Blogs are “frequently modified web pages in which dated entries are listed in 
reverse chronological sequence” (Herring, Scheidt, Wright, & Bonus, 2005, p. 142). 
Herrings, et al. (2005) trace its historical antecedents back to hand-written diaries, and 
argue that it is hybrid in nature and “technical affordances of the weblog format make it 
readily adaptable to multiple purposes of use” (p. 163). They predict that blogs will 
become “a socio-technical format, whose convenience and general utility support a 
variety of uses” (Herring, et al., 2005, p. 164). Indeed, moving far beyond their original 
functions as filters, personal journals, and notebooks back in late 1990s (Blood, 2002), 
“blogs have become a fixture in today’s media environment, growing in number and 
influence in political communication and media discourse” (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2011, p. 
586).  
J-blogs provide news written by journalists affiliated with the news websites but it 
is “not filtered, edited, or delay delivered, as with traditional media” (Wendland, 2003) 
and “allow(s) the reader to see the journalist as a human being, connecting with them 
without the stiff, imperial voice that turns so many young people off” (Pohlig, 2003). It is 
considered as a new form of postmodern journalism because it has “challenged accepted 
standards of journalism by blurring the lines of independence, verification, the definition 
                                                 
29 http://vitals.msnbc.msn.com/, Retrieved 07/03/2012. 
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of news, and truth” (Robinson, 2006, p. 79). The ideas that blogs are revolutionary, 
however, could be “overselling” (Thurman, 2008). This is because when journalists are 
writing their j-blogs, “they do attempt to discuss the standards that allow them to keep 
their jobs and sell the corporate brand of news – even if they are not explicitly following 
those traditional norms” (Robinson, 2006, p. 80).  
In MSNBC, the j-blog news is treated similarly as other news in the website. They 
can be featured on the section page of relevant topics or the homepage of the website. For 
example, on March 7, 2012, a j-blog entry is added to Cosmic Log, titled Hear the 
soundtrack of a super-quake, as shown in Figure 2.4. The j-blog is featured on both the 
section page Technology & Science (see Figure 2.5) and the homepage of MSNBC (see 
Figure 2.6).  




Figure 2.4 News from Cosmic Log30  
Source: http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/03/06/10593462-hear-the-
soundtrack-of-a-super-quake, Captured 07/03/2012.  
                                                 
30 This is only the top part of the Cosmic Log section page. The whole page is not displayed here due to 
space constraint.  






Figure 2.5 News from Cosmic Log featured on the section page of Technology & 
Science  
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3032118/ns/technology_and_science/, Captured 
07/03/2012.  












Figure 2.6 New from Cosmic Log featured on the MSNBC homepage  
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/, Captured 07/03/2012.  
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The fact that the j-blog is featured in the same way as other news on the section 
page and homepage of MSNBC thus suggests a similar status as other news in traditional 
sections on the website. In the pilot data collection of this project, it was found that quite 
a significant number of the news was in a j-blog in MSNBC. A preliminary comparison 
of j-blogs with daily news in traditional sections also indicates that they share similar 
structure. Therefore, j-blogs in MSNBC are included in the data but special attention will 
be given to them to see if they display differences from traditional news formats. 
2.3.4 Summary of science news as genre  
This section discusses science news from a genre perspective. Science news is considered 
as a type of hard news, which can be can be either event-based or issue-based. For 
significant breakthroughs in scientific research, they can become a world-wide media 
focus and be reported as event-based news. But the majority of science news belongs to 
the category of ‘issue report’ that is “communicatively based rather than event-based” 
(White, 1998, p. 227). Issue-based news reports “lack features which are fundamental to 
the narrative of story” (White, 1998, p. 227). It is the issue-based type of news that is 
investigated in the current project. 
The genre of science news is increasingly mixed with other genres in the age of 
the internet. Press releases and blogs that serve different communicative purposes from 
news are increasingly appropriated to function as news. Press releases used to be issued 
by a corporation or institute to media outlets to announce newsworthy events or product 
launches. However, they can now reach the general public with the information 
accessibility enabled by the internet. Meanwhile, in the age of information mass 
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production, the press release tends to be composed in a way that is readily adopted by 
journalists without much additional reportage or editing. Therefore, the press release 
increasingly appropriates from the news genre. In addition, the journalist’s weblog has 
become a new site of publication for science news, emerging as a new form of journalism 
at a time when blogs are turning into a socio-technical format for a variety of uses.  
2.4 Science news as text  
The historical and generic perspectives to science news presented in Section 2.2 and 2.3 
provide background information about how science news is shaped by social context and 
social processes. Section 2.4 focuses on the discourse practices of science news: science 
news as text. “The text is central to news. News content is not independent of its 
expression, and we can only hope to have a clear understanding of the nature of news 
content by close analysis of the news text” (Bell, 1998, p. 65). In what follows, linguistic 
and non-linguistic representations in science news are examined.  
2.4.1 Linguistic representations in science news 
Linguistic representations in science news have attracted extensive scholarly attention 
from different fields of study (Myers, 2003). Scholars from media and sociology studies 
have tended to focus on linguistically-represented content of science news, adopting 
content analysis to examine what is or isn’t included in science news. Scholars in 
linguistics tend to adopt a discourse analysis approach, to examine how the content is 
constructed (Corbett, 2006b).  
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In examining what information is included, scholars in media studies have found 
information omission to be a prevailing problem in science news. For example, Borman’s 
(1978) research centered on omissions of information in magazine articles: incomplete 
information about results, omission of the researchers’ names and no mention of 
continuity with past research. Similarly, Mallow (1991) found that authors of popular 
press articles typically include information about who conducted the study and the 
practical applications of the research, but they often omit information about the methods 
and procedures used to conduct the research. The omission of methodological and 
contextual information is also found to be prevalent in a more recent data of science news 
content in US prestige newspapers (The New York Times, The Chicago Tribune, and The 
Washington Post) (Pellechia, 1997, 2001).  
Information omission is considered as problematic under the assumption that 
“there are two separate discourses, one within scientific institutions and one outside them, 
and that information is translated from one of these discourses to the other” (Myers, 2003, 
p. 266). The discourses within scientific institutions are generally considered to be 
superior to the ones outside them (Reed, 2001), and thus in the course of translation from 
one discourse to the other, the information is considered to be “simplified, distorted, 
hyped up, and dumbed down” (Myers, 2003, p. 266).  
The power of science as a key discourse in society is crucial for understanding the 
dissatisfaction with media reporting of science (Reed, 2001). Scientists expect that the 
content and style of mass media outlets should conform to their scholarly publication 
norms. The writing of formal scientific publications follows an established tradition, 
which has taken shape gradually over the centuries through the conditions of production 
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and interpretation of its texts (Calsamiglia, 2003; Gregory & Miller, 1998), resulting in a 
prestige academic style. “The scientific world moves with caution and incremental 
knowledge” (Kua, et al., 2004, p. 320), and scientific writings have evolved to express 
objectivity, depersonalization and the notion of careful but steady progress towards truth. 
Along with this development, scientific discourse has become demanding upon its 
readers, with its abstraction and particular range of formal, specialized languages varying 
across disciplines.  
These norms, however, often contradict the demands of the news genre, which 
requires the accessible communication of a “hard news angle” to a more general 
readership, in terms of what happened and how it has changed the world (Reed, 2001). 
To be relevant and meaningful to a general, public audience, science news often 
emphasizes the potential applications and consequences of scientific results, rather than 
the process by which they were developed, the latter of which is a major concern for 
scientists (Calsamiglia, 2003; Gregory & Miller, 1998). Hence the scientific community’s 
claim arises that science news oversimplifies and distorts the true significance of their 
work.  
Weingart (1998) remarks that the dissatisfaction with science news as being 
inaccurate is futile, in that “the media construct their own reality in the same way as 
science does” (p. 870), but with different approaches to reality via different instruments 
and forms of representations. Discourse analysis is thus needed to explore how 
information is included rather than simply focusing on what information is included, 
thereby offering “insights into the social construction and discursive negotiation of 
scientific facts” for science news (Corbett, 2006b, p. 755).  
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The type of discourse analysis that is most relevant to content analysis is at the 
level of structure. News structure can “be explicitly linked to social practices and 
ideologies of news making and, indirectly, to the institutional and macro sociological 
contexts of news media.” (van Dijk, 1988, p. vii)  
van Dijk (1983) argues that a systematic discourse analysis is a refinement of 
classical “content analysis” (Holsti, 1969) in media studies with respect to four 
distinctive aspects, which can be summarized in Table 2.2.  
Table 2.2 Comparison of content analysis and structural discourse analysis 
Content analysis Structural discourse analysis 
Performed to find relations between some 
property of messages, and properties of the 
sender/speaker or of the reading public 
Examines a media message as a discourse 
and a form of social practice in its own 
right,  
Quantitative data Qualitative data 
Based on observable, countable data, to 
make explicit surface structure such as 
words, phrases, sentences or stylistic 
features 
Reveals underlying semantic structures and 
makes explicit implications, 
presuppositions, connections, strategies 
etc., find rules or principles underlying the 
structures, the productions and the 
comprehension of media messages 
Correlating content properties and specific 
effects 
Embracing cognitive and social theory 
about the rules and strategies that underlie 
the production and understanding of media 
discourse 
Note: Based on the discussion in van Dijk (1983, pp. 26-27) 
Studies in the literature have explored from a discourse perspective the 
differences between academic research papers and corresponding news, providing 
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valuable insights into why the popularization texts are written in a way which differs 
from academic texts.  
Fahnestock (1986) adopted a rhetorical approach to analyze the “accommodation” 
of science to a lay audience and argued that the type of genre as well as the semantic 
focus differ between a scientific article and corresponding popular article. Fahnestock’s 
(1986) comparison is based on Artistotle’s three types of persuasive speech: forensic, 
deliberative and epideictic. Forensic means arguing for the nature and cause of past 
events, deliberative, considering the best possible course of future action, and epideictic, 
making here-and-now judgments and evaluation over the case. The findings suggest that 
scientific writing prioritizes the forensic function over the deliberative and epideictic 
ones, while popular writing like news prioritizes the epideictic function over the 
deliberative and forensic ones. Scientific writings are largely concerned with validating 
the observations they report by legitimizing their selection of research problems and 
methodological approaches. For popular writings such as news, it is judged that 
audiences are concerned more about the impact of the research and therefore these 
writings are more epideictic. This rhetorical perspective on scientific writing and science 
popularization addresses the external causes and functions of the discourse types.  
Myers (1990b) reaches similar generalizations about the differences between 
research articles and science popularizations in his discussion of biology texts. He argues 
that texts for specialists and the general public assume different conceptions of scientific 
activities. Scientific articles create narratives of science, which “follow the argument of 
the scientists, arrange time into a parallel size in their syntax and vocabulary, and the 
conceptual structure of the discipline”, while popularizations present a narrative of 
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nature “in which the plant or animal, not the scientific activity, is the subject, the 
narrative is chronological and the syntax and vocabulary emphasize the externality of 
nature to scientific practices” (Myers, 1990b, p. 142). Research articles as narratives of 
science are linguistically organized to support claims to knowledge with problem-
solution patterns as discourse structures, while popularizations as narrative of nature take 
concrete phenomena as the subject for chronological narratives.  
These findings suggest science news as a discourse type has its own style and 
features, which are different from research articles. To better understand the discursive 
reconstruction of scientific knowledge to non-specialists, the current project conducts a 
discourse structural analysis of 270 pieces of news from institutional and mass media 
websites. Frameworks for analyzing the news structure will be introduced in Chapter 3.  
2.4.2 Visual representations in science news 
The visuals in science news tend to be studied by comparison to those of research articles 
from which the science news is recontextualized. In the limited literature on image 
representations in science popularization, images are found to achieve mainly the 
functions of beautifying scientific activities and capturing the audience’s attention.  
Myers (1990b) studied biology texts and found the images in popularizations 
appeal to a casual reader by showing what the plants and animals in the reported research 
look like. The images give a sense that the reader is seeing the organism directly rather 
than through the mediation of scientific theory and experiment as represented in written 
discourse, therefore they contribute to a chronology of the “narrative of nature” and 
“aestheticize” scientific activities (Myers, 1990b).  
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Miller (1998) compared visuals in Science (the academic publication) and 
Newsweek (the popularization), and found that images in academic texts mainly function 
to support arguments, while visuals in popular press attract the reader to the article or 
explain the science rather than prove an argument. The visual images in science 
popularization are less condensed and detailed than those in academic publications. The 
images tend to be photographs that can be easily related to by readers rather than abstract 
charts or diagrams that provide proof of findings. Colors are always bright, having little 
relationship to the items referred to but functioning to attract readers rather than 
providing supplementary scientific information.  
Both studies are based on specific cases. To what extent their findings are 
applicable to a large corpus remains unknown. Meanwhile, these studies focus on visual 
images in print science popularization. The use of images in online science news to 
popularize science is thus an important new area of research. The present work examines 
a corpus of images in online science news and explores the functions images are playing 
in Chapter 6.  
2.5 Conclusion 
Science news as a type of science popularization is playing an increasingly important role 
for the scientific community and its audience. The representational practices of science 
news are undergoing unprecedented changes through the socio-cultural forces of 
marketization and technological advancement, such as, and especially, the internet. 
Online science news is shaping a significant developmental stage in science 
popularization. This (multimodal) discourse awaits closer investigation.  
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The current project aims to address this niche by adopting a discourse perspective 
on the analysis of online science news. In particular, the approach of social semiotics 
informed by SFL provides the main theoretical tools for the analysis. The social semiotics 
approach is chosen because the analytical tools of social semiotics “require the researcher 
to ground their analysis (and therefore their interpretations and explanations) empirically, 
socially, and theoretically” (Knox, 2009a, p. 87). The theoretical and methodological 
approaches applied in the analysis of the online science news in the current project will 
be outlined in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology: Theory and data 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the theoretical and methodological approaches adopted in the thesis 
for the analyses of online science news. The theoretical framework for the current study 
is Systemic Functional Multimodal Discourse Analysis (SF-MDA), which is also known 
as Social Semiotic Multimodal Analysis (Jewitt, 2009a). SF-MDA is an extension of the 
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) framework, developed by Halliday (Halliday, 
1978; Halliday & Hasan, 1989) into Multimodal Discourse Analysis (MDA). Major 
theoretical tenets of SFL and their extension into multimodal studies are introduced and 
explicated in Section 3.2 as the theoretical foundations for the current study. Additionally, 
this chapter presents in Section 3.3 descriptions of the data and information about how 
the data was collected and analyzed.  
3.2 Theoretical foundations: Systemic Functional Multimodal Discourse 
Analysis 
This section describes systemic functional theory as applied to multimodal discourse 
analysis. SFL views language as a social semiotic (Halliday, 1978). Semiotics is “the 
study of sign systems” and “the study of meaning in its most general sense” (Halliday & 
Hasan, 1989, p. 4). Linguistics that studies language as a resource for meaning making is 
a kind of semiotics because language is viewed as “one among a number of systems of 
meaning that, taken all together, constitute human culture” (Halliday & Hasan, 1989, p. 
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4). Systems of meanings are socially generated and defined because meanings are 
exchanged in interactions between people as cultural behaviors by means of language and 
many other semiotic resources (Baldry & Thibault, 2006; Halliday & Hasan, 1989; Kress 
& van Leeuwen, 2001). As one type of symbolic resource, language is viewed not just as 
code, but social behavior as well. It is through language “each individual establishes, 
develops, and maintains social relationships” (Halliday, 1978, p. 16), whereby “culture is 
transmitted from one generation to the next” (Halliday, 1978, p. 18). SFL models 
language in relation to social context, and it is the social semiotic perspective that makes 
it applicable to semiotic systems other than language.  
SFL has been extended widely to explore semiotic systems of non-verbal 
resources since the seminal work of O’Toole (1994, 2011) on visual communication in 
paintings and Kress & van Leeuwen (1996, 2006) on the grammar of visual images in 
printed media. Since then the extension covers semiotic systems of sound (van Leeuwen, 
1999b), gesture (Martinec, 2004), action (Martinec, 1998, 2000), spatial design (Martin 
& Stenglin, 2007), mathematical symbolism (O'Halloran, 2005) and many other types of 
semiotic resource. It has been applied extensively to a variety of multimodal discourse 
types such as films (e.g. Baldry & Thibault, 2006; O'Halloran, 2004), newspapers (e.g. 
Bateman, et al., 2007; Caple, 2009a), advertisements (e.g. Cheong, 2004; O'Halloran, 
2008), text books and teaching materials (e.g. Bateman, 2008; Chen, 2009; O'Halloran, 
2005, 2007; Unsworth, 2006a), and web-mediated discourse (e.g. Djonov, 2005, 2007; 
Knox, 2007, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Kok, 2004; Lemke, 2002; Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012, 
in press).  
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In this section, theoretical abstractions from SFL relevant to the current study are 
discussed: namely, system and structure, stratification and instantiation, genre, 
metafunction, intersemiosis, logogenesis and semogenesis. These theoretical constructs 
will be discussed in relation to SFL before their extension to multimodal discourse 
analysis is addressed. The discussion of the theoretical framework draws on the founding 
work of Halliday (Halliday, 1978, 1994, 2002 [1992]; Halliday & Hasan, 1989; Halliday 
& Matthiessen, 1999) and interpretations and extensions by other linguists and 
semioticians in this tradition (e.g. Eggins, 1994; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001; Kress & 
van Leeuwen, 2006; Lemke, 1998, 2002; Martin, 1992, 1999b; O'Halloran, 2005; 
O'Toole, 1994, 2011; Royce, 1998; van Leeuwen, 2005).  
3.2.1 Stratification and realization   
SFL is a social semiotic theory of language. It adopts a social approach to study the 
semiosis of language. The meaning of texts is thus studied in relation to their social 
context as constructed through and represented in texts. As Halliday (1978) remarks, “the 
formulation ‘language as social semiotic’ … means interpreting language within a 
sociocultural context, in which the culture itself is interpreted in semiotic terms – as an 
information system” (p. 2).  
In relating meaning to context, SFL construes the relationship between language 
and social context as dynamic and provides tools for studying the roles of power and 
ideology in that relationship. Social context is construed as meaning potential and is 
modeled as a semiotic system or a set of interrelated semiotic systems ‘realized’, or 
manifested in language (and other semiotic resources). SFL thus provides an explicit 
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model for analyzing the complex and dynamic interaction between meaning, expression 
and social context. This modeling is achieved via the theoretical construct, or ‘dimension’ 
of stratification.  
In terms of the stratification dimension, SFL sees language as a complex semiotic 
system with different levels, or strata operating in the construal of meaning. Hjelmslev 
(1961), building upon Saussure’s (1998 [1916]) model of the sign, first stratified 
language into two planes: the content plane and the expression plane. The content plane 
concerns what meaning is being expressed, and expression plane how the content is 
realized through the organization of material phenomena such as sound into phonological 
(or graphological) systems and structures. The content plane was later stratified into 
semantics and lexicogrammar by Halliday (1978), and the semantic stratum was 
recontextualized as discourse semantics by Martin (Martin, 1992, 1997). Language as a 
meaning making resource is thus modeled as a system of three strata (discourse semantics, 
lexicogrammar, phonology/graphology), which is organized into expression and content 
plane, as Figure 3.1 shows.  




Figure 3.1 Language as tri-stratal system31  
Following Martin (1997, p. 6) 
The content plane is related to the expression plane arbitrarily, but the strata of 
lexico-grammar and discourse-semantics have a natural or motivated relation. The 
relation between strata is construed in SFL as one of realization. Discourse-semantic 
choices are realized by lexico-grammatical choices which are themselves realized in 
choices in the expression plane. Halliday (2002 [1992]) explains that “meaning is 
realized by the realization of wording in sound’ and “sound realizes the realization of 
meaning in wording” (p. 357). This realization chain can be illustrated in Figure 3.2.  
                                                 
31 The co-tangential circles are applied in SFL for constructing and modeling theoretical relations between 
text and context. Circles are used to symbolize the fact that we are dealing with naturally evolving systems, 
not technologically designed ones. The bigger circles refer to more abstract level of sociosemantic 
superstructure. The co-tangential aspect starting from the lower right corner suggests where linguists’ 
reality begins. Then, from the expression plane, layers of abstraction are added towards the upper left of the 
diagram. (Martin, 1999) 











Figure 3.2 Language strata and realization relationships  
(Jordens, as cited in Caple (2009b, p. 29)) 
A rank scale operates within each strata: the key discourse-semantic unit of 
analysis is the text, which typically consists of at least one clause - the key unit of 
analysis at the level of lexico-grammar – which in turn consists of at least one syllable – 
the key unit of analysis at the level of phonology/graphology (Matthiessen, 1995, p. 7). 
By studying the discourse-semantic and lexico-grammatical choices, we can explain the 
meanings they realize in texts. Meanings are the product of the realization relation 
between choices at all strata.  
The tri-strata model offers for the means to analyze the complex and dynamic 
interaction between meaning, expression and social context. This model can also be 
mapped onto non-linguistic resources. Scholars in semiotic studies explore how other 
semiotic systems are stratified, what ranks operate at their strata and how units of 
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construe meaning (e.g. Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; O'Halloran, 2005; O'Toole, 1994, 
2011). The exploration, however, is still at a very early stage and there is no agreed-upon 
model for accounting for such interaction. What is agreed is that each semiotic resource 
has a plane of expression and a plane of content. Djonov (2005), for example, argues that 
systems belonging to different semiotic resources create texts by interacting at the level 
of expression, and meaning is created by their interaction at the more abstract level of 
content. 
This two-plane model, as the basis of semiotics, relates the concrete expression 
with the abstract content, thereby offering analysts a starting point in approaching 
multimodal discourse (O'Halloran, 2008), particularly phenomena without a long history 
of study within this field. In the current project, this two-plane model is thus adopted to 
explore semiotic expressions in online science news and their interactions in meaning 
making.  
3.2.2 Genre  
The notion of genre was initially applied to literary texts to indicate the conventions of 
form, content and use of language. Bakhtin (1986) extends the notion of genre to a wider 
system of codes and expectations governing discourse in general. Following Bakhtin, the 
term genre in language studies has been appropriated by linguists to explore various 
kinds of discourse “in which expectations of conventional use of text structure, lexis, and 
syntax are likely to be satisfied” (Corbett, 2006a, p. 27). It is an important construct for 
modeling the relationship between text and context. This section discusses the construct 
of genre in SFL and related fields and its extension to hypertextual discourse.  
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3.2.2.1 Genre: Modeling context 
SFL models language as being socially situated, and the systematic relationship between 
context and text is a central part of the theory (Halliday & Hasan, 1989). The relationship 
between language and its context can be described in terms of realization: language 
realizes social context, and social context is construed by language. The relationship can 
be illustrated in Figure 3.3, with language and social context as co-tangential circles.  
 
 
Figure 3.3 Language as the realization of social context  
(Martin, 1997, p. 4) 
Context is thus considered as a connotative semiotic system, which relies on 
another semiotic system as its expression plane (Hjelmslev, 1961). The relationship 
between context and language can be illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
 
Social context  
 
Language  




Figure 3.4 Modeling context as the content plane of language 
(Martin, 1992, p. 493) 
In this model, social context and language ‘metaredound’: social context 
comprises patterns of language patterns (Lemke, 1995), which means the organization of 
social context can be diversified along similar lines to that of language. Halliday (1978) 
outlined the semiotic structure of context as follows, building on the work of Malinowski 
(Constable, 2001) and Firth (1957) on context as a more abstract level than texts:  
The semiotic structure of the situation is formed out of the three sociosemiotic 
variables of field, tenor and mode. These represent in systematic form the type of 
activity in which the text has significant function (field), the status and role 
relationship involved (tenor) and the symbolic mode and rhetorical channels that 
are adopted. (p. 122) 
 
Field, Tenor and Mode are three key variables in Halliday’s semiotic structure of 
context, which is referred to as “context of situation” (Halliday, 1978). The contextually 
oriented level of semantics is conceptualized in terms of “register”, which is defined as 
“the configuration of semantic resources that the member of the culture associates with a 
situation type” and “it is the meaning potential that is accessible in a given social context” 
(Halliday, 1978, p. 111). 
Expression form 
Register  
           Language 
Content form
Content       Expression 
 form              form 
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The three contextual variables are projected from the metafunctional 
diversification of language – the ideational, interpersonal and textual (which is 
elaborated in Section 3.4), with ideational corresponding, in terms of context, to field, 
interpersonal to tenor, and textual to mode. These contextual variables are thus seen as 
being realized by the language components of metafunctions. The diversification of 
context can be illustrated in Figure 3.5.  
 
 
Figure 3.5 Functional diversification of social context 
Halliday’s (1978) description of the three contextual variables is reproduced here:  
Field: the social action, that which is ‘going on’, and has recognizable meaning in 
the social system; typically a complex of acts in some ordered configuration, and 
in which the text is playing some part, and including ‘subject-matter’ as one 
special aspect 
Tenor: the role structure, the cluster of socially meaningful participant 
relationships, both permanent attributes of the participants and role relationships 
that are specific to the situation, including the speech roles, those that come into 
being through the exchange of verbal meanings 
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Mode: the symbolic organization, the particular status that is assigned to the text 
within the situation; its function in relation to the social action and the role 
structure, including the channel or medium, and the rhetorical mode 
(Halliday, 1978, p. 143) 
 
The rhetorical mode in the variable of Mode is elaborated in Halliday’s later 
works as “what is being achieved by the text in terms of such categories as persuasive, 
expository, didactic, and the like” (Halliday & Hasan, 1989, p. 12). According to this 
perspective, the macrostructure of a text, which means the property that establishes a text 
as a particular type of genre (narration, lyric, advertisements and so on), is covered in the 
variable of Mode. As Halliday (1978) remarks: 
The concept of genre … is an aspect of what we are calling the ‘mode’. The 
various genres of discourse, including literary genres, are the specific semiotic 
functions of text that have social value in the culture. A genre may have 
implications for other components of meaning: there are often associations 
between a particular genre and particular semantic features of an ideational or 
interpersonal kind, for example between the genre of prayer and certain selections 
in the mood system. Hence the labels for generic categories are often functionally 
complex: a concept such as a ‘ballad’ implies not only a certain text structure with 
typical patterns of cohesion, but also a certain range of content expressed through 
highly favored options in transitivity and other experiential systems … (p. 145) 
 
This approach suggests that the term genre is considered as part of the contextual 
variable of Mode, that is, internal to the text. However, elsewhere Halliday (Halliday & 
Hasan, 1976) presents a seemingly different view:  
 In the most general terms, there are two other components of texture. One is the 
textual structure that is internal to the sentence: the organization of the sentence 
and its parts in a way which relates it to its environment. The other is the 
‘macrostructure’ of the text, that establishes it as a text of a particular kind – 
conversation, narrative, lyric, commercial correspondence and so on. (p. 324)  
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In this quote, genre, the ‘macrostructure’ of text, appears to be different from the 
internal textual structure which the contextual variable Mode covers. Gregory and Carroll 
(1978) suggests characterizing genre in terms of all dimensions of language variety rather 
than just the dimension of Mode. In a similar vein, Martin (1992) argues that the 
rhetorical purpose encapsulated in the notion of genre “is difficult to associate with any 
one metafunctional component of the lexicogrammar or discourse semantics” because 
“the effect of a text is the result of all components of its meaning” (p. 501). For example, 
narratives, reports, procedures, and observations can be about any field, and they could 
be addressed in spoken or written modes to audiences of all sorts, close or distant, equal 
or unequal. That is, genre and register can vary independently.  
Therefore, it has been suggested that a new layer is needed in modeling context to 
address the inadequacy of the notion of ‘register’ in Halliday’s model for accounting for 
contextual aspects of text (Martin, 1992). In Martin’s (1992) model, the notion of genre 
encompassing a wider system of codes and expectations governing discourse in general 
(Bakhtin, 1986), is suggested as a new level above and beyond ‘register’. The term 
‘register’, used by Halliday to refer to “language as context’s expression plane”, is now 
taken in Martin’s construal to refer to “the semiotic system constituted by the contextual 
variables field, tenor and mode” and “the metafunctionally organized connotative 
semiotic between language and genre” (Martin, 1992, p. 502). The register variables 
work together to achieve rhetorical goals defined by systems of social processes at the 
level of genre, whereby a “teleological perspective on textual function” is set up (Martin, 
1992, p. 502). This stratified model of context can be presented in Figure 3.6, which thus 
adds the level genre to the model outlined in Figure 3.5.  





Figure 3.6 The stratification of social context in relation to language  
As shown in the model in Figure 3.6, genre metaredounds with register which in 
turn metaredounds with language (Martin, 1999b). In other words, genre is a pattern of 
register patterns and register a pattern of language patterns. Register offers a 
metafunctionally diversified perspective on context, while genre provides an orientation 
that transcends any one metafunction. Genre as level of contextual semiosis above the 
level of register provides a more holistic account for relations among social processes.  
The stratum of genre is defined by scholars in the SFL tradition as “staged, goal-
oriented social process” (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 7).  
Genres are referred to as social processes because members of a culture interact 
with each other to achieve them; as goal-oriented because they have evolved to 
get things done; and as staged because it usually takes more than one step for 
participants to achieve their goals. (Martin, Christie, & Rothery, 1987, p. 59)  
 
         Genre  







Context of culture  
Genre  
Contextual of situation 
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Language: meaning, wording 
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In this definition, genre as a level of context represents the system of staged goal-oriented 
social processes through which individuals in a given culture live their lives. It is 
considered as a semiotically constructed social entity and a characterization of a class of 
identifiable linguistic artefacts (Bateman, 2008).  
In a similar vein, Swales (1990) in the English for Specific Purposes (ESP) 
tradition, which is also known as the “Applied Linguistics” approach (Corbett, 2006a), 
defines genre in terms of communicative purposes and relates these purposes to the 
discourse community.  
A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share 
some set of communicative purposes. These purposes are recognized by the 
expert members of the parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the 
rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the 
discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and style. (Swales, 1990, 
p. 58) 
  
The conceptualizations of genre in both the SFL and ESP approach view genre as 
social semiotic, enabling us to “deal with higher level structuring and organizational 
integrity across stylistically distinct textual contributions” (Bateman, 2008, p. 184).  
There has been another a different approach to genre that “centers not on the 
substance or the form of discourse but on the action it is used to accomplish” (Miller, 
1984, p. 152). This is the New Rhetoric approach (Freedman & Medway, 1994) in 
Hyon’s (1996) categorization or the Social Action approach in Bateman’s (2008) 
categorization. In this approach, genre is considered as “a socially standard strategy, 
embodied in a typical form of discourse, that has evolved for responding to a recurring 
type of rhetorical situation” (Coe & Freedman, 1998, p. 137), and therefore is studied as 
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“the motivated, functional relationship between text type and rhetorical situation” (Coe, 
2002, p. 195). The key concept of the New Rhetoricians’ work on genre is that it is a 
negotiable ‘social fact’ rather than an invariable set of conventions. Genres are related to 
situations that are abstract social constructs maintained and created through actions, 
including the genres that accompany them (Bateman, 2008). A discourse of a particular 
genre is one of the ways in which an abstract social type of situation is signaled and 
maintained through communicative acts. Classes of discourse in one kind of genre tend to 
show similarity of form as well as function as bearers of meanings for the culture they are 
embedded in.  
In both perspectives of genre as social semiotic and genre as social action, the 
theoretical construct of genre has been developed by linguists and semioticians to explore 
the relationship between text and context.  
3.2.2.2 Generic structure 
Genres are “the effects of the action of individual social agents acting both within the 
bounds of their history and the constraints of particular contexts, and with a knowledge of 
existing generic types” (Kress, 1989, p. 49). Generic structure enacted by the texts is a 
significant device that enables text to function as a semantic unit (Eggins & Martin, 
1997). The generic structure of a text is the conventional characteristics developed out of 
an evolving set of cultural imperatives. The communicative purposes of a text are met 
through a sequence of stages, each of which achieves an intermediate purpose. In what 
follows, the concept of generic structure in the SFL approach and the ESP approach are 
introduced.  
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3.2.2.2.1 The SFL approach  
In the SFL tradition found in work by Halliday & Hasan (1989), texture structure is 
determined by the properties of the context of situation. The specific configurations of 
contextual variables of field, tenor and mode, termed as “Contextual Configurations” 
(Halliday & Hasan, 1989, p. 55), determine how a text will be structured in terms of 
unfolding stages. The Contextual Configurations determine: 
- What elements must occur and what elements may occur 
- What arrangements of elements are obligatory and what are optional 
- How often elements may occur, once or iterative  
By exhausting the possibilities of text structures for texts of similar types with 
these specifications, it is possible to derive the “Generic Structure Potential” (GSP) of a 
given Contextual Configuration (Halliday & Hasan, 1989). “GSP is an abstract category; 
it is descriptive of the total range of textual structures available within a genre. The GSP 
represents the total potential of structural resources for a genre” (Hasan, 1996, p. 53). 
A particular GSP specifies the structural possibilities for a particular genre: what 
the compulsory and optional elements are and what possible orderings could be. For 
example, Hasan (1996) proposes a GSP for nursery tales as follows:  
 
[(<Placement>^Initiating Event^)]Sequent Event^Final Event[^(Finale)*(Moral)] 
 
The GSP indicates the tale: 
- Necessarily include an Initiating Event, a Sequent Event, and a Final Event, 
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which occur in the order specified by the sign “^” 
- Optionally includes a Placement, a Finale and a Moral as indicated in round 
brackets, the Finale and Morale may alternate as to position as indicated by * 
- May contain a Placement which, if present, must either precede the Initiating 
Event or be interspersed with it as indicated by the square brackets 
- Contains a Sequent Event which may be repeated as the arrow suggests 
The obligatory elements of a text, which appear to be derived from the variable 
Field, are genre specific as they define the genre the text belongs to. They are the criteria 
for deciding whether a text is complete or not. Optional elements are realizations of a 
particular social process type, but are not seen as essential in every realization of the 
social process. Optional elements as variations in generic structure tend to be controlled 
by the variables of Tenor and Mode (Martin, 1992). The ordering and reiteration of the 
generic elements is another crucial criterion for determining the completeness and 
appropriateness of a text as a specific genre. Thus, the GSP models the relationship 
between texts and their context by occurrence and ordering of compulsory and optional 
elements of texts, which indicates strong association between field, text structure and 
genre (Martin, 1992).  
Genre analyses that focus on describing the particulate constituencies and 
sequences of functional phases or stages have given preference to constituencies that are 
formulated in ways analogous to the terms in which experiential meanings are modeled at 
the level of the clause (Martin, 1992). Experiential meanings are organized as particles, 
as distinct and independent entities such as Participants, Processes, Adjuncts, and 
Classifiers. Genre analysts that inherit from grammarians a bias of the experiential 
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metafunction, therefore, have tended to adopt a particulate approach to model textual 
structuring, breaking texts down into discrete chunks, typically organized sequentially 
along a pathway towards some goal or point of textual completion. Martin (1992) 
suggests that genre analyses should be framed so as to be sensitive to modes of meaning 
making from across the three types of metafunctions identified by SFL (i.e. ideational, 
interpersonal and textual), and structuring principles associated with the three 
metafunctions can be applied to genre phasing.  
The basic types of structure are particulate, prosodic and periodic, which 
construe the ideational, interpersonal and textual functions respectively (Halliday (2002 
[1979]), building upon Pike (1945)). Martin (1997) extends the discussion of the 
association between structural types and types of meanings from clause to text, 
suggesting that particulate structure organizes text segmentally into orbital or serial 
patterns, depending on whether there is one nuclear segment; prosodic structure is supra-
segmental and spreads itself across a text; periodic structure is wave-like and it organizes 
a text into a rhythm of peaks and troughs according to the demands of information flow 
in the text. Figure 3.7 summarizes the types of meaning in relation to the types of 
structure.  
“[M]ost genre research approaches texts from the serial particulate perspective in 
which the constituent components of a text (and how they occur in series) are identified” 
(Gruber & Muntigl, 2005, p. 78). Iedema, Feez, & White (1994), however, approach the 
generic structure of ‘hard’ news reporting from the orbital particulate perspective and 
suggest that hard news is having an orbital structure, namely, a nucleus-satellite structure. 
With such a structure, the headline/lead combination functions as a nucleus to present the 
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crux of the story without the need to read on, and the remainder of the story develops 
with a series of satellites which relate to the nucleus itself rather than each other. The 
nucleus typically creates a focus for the story with regards to a destabilizing event, which 
positions readers at the point of “maximal material and moral-order disruption” (White, 
1997, p. 112), and highlights the significance and newsworthiness of the news article.  
 
Figure 3.7 Types of structure and types of meaning 
(Martin, 1997, p. 17) 
According to White (1997, 1998), the generic structure of issue reports, to which 
science news belongs as discussed in Section 2.3.2, is similar with that of news reports 
that are grounded in a material event with the nucleus-satellite structure. The satellites 
can develop the lead in the form of: elaboration that adds more detailed description or 
exemplification of information of the event; contextualization that places the events or 
statements of the headline/lead in a temporal, spatial or social context; explanation that 
provides causes, the reason for, the consequences or the purpose of elements presented in 
     Type of structure                                                              Type of meaning  
     Particulate                                                                             Ideational 
       -orbital                                                                                  -experiential 
        [mono-nuclear] 
       -serial                                                                                    -logical 
        [multi-nuclear] 
      Prosodic                                                                                Interpersonal 
      Periodic                                                                                 Textual 
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the headline/lead; or appraisal for the evaluation of the event (White, 1998). The 
structure can be displayed in Figure 3.8.  
 
Figure 3.8 The nucleus-satellite structure of issue reports  
Adapted from Iedema, et al. (1994) and White (1998) 
Central to the nucleus-satellite structure is the idea that “satellites relate more 
strongly to the nucleus than they do to each other, which contrasts significantly with 
serially unfolding texts where cohesion is mainly to the immediately preceding 
stage/phase” (Caple, 2009b, p. 34). With the nucleus-satellite structure, the text remains 
focused on the lead and the textual and informational pre-eminence of the lead is 
highlighted. This structure provides a generic framework for the development of news 
story genres that incorporate visual images (e.g. Caple, 2009a, 2009b; Zhang & 
O'Halloran, in press). For the data of online science news in the current project, it is 
found that the nucleus has been expanded into a hypermodal one that applies semiotic 
Headline  
Lead elaboration explanation  contextual-
ization 
appraisal 
   Nucleus   Satellites 
Satellites related to the nucleus 
rather than to each other 
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resources of visual, verbal and hypertextual to popularize science (see Section 7.3.2 for 
the discussion of the ‘hypermodal nucleus’ in the data).  
The nucleus-satellite structure of news developed in the SFL tradition is 
concerned with the logical-semantic relationships between text components in news 
reports. The ensuing section introduces the approach of English for Specific Purposes 
(ESP), which is similar to the SFL approach in taking a functional approach to 
understanding and accounting for the properties of genres, but more narrowly targeted by 
focusing on genre staging of particular genre types in question.  
3.2.2.2.2 The ESP approach 
The ESP approach can be considered to be within the SFL tradition in the sense that they 
both take genre as “a semiotically constructed social entity” and “a characterization of a 
class of identifiable linguistic artefacts” (Bateman, 2008, p. 184). It might be seen as an 
application of SFL with its emphasis on communicative purpose and the formal 
properties of texts, but it does not make extensive use of a stratified, metafunctional 
grammar (Hyland, 2002). It tends to be more narrowly targeted than the SFL approach 
with a focus on genre staging with reference to the local concerns of the particular 
discourse in question. This approach concerns how formal qualities of generic texts are 
applied by members of discourse communities to achieve their communicative purposes. 
The investigation of the schematic structure of genres in the ESP approach tends to be 
driven by pedagogical applications.  
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The seminal work in the ESP approach is Swales’ analyses of the Introduction 
section of research articles, which is widely known as the CARS model (Create a 
Research Space) (Swales, 1990) shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 The CARS model  
Move 1 Establishing a territory 
        Step 1 Claiming centrality 
                              And/or 
        Step 2 Making topic generalization(s) 
                              And/or 
        Step 3 Reviewing items of previous research 
                                         
Move 2 Establishing a niche                    
        Step 1A Counter-claiming 
                Or 
        Step 1B Indicating a gap 
                Or 
        Step 1C Question-raising 
                Or 
        Step 1D Continuing a tradition 
                                         
Move 3 Occupying the niche 
        Step 1A Outlining purposes 
                Or 
        Step 1B Announcing present research 
        Step 2 Announcing principal findings 
        Step 3 Indicating RA structure 
(Swales, 1990, p. 141) 
In the CARS modal, the genre staging is identified with the semantic unit of move, 
which is “a discoursal or rhetorical unit that performs a coherent communicative function 
in a written or spoken discourse” (Swales, 2004, p. 228). A move captures the functions 
of text segments under examination with reference to a bundle of linguistic features 
(lexical meanings, propositional meanings, illocutionary forces, etc.) (Nwogu, 1997; 
Yang & Allison, 2003). “At one extreme, it can be realized by a clause; at the other by 
several sentences. It is a functional, not a formal, unit” (Swales, 2004, p. 228).  
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It enables the categorization of chunks of text in terms of their particular 
communicative intentions. The particular patterns of organization, created by the 
ordered relationship between Moves, can be isolated and observations as to the 
structure of the texts be made. (Yang & Allison, 2003, p. 370)  
 
The order of the identified moves suggests a general trend of the sequences in 
texts and indicates how information is schematized in a particular type of genre, but it is 
common to have different orders and cyclical moves as variations (e.g. Ayers, 2008; 
Nwogu, 1997; Swales, 1990; Yang & Allison, 2003; Zhang, 2005). A move can be 
realized by a combination of steps, which are sets of rhetorical choices available to the 
writers to realize a certain communicative purpose (Swales, 1990).The concept of move 
captures the function and purpose of a segment of text at a more general level, while step 
“spells out more specifically the rhetorical means of realizing the function of move” 
(Yang & Allison, 2003, p. 370).  
Nwogu (1991) applies the approach to medical science news and generalizes a 
schematic structure shown in Table 3.2. In the proposed structure of medical science 
news shown in Table 3.2, it is evident that the content of text segments is revealed in the 
naming of moves. For example, there are ‘background information’, ‘overall research 
outcome’, and ‘new research’. These names of the moves suggest the content of the text 
segments in the knowledge structure of research. The content-revealing structure enables 
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Table 3.2 Generic structure of medical science news  
Move 1: Presenting Background Information 
a) By reference to established knowledge in the field 
b) By reference to main research problem. 
c) By stressing the local angle. 
d) By explaining principles and concepts 
 
Move 2: Highlighting Overall Research Outcome 
a) By reference to main research results 
 
Move 3: Reviewing Related Research 
a) By reference to previous research 
b) By reference to limitations of previous research 
 
Move 4: Presenting New Research 
a) By reference to authors 
b) By reference to research purpose 
 
Move 5: Indicating Consistent Observations 
a) By stating important results 
b) By reference to specific observations 
 
Move 6: Describing Data Collection Procedure 
a) By reference to authors 
b) By reference to source of data 
c) By reference to data size 
 
Move 7: Describing Experimental Procedure 
a) By recounting main experimental processes. 
 
Move 8: Explaining Research Outcome 
a) By stating a specific outcome 
b) By explaining principles and concepts 
c) By indicating comments and views 
d) By indicating significance of main research outcome 
e) By contrasting present and previous outcomes 
 
Move 9: Stating Research Conclusions 
a) By indicating implications of the research 
b) By promoting further research 
c) By stressing the local angle 
(Nwogu, 1991) 
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The two-layer analysis in terms of move and step has been proved a robust 
method for analyzing the genre of research articles (e.g. Bhatia, 1997; Holmes, 1997; 
Nwogu, 1997; Swales, 1990; Yang & Allison, 2003), and genres of other types, for 
example, homepages (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005), student prospectus (Askehave, 2007), 
and various types of promotional genres (Bhatia, 2004) . It can “chunk texts into 
identifiable knowledge structures”, and “give the segment a uniform orientation and 
signal the content of discourse in it” as well (Nwogu, 1991, p. 111). With the two-layer 
structure, the discourse analysis is able to be “the refinement of content analysis” (van 
Dijk, 1988, p. 27).  
In this project, the ESP approach will be adopted to develop the genre staging of 
the verbal story of the news. The ESP approach to news structure is not contradictory 
with the SFL approach as introduced in Section 3.2.2.2.1, though it seems so in terms of 
the ESP approach adopting the serial perspective, and the SFL one the orbital perspective. 
The ESP approach would capture the serial unfolding of the linear sequences of generic 
stages of news, while the SFL one focuses on the news’s orbital/hierarchical organization 
in which the lead part of the news is seen as more nuclear than the others. The two 
approaches with different perspectives “relate to different semiotic aspects of a text, they 
view the same phenomenon (i.e. text structures) from different angles” (Gruber & 
Muntigl, 2005, p. 108)32. Therefore, both of the perspectives of the particulate structure 
(i.e. orbital & serial) will be adopted to investigate the structure of news verbal story.  
                                                 
32 In Gruber & Muntigl’s (2005) discussion about serial and orbital particulate structure, the orbital 
particulate perspective is related to rhetorical structure analysis, but their insight about the two perspectives 
are applicable to the discussion here about the differences between the SFL and ESP approach to news 
structure.  
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3.2.2.3 Genre in hypertext  
In the age of the internet, scholars suggest that “it may be necessary to incorporate the 
notion of ‘medium’ into the notion of ‘genre’” (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005, p. 121). 
Shepherd and Watters (1998) introduce the notion of ‘cybergenres’ to umbrella genres 
existing in the web medium. They differentiate it from traditional genres by addressing 
the ‘functionality’ afforded by the medium. Non-digital genres are characterized by 
“<content, form>”, while cybergenres are characterized by “<content, form, 
functionality>” (Shepherd & Watters, 1998). The functionality refers to the linking 
property inherent in the web medium. Though it remains controversial whether the 
hypertextual functionality is a generic parameter for separating digital from non-digital 
artifacts or not (Bateman, 2008), the significant impact of the hypertextual potential of 
the medium on changing the way we communicate is without dispute and has captured 
increasing attention from scholars in discourse studies (e.g. Askehave & Nielsen, 2005; 
Djonov, 2005, 2007; Knox, 2007, 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Lemke, 2002, 2005; 
Lemke, 2009; Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012).  
Indeed, hypertexts allows the co-deployment of various semiotic resources such 
as image, linguistic text, video, and hyperlink, in a semiotic phenomenon termed by 
Lemke (2002) “hypermodality”.  
Hypermodality is the conflation of multimodality and hypertextuality. Not only 
do we have linkages among text units of various scales, but we have linkages 
among text units, visual elements, and sound units. And these go beyond the 
default conventions of traditional multimodal genres. Even on a single printed 
page of a magazine, newspaper, or scholarly article in the sciences, we know to 
connect certain graphical images with certain verbal units (via labels, captions, 
explanatory text) and vice versa (illustrations of narrative events, figures cited in 
the text). Organizational devices such as bounding boxes and nearness or 
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juxtaposition combine with semantic content to indicate to us what goes with 
what across the modal divide between text and image. In hypermedia, there are 
more kinds of connection than those provided for in print genres. (Lemke, 2002, p. 
301) 
 
Hypertexts are non-linear as readers can choose where to begin and where to end 
(Bolter, 2001; Landow, 1997). The loss of linearity in hypertext presents challenges in 
applying the notion of genre to hypertextual discourse, though Kress & van Leeuwen 
(2006) claim that both verbal and non-verbal artefacts and social practices can be 
indicative of social relations, and genre must also be a useful category to apply regardless 
of mode or medium. 
To maintain the notion of genre in the face of dynamic, non-linear artefacts, 
researchers (e.g. Lemke, 2002; van Leeuwen, 2005) propose to consider stages as 
constructed by the reading path rather than being pre-given by the text. That is to say:  
the text itself is no longer a staged, goal oriented process. It is an environment for 
such processes, and must be analyzed as a kind of map, a spatial structure 
allowing a number of trajectories, or as the layout of a building, a spatial structure 
designed to facilitate a range of specific activities. (van Leeuwen, 2005, p. 85) 
 
From this perspective, it is “not the structuring of the text” which should be studied, but 
rather the “structuring of the reading (using) process” (van Leeuwen, 2005, p. 84). 
Bateman (2008) points out the exploration of the reading path is a new territory and we 
are at early stages of investigating the complex meaning-making activities involved.  
The study of hypertext genres from the perspective of reading path, though 
seemingly providing a direction to tackle the problem of nonlinearity, may not be the 
solution. Reading paths for the same text vary with individuals, and the diversity 
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contradicts an important aspect of genre as a construct for describing shared properties of 
text. The actual reading paths of one text may vary from each other greatly among 
different readers. One hundred readers might present one hundred reading paths with 
different purposes. The diversity of reading paths could cause the loss of the 
conceptualization of genre as a shared property of texts. 
Furthermore, the diversity of reading paths fails to capture the property of genre 
as socially signifying practices. Genre is concerned with properties of text types which 
are shaped by social practices or socially recognized communicative purposes. As Lemke 
(2005) remarks:  
A genre is maintained by the conventions of a community, and in most cases 
serves specific functions within the system of practices of particular institutions of 
that community. The forms which a given genre takes as text are the traces of 
social signifying practices in some community in some institutional, or at least 
recognized and regularly recurring situational context. (p. 47) 
 
The social signifying practices are not likely to be captured by reading paths. Take the 
university homepage for example, it is a genre for establishing a university’s identity and 
facilitating user navigation, with the co-deployment of multi-semiotic resources (Zhang 
& O'Halloran, 2012). When visiting the homepage, a member of the university (i.e. 
students and staff) may be blind to the multi-semiotic representations on the homepage 
and go directly to links such as Email and Library, which is common, as goal directed 
users tend to overlook areas of the screen where irrelevant information is located 
( Pagendarm & Schaumburg, 2001). Such a reading path leads to an incomplete picture of 
the properties of social practices enacted by the homepage genre. Therefore, a reading 
path perspective fails to address the social signifying practices of genres.  
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The key concerns of extending the notion of genre to hypertext lies in the issue of 
linearity, which has been widely perceived as a significant feature that differentiates web 
text from traditional print text (e.g. Bolter, 2001; Landow, 1997). Non-linear reading is a 
prominent feature of hypertext. The hypertext system brings a new kind of reading 
referred to as “hyper-reading” that “filters, skims, pecks, and fragments the web texts” 
(Sosnoski, 1999, p. 135). It is with this type of hyper-reading that the loss of linearity in 
web texts occurs. Non-linearity, however, is also a property of traditional print text 
because both factors of the non-linear reading and co-deployment of multi-semiotic 
resources that cause non-linearity could be found in print texts. “Text is far from ‘linear’ 
as a meaning making technology” (Lemke, 2005, p. 48)  
A printed text is “not itself truly linear or sequential as a medium in the sense that, 
say, spoken monologue is” (Lemke, 2002, p. 300), and hyper-reading can be found in 
printed texts as well (Finnemann, 1999; Lemke, 2002). Finnemann (1999), for example, 
argues that we also filter, skim, and fragment information while reading printed texts, and 
thus performing a non-linear reading. Meanwhile, we have text components in books 
such as table of contents and index that fulfill similar functions to linking in web text 
(from which the latter may be said to derive), which would lead to non-linear reading. 
Thus, genres of print texts may well be said to embody non-linearity in a similar way to 
web texts.  
Another factor that causes the loss of linearity is the co-deployment of multi-
semiotic resources. But texts have never been mono-semiotic (Bateman, 2008; Lemke, 
1998). As Lemke (2005) remarks:  
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Even written genre has always been multimodal, deploying not only the signs of 
the linguistic system but also those of the visual-spatial meaning systems 
associated with orthography, typography, and page layout. These visual-spatial 
dimensions of written genres frequently index the syntagmatic units of a genre 
(e.g. titles, section headers, the characteristic typography and layout of the 
References or affiliation sections of an academic papers, etc.). (p. 45) 
 
Therefore, we find already that “the concept of genre is a multimodal concept” (van 
Leeuwen, 2005, p. 129).  
So far, it has been argued that non-linearity is not new to web texts as compared 
with print texts. Traditional genre theory, however, seems to be primarily concerned with 
sequencing conventions and leaves the issue of non-linearity unaddressed. It becomes a 
major focus of genre theorists to explore how we can: 
extend and enhance genre theory to include our growing recognition of the 
importance of visual-spatial meaning elements and conventions in all genres 
[genres to be found on CD-ROMs, in educational software, in web pages and 
websites, and most recently in the emerging genres of video and computer games]. 
(Lemke, 2005, p. 46) 
 
For the genres found in web pages in particular, the extension of genre theory 
should address the linking property of hypertext which is “the crucial ‘new’ component 
of new media” (Bateman, 2008, p. 210).  
[H]ypertextuality invites and affords more complex dialogical (or pseudo-
dialogical) chaining of offers and demands, choices and constraints between users 
and designers/sites than does text which is built with the strong expectation that 
readers will follow a default sequence. (Lemke, 2002, p. 322) 
 
Finnemann (1999) suggests that hypertext as a text system has the capacity of 
activating at least two modal shifts in the reading process: the ‘reading-as-such’ being 
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one mode (the reading mode); and the navigating mode (or the linking mode). The 
meaning of hypermedia texts can only be studied by developing tools for revealing the 
semiotic potential of interaction of both the reading and the navigating aspects of 
hypertext (Lemke, 2002). Based on Finnemann’s (1999) discussion of hypertext and 
Swalesian’s genre model (Swales, 1990), Askehave & Nielsen (2005, p. 127) propose a 
two-dimensional genre model for studying homepages, as shown in Figure 3.9.  
 
 
Figure 3.9 The two-dimensional genre model  
(Askehave & Nielsen, 2005, p. 127) 
This model means each semantic item on a webpage can be dual-functional, 
namely they can be read as such and also embody an “action potential” (Baldry & 
Thibault, 2006).  
The reading mode leaves the user in a traditional reader position with sequential 
reading as the guiding principle (similar to traditional reading, no matter whether 
the actual reading is strictly linear or not). The navigating mode allows the reader 
to navigate the site and actively construct his/her own reading path through one or 
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several sites. (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005, p. 127) 
 
 
The reading mode is concerned with the visual-spatial meanings on the page as it 
is read. The text consumption of the reading mode is not very different from that of 
traditional texts, and therefore the “traditional genre analysis model seems to be an 
appropriate tool for a genre description” (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005, p. 127). The 
navigating mode is concerned with meanings of hypertextual linking as users navigate 
around multiple pages via hyperlinks.  
For web-mediated genres, meanings are construed via both the reading and 
navigating modes. The contribution to meaning construed by the navigating mode, 
however, has been dismissed or underestimated by some scholars. For example, Kok 
(2004) argues that “hypertext is not a semiotic resource, but a platform for the co-
deployment of different semiotic resources . . . [and] computer supported online 
telecommunication technology that makes possible the assembly, retrieval, display, and 
manipulation of texts” (pp. 133-134). Similarly, Askehave and Nielsen (2005) consider 
that the consolidation of a corporation’s identity can only be achieved in the reading 
mode.  
More recently, the semiotic potential of hypertextuality has been recognized. For 
example, Baldry & Thibault (2006) argue that “hypertext trajectories” can function to 
create thematic meanings in websites. Djonov (2005, 2007, 2008), following Lemke 
(2002), elucidates the ways in which information is organized in hypertexts through 
logico-semantic relations and illustrates how semiotic resources function hypermodally to 
construe meaning in the web context. Zhang & O’Halloran’s (2012) analysis of 
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university homepages demonstrates that semiotic choices in both the reading and 
navigating modes are explicitly related to the construction of a specific identity for each 
university, and the semiotic potential of hypertextuality is thus related to higher-level 
cultural and ideological meanings. Hypertextuality, therefore, should be taken as 
importantly as other types of semiotic resources in the study of web-mediated genres.  
The two dimensional model adapts the traditional genre model to account for 
web-mediated texts by incorporating hypertextuality as a medium-related feature into the 
genre model (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005). This model can be applied to analyze all web-
mediated genres, and is adopted in the current project to analyze the story page of science 
news (Chapters 4, 5 & 6) and the homepage of Futurity (Chapter 7). When referring to 
the two dimensions of the model in the thesis, ‘reading dimension’ and ‘navigating 
dimension’ are used instead of ‘reading mode’ and ‘navigating mode’, in order to avoid 
possible confusions with the terminology of ‘mode’ in semiotic studies to refer to “a 
socially shaped and culturally given resource for meaning making” (Kress, 2009, p. 54), 
or a variable of context of situation as discussed in Section 3.2.2.1.  
3.2.3 Metafunctional diversification 
Metafunctional diversification is probably one of the most well known aspects of SFL in 
language and discourse studies. The notion of function is “a fundamental property of 
language itself, something that is basic to the evolution of the semantic system” (Halliday 
& Hasan, 1989, p. 17).  
Halliday (1976) proposes that language has evolved as a system organized around 
three general semantic motifs:  
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Whatever we are using language for, we need to make some reference to the 
categories of our experience; we need to take on some role in the interpersonal 
situation; and we need to embody these in the form of text. (p. 29)     
                              
These three types of meaning are construed through the ideational, interpersonal and 
textual metafunctions respectively. The meaning of metafunction is “that part of the 
system of a language – the particular semantic and lexico-grammatical resources – that 
has evolved to perform the function in question” (Halliday & Hasan, 1989, p. 44). Each 
instance of language use simultaneously realizes the three types of meaning via choices at 
the strata of text and lexico-grammar.  
The ideational metafunction involves the speaker as an observer, providing 
resources for construing and reflecting on the world around and within us. It is further 
categorized into the experiential and logical metafunctions. The experiential metafunction 
is configured primarily via transitivity systems in their lexico-grammatical realization, 
and the logical metafunction by logical dependency relations and logico-semantic 
relations between clauses within clause complexs (Halliday, 1994). 
The interpersonal metafunction is the “participatory function of language” 
(Halliday, 1978, p. 112). The interpersonal function deals with the roles we take on 
ourselves and assign to others in discourse, and thus is concerned with how people use 
language to interact with each other, to enact and maintain social relations, to express 
one’s own attitudes and to influence others’ opinions and behaviors. This metafunction 
involves systems of mood, modality, evaluation and negotiation (Halliday, 1994; Martin, 
1992; Martin & Rose, 2007). 
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The textual metafunction is the “relevance function” (Halliday, 1978), responsible 
for creating cohesion in texts, interweaving interpersonal and ideational meanings into 
text and making a text relevant to its context. Textual meanings in English are realized 
through two kinds of lexico-grammatical resources: structural resources including 
thematic structure and information structure that operate at the level of clause, and 
cohesive resources like reference and conjunction that create semantic relations between 
elements within texts.  
The metafunctional diversification within language can be mapped onto social 
context, with ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions corresponding to (to 
what in Martin’s model are) the register variables of field, tenor and mode as discussed in 
Section 3.3.1. The mapping is shown in Figure 3.10. The realization relationship between 
register and language is dialectic, in the sense that language construes, is construed by, 
reconstrues and is reconstrued by social context (Martin, 1999b). 
The three metafunctions function simultaneously. Choices from the systems of 
each metafunction are made independently (for a detailed discussion of the systems, see 
Halliday (1994)), but meaning is construed via a totality of choices in all metafunctions. 
As Halliday (2002 [1979]) points out, the metafunctions “appear clearly in the semantic 
system itself, as system networks each having a high degree of internal dependence but a 
very low degree of external dependence” (p. 201).  
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Figure 3.10 Metafunctional diversification of language 
The three types of meaning are manifested in language as socially situated choices 
within systems (Halliday, 1978). The metafunctional diversification found in linguistic 
resources also provides an initial starting point for exploring non verbal meaning making 
resources. Social semioticians have extended the metafunctional perspective on language 
into consideration of visuals and other non-verbal resources. However, scholars have 
developed varying sets of terms for the metafunctions of verbiage and image, as 
summarized in Table 3.3.  
In extending the concept of metafunctional diversification into visuals, the 
seminal works are O’Toole’s (1994, 2011) language of displayed art and Kress & van 
Leeuwen’s (2006) visual grammar. O’Toole’s (1994, 2011) extension focuses 
specifically on paintings, architecture and sculpture (that is, valued, artistic texts), rather 
than images per se, and hence will not be applied in the current project. Kress & van 
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Leeuwen (2006) consider visual images in a more general sense, showing how, as with 
any other semiotic resource, images construe ideational meaning to represent the world, 
interpersonal meaning to enact social relations, and textual meaning to realize coherence 
of visual resources. As outlined in Table 3.3, there are four major components in their 
model: representational resources including the participants, events and objects for 
visually representing the material world, interactive resources that construe the 
interaction between the image and the viewer; modality judgments that address the 
reliability of visual messages; and compositional arrangements that are concerned with 
the information value and visual emphasis. The systems developed by Kress & van 
Leeuwen, which are extensive and detailed, will be introduced in this thesis when applied 
in the analyses.  
Table 3.3 Metafunction labels in foundational works in SF-MDA 











Language  Ideational Interpersonal  Textual Halliday (1994) 
Image  Representation Interaction/ 
Modality 
Composition Kress & van 
Leeuwen (2006) 
Representational Modal Compositional  O’Toole (1994) 
Hypertext Presentational  Orientational  Organizational  Lemke (2002) 
 
The metafunctional framework will be adopted in Chapter 4 for the analysis of 
hyperlinks, Chapter 6 for functions of images and Chapter 7 for the evolution of Futurity. 
In the analysis, Halliday’s (1994) original terminology for the metafunctions is adopted.  
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3.2.4 Intersemiosis   
Multimodal texts construe meaning with a combination of semiotic resources in use. 
“While a multimodal text with one of the modes removed would still produce a coherent 
visual or verbal text, it would be one which would somehow be diminished in its 
communicative power” (Royce, 2007, p. 104). The communicative power of multimodal 
texts is achieved via the interactions across and between semiotic resources in 
multimodal texts, in a process widely known as ‘intersemiosis’. Intersemiosis is a central 
area of multimodal research (Jewitt, 2009b; O'Halloran, 2011).  
Meaning can be “multiplicative” with the interaction of semiotic choices (Lemke, 
1998).  
The meaning potential, the meaning-resource capacity, of multimodal constructs 
is the logical product, in a multiplicative sense, of the capacities of the constituent 
semiotic resource systems … No text is an image. No text has the exact same set 
of meaning-affordances as any image. No image or visual representation means in 
all and only the same ways that some text can mean. It is this essential 
incommensurability that enables genuine new meanings to be made from the 
combinations of modalities. (Lemke, 2002, p. 303) 
 
Lemke (2002) further argues that the metafunctions demonstrated for linguistic signs by 
Halliday (see Section 3.2.3) are the “common denominators” that allow the multiplicative 
meanings across semiotic modalities (p. 303). The metafunctional diversification 
introduced in the previous section has been adopted for exploring the semantic 
integration of images and words (e.g. Kong, 2006; Lemke, 1998; Martinec & Salway, 
2005; O'Halloran, 2005; Royce, 1998, 2002, 2007; Unsworth, 2006a, 2006b; Unsworth & 
Cléirigh, 2009).   
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Royce (1998) proposes “Intersemiotic Complementarity” as a “synergistic” 
relationship between language and visual images, where “visual and verbal modes 
semantically complement each other to produce a single textual phenomenon” (p. 26). In 
Royce’s (1998, 2007) framework, metafunctional based strategies are identified for 
semiotic interactions between language and images. Ideationally, visual and verbal 
semiotic resources interact with lexical cohesion devices such as repetition, synonymy, 
antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy and collocation (Halliday, 1994; Halliday & Hasan, 
1976, 1989). Interpersonally, visuals and verbal meanings interact to establish 
relationships between the reader and viewer through mood (reinforcement of address) 
and modality (attitudinal congruence and attitudinal dissonance). Textually, semiotic 
choices of the visual and verbal modes are made based on compositional parameters such 
as information value, salience, framing, visual synonymy and potential reading paths.  
Royce’s (1998) framework provides the basis for the formulation of 
“intersemiotic mechanisms” (O'Halloran, 2005) to account for how “semantic expansions 
of co-contextualizing and re-contextualizing relations take place across linguistic, 
symbolic and visual elements in mathematical discourse” (O'Halloran, 2008, p. 458). The 
mechanisms of intersemiosis proposed by O’Halloran (2005, 2008) are categorized as 
follows, 
1. Semiotic cohesion: System choices function to make the text cohere across 
different semiotic resources. 
2. Semiotic mixing: Items [i.e. discernable textual units through systematic choices 
from semiotic resources (Kok, 2004)] consist of system choices from different 
semiotic resources. 
3. Semiotic adoption: System choices from one semiotic resource are incorporated 
as a system choice in another semiotic system. 
4. Juxtaposition: Items and components within those Items are compositionally 
arranged to facilitate intersemiosis. 
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5. Semiotic transition: System choices result in discourse moves in the form of 
macro-transitions which shifts the discourse to another Item consisting primarily 
of another semiotic resource, or alternatively macro-transitions within Items occur. 
6. Semiotic metaphor: Metaphorical shifts occur where the functional status of 
elements is not preserved and new elements are introduced.  
                                                                                        (O'Halloran, 2008, p. 453) 
    
O’Halloran (2005, 2007) also proposes metafunctionally based systems for 
intersemiosis in mathematical discourse and later applied to advertisements (O'Halloran, 
2008). Both Royce and O’Halloran address cohesive relations between elements of 
images and texts, but do not specify the scale where the interaction takes place.  
Image-text relations have been investigated mainly with a “grammatical approach” 
(Liu & O'Halloran, 2009), which models image-text relationships by following 
Halliday’s (1994) logico-semantic relations between clauses (e.g. Martinec & Salway, 
2005; Unsworth & Cléirigh, 2009). Martinec & Salway (2005), for instance, perceive the 
relationship between image and language as similar to that of clauses and generalize the 
relationships between image and text in new and old media through systems of status and 
logic-semantic relations. Unsworth & Cléirigh (2009) draw on Halliday’s description of 
relational clauses (Halliday & Mathiessen, 2004) and model the relations between image 
and language as identification (i.e. identifier and token/value).   
These intersemiotic models contribute significantly to the understanding of the 
intricacies and complexities of interactions between different semiotic systems. However, 
explorations of intersemiosis remain at the content strata of grammar and discourse 
semantics. It would be worthwhile to explore intersemiosis from a genre perspective. As 
pointed out by Stöckl (2009),  
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Language-image-links come as conventionalized patterns of reciprocal mode 
interaction and interlocking. Various levels of text are helpful in their description 
(e.g. spatial-syntactic, content-thematic, rhetorical-logical; Stöckl forthcoming). 
The patterns [of language – image - links] are clearly text-type-sensitive, so too 
generalized a perspective does not make sense. What seems most important is to 
ask which pragmatic functions pictures can fulfill in relation to language. (p. 12) 
 
These pragmatic functions can be explored from a genre perspective. As an 
exploratory effort to study intersemiosis from a genre perspective, Cheong (2004) 
proposes a Generic Structural Potential of print advertisements as follows: 
Lead^(Display)^Emblem^(Announcement)^(Enhancer)^(Tag)^(Call-and-Visit Information) 
The Lead and the Emblem are the obligatory elements of print advertisement while others 
are optional. The generic structure realized by visual and verbal semiotic resources, as 
described by Cheong (2004) is detailed in Table 3.4.  
Table 3.4 The generic structure of print advertisements  
Visual components Lead: Locus of Attention (LoA), Complement to the Locus 
of Attention (Comp.LoA) 









(Cheong, 2004, p. 165) 
The visuals function as the Lead to capture the audience’s attention, and the 
Display to visually display the advertised product. The Emblem, either in visual or verbal 
forms, bestows an identity of the product brand name. The Announcement is the most 
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salient linguistic item that conveys the essence of an intended message from the 
advertiser to consumers. The Enhancer, normally in a paragraph, details the advertisers’ 
reasoning of why the product is of value to consumers. The Tag and Call-and-Visit 
Information provide information about the product/service. In this model, the interactions 
of visual and verbal at the level of genre are addressed. It specifies the probabilities for 
visual and verbal forms to occur in the specific genre of advertisements and the functions 
of images in relation to textual meaning and the development of the text as a whole.  
A genre perspective on functions of non-verbal semiotic resources will be applied 
in the analyses of hyperlinks (Chapter 4) and images (Chapter 6).   
3.2.5 Semogenesis  
Language evolves through use. SFL models the changes in language according to the 
concept of semogenesis (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). Semogenesis refers to the 
development of the meaning making potential itself, of language, of those learning 
language, and within instances of language in text.  
There are three types of semogenetic processes taking place along different time 
frames. First, on a long term time frame, human languages evolve as instantiations of 
meaning, draw upon and expand the meaning potential of cultures, creating dynamic 
growth within that potential. This process of language evolution is termed phylogenesis. 
Secondly, along the time scale of a human life time, there is the development of an 
individual’s meaning potential through language, which is known as ontogenesis. Thirdly, 
on a much shorter timescale, the development of meaning in a text as systemic choices 
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unfold is known as logogenesis. The features of the three types of process are 
summarized in Table 3.5.  
Table 3.5 Types of semogenesis  
Type of semogenesis Time scale Presentation of changes 
Logogenesis         Instantiation of the text/process Unfolding 
Ontogenesis Development of the individual  Growth 
Phylogenesis Expansion of the culture Evolution  
Adapted from Martin (1999a, p. 125) 
Meanings are created, transmitted, and recreated in the three processes with the 
process at a larger time scale providing the environment for the ‘next’ scale ‘down’ to 
take place, and the process at a shorter time scale offering material for the larger one to 
be developed. That is, for example, phylogenesis provides the social-cultural context for 
the linguistic development of the individual as ontogenesis, while the development of an 
individual’s own meaning potential provides new resources for the expansion of the 
cultural potential at large (especially individuals whose influence in the culture is large, 
such as Shakespeare or Newton).   
This thesis is concerned in particular with logogenesis and phylogenesis. 
Logogenetically, the web-mediated texts unfold differently from traditional print 
discourse through the affordance of hyperlinks. Phylogenetically, the conventions of 
online texts change fast, driven by the rapidly developing technology, and the fluidity of 
their uptake within cultures. Lemke (2005), for example, discusses the rapid genre 
evolution, which is relevant to phylogenesis:  
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Genre evolution has been slow in the past largely because (a) whole genres have 
had to change, and (b) genres have been conserved (because of their social-
institutional functions) to change not much faster than the institutions themselves. 
In the hypertext era, or more generally the traversal era, the textscales are shorter, 
the timescales for meaning-making along traversals may be briefer, and the 
linkages of particular traversal-types to institutions may be non-existent. Genre 
evolution, or at least the emergence of new genres, is likely to occur much more 
quickly under these conditions. (p. 53) 
 
Semogenesis is particularly relevant to the discussion of the evolution of Futurity 
in Chapter 7.  
So far, the theoretical basis for studying online science news in the current project 
has been outlined. Key tenets of SFL and SF-MDA pertinent to this study have been 
reviewed. Section 3.3 is concerned with the data under investigation in the project.   
3.3 Data  
The current study investigates science news on three types of website: university websites, 
Futurity and the mass media website of MSNBC. This section describes the data, and 
explains the methods for data collection and procedures for data analysis.  
3.3.1 The Data  
The data is from a corpus of university websites, and the websites of Futurity and 
MSNBC (the features of these websites have been introduced in Section 1.3). Futurity is 
run by universities, therefore news from Futurity is considered together with that from 
university websites as both being institutional news. MSNBC is a mass media website 
and news from it is considered as mass media news.  
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The data consists of two major sets. The first set includes news pages from the 
three types of website for comparison between institutional and mass media websites. 
News on the same research events was matched via Google search. A total of 90 groups 
of news were collected over one year period. In each group of the data, there is a piece of 
news on the same research event from the university website, Futurity and MSNBC. In 
total, 270 news pages were collected. The second set is collected to study the evolution of 
Futurity, which is completely different from the first dataset. The Futurity website 
underwent a revamp in September 2010. The data consists of homepages and news pages 
before and after the revamp.  
3.3.2 Data collection  
Web pages share similar features with oral data in that they are transient and keep 
changing as they are updated. In what follows, tools for archiving the web pages are 
introduced and information about the collected data is provided. 
3.3.2.1 Tools for data collection 
In the archiving of web data, it is crucial to keep hyperlinks active because the semiotic 
resource of hyperlinks is under investigation in the study. Web data can be archived in 
two ways: archives of specific web pages, and of the whole website. In the current project, 
the data is archived as individual web pages because website archiving normally takes a 
huge amount of digital storage space.  
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For archiving web pages, the software ScrapBook33 is used, which is an extension 
of the free web browser Mozilla Firefox. It helps users to save web pages to their local 
storage disk and easily manage collections. The saved web pages are displayed exactly 
the same as they are on the internet. The links in the web pages are kept activated in 
ScrapBook, which means users can be directed to the page of a link by clicking it in the 
ScrapBook file, provided that the link is still available on the internet34. This function has 
been particularly useful for the current project, which investigates hyperlinks as a type of 
semiotic resource. Furthermore, it allows users to manage the collection on the local disk 
in folders for full text search and quick filtering search. In addition, it allows editing and 
annotation of the collected web pages.  
An example of how ScrapBook works is given in Figure 3.11. Once web pages 
are archived with ScrapBook, the archived web pages can be organized in hierarchical 
folders, as shown on the left of the screen in Figure 3.11. The folders of ScrapBook files 
can be managed like any other types of folders in a PC: they can be renamed, moved, 
deleted and so on. Meanwhile, ScrapBook provides simple tools for editing web pages, as 
demonstrated in Figure 3.12. For example, contents on the page can be highlighted with 
different colors. Sticky notes can be added on any parts of the page. Page content can be 
removed as well. These tools are used for data annotation in the current project. When the 
archived web pages are used as examples or illustrations in the thesis, they are presented 
as Screenshots in the form of a PNG or JPEG file.  
                                                 
33See https://addons.mozilla.org/en-us/firefox/addon/scrapbook/. 
34 The links are kept active but the data of linked pages is not archived in ScrapBook. Therefore, a link does 
not work if the linked page is removed from the internet.  




Figure 3.11 Illustration of the ScrapBook software 
 







Archived files of web page and their folders 
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3.3.2.2 The corpus for comparison across the three types of website  
The first set of the data contains 270 news pages, including 90 groups, which consist of 
one news page from each type of website reporting on the same research event. The time 
duration for the data collection is one year, from October 2009 to September 2010. It 
starts from October 2009 because Futurity was officially launched in September 2009. 
The one year duration ensures sufficient data for analysis but not too much to be beyond 
the scope of the project.  
Futurity collects news from its partner universities, so each piece of news on 
Futurity has its corresponding source news in university websites. If a research event 
reported in Futurity is also reported in MSNBC, then the research event is reported in 
both institutional and mass media websites and becomes a potential data set. Each piece 
of science news in Futurity issued between October 2009 and September 2010 was 
checked via Google search to find out if corresponding news was issued in MSNBC. The 
searching is conducted with tags of each piece of news provided by Futurity. The news 
has to be the presentation of findings and conclusions that are clearly derived from a 
scientific investigation that, presumably, was recently conducted and published in 
academic journals or presented in academic conferences. Scientific investigations 
included systematic attempts to explain or classify phenomena that fall within the 
disciplines of the Science & Technology (ST), Health & Medicine (HM), Earth & 
Environment (EE), and Society & Culture (SC)35. News with a different function (e.g. 
critiques and reviews) is excluded, even if findings or conclusions based on scientific 
investigation are described. Also excluded is news on book publications.  
                                                 
35 The classification of disciplines follows the practice in Futurity.  
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The searching was conducted in April 2010 and February 2011. All together, 90 
groups of news were collected. Detailed distribution of the news from different news 
categories is provided in Table 3.6.   
Table 3.6 News in the corpus 
News category No. of news pages collected 
University Futurity MSNBC 
Science & Technology (ST) 36 36 36 
Health & Medicine (HM) 24 24 24 
Earth & Environment (EE) 13 13 13 
Society & Culture (SC) 17 17 17 
Total  90 90 90 
 
Each research event is assigned with one number by the researcher, and each 
piece of news is labeled with ‘news category + number of the research event + news 
source’. In referring to news sources, U is short for university, F for Futurity and M for 
MSNBC. For example, ST15U refers to the No. 15th piece of news in Science & 
Technology from a university website, and ST15M the No. 15th piece of news in Science 
& Technology from MSNBC. The hyperlink to each piece of news in the corpus is 
provided in Appendix I.  
Among the 90 pieces of news from MSNBC, 5 pieces are from j-blogs. They are 
from the blog section of The Body Odd (SC11M, HM16M, HM18M, HM21M) and 
Cosmic Log (ST21M).   
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3.3.2.3 The corpus for studying Futurity evolution 
The data set for studying Futurity evolution consists of 219 news pages and 2 homepages 
from Futurity. The news pages were collected from the two months of October 2009 and 
October 2011 issues, with 96 news pages from former month and 123 from the latter. The 
two months were chosen out of consideration of the milestones of the website and the 
schedule of the current project. In September 2009, Futurity was officially launched. In 
September 2010, Futurity was revamped with a new look. The significant change in the 
revamping was the use of images and the interaction between images and verbal texts. 
The revamped design is shaped by and shaping interactions between images and verbal 
texts, therefore, data was collected when the design became relatively stable. Thus news 
pages in the month of October 2011 have been collected.       
The news pages of Futurity in October 2009 and October 2011 were archived 
using ScrapBook. The news page are labeled and referred to in the thesis as ‘News 
category + Time’. For example, a piece of news in Science & Technology issued on 
October 21, 2009 is labeled as ST21102009. The two homepages included in the corpus 
were issued in October 2009, the month after Futurity’s official launch, and October 
2010, the month after Futurity’s revamping. They are referred to as the 2009 version and 
the 2010 version homepages respectively. Examples given in Chapter 7 for the discussion 
of Futurity evolution, however, are not limited to the corpus described here.   




This chapter on methodology outlines the theoretical basis for studying online science 
news in the current project and describes the data under investigation.  
 In SFL, language is viewed as a social semiotic, and the analysis of language is 
related to social context. Language is related to context from functional and systemic 
perspectives, which means the systems of language are organized according to their 
functions. The relationship between language and context is a realization relationship. 
With these underpinnings, the SFL theory about language has been extended to the study 
of other semiotic systems, in the investigation of human communication in multimodal 
texts. In this extension, a new field of inquiry is established, Systemic Functional 
Multimodal Discourse Analysis (SF-MDA), which is the theoretical framework adopted 
in this thesis to analyze online science news. The data in this project includes online 
science news from university websites, Futurity, and MSNBC.  
Chapters 4 to 7 apply the methodological approach explained in this chapter to the 
study of the generic properties of online science news, with a focus on hyperlinks in 
Chapter 4, the structure of verbal stories in Chapter 5, functions of images in Chapter 6, 
and the evolution of the Futurity website in Chapter 7.  
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Chapter 4 Hyperlinks in online science news 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter focuses on generic features of science news in the online context. 
Specifically, it investigates how hypertextuality changes the genre of science news. News 
on the internet is not simply a product of inserting a piece of written verbal text from 
traditional print media into the template of a webpage. Rather, hypermodal science news 
is a complex multi-semiotic construct, with non-verbal resources such as visual image 
and hyperlink playing increasingly significant roles, interacting with verbal resources in 
meaning construal.   
The web medium “offer[s] more possibilities for communicating science in richer, 
more textured ways than traditional dissemination or transmission models of science 
journalism can encompass” (Trench, 2007a, p. 140). And “the integration of the web 
medium and the traditional newspaper genre defines a genre for online newspapers” 
(Ihlström, 2004, p. 98). To explore this integration, a two dimensional model (see Section 
3.2.2.3) is adopted to address both the reading and navigating dimensions of online news. 
The navigating dimension of online news will be the focus of this chapter, and verbal 
texts and images in the reading dimension will be addressed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, 
respectively.  
Section 4.2 below discusses the hypertextual potentials of the online news story 
genre as a type of web-mediated genre. Section 4.3 identifies the types of link used in the 
corpus and investigates their usage across the three types of website. Section 4.4 
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addresses how hyperlinks make online science news a new genre different from print 
news genre.  
4.2 Hypermodality and genre: The case of online news story pages 
Genres are not static and they have always been “sites of contention between stability and 
change” (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995, p. 6). This dynamism arises out of technological 
and social factors. The choice whether to take web discourse as a different type of genre 
to that of its print counterparts is a controversial one. For example, Bateman (2008) 
cautions that the materiality and the publication site of a document should not necessarily 
be indicative of different genres. Taking an advertisement for example, it would remain 
the same genre no matter whether it is published in a magazine or in an outdoor banner. 
The case with web-mediated genres, however, may be different as the hypertextual 
property of web text could bring a semantic potential for text that would otherwise not be 
possible in print genres. This section discusses the aspects of the hypertextual potential of 
online news that make it a different genre from print news.  
4.2.1 Online news story as a type of cybergenre 
Shepherd & Watters (1998) introduce the notion of ‘cybergenres’ to umbrella genres 
existing in the web medium. They provide a taxonomy of cybergenres (see Figure 4.1), 
which also demonstrates broadly how web genres are developed. The evolutionary path 
indicated in Figure 4.1 follows the philosophy that all acts of communication necessarily 
build on prior texts and that “no act of communication springs out of nothing” 
(Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995, p. 17). This suggests that web genres could be first 
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replicated from traditional genres with little new functionality of the new medium in 
which they are applied. The cybergenres may then evolve as they begin to include 
functionalities afforded by the web medium, and thus there derived variant cybergenres. 
Meanwhile, some genres are novel cybergenres, which are either completely new 
(spontaneous) or evolve so far from the original genre that they are classified as new 
genres (emergent).  
 
Figure 4.1 The evolution of cybergenres (Shepherd & Watters, 1998) 
In a critique of Shepherd & Watters’ (1998) perspective on how cybergenres 
evolve, Bateman (2008) argues that the web medium is not necessarily a “technological 
straightjacket” and that “it is far more difficult to simply replicate existing genres than 
might have been thought” (p. 214). Bateman substantiates his argument with the case of 
the online newspaper. For early online editions of newspapers, the print newspaper genre 
has adopted aspects of the genre of catalogue due to the constraints of spatial composition 
in the new technology. Then with the advancement of internet technology, there evolved 
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the digital editions of the newspaper, which do not resemble exactly the originating genre 
but are able to represent some aspects of the original in new forms. For example, the 
multidimensional accessibility of news in traditional print newspaper created by semiotic 
resources such as location and font type and size was first lost in the catalogue-like 
‘online edition’ in the early 1990s, but has since gradually developed into completely 
different forms such as the headline-plus-lead-plus-hyperlinks ‘newsbite’ (Knox, 2009a).     
Bateman’s (2008) insights enrich our understanding of web genres, especially in 
terms of their newness. Bateman (2008) remarks that “to what extent the web-page has 
moved beyond technological dependence to support semiotically interesting meaning-
making possibilities is an open question, a question that is not addressed adequately 
simply by assuming it to be the case” (p. 214). In what follows, the ways in which 
meaning-making possibilities of hypertext have changed the genre of online news story 
are explored.   
4.2.2 The evolution of online news story page  
The genre of online news story is moving from being a ‘variant’ type of print news story 
genre to an ‘emergent’ type according to the evolutionary path of cybergenres (Shepherd 
& Watters, 1998).  
As discussed in Section 2.2, science news had long existed before the internet age 
in newspapers and magazines. When moving into the online context, as Shepherd & 
Watters (1998) observe, science news “tends to be faithfully replicated and, initially at 
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least, not to exploit the capabilities of its new medium” (p. 3). An example is provided in 
Figure 4.2 of a piece of health news published on the CNN website36 in 2000.  
In this news page, the news titled Scientists discover tuberculosis strategy for 
hiding in body is put in the CNN news story template. The story includes the major 
components of news stories as found in print news: attribution (source, place, time), 
abstract (headline, lead) and the story (Bell, 1991; van Dijk, 1983, 1985). The story in the 
page is not displayed in columns among other news as it is in print newspaper broadsheet, 
but rather it is placed as a complete column in-between columns of links. The texts in the 
story do not include any links.  
The online version is thus not a complete replica of its print news version in the 
sense that it is displayed differently without sharing a page with other stories. 
Hypertextual potentials of the medium, however, were not used in the news, which was 
common at this early stage of online news. Tremayne (2004), for example, examined 
news from 1997 to 2000 and found around one third of the news does not contain any 
links at all. The links in the side bars, the header and the footer would be similar to the 
information (e.g. advertisements, news) surrounding a piece of news in a print newspaper. 
The online story page at its early stage is thus not a replicated but a variant type as 
compared with the traditional print story.  
 
                                                 
36 CNN is used here because it is the earliest science news page that can be captured from the Internet 
Archive. News from MSNBC in 2000 could not be retrieved. The CNN example is used to provide a rough 
idea about how online news was represented at its early stages. There could be differences between the 
representation of news in CNN and MSNBC at that time. 
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Figure 4.2 CNN news story page in 200037  
Source: http://www3.cnn.com/2000/HEALTH/08/17/tuberculosis.trick.ap/index.html, 
Captured 21/09/2011.  
                                                 
37 On the top right corner of the story and under the news headline, there should be an image in the square 
block. However, it could not be retrieved from the internet archive. This could be due to a retrieval failure 
while the website was archiving the page, which was common in the 1990s and early 2000s when the speed 
of the internet was much slower.  
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The online news story page has evolved as technology has advanced. For example, 
the news story page in Futurity in Figure 4.3 includes not only image, but also various 
sorts of link in the story body and comments at the end.  
 
 
Figure 4.3 Novel news story page in Futurity 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/walnuts-may-shrink-prostate-cancer-risk/ 
Captured 15/02/2012.  
 
Social media sharing 
Link to university homepage
Link to university news page 
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In the news page, the image has been placed in the first screen, with an eye-
catching size to capture the reader’s attention. More importantly, the image interacts with 
the verbal lead on the left and the caption to form a ‘hypermodal nucleus’, creating a type 
of entertaining short text that caters to the need for spreading news on social media sites 
such as Facebook and Twitter, as is elaborated in Section 7.3.2. In the story body, links 
are provided to the university website where the research is conducted, and the original 
research paper which the news is based on, or the profile page of the researcher. At the 
end of the news item, comments made by other readers are shown, and readers are invited 
to leave a comment. These are important features that have been incorporated into the 
presentation of news. These features expand the interpersonal aspect of digital genres, 
and are typical of contemporary (dialogic) written digital genres.  
The news story page in other websites may have different utilization of hyperlinks 
to the story page in Futurity, but hyperlinks are now ubiquitous in news story pages in 
general. In the field of media studies, hypertextuality properties are commonly termed as 
“interactivity” (e.g. Kiousis, 2002; McMillan, 2002). The interactivity afforded by the 
medium is something not presented in the print news story (except along a much longer 
time-scale, for example, Letters to the Editors), and is gradually being developed into a 
crucial component of the online news genre.  
The development of the online news story is summarized graphically in Figure 
4.4. At an early stage of its development, online news was produced by posting stories on 
webpage templates, where hypertextual potentials had not been exploited, making it a 
variant of print news. But as technology advanced, hypertextual potentials became 
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increasingly integrated into the news, thus developing the online news story as an 
emergent genre. 
Figure 4.4 Development of online news story genre 
In the history discussed so far, online news has evolved into a type of emergent 
cybergenre that is different from the print news story genre. But there remain disputes 
about whether it should be taken as a new type of genre. Shepherd & Watters (1998) 
caution that the taxonomy of cybergenre is fuzzy with distinctions between classes not 
clearly defined. One way to resolve the dispute is to examine the communicative 
purposes realized by hyperlinks because communicative purposes are a key element for 
defining a genre (Askehave & Swales, 2001; Bhatia, 2004; Martin & Rose, 2007; Swales, 
1990). If we could identify and justify the communicative purposes realized by 
hyperlinks as new and unique to online news stories, then we could claim that it is a new 
type of genre. In Section 4.3, the generic features of online news story as a whole will be 
examined before different types of hyperlink are identified and their communicative 









Changing site of publication by 
posting verbal story on the webpage 
Integrating the functionality of the 
web medium into the story  
Variant  Emergent  
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4.3 The genre of online news story  
What distinguishes an online news story from a print news story is the phenomenon of 
hypertextuality, which forms the action potentials of components on the page. 
Technically, “a web page is a sequential list of separate elements – text blocks, images, 
digital video clips, and links to other pages” (Manovich, 2001, p. 220). But semiotically, 
this list potentially construes meaning. Hypertextual properties have moved far beyond 
being just underlined or blue text to indicate a link to another piece of information, as in 
the early stage of the internet. Hypertextuality as a type of semiotic resource has been 
increasingly exploited to interact with other resources such as layout and color for 
meaning construal (Djonov, 2005; Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012, in press).  
4.3.1 Online news story genre with reading and navigating properties 
As discussed in Section 3.2.2.3, web genres embody semiotic potentials of both the 
reading and navigating aspects. This section adopts the “two-dimensional model” 
(Askehave & Nielsen, 2005) that takes into account both the reading and navigating 
potentials of hypertext to investigate the genre of online science news. In what follows, 
the story page is first addressed briefly, and then the online news story.  
4.3.1.1 The story page  
Before discussing the reading and navigating properties of an online news story, it is 
necessary to define the content and units of analysis. Researchers on web genres should 
“take greater care in the definition of units of analysis” (Weare & Lin, 2000, p. 280) 
because “the population of web page readers does not have the years of combined 
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‘societal’ experience in recognizing the ‘core’ web page structures and genres that it has 
for books” (Haas & Grams, 2000, p. 182).   
Each story page includes structural and content elements (Francisco-Revilla & 
Crow, 2009). Intuitively, the difference between structural and content elements can be 
ambiguous because all web page elements could be considered as ‘content’. Franscisco-
Revilla & Crow (2009) suggest a guideline that structural elements are those used mostly 
for navigational or functional support, or that provided tangential content, while content 
elements present the self-sufficient content of the page. One way to decide whether the 
elements are structural or content as far as the news story page is concerned is to see if 
they vary with different stories. For structural elements, they generally remain the same 
among stories of the same type, while content elements are those that are unique to a 
particular story.  
The structural and content elements of a news story page are illustrated in Figure 
4.5. The layout design in a news page of Futurity provides an obvious distinction 
between structural and content elements, as shown in Figure 4.5. Content elements of the 
news (including news excursus, readers’ comments, source, time, and rating) are within 
the dotted area, which is clearly separated from structural elements (including brand, 
navigation, tools for sharing, news in the same category, signature, invitation to leave a 
comment).  
 





















to leave a 
comment  
Signature  
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The structural and content elements of the news page in Figure 4.5 are 
categorized as in Figure 4.6: 
Structural elements: brand, navigation, tools for sharing, news in 
the same category, signature, invitation to leave a comment 
The story page  
 Content elements: news excursus, readers’ comments, source, 
time, rating 
Figure 4.6 Structural and content elements of the story page 
The case with MSNBC is more complicated because structural elements are not 
separated neatly from content elements in the layout, as found in Futurity. An example of 
an MSNBC news page is given in Figure 4.7. There are structural elements which can be 
easily identified such as the Brand on the top, Navigational panels on both sides of the 
page, and Signature at the bottom of the page, recommended news above the Signature. 
But there are some elements in the content “zone” (Knox, 2009a) (marked with a dotted 
rectangle) that belong to the structural elements. For example, on top right of the content 
panel right under the headline (No. 1 in Figure 4.7), there is provided a “newsbite” (Knox, 
2007, 2009a) to a video38. The page which the link directs to, however, is not a video that 
is related to the story as found in some news story pages, but rather, a section page of 
videos on technology. This would be considered more of a structural element than a 
content element. The link would not be considered as a content element unless it directs 
to a specific video that is directly relevant to the reported story.  
                                                 
38 Newsbite is a newly proposed term to describe the short headline-plus-lead-plus-hyperlink stories typical 
on online newspaper homepages. See Section 7.2.3.2.1 for examples of newsbites.  







Figure 4.7 Structural and content elements in the MSNBC news page (ST09M) 
The story is interrupted in the middle with advertisements (No. 2 in Figure 4.7), 
which are irrelevant to the news and thus considered as structural elements. Before the 
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RELATED CONTENT’ (No. 3 in Figure 4.7). These linked stories are on similar topics 
to the story in the page, and the links can be found in stories of similar topics. These links 
are more likely to be selected automatically by algorithms for key word matching, rather 
than recommended by the page author39. They are, therefore, considered more as 
structural elements than content elements.  
Structural elements of different websites vary from each other, but they tend to 
remain the same in different story pages within a website. They are more relevant to the 
ideological stance and intuitional practices of a particular news website than a particular 
news story. However, due to the scope of the current thesis, it is not possible to cover the 
structural elements of a story. Rather, the focus is on the content elements which are 
story-specific, given that the purpose of the project is to explore how the web medium 
has changed the genre of news. The structural elements thus form an important area for 
future research.   
The content elements in a news page are dual functional in terms of reading and 
navigating. Some elements are more for reading purposes (e.g. the verbal story), some 
more for navigating purposes (e.g. a video icon linked to a video), while others embody 
the two purposes equally (e.g. slideshows). The two functions are interwoven. In what 
follows, content elements are discussed in terms of the reading and the navigating 
dimensions respectively.    
                                                 
39 The page author is used here and throughout the thesis in a very general sense to refer to the people who 
contribute to the presentation of the news as it looks. In reality, the process of authoring a news page is 
complex and involves many people performing a wide range of tasks such as authoring, editing, 
layout/webpage design, and the technical software aspects of hyper-text creation, while some or all of these 
tasks may be performed by the same person.  
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4.3.1.2 The reading dimension of online news story 
In the reading dimension, text, images and other elements are read as such. The news 
retains very much the structure developed in print media as generalized in previous 
studies (Bell, 1991; van Dijk, 1985). Attributions of news source and time are provided 
as they are in print news. Meanwhile, the headline and lead as the ‘abstract’ of the news 
is presented before the body of the story, following the practice in print news (see Figure 
4.8).  
Besides the above mentioned elements that have long existed in the print news 
genre, there are new elements in the navigating dimension that are user-generated, and 
are more technologically bounded. These elements include readers’ comments, statistics 
of comments, rating and statistics of social media sharing. Readers’ specific comments 
are listed after the news body, and the statistics of comments are calculated automatically 
and provided in the attribution line above the headline. Rating for the news is also 
provided, though no rating has yet been made for this particular piece of news. 
Meanwhile, the automatic calculation of the counts for sharing in social network sites 
such as Facebook and Twitter has been provided in the ‘hypermodal nucleus’ (see a 
detailed discussion in Chapter 7).  
These user-generated content elements are enabled by the navigating properties, 
and thus a new dimension of news value to news is added in the reading dimension, as 
discussed in Section 7.2.3.1. The popularity of a news article is indicated by the times it 
has been commented and shared. With such user-generated content, the news value is 
rated by readers, rather than by editors or journalists.  
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The ways in which verbal and visual semiotic resources function in the reading 
dimension to construe a news story is discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. 
Section 4.3.1.3 is concerned with the navigating dimension in the online news story, 
which is the focus of the present chapter.  
4.3.1.3 The navigating dimension of online news story 
Research on the meaning potential of hypertext primarily addresses the linking properties 
of homepages (e.g. Askehave & Nielsen, 2005; Kok, 2004; Lemke, 2002; Zhang & 
O'Halloran, 2012), which is not surprising because the navigating function is particularly 
salient on homepages. The navigating function of a story page may be less prominent as 
compared with that of homepages. This, however, does not suggest that the function is 
not worth exploring. As is argued in this chapter, navigating properties are crucial 
components of the online news genre because they expand the communicative purpose of 
online news stories, which in turn creates an emergent genre.  
Hypertextual properties are realized through the entity known as link or hyperlink 
(Crowston & Williams, 1999; Landow, 1997). A link implements the connection between 
two nodes: the “origin node” from which the connection originates, and the “destination 
node” to which the connection leads (Agosti, Crestani, & Melucci, 1997, p. 134). The 
node could refer to a webpage, a section of a page, or an item (such as an image or video 
file). The notion of node is sometimes referred to as lexia (Landow, 1997), a term used 
by Barthes to identify units of reading in print text. As argued by Brügger (2007), “a 
hyperlink is not only an operational hyperlink from one computer to another, it is (also) a 
link from one specific textual-semantic entity to another specific textual-semantic entity” 
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(p. 83). With hyperlinks, “information [in news] can be constructed and displayed as 
related components linked together, with multiple navigation pathways and links 
encouraging audiences to explore multiple threads of a [news] story” (Hermida, 2010, p. 
83).  
The origin node and the destination node, in offering the potential for choice, are 
purposeful semiotic phenomena (Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012). The linking changes the 
way how science news is written. For example, an extensive explanation of a term could 
be put as a link (navigating dimension) rather than in the story (reading dimension), 
changing the way news texts are written.   
In what follows, a functional classification of different links is given before 
investigating the use of links in the corpus.   
4.3.1.3.1 Types of link on news pages 
This section provides a taxonomy of links in the corpus of online science news for the 
discussion of their usage in different websites in the corpus. The classification of the link 
types is function oriented. Before the taxonomy of links is provided, existing 
classifications of links will be reviewed (Baron, Tague-Sutcliffe, Kinnucan, & Carey, 
1996; Haas & Grams, 1998; Hendges, 2007).  
Baron, et al. (1996) propose two major types of link: organizational and content-
based. The two types separate structural elements from content ones, which is crucial for 
the study of how links function in meaning construal. Organizational links are of less 
ideational significance to the news itself. For content-based links, they propose three 
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subcategories: semantic, rhetorical, and pragmatic. Semantic links refer to those which 
deal with the similarity and differences between concepts or meanings of various terms 
and are used between sentences, paragraphs, sections or chapters. Rhetorical links are 
used to define, explain, illustrate, elaborate or summarize information units. Pragmatic 
links take readers to task-specific information. These content-based subcategories are 
specific to reference manual genres, and have limited usefulness for other genres.   
Aiming at developing a set of link types that apply to all web pages, Haas & 
Grams (1998) follow the division of link type between navigational and content-based 
but develop three subcategories for content-based links as recommended resources: 
expansion, resource and miscellaneous. Expansion links lead to a detailed presentation of 
their anchors such as video clip icon to a video. Resource links refer to resources 
recommended by page authors. The miscellaneous type has limited ideational 
significance to the communicative purpose of the page. For example, an advertisement on 
a news page could be considered as a miscellaneous link.  
The classification of links by Haas & Grams (1998) is developed “from an 
examination of the setting in which the anchor was placed, the anchor itself, and the 
apparent reason that a reader might follow the link” (p. 104). Their underlying rule for 
classifying the links is mainly the ideational significance of a link to the meaning 
construed on the page (see Figure 4.9). Expansion links to detailed presentations of the 
anchors are crucial for the understanding of the information presented on the page. For 
example, such links give readers different views on news presentation. Thus, expansion 
links have high ideational significance. Resource links leading to pages dealing with 
similar or related topics recommended by page authors have ideational significance as 
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well. Navigation links that present the site’s structure and enable readers to move from 
one part to another have less explicit ideational significance to the meaning construed in 
the page content. Though navigation links can suggest the ideological perspective and 
stance of the website (Knox, 2009a; Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012), it is less direct and 
explicit as compared with expansion and resource links on a news page. Miscellaneous 
links about advertisements and courtesy have the least ideational significance to the 
content on the page. The ideational significance of different types of link is visualized in 
Figure 4.9 
Figure 4.9 Ideational significance of link types in Haas & Grams’ (1998) category 
Hendges (2007) examines only the expansion and resource types on HTML 
research articles and develops a genre-specific category of link types, including structure, 
reference, quality, access, status, and service (see Table 4.1 for a definition and 
description of each link type). The link types are too genre-specific to be applicable to 
news pages in the current data set. But they nonetheless suggest that links, as with any 
other types of semiotic resource, are used very differently in different genres. A summary 
of link types in the literature is provided in Table 4.1.  
 
 
Expansion       Resource            Navigation           Miscellaneous 
More ideationally significant Less ideationally significant  
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Table 4.1 Types of link in the literature 





Organizational Describe the surface structure of the 
document, used for navigation through 
hypertext 
Content-based Links that deal with the meaning of a text, 
including three subtypes: semantic, 






Navigation  Links that articulate the structure of the site 
Expansion  Links that lead to a detailed presentation of 
their anchors 
Resource  Links to resources that have been 
recommended by page authors 
Miscellaneous Links to advertisements and to an 
organization or person provided as a 






Structure  Links that highlight the structure of the texts 
and establish connections within the same 
page 
Reference  Links that establishes connections between 
reference expressions to their referents. 
Quality  Links that give access to higher quality 
versions of images presented in the page 
Access  Links that give access to authors via email 
address, to the full text of studies cited in an 
HTML research article and give access to 
additional material in the format in which 
journals have designated supplements. 
Status  Links to citation records of the HTML 
research articles 
Service Offer access to a variety of services related to 
the HTML research article such as 
downloading, searching for other articles by 
the same author of the HTML article 
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Haas & Grams (1998) remark that “given the dynamic nature of the Web, a 
system that seems complete today will surely be incomplete soon, as new technologies 
arrive” (p. 102). Indeed, as technology evolves from Web 1.0 to Web 3.0 (Hendler, 2009) 
or from Hypertext 1.0 to Hypertext 3.0 (Landow, 2006), new features and functionalities 
of links have been emerging, which are not included in the link types categorized in 
1990s by Haas & Grams (1998) and Baron, et al. (1996). For example, links enabling 
social networking as a feature of Web 2.0 phenomena (Hendler, 2009) are missing in the 
existing categories.  
Taking into consideration both the existing categories and the evolving features of 
the web, three categories of link types for the content elements of an online news story is 
proposed in this thesis: Expansion, Resource and Interaction (see Table 4.2). The types of 
navigation and miscellaneous in Haas & Grams’ (1998) category belong to the structural 
elements of a story page and are excluded in this categorization. The three types in Table 
4.2 are content-based and of explicit ideational significance to the content of the page.  
Table 4.2 Types of link in online science news story page 
Link type  Definition Example 
Expansion Links that lead to a detailed presentation of 
their anchors 
A link to a video of the 
reported event 
Resource  Links to resources recommended by the 
page author 
A link to a Wikipedia 
definition of a terminology 
Interaction Links that facilitate interpersonal 
communication  
A link to Facebook  
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An expansion link includes links leading to detailed presentations of anchors such 




Figure 4.10 Example of an expansion link (SC1M) 
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On the news page of Estimate: Half of U.S. kids will get food stamps, links are 
provided to direct readers to the television news item on the same topic from NBC 
Nightly News. On the news page, the video is represented with a static screen shot of the 
host in the video. Once readers click the link set in the button Launch or the video news 
title Study: Half of all U.S. children will need food stamps, readers are directed to a 
webpage where the video news can be played. This is how an expansion link leads to a 
detailed presentation of their anchors.  
A resource link directs to resources recommended by page authors for readers’ 
references. For example, a Wikipedia definition of the terminology CoRoT-7b is 
recommended by the page author in the piece of news titled Far-out rocky planet is 
volcanic wasteland in Futurity, as shown in Figure 4.11.  
An interaction link refers to the link that facilitates interpersonal communication, 
which is a new category presented in this thesis. This type of link includes links for 
sharing via email or social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter, leaving 
comments, evaluating the news, and initiating communication with the reporters or social 
actors in the news event. An example is given in Figure 4.12. The interaction link fShare 










Figure 4.11 Example of a resource link (ST2F) 





Figure 4.12 Example of an interaction link (HM20F) 
This type of link contributes less to the ideational meaning of the news, and more 
to the interpersonal meaning, an important aspect of new media discourse. The 
contribution of the three types of link in terms of interpersonal and ideational meanings is 
illustrated in Figure 4.13.  




Figure 4.13 Functions of the three types of link  
In what follows, utilization of links across the three types of website is discussed.  
4.3.1.3.2 Utilization of links in three different types of website 
Links are semiotic resources available in the web context. News from different websites 
may utilize different types of link to achieve their intended agendas. This section is 
devoted to link utilization in the three types of website based on the proposed 
categorization of link types presented in Section 4.3.1.3.1, with an aim to explore the 
navigating properties of online science news. Examples of the three types of link 
(expansion, resource, and interaction) in the corpus are discussed in terms of how they 
contribute to the meaning construal of science news, and their utilization across the three 
types of website is compared.  
Expansion links 
Expansion links lead to a detailed presentation of the anchors, and are mainly concerned 
with multimedia applications. The internet contains and diffuses text and images, as well 
as sounds and moving images (Beyers, 2006). The multimedia applications of sounds and 
moving images are realized with expansion links. In the current corpus, this takes two 
 
     Expansion          Resource                         Interaction 
More ideationally oriented More interpersonally oriented 
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forms: video and slide shows. There are no links to audio-only sound track files in the 
data, though such links are found in web pages of other types.  
A set of slideshows in Figure 4.14 is used in MSNBC for a news report about 







Figure 4.14 Example of an expansion link to a slide show (ST10M) 
The slide show is titled How the body ages, and each slide covers one category of 
the aging person: mind, vision, hair, hearing, skin, heart, body fat, muscles, sexuality, 
bones and joints. The explanations about aging help the audience to understand and ‘flesh 
out’ the key concept of aging in the reported news and thus facilitate reader 
comprehension.  
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Compared with slide shows, videos are more common in online science news. 
Very often, the researcher is the narrator or interviewee in video clips. With videos, the 
researcher is presented visually and vocally to the viewer. An example of an expansion 
link to video in a university news page is given in Figure 4.15. 
 
Figure 4.15 Example of an expansion link to a video (HM11U) 
In the news on the discovery of reservoirs where HIV-infected cells may remain 
despite drug treatment, the expansion link indicated by the large play icon (visible in the 
middle of the screenshot of video scene of two researchers) directs readers to a video 
related to the news. In the video, a narrator introduces the research context before the 
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researcher starts to give a monologue about the research gaps, research purposes, research 
findings and their significance40. Accompanying the monologue are scenes of HIV 
patients, the speaker and her lab research activities of discussion, experiments, and data 
handling. The overall functions of the video are to provide a human face to abstract 
research concepts and highlight the significance of the study, which may encourage 
readers to read the verbal news.  
The interaction of multimedia41 with the verbal story is not addressed in this 
thesis. A brief picture of its application is given here with regards to the hypertextual 
aspects of links. According to the statistics for expansion links, multimedia resources are 
not used extensively on the three types of website. Less than 15% of the news pages are 
found to provide links to videos or slide shows. Compared with MSNBC and Futurity, 
university websites show a slightly greater tendency to use multimedia. That is, 20% of 
news pages in university websites are found to include multimedia, 14% for MSNBC and 
only 9% for Futurity.   
Table 4.3 News pages with expansion links 
     University news Futurity MSNBC 
News pages with expansion links 18 8 13 
Total news pages 90 90 90 
Percentage 20% 9% 14% 
 
                                                 
40 The information is obtained by watching the video directed by the link, which could not be displayed 
here.  
41 Multimedia here refers to dynamic multimedia such as video and slideshow.  
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The relatively low percentage of multimedia applications found on these news 
pages could be due to the time invested in making a video or slideshows. Science 
journalism is a “fast” industry and science journalists are working under time-constrained 
conditions (Brumfiel, 2009), and as such, effort-demanding multimedia is not offered 
extensively on the websites. On some university news pages, journalists are invited to 
interview researchers. For example, an editor’s note is provided in SC1U as:  
Editor's Note: Mark Rank is available for live or taped interviews using 
Washington University's free VYVX or ISDN lines. Please contact Jessica Martin 
at (314) 935-5251 or jessica_martin@wustl.edu for assistance. (SC1U) 
 
The questions of what information should be included in multimedia to popularize 
science and how multimedia can be incorporated effectively with the verbal texts are 
worth exploring in future research. 
Resource links 
Resource links provide context for news by linking to source material, source 
organizations, authors, previous reports on the same topic, current reports on related 
topics, and different points of view on the same topic.  
Compared with expansion links, resource links that lead to resources 
recommended by the page author display much more variety. They are ubiquitous on web 
pages of all sorts and are likely to be genre specific. Links are examined on a page-by-
page basis in the corpus. A subcategory of 9 types of resource link for online science 
news is generalized in Table 4.4, and their utilization in the three types of website is 
given in Figure 4.16.   
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 Table 4.4 Resource links in the three types of website 
No. Subcategories of resource links 
1 Original research article, the journal of the article, or conference proceedings  
2 Homepage of university, institution or lab 
3 Researchers’ profile page 
4 Pages that provides explanations of terms, and concepts from a third party website 
such as Wikipedia 
5 High resolution of images or image downloading42 
6 News pages of the same story in other news websites 
7 Stories of the same website 
8 Links to news release from university  
9 Links to image sources 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Occurrences of resource links in the three types of website 
                                                 
42 This type of link shares some similarities with expansion links, but I would like to separate this from the 
expansion category as the purpose of having this link in the page is more than a detailed or clearer 
presentation of the anchor: it aims instead to provide a higher resolution of images so that users can store 
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University news pages display a diversified utilization of resource links as shown 
in Figure 4.16, which could be attributed to the fact that there are a number of universities 
involved and each university could have its own preferences for setting links. Diversified 
as they are, the links are set with similar communicative purposes. The four types of most 
frequently used links in universities are: 1) links to homepages of universities, institution 
or labs (Category No. 2); 2) links to original research article, the journal of the article, or 
conference proceedings (Category No. 1); 3) links to researcher’s profile page (Category 
No. 3); 4) links to high resolution images or image downloading (Category No. 5). The 
first three types of link direct readers to contextual information about the research news. 
Readers of all sorts, for example, journalists, academics and the general public, can 
access more information about the individual or institution related to the research event 
via the links. The last one offers convenience for readers to reproduce the image for 
various purposes. By providing links to institutions where the research is conducted and 
actors who perform the research, university news serves more of a news release than 
purely news function. While offering convenience to the public, these links are also 
intended to promote the university, research institute or the academy. The setting of the 
link in the news text is a marked choice to promote the university and institution in that 
the link to the university homepage is not necessary as it can be easily accessed via the 
head of a story page43.  
For some university news pages, they include a category called Related Coverage 
or Making Headlines, which provides links to news about the same research event in the 
mass media (Category No. 6). For example, in the news page from University of 
                                                 
43 For web pages in a website, the structural elements remain the same, and all point clearly back to the 
homepage.  
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Rochester (see Figure 4.17), links are provided to 12 story pages from mass media 
websites such as Boston Globe, The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, and The 
Washington Post. These links suggest the value of the research by showing its popularity 
among the mass media, thereby promoting the research and the university.  
 
Figure 4.17 Example of Making Headlines in a university news page (ST33U)  
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Compared with university news, Futurity and MSNBC show a more unified 
pattern in setting links. In almost every news page of Futurity, links are provided to direct 
readers to the research article the news report is based on and the associated university 
press release. This conforms to the mission of the website as a news aggregator for the 
university consortium. The link helps universities to reach a broader range of audiences, 
while simultaneously promoting the university. The links to the research article and the 
university press release are a type of attribution that popularizes science by directing 
readers to the original sources where the research is undertaken. In Futurity news pages, 
resource links to university homepages, institution homepages or lab homepages are 
almost just half of those in university news, making it less of press release as compared to 
university news.   
As Futurity increasingly uses images from image banks such as iStockphoto and 
Shutterstock, Futurity accredits these websites of image banks with links to them. Some 
of the links are directed to the photo page which provides the name and properties of the 
photo, while others to the homepage of the website. The one directing to the photo page 
might help the reader to get ideas about what the picture means (from its original context), 
while the one to the homepage is more for promoting the image bank websites.  
Similarly, MSNBC also has its agenda in link utilization. The majority of links in 
MSNBC news page direct readers to other news pages within the same website. The links 
tend to be directed to news written by the same author. An example of this type of link is 
given in Figure 4.18.  





Figure 4.18 Example of a link to story in the same website (SC3M) 
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In part of the text in SC3M (the top screen shot in Figure 4.18), the phrase non-
verbal cues is set with a hyperlink to a news report about men being oblivious to the 
emotional subtleties of non-verbal cues from women in LiveScience, a media partner of 
MSNBC whose articles are regularly featured on MSNBC44. Both pieces of news are 
written by the same writer.  
The link in SC3M in Figure 4.18 directs readers to another piece of science news, 
so it functions to popularize science to some extent. Nonetheless, it could be argued the 
link is set more for promotion than for popularization purposes. The phrase set for the 
link (non-verbal cues) is generalized language and does not sound like a specialized 
academic terminology that needs explanations. The link is probably set more for 
promoting what the website and the writer have produced than for providing information 
for readers’ comprehension. 
 
Interaction links 
Interactional links facilitate interpersonal communication. They are links that enable 
interactivity on the news, which has been considered the most distinctive characteristic of 
the internet medium (Morris & Ogan, 1996) and online journalism (Tucher, 1997). They 
offer “the public unparalleled opportunities to take an active part in the creation, 
dissemination, and discussion of news” (Hermida, 2010, p. 84) and make online 
audiences “users” of the news, as distinguished from “readers”, “listeners”, and “viewers” 
that reflect more passive activities (Ward, 2002).  
                                                 
44 http://www.techmedianetwork.com/our-brands/livescience.html, Retrieved 22/02/2012. 
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Four types of interaction link are identified in the corpus for facilitating 
interpersonal communication: 1) links for sharing; 2) links for contacting; 3) links for 
commenting; 4) links for rating (see Table 4.5).  
Table 4.5 Subcategories of interaction links  
Subcategories of 
interaction links 
Description of the link type 
Links for sharing Links provided on the page for sharing via email or social 
media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, MSN 
messenger 
Links for commenting Links to comments that have been made on the web page, and 
to make comments 
Links for rating Links to rate the news story  
Links for contacting Links to the email contact of reporters or media contact 
 
Links for sharing are the links which direct readers to share the news via email or 
social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter. With this type of links, the news is 
recommended to groups of readers by its readers, creating the potential for a 
happenstance encountering of the news and thus reaching a larger group of audiences. 
Links for commenting directs readers to read comments made by other readers or to an 
invitation for making comments. Such links encourage readers to participate and add 
their voices to the news discourse by providing verbiage evaluations. Similarly, links for 
rating encourage evaluation through a rank scale defined by the website. The last 
category is links for contacting, which enable readers to communicate directly with the 
reporter via their media contact.  
Interaction links can be both structural and content elements. They can be 
structural elements as it is more of a template element, not something unique to a 
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particular story. For example, the links for sharing apply to all news in the website. In 
Figure 4.19, buttons for sharing the news (marked in red rectangles) can be found on 
different news story pages in Futurity (No.1 and No.2 are different news stories), thus 
they are structural elements rather than content ones, and not counted in the statistics.  
 
 
Figure 4.19 Examples of links for sharing being structural elements (SC4F & HM3F)  
However, sharing links can also be content elements, as illustrated in the example 
in Figure 4.20. The buttons listed for sharing on the bottom right of Figure 4.20 (marked 
as No.3) remain structural elements as they can be found on every story page of Futurity. 
Other links (No.1 and No. 2 in Figure 4.20), however, belong to content elements 
because the numbers above the buttons for Twitter and Facebook45 show how many times 
the story has been shared via the two social media sites. The occurrences of sharing show 
the popularity of the story and thus add a new dimension to the news value of the story. 
Sharing is turned from a structure element into a content element once it is related to the 
popularity of the article. All sharing links in MSNBC and university news belong to the 
                                                 
45 Now the social media sharing of google+ has been added, but when the data was collected, there were 
only Twitter and Facebook.  
1
2
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category of structural element because they do not include an auto-record of the sharing46. 
But Futurity records the times of sharing and turns sharing as a structural element into a 
content one.  
 
Figure 4.20 Example of sharing as structural and content elements (SC17F) 
Comments and rating are readers’ feedback and evaluation of the news. They are 
one way to encourage reader participation and enact news as a conversation with readers 
(Hermida, 2010). These links tend to be placed at the end of the story because the action 
                                                 
46 During the data collection period, the MSNBC and university websites did not record the times of news 
sharing, but now MSNBC records times of sharing below the headline and before the news story, turning 
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requires readers finish the story. But there is a tendency to show statistics of comments 
and ratings at the beginning of the story, which is a new dimension of news access (see 
Section 7.2.3.2.4 for a discussion of dimensions of accessibility). For example, on the top 
right corner of the news in Figure 4.20 (marked as No.1), it can be seen that three 
comments have been made on the news, and it is rated as 5 out of three ratings. Such 
representational practices could be explained that, as remarked by Hermida (2010), 
“perhaps a reader’s exact comment online is less important than the fact that they are 
taking part in a discussion and demonstrating an active interest in a scientific issue” (p. 
84).  
The utilization of interaction links across the three types of website is shown in 
Figure 4.21.  
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It is evident in Figure 4.21 that the three types of website include the functionality 
of sharing, with all news pages in Futurity and MSNBC containing sharing links and 
more than three quarters of university news pages offering the service. Such links reveal 
the websites’ effort to reach to a larger audience as part of their promotional agenda. 
Making news as widely accessible as possible is crucial in the digital era when journalism 
is moving from a closed culture focused on the production of editorial content to an open 
culture focused on connecting with audiences (Deuze, 2003). Sharing is one of the means 
for increasing the accessibility of news.  
While all news in Futurity and MSNBC allow readers to make comments on the 
news and half of them provide the rating functionality, these evaluations are rarely found 
on university news pages. This could be due to the fact that university news achieves the 
function of press release, which encourages formal contact in real life rather than the 
communication on the screen as news in mass media does. Or it could be due to the “less 
mature scientific cultures” (Trench, 2008, p. 191) that scientific institutions tend to “use 
exclusively a one-way model of communication, rarely offering internet users the means 
to contribute information and argument” (Trench & Delaney, 2004).  
Contact information is only found on university news pages. Around 90% of the 
university news pages provide contact information, and some of them are more than just 
a link. The way of providing contact information varies across universities. It can be 
simply providing the email address of the reporter, as in example No. 1 in Figure 4.22, or 
stating clearly the media contact as the second example shows. Some universities provide 
detailed information about both the reporter and the researchers for readers to contact as 
shown in example No. 3 in Figure 4.22.  





Figure 4.22 Example of contact information in university news pages 
(No. 1 from SC14U, No. 2 from ST35U, and No. 3 from SC1U) 
 
The high percentage of links for contacting and low percentage of links for 
commenting and sharing in university news suggests that links are used “much more to 
promote themselves to professional and business audiences” than to adopt a two-way 
news communication model to “share information about their activities with diverse 
social groups” (Trench, 2008, p. 192). As contact information is considered as one of the 
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such” (Catenaccio, 2008, p. 27), news from universities, as far as hyperlink utilization is 
concerned, is more of a type of press release than news.  
To summarize, university news pages retain the characteristics of press releases 
by providing contact information, while the absence of commenting and rating links 
suggests it may not aim at the general public. Futurity and MSNBC embrace the 
technology to facilitate interpersonal communication to share and evaluate the news. In 
terms of interaction link utilization, Futurity is more towards MSNBC in terms of being a 
mass media website, while university news retains the features of the press release.   
4.3.1.3.3 Summary of link utilization in the three types of website 
This section summarizes the use of links in the three websites. The summary of 
occurrence statistics is given in Table 4.6. Overall, the three types of link (expansion, 
resource, and interaction) are used by websites differently to achieve their own 
communicative purposes.  
The utilization of expansion links is similar across three types of website. They 
are not popular in general because videos or slideshows require extra resources. 
University news shows a slightly higher percentage of expansion links than Futurity and 
MSNBC do. This could be attributed to their promotional efforts to publicize researchers 
and their research projects. These videos, however, are not likely to be adopted by 
Futurity and MSNBC.   
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Original research article 24% 88% 1% 
Institution homepage  32% 18% 0 
Researcher’s profile page 22% 1% 0 
Explanations of terms from 
a third party website  
6% 13% 2% 
High resolution images  20% 0 0 
News pages of the same 
story in other websites 
4% 1% 0 
Stories of the same website 3% 0 57% 
News release from 
university  
0 100% 2% 
Image sources 0 17% 0 
 
Interaction  
Sharing 77% 100% 100% 
Commenting 5% 100% 100% 
Rating 0 53% 46% 
Contacting  91% 0 0 
 
The three website types use resource links very differently. For university news, 
resource links are designed to achieve the communicative functions of a press release to 
promote the universities and researchers. These resource links direct readers to 
homepages of universities, institutions or labs, researcher’s profiles, the original research 
paper and high resolution images, all of which offer convenient access for readers to 
either explore the research or reproduce the information. Resource links in Futurity 
achieve similar promotional functions as university news does. Resource links in 
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MSNBC largely achieve the function of promoting other news from the website by 
directing readers to stories on relevant topics, which is a commercial practice.  
The utilization of interaction links suggests the promotional nature of university 
news as well. The majority of university news pages provide easy access to contact the 
reporter or the researcher, which is a typical feature of the press release. But very few 
university websites provide tools for comments and rating. This suggests a one-way 
model of communication being adopted by the universities, which pay little attention to 
the expectations of internet users in terms of contributing to information and 
argumentation (Trench & Delaney, 2004). On the other hand, links for commenting and 
sharing are provided on MSNBC and Futurity to encourage reader participation.  
To summarize, links in the three types of website are used each for their own 
promotional and commercial agendas in science popularization. Link utilization in online 
science news is purpose driven and therefore hyperlinks are a type of semiotic resource. 
As Askehave & Nielsen (2005) explain, “links do more than simply guide the navigator 
from one place to another. Links add meaning to the chunks of information that they 
connect, as they postulate a relationship between the two information units connected by 
the link” (p. 133). Online news with links in use, therefore, is different from traditional 
print news and the hypertextual potentials should be incorporated into the genre of online 
news.  
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4.4 Hyperlinks making online science news a new genre 
There has been increasing awareness that hyperlinking patterns can be an indicator of 
genre because “genres show how a collection of semiotic resources pattern together in 
order to fulfill recurrent, recognizable social goals” (Bateman, et al., 2007, p. 158). For 
example, Crowston & Williams (2000) suggest that “it might be useful to define the form 
of a hyperdocument (and thus the overall genre) by the pattern of links it exhibits” (p. 
210). Hendges (2007) argues that “communicative purposes of digital genres – as far as 
textual analysis is concerned – can be determined based on the hyperlinking patterns 
these genres exhibit” (p. 173). In the analyses of linking patterns conducted in this 
chapter, it is also found that linking is a clear indicator for differentiating news from 
different websites. Hypertextual properties, therefore, are making online science news a 
genre different from print science news.  
Lemke (2005) suggests that: 
if we are to extend genre theory to include multimodal genres even as simple as 
those that are mainly textual-graphical, we will need to develop models of multi-
linear or multi-cursal parallelism, or functional meaning relations among elements 
that may constrain the sequence of viewing and interpreting (e.g. how far apart 
text and related image can be), but do not strictly sequence them. (p. 48) 
 
Online science news genre is a new genre with the ‘multi-cursal’ parallelism of 
both reading and navigating dimensions. With regards to the reading dimension of online 
science news, the structure including a headline, a news lead and the lead development is 
adopted from traditional print news genre, as discussed in Chapter 5. In the reading 
dimension, there includes the use of images as well, which is discussed in Chapter 6. The 
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generic components in the navigating dimensions are hyperlinks of expansion, resource 
and interaction. Expansion links lead to a detailed presentation of their anchors, allowing 
the application of multimedia. Resource links direct to resources recommended by the 
page author for various purposes, with which readers can “explore further and construct 
their own narratives” (Hermida, 2010, p. 85). Interaction links facilitate interpersonal 
communication such as sharing and commenting, providing opportunities for user 
participation that “could foster increased public engagement with science” and “have 
long-term benefits” (Hermida, 2010, p. 84). These links fulfill functions that cannot be 
achieved by the visual or verbal components in the print media, making online science 
news a genre different from print science news. 
For the current corpus, these links are used mainly for promotional purposes. 
University news uses the links to fulfill the purposes of the press release to promote 
universities and researchers by providing resource links that direct readers to homepages 
of universities, institutions or labs, researchers’ profiles, and interaction links that 
facilitate communication with the reporter and researchers. Resource links in Futurity 
achieve similar promotional functions as university websites. Interaction links in Futurity 
are used for encouraging reader participation. Links in MSNBC are mainly used to 
promote other news from the website by directing readers to stories on relevant topics.   
4.5 Conclusion  
This chapter focuses on hyperlink utilization of online science news. It is argued that 
hyperlinks make online science news a new genre which is different from print news.  
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The analyses start from defining which elements on a news story page should be 
considered to be generic components of online science news. There are structural 
elements and content elements on a news story page. Structural elements refer to the 
elements on the page for navigational or functional support within the website, and are 
widely known as the template elements of a page. Content elements are the elements on 
the page that are unique to a particular story. Structural elements carry the ideological 
stance and institutional practices of a particular news website, which is less inherent to 
the news story genre. They are not considered as generic properties of online news genre 
and therefore not investigated in this thesis. Links as content elements are analyzed.  
For links as content elements in the data, a three-category paradigm of hyperlinks 
has been proposed: expansion, resource and interaction. Expansion links lead to a 
detailed presentation of their anchors such as videos and slideshows. Resource links 
direct to resources recommended purposefully by the page author. Interaction links 
facilitate the interpersonal communication of sharing, rating, commenting and contacting. 
 A comparison has been carried out on the utilization of the three types of link 
across the three types of website. University news uses the three types of link to promote 
the university and researchers, fulfilling its function as more of a press release than news. 
News in Futurity applies resource links to promote universities as university news does, 
and interaction links for encouraging reader participation and the spread of the news. 
News in MSNBC deploys resource links to promote other news from the website by 
directing readers to stories on relevant topics. It encourages reader participation and the 
spread of the news with interaction links as well.   
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Links are used to achieve different communicative purposes in the three types of 
website for popularizing science. Online science news with hypertextual properties, 
therefore, becomes a genre that is different from print news genre, and is thus an 
important area of contemporary genre research.    
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Chapter 5 Generic structure of the verbal news story 
5.1 Introduction   
This chapter focuses on the generic structure of the verbal story of online science news, 
which falls within the reading dimension of the genre of online science news. It first 
presents a generic structure of the verbal story of online science news. Based on the 
proposed structure, a comparison is conducted on the structures of verbal news story 
across the three types of website: MSNBC, Futurity and university websites.  
The analyses and comparison of the news structure across the three types of 
website are conducted to explore how the structure is shaped by social and institutional 
practices. As van Dijk (1988) remarks, “news structures can … be explicitly linked to 
social practices and ideologies of news making and, indirectly, to the institutional and 
macro sociological contexts of news media” (p. vii).  
In what follows, the structure identified in the corpus is presented and elements in 
the structure are defined. After the introduction of the proposed structure in Section 5.2, 
Section 5.3 compares the application of the structure in the three types of website and 
Section 5.4 interprets the structure variations by drawing upon social and institutional 
practices.  
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5.2 The structure for the verbal story of online science news 
In this section, an eight-move structure is proposed for the verbal story of online science 
news. A sketch of the approach is first provided (a detailed discussion has been provided 
in Section 3.2.2.2.2), after which the proposed schematic structure will be introduced and 
definitions of each move and step provided.  
The genre of online science news has evolved from the print news genre by 
integrating the web medium into the traditional news genre. The verbal news story is 
what is adopted from the traditional news genre. Typically, it is written by journalists and 
submitted to different websites to be edited by their page authors, who are mostly the web 
page editors. The verbal story is written to stand on its own and other semiotic resources 
such as images and hyperlinks are added by the page authors. Meanwhile, the text 
consumption of the verbal story in an online context is in the reading dimension, which is 
“in fact not very different from traditional texts” (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005, p. 127). It 
can therefore be analyzed as an independent semantic unit by following the traditional 
genre model.  
As introduced in Chapter 3, the study adopts the ESP approach to carry out a 
generic structural analysis of online science news. The ESP approach to the genre staging 
adopts a serial perspective to address the local concerns of the particular discourse in 
question and therefore could provide a viable structural framework for the comparison of 
news across the three types of website for science news. In the ESP tradition, the 
structure for each text type requires a close examination of the data.  
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According to the tradition of the ESP approach (e.g. Askehave & Nielsen, 2005; 
Bhatia, 2004; Nwogu, 1997; Swales, 1990; Yang & Allison, 2003), explicit and self-
explanatory language is adopted to name the move and step and phrases of present 
participle (e.g. indicating, stating) are likely to be used to show the communicative 
purposes of text segments. This tradition is followed in this thesis for developing the 
structure for science news. In the analysis, a text segment might have more than one 
function. For such cases, it is analyzed in terms of the most salient purpose. The structure 
based on extensive analysis of the corpus is shown in Table 5.1. 
The proposed schematic structure, as noted by Flowerdew & Dudley-Evans 
(2002), is a “prototype which can be subject to different amounts of variation” (p. 470). It 
is not necessary that all the eight moves occur in each verbal news story. The only 
compulsory move in the data is Move 1 Highlighting overall outcome of the research 
event (see Section 5.3 and Appendix II for structural components found in the news 
articles). Furthermore, it is not necessary for the moves to occur in the sequence from one 
to eight, though the sequence is a suggested trend generalized from the data (see Section 
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Table 5.1 The proposed structure for the verbal story of online science news 
Move  Step 
Move 1 Highlighting 
overall outcome of 
the research event 
S1 Capturing audience’s attention 
S1a Posing a research problem  
S1b Posing a daily question 
S1c Stating a fact of common sense 
S1d Describing a scenario  
S2 Reporting overall outcome of the research event 
Move 2 Evaluating 
the research event  
S1 Indicating the significance of research findings to the public 
S2 Indicating pioneering status of the research in the field 
Move 3 Introducing 
the research event 
S1 Reintroducing the findings 
S2 Introducing researchers 




S1 Generalizing the topic 
S2 Reviewing related research  
S3 Stating research purposes 
S4 Stating how research ideas were generated 
Move 5 Providing 
methodological 
information 
S1 Introducing the data 
S2 Introducing research tools/approaches 
S3 Introducing research procedures 
Move 6 Explaining 
the outcome of the 
research event 
S1 Stating specific findings 
S2 Explaining principles and concepts  
S3 Comparing the outcome with previous studies 
S4 Providing comments and views 
Move 7 Extending 
the research event 
S1 Pointing out the limitation of the research  
S2 Promoting further research 
S3 Suggesting application of the research outcome 
Move 8 
Acknowledgement 
S1 Acknowledging funding sources 
S2 Acknowledging researchers in collaboration 
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In what follows, detailed definitions of each move and step are provided. 
Examples of each step are given and features of the moves and steps are discussed.  
Move 1 Highlighting overall outcome of the research event 
All the news begins with Move 1 Highlighting overall outcome of the research 
event, which is widely known as the ‘lead’ of the news. The lead of the news, in both the 
inverted pyramid model (Bell, 1991) or the nucleus-satellite model (Iedema, et al., 1994; 
White, 1998), is a brief and encompassing statement that foregrounds the core of the 
story. Most science news presents the overall outcome of the research event as the lead, 
and a small portion of the news applies rhetorical strategies to capture the audience’s 
attention before the announcement of the research outcomes. There are two steps in Move 
1: Step 1 Capturing audiences’ attention and Step 2 Reporting overall outcome of the 
research event. In Step 1, there are Step 1a, Step 1b, Step 1c and Step 1d occurring 
alternatively in the news, which means they will not occur at the same time in the news.  
Move 1 – Step 1a (M1S1a) Posing a research problem 
Science news can begin with a statement of a research problem to capture the audience’s 
attention. In Example 1, the research problem, that scientists have not found evidence 
about the first footprints of dinosaurs on the earth, is stated. This problem is followed by 
findings reported in the news to address the problem.  
Example 1 
 Long, long ago, some of the first dinosaurs walked the earth, but scientists have 
not known with any confidence where those initial dino prints were 
made.[M1S1a] Much more recently, hikers stumbled across a few bits of bone at 
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Ghost Ranch in New Mexico, leading to the discovery of a game-changing 
dinosaur that reveals where it all began.[M1S2]47 (EE3M) 
 
Move 1 – Step 1b (M1S1b) Posing a daily question 
Some news attracts readers with problems they might encounter on a daily basis. In the 
news about the functions of exercises in Example 2, a question is asked: Want to feel 
good about yourself? The answer from the readers would be yes, and readers are 
encouraged to continue reading to find out how to feel good about themselves.  
Example 2 
Want to feel good about yourself? [M1S1b] Just get off the couch and do a little 
exercise. You don’t even have to get real serious, a new study finds. [M1S2] 
(HM1M) 
 
This strategy creates a dialogue between the news and the reader to attract their 
attention.  
Move 1 – Step 1c (M1S1c) Stating a common sense fact 
Some news begins with a common sense fact, relating the readers’ daily life to the 
research being reported. In the news about research findings that loneliness can be 
contagious, it begins with the phenomena of contagious colds and flu, as Example 3 
shows.  
 
                                                 
47 In some examples, extra relevant texts are provided for better understanding the functions of a particular 
segment of the text. If extra texts are provided, functions of the texts will be marked with Move-Step. The 
marking will be at the end of the text segment. The extra texts are italicized to be distinguished from texts 
achieving the function of the category under discussion.  




We are used to hearing about people spreading colds and flu. [M1S1c] But 
according to a new study in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
there’s another human condition that’s equally contagious: loneliness. [M1S2] 
(SC4M)  
 
One of the criteria for science news value is fascination (Rensberger, 1997), 
which means something that will attract the reader’s attention. The strategy of stating a 
common sense fact helps to highlight the significance of the research outcome as counter-
commonsense, with a following adversary conjunction like ‘but’ or ‘however’.     
Move 1 – Step 1d (M1S1d) Describing a scenario 
Some news begins the story with a scenario that the research outcome is related to. The 
scenario is captured from daily life and concerns. In Example 4, a scenario of children 
getting their tongue pierced is described. The narrated scenario arouses the interest and 
concern of parents.   
Example 4 
Mark this one down as a parental nightmare. First, your child gets her tongue 
pierced. Then, as if you needed something else, she starts “playing” with the tiny 
barbell-shaped stud, pushing it against her upper front teeth. And before you 
know it, she forces a gap between those teeth-a fraction-of-an-inch gap that may 
cost thousands of dollars in orthodontic bills to straighten. [M1S1d] How and why 
this happens has been documented in a case study by University at Buffalo 
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Move 1 – Step 2 (M1S2) Reporting overall outcome of the research event 
This step announces the overall outcome of the research event, which is normally with a 
statement of the outcome and an attribution to the researchers or institutions that achieve 
the outcome.  
Example 5 
Merely observing someone publicly blame an individual in an organization for a 
problem – even when the target is innocent – greatly increases the odds that the 
practice of blaming others will spread with the tenacity of the H1N1 flu, 
according to new research from the USC Marshall school of Business and 
Stanford University48. (SC2U) 
Example 6 
Merely observing someone publicly blame an individual in an organization for a 
problem – even when the target is innocent – greatly increases the odds that the 
practice of blaming others will spread, new research shows. (SC2F) 
Example 7 
Blaming mistakes on others is socially contagious, according to a new study. 
Just watching someone pawn their failures off on another can make you do the 
same to protect your self-image. (SC2M) 
 
The overall outcome of the research event is attributed with phrases like 
according to a new study and new research shows. With such phrases, readers are 
introduced into the research world. University websites are likely to include the name of 
the university as a modifier of the new research or study (see Example 5). In this way, 
readers are led into the research world of a particular university rather than the general 
world of research, with which the promotion of the university is achieved. In Futurity and 
MSNBC, the university names are most likely to be removed from this particular text 
segment (see Examples 6 & 7). But in Futurity, the university name is put in the 
                                                 
48 The bolded texts are lexical features that indicate the functions of the text segment.  
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attributions at the beginning of the story, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the 
information about the university brand is presented. In MSNBC, however, very few cases 
are found which include the name of the university in the lead.  
 
Figure 5.1 Illustration of a university attribution in Futurity (SC2F) 
Move 1 is a compulsory move for the verbal story. Research findings in the move 
provide the focus of the news.  
Move 2 Evaluating the research event 
This move evaluates the research event in very positive ways to highlight its 
newsworthiness. This is similar to what was categorized as the satellite of appraisal in 
White’s (1998) study of news discourse, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. The findings in the 
lead are evaluated in terms of significance. Two strategies are found in the move, which 
are related to whether the reported finding is significant to the public or to the field. The 
evaluation is likely to take place either right after the lead or at the end of the news. 
Occurrences after the lead outnumber greatly those located at the end of the news.  
Move 2 – Step 1 (M2S1) Indicating the significance of research findings to the public 
Adjectives like ‘important’ are frequently found in this step. In Example 8, the 
significance of the research findings is suggested by pointing out the implications for 
The university  
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ocean food webs and the global market for ocean food, which is thus related to the lives 
of the general public.  
Example 8 
The finding, based on research by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
marine scientist Justin Ries, could have important implications for ocean food 
webs and the multi-billion dollar global market for shellfish and crustaceans. 
(EE2U) 
 
Such statements of significance are likely to be added by the journalists as they 
are not frequently found in the research article. With this step, the news value is made 
more explicit to the general public. More than half of the news in the three types of 
website includes this step.  
Move 2 – Step 2 (M2S2) Indicating pioneering status of the research in the field 
This step reveals how the research helps to “move the field forward” (Ayers, 2008). 
Superlatives in the form of degree (e.g. first and strongest) are frequently used. As Edwin 
E. Slosson, the editor of the first science writing syndicate in America, remarks that: 
“science is usually reported in short paragraphs ending in ‘-est’, the fastest or the slowest, 
the hottest or the coldest, the biggest or the smallest, and in any case, the newest thing in 
the world” (as cited in Nelkin, 1995, p.1). The pioneering status of the research in the 
field can be shown in Examples 9 & 10.  
Example 9 
The research, that provides some of the first evidence of how, why and when 
consumer behavior is influenced by hormonal factors, focuses on the theory that 
competition for a suitable partner is influenced by a woman’s fertility status. 
(SC12F)  
 




The finding is the strongest evidence yet that the art of making antibiotics, which 
officially dates to the discovery of penicillin in 1928, was common practice nearly 
2,000 years ago. (SC13U &SC13F) 
 
Around half of the news from the university includes this step. The pioneering 
status of the research is less emphasized in Futurity and even less so in MSNBC. This 
suggests that a promotional agenda with a focus on the elite nature of the university in the 
academic culture is emphasized in university websites.  
Move 3 Introducing the research event 
This move provides more detailed descriptions of the information presented in Move 1, 
which can be thus considered as the satellite of elaboration (White, 1998). It elaborates 
what is presented in Move 1 by restating findings and adding detailed information about 
researchers as social actors in the event and information about the publication. It is a 
summary of the research event, providing information about the 6-Ws - who, where, 
when, what, why and how. It includes three steps: Reintroducing the findings, 
Introducing researchers, Providing the site of publication of the research event. The 
information about the researchers and publications are likely to be embedded in the 
restatement of findings. They are marked as separate steps if they are introduced in 
sentences separated from the restatement of findings.   
Move 3 – Step 1 (M3S1) Reintroducing the findings 
This step usually introduces the findings in a more detailed way as compared with the 
ones in Move 1. M3S1 elaborates the findings as shown in Example 11. Findings about 
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the research event are first introduced in M1S2 that loneliness is contagious, and then 
reintroduced in M3S1 with the elaboration that loneliness spreads across time and is 
transmitted through our behaviors. In Example 12, the findings are reintroduced in a 
more detailed way by including information about the data (using longitudinal data from 
a large-scale study), the specific pattern detected from the data (we detected an 
extraordinary pattern of contagion) and the interpretation of the detected pattern (These 
reinforcing effects mean).  
Example 11 
We’re used to hearing about people spreading colds and flu. [M1S1c] But 
according to a new study in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
there’s another human condition that’s equally contagious: loneliness. [M1S2] 
“Loneliness spreads across time,” says John Cacioppo, a neuroscientist and 
psychologist at the University of Chicago and one of the authors of the study. “It 
travels through people. Instead of a germ, it’s transmitted through our 
behaviors.”[M3S1] (SC4M) 
Example 12 
Loneliness, like a bad cold, can spread among groups of people, according to a 
study by researchers at the University of Chicago, the University of California-
San Diego and Harvard. [M1S2] Using longitudinal data from a large-scale 
study that has been following health conditions for more than 60 years, a team of 
scholars found that lonely people tend to share their loneliness with others. 
Gradually over time, a group of lonely, disconnected people moves to the fringes 
of social networks. “We detected an extraordinary pattern of contagion that 
leads people to be moved to the edge of the social network when they become 
lonely,” said University of Chicago psychologist John Cacioppo, leader of the 
study and one of the nation’s leading scholars of loneliness. “On the periphery 
people have fewer friends, yet their loneliness leads them to losing the few ties 
they have left.” Before those relationships are severed, they transmit feelings of 
loneliness to their remaining friends, who also become lonely. “These 
reinforcing effects mean that our social fabric can fray at the edges, like a yarn 
that comes loose at the end of a crocheted sweater,” said Cacioppo, the Tiffany & 
Margaret Blake Distinguished Service Professor in Psychology. [M3S1] (SC4U) 
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More than two thirds of the news from the three types of website includes M3S1. 
University news tends to include more detailed information about findings than news 
from Futurity and MSNBC. In this step, it is a common practice to include information 
about researchers, as the underlined texts in Examples 11 & 12 demonstrate.  
Move 3 – Step 2 (M3S2) Introducing researchers 
Researchers are generally introduced with reference to their academic rank, research 
interests, and affiliated institutions. In many cases, information about researchers is 
included in either Move 2, as an expert articulating the significance of the research, or in 
M3S1 with the restatement of the findings as Examples 11 & 12 reveal. But there are 
cases where researchers are introduced in more formal and salient ways, as Examples 13 
& 14 illustrate.  
Example 13 
Stein, a noted archaeologist who is a specialist on the Ubaid culture, began 
excavating the site in 2008 and returned in 2009. He is the American co-director 
of the Join Syrian-American Archaeological Research Project at Tell Zaidan, and 
Muhammad Sarhan from the Raqqa Museum in the nearby provincial capital of 
Raqqa is the Syrian co-director. (SC5U) 
Example 14 
The article’s authors are Enpu Gong, geology department at Northeastern 
University in Shenyang, China and researchers Martin, David Burnham and 
Amanda Falk at the KU Natural History Museum and Biodiversity Institute. 
(ST6U) 
 
In Example 13, the researcher is introduced with information about his specializations 
and recent research projects. In Example 14, the researchers are introduced along with 
their affiliated institutes.  
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Researchers can be introduced as an embedded component in sentences serving 
the purpose of indicating research significance (Example 8) and reintroducing findings 
(Example 11 & 12). In these embedded introductions, information about researchers is 
limited and the recognition of the researchers may be downplayed as the sentence is 
serving different purposes. In Example 11, the sentence where the researcher information 
is embedded is more for Reintroducing the findings than for Introducing researchers. 
When researchers are introduced as in a separate sentence, the whole sentence unit serves 
only the purpose of introducing the researcher and more information focus is given to the 
researchers as compared with the embedded introduction. It is therefore necessary to 
mark such presentations as a different step.   
Move 3 – Step 3 (M3S3) Providing the site of publication of the research event 
The site of publication can be a journal, a conference or press release, with journals as the 
most commonly occurring site. Examples 15 & 16 introduce the press conference and the 
academic conference as the sites of publication.  
Example 15 
The news was made public July 15 during a press conference in Guatemala 
City, hosted by the Ministry of culture and Sports, which authorized the work. 
(SC10U, SC10F) 
Example 16 
She presented the results of her study at the American Sociological 
Association’s annual meeting in Atlanta this month. (SC10F) 
 
For journal publications, it is interesting how different media portray the business 
of publication. For news in universities and Futurity, the verb ‘publish’ is frequently used 
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to announce the site of publication, while in MSNBC, the verb ‘detail’ is frequently used. 
By using the verb ‘publish’, the research event is reported as an achievement for the 
university, while with the verb ‘detail’, the publication serves merely as an information 
source for readers to follow. This could be attributed to the fact that publications play a 
significant role in deciding academic excellence for universities (Wedlin, 2008).   
Example 17 
The KU-China team’s findings will be published in the early edition of the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science this week. (ST6U) 
Example 18 
Findings were published in the Proceedings of National Academy of Science. 
(ST6F) 
Example 19 
Martin, Burnham and their colleagues detailed their findings online December 21 
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. (ST6M) 
 
As mentioned earlier, the site of publication can be embedded in the M1S2, M2S1, 
M2S2 and M3S1. In Example 20, the site of publication is embedded in M1S2.  
Example 20 
Researchers at the Washington University in St. Louis assert this week in Science 
that their study proves brain imaging data can offer more extensive help in 
tracking aberrant brain development. [M1S2] (HM23F) 
 
Prominence is given to the site of publication if it is introduced in a separate 
sentence, which is similar to the case of Introducing researchers in M3S2.  
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Move 4 Contextualizing the research event 
This move basically serves the function of providing readers with sufficient background 
information to contextualize and justify the research event. It informs the readers why the 
research has been conducted. This is similar to the model of “Create a Research Space” 
(CARS) proposed by Swales (1990) for the Introduction section in research articles. In 
the CARS model, there are three moves: 1) Establishing a territory to broadly sketch out 
the big picture of where the subject of the research article falls; 2) Establishing a niche to 
indicate to the readers the particular area of the broader subject that the research article is 
dealing with; and 3) Occupying the niche to sketch out what the research article will 
achieve in relation to the identified niche. In each move, there are three steps for realizing 
the purposes (see Section 3.2.2.2.2 for specific steps in the three moves). As this kind of 
information is a small portion of the news, it is not possible to elaborate this move in 
detail in the news. Four steps, however, have been generalized in the move.    
Move 4 – Step 1 (M4S1) Generalizing the topic 
This is the step that establishes the importance of the topic within which the reported 
research is situated by providing key generalizations to the research field. The 
generalizations can be terminologies that are introduced to provide readers with the 
needed knowledge to understand the research event.  
In Example 21, which is concerned with news about genetic variants linked to 
human aging, the generalization of the topic is introduced through a number of key 
concepts, which are important for understanding the discussion of findings.  
 




There are two forms of aging: chronological aging-how old someone is in years-
and biological aging-whereby the cells of some individuals are older (or younger) 
than suggested by their actual age. “There is accumulating evidence that the risk 
of age-associated diseases including heart disease and some types of cancers are 
more closely related to biological rather than chronological age, says Nilesh 
Samani, a professor in the Department of Cardiovascular Sciences at the 
University of Leicester.” “What we studied are structures called telomeres which 
are parts of one’s chromosomes. Individuals are born with telomeres of certain 
length and in many cells telomeres shorten as the cells divide and age. 
Telomere length is therefore considered a marker of biological aging.” (ST10F)  
 
Example 21 introduces the two forms of aging: chronological aging and 
biological aging before pointing out that the risk of age-associated diseases are more 
related to biological than chronological age. An indicator for studying biological aging is 
telomere length. These key concepts of the research topic can help readers to understand 
the findings.  
Move 4 – Step 2 (M4S2) Reviewing related research to indicate a gap to be filled or 
a tradition to be continued 
This step reviews related research to indicate a gap to be filled or a tradition to be 
continued. In Example 22, the literature is reviewed in a very general way, relating to the 
idea that physical appearance is important for first impressions, before the gap that little 
was known about how well people judged personality based on appearance and what 
physical factors are most important is indicated.  
Example 22 
Scientists have known physical appearance is important for first impressions and 
that such initial impressions can be hard to undo, particularly negative ones. 
Studies have shown judgments made at first glance of a CEO can predict his or 
her success. But until now little was known about how well people judged 
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personality based on appearance and what physical factors are most important. 
(SC3M) 
 
Related research can be reviewed to show the tradition within which the reported 
research is located. The texts in Example 23 are extracted from the news reports, about an 
excavation of a prehistoric society that forms the foundation of urban life in the ancient 
Middle East. The texts inform readers that there has been a long tradition of the study of 
the site and that the current reported research is a continuation of that tradition.  
Example 23 
Scholars have long understood the site’s importance, and are watching its 
excavation with keen interest. One of the first scholars to note the importance of 
the site was the famed British archaeologist Sir max mallowan, who was the 
husband of writer Agatha Christie. (SC5F) 
 
Move 4 – Step 3 (M4S3) Stating research purposes 
In some news, research purposes are given to contextualize the research event. Texts in 
Example 24 are extracted from a piece of news on a novel early intervention program for 
young children with autism. The purpose of the intervention program is to limit autism’s 
deleterious effects.   
Example 24 
‘Infant brains are quite malleable so with this therapy we’re trying to capitalize on 
the potential of learning that an infant brain has in order to limit autism’s 
deleterious effects, to help children lead better lives, said Sally Rogers, 
professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences, study co-author and researcher at 
the UC Davis MIND Institute in Sacramento, Calif. (HM3U) 
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Move 4 – Step 4 (M4S4) Stating how research ideas were generated 
This step gives detail on how the research ideas were generated. With this step, the 
research event is given a sense of having an accidental quality. Example 25 is extracted 
from a piece of news about sprinting ability and the shape of foot bones. Details of the 
serendipitous beginnings of the study are provided in the news.  
Example 25 
Piazza’s study had serendipitous beginnings. He and colleagues were working 
with a football player at Penn State University who wanted to prolong his career 
with a scientific approach. Among a battery of tests, Piazza used ultrasound to 
measure something called the lever arm of the athlete’s Achilles tendon. When 
someone runs or walks, the calf muscles pull up on the Achilles tendon at the 
back of the heel. Where the muscle attaches to the tendon varies from person to 
person, and the length of this connection works as a lever, sort of like a seesaw. 
The longer the lever arm is, the more leverage it has. It’s the same concept that 
explains why it’s easier to push up on a seesaw if you’re sitting further away from 
the plank’s central pivot point. Since the football player was a super-speedy wide 
receiver who went on to play in the NFL, Piazza expected him to have the longest 
lever arm he had ever measured. Instead, measurements revealed the opposite. 
“We thought maybe he had an injury, but the other leg was the same,” Piazza said. 
“We thought maybe something was wrong with the equipment,” but 
measurements on other people came out as expected.’ (ST1M) 
 
This step brings narration into science news by describing the research event as 
happening, making science news sound similar to other types of event-based news.   
Move 5 Providing methodological information 
Science news has been long criticized for the lack of information about methodology. But 
in the current corpus, methodological information is found in most of the news. This 
could be attributed to the fact that news from universities is likely to embed the structure 
of research articles into the news, which includes a methodology section, and the news is 
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adopted by mass media websites without much additional reportage (see Section 5.4 for 
detailed discussion). The methodological information provided in this move can be 
considered as the satellite of explanation (White, 1998). The three steps are judged by the 
degree of specificity of information about methodology.  
Move 5 – Step 1 (M5S1) Introducing the data 
Some news introduces the methodological information very briefly by just introducing 
what the research data is. It is sometimes difficult to differentiate this step from that of 
M5S2 Introducing research tools/approaches. If general verbs such as ‘follow’ and 
‘investigate’ are used but details about how to follow or investigate are not provided, it is 
considered as Introducing the data. In Example 26, the data for the study is introduced, 
but the tools for handling the data are not provided.  
Example 26 
The researchers followed more than 300 children participating in the Center for 
the Health Assessment of Mothers and Children of Salinas (CHAMACOS), a 
longitudinal study led by Eskenazi that examines environmental exposures and 
reproductive health. (HM20U) 
 
Move 5 – Step 2 (M5S2) Introducing research tools/approaches 
This step introduces the tools or instruments for experiments or approaches for handling 
the data. Example 27 is extracted from the news which is concerned with using data from 
ancient ice to assess the risks of abrupt future climate change. The instruments for 
measuring the sample ancient ice are laser instruments.  
 




The cores samples are being studied in detail using a suite of measurements, 
including stable water isotopes that reveal information about temperature and 
moisture changes back in time. The team is using state-of-the-art laser 
instruments to measure the isotopes, as well as atmospheric gas bubbles trapped 
in the ice and ice crystals to understand past variations in climate on a year-by-
year basis. (EE9F) 
 
Move 5 – Step 3 (M5S3) Introducing research procedures 
The step of Introducing research procedures highlights researchers as active social actors. 
For example, in the news on the same topic as the one in Example 27, the news in 
MSNBC introduces the methodological information as procedures with a series of actions 
verbs. In Example 28, the research procedures are introduced through the verbal groups 
of began setting up, constructed and started drilling.   
Example 28 
After radar measurements taken through the ice sheet from above indicated that 
the Enmian ice layers below the NEEM site were thicker, more intact and likely 
contained more accurate and specific information than at other sites, researchers 
began setting up an extensive state-of-the-art research facility there. The team 
constructed a large dome, the drilling rig for extracting three-inch-diameter ice 
cores, drilling trenches, laboratories and living quarters, and officially started 
drilling in June 2009. (EE9M) 
 
With the introduction of the research procedures, the research event is described 
more like a narration than an explanation with regards to the instruments which are used.  
Move 6 Explaining the outcome of the research event 
This move covers the information in the Results and Discussion section in research 
articles. It plays a significant role in the popularization of science by explaining findings. 
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This move is thus considered as the satellite of explanation (White, 1998). In research 
articles, results can be discussed in detailed ways by providing interpretations (a more 
general claim arising from the results), accounts (a suggested reason for the findings), 
evaluation (a claim about the generalizability of the particular results), and comparison 
with previous findings (Holmes, 1997; Yang & Allison, 2003). For the current corpus of 
news, four steps are generalized to explain the outcome of the research event.  
Move 6 – Step 1 (M6S1) Stating specific findings 
The findings stated in this step are different from those in Move 1 and Move 3, where the 
findings are conclusions of the research. In M6S1, the findings are specific, detailed and 
first-hand results. For example, Example 29 is extracted from the news on a non-invasive 
technique to block the return of fear memories in humans. In M1S2 of the news, the 
findings are reported conclusively that scientists have blocked fearful recollections in 
human participants, sans drugs. In M6S1, first hand results of each stage of the 
experiment are provided.  
Example 29 
In a scientific experiment that brings to mind the memory-erasing escapade in the 
2004 film ‘Eternal sunshine of the spotless mind,’ scientists have blocked fearful 
recollections in human participants, sans drugs. [M1S2] … All participants left 
that day essentially free of their fear response to a blue square. The next day, 
tests showed the fear had returned in the latter two groups, but not for the 
participants whose blue-square fears were rewritten during reconsolidation. 
To see if stress would cause the fearful memory to come back, in one part of this 
experiment, participants received a mild shock before viewing the blue square. 
The fear didn’t come back for the reconsolidated group. A test of some of the 
participants a year later showed the reconsolidation held up, with individuals 
showing no fear of the blue square. The fear had returned, however, for the 
others who only underwent the extinction therapy. Another experiment 
showed this reconsolidation method is selective and targets a particular 
feared object without disrupting other memories. [M6S1](HM2M) 
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Move 6 – Step 2 (M6S2) Explaining principles and concepts 
This step provides information about the principles or definitions of concepts for 
understanding the findings. Example 30 is extracted from the news about functions of 
video games with regards to improving decision-making skills. In the extracted texts, the 
concept of probabilistic inferences is explained for readers to understand how video 
games can improve decision-making skills.  
Example 30 
Our brains constantly perform probabilistic inferences – as you drive along and 
detect some unexpected moving object on the right side of the road, say a 
motorcycle, your brain will compute how likely it is that you are on a collision 
path with that motorcycle, and then infer from this probability whether you need 
to steer left or not,” Bavelier explained. “This kind of inference is used each time 
we make a decision.” Action video games give an edge “by improving this 
inference process,” she noted while strategy or role-playing games did not have 
the same effect. (ST33M)  
 
Move 6 – Step 3 (M6S3) Comparing the outcome with previous studies  
Explanation of findings can appear with outcomes found in the literature. The outcome 
can be either confirming or contradicting previous research findings. Example 31 
presents a case of findings confirming a previous study, while Example 32 presents a 
case of findings which are different to previous studies.   
Example 31 
The results confirm the findings of a 2008 study that found soccer players use a 
similar technique when attempting to head the ball, according to Peter Mcleod, a 
retired professor of psychology at Oxford University, who co-authored that paper. 
Mcleod calls it “the mystery of catching” and says that, put another way, players 
running to catch a fly ball are making sure the angle of their gaze increases the 
closer they get to it. (ST7M) 
 




Before this research, conventional wisdom held that the northern ice cap of 
Mars was made of many relatively flat layers like a layered cake. It was assumed 
some climate information would be recorded in the layers, limited to what could 
be gained from layer thickness and dust content. The new findings, however, 
reveal many complex features – including layers that change in thickness and 
orientation, or abruptly disappear in some places - making it a virtual gold mine 
of climate information. (ST22F) 
 
Move 6 – Step 4 (M6S4) Providing comments and views 
This step provides interpretations and accounts of the findings. Hedges (Hyland, 1996) 
such as suggest, indicate, may, probably and likely are found to be frequently used in this 
step along with the content referring to specific results. In Example 33, the specific 
findings are presented in M6S1 and interpreted in M6S4.   
Example 33 
Following the gluten and casein snacks, study participants had no change in 
attention, activity, sleep or frequency or quality of bowel habits. Children 
demonstrated a small increase in social language and interest in interaction after 
the challenges with gluten or casein on the Ritvo Freeman Real Life Rating Scale; 
however it did not reach statistical significance. [M6S1] That means because of 
the small difference and the small number of participants in the study, the finding 
may be due to chance alone. [M6S4] (HM13U) 
 
Move 7 Extending the research event 
This move extends beyond the research event by discussing the findings in a broader 
social context. It is considered as the satellite of contextualization (White, 1998).  
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Move 7 – Step 1 (M7S1) Pointing out limitations of the research 
Information concerning the limitations of research is rarely found in the literature on 
science news (Korpan et al., 1994; Nwogu, 1991). Holmes (1997) considers the limitation 
indication to be roughly equivalent to justification, in which the writer justifies the need 
for the future work recommended. In Example 34, limitations and findings of the 
research of the research are provided.  
Example 34 
Despite the many insights emerging from their data, there were several 
limitations to their study and in interpreting the findings, the researchers say. 
They pointed out that a pattern of variation that is unusual to the dog genome 
at large doesn’t prove that specific genome region is under selection. (ST8F) 
 
Move 7 – Step 2 (M7S2) Promoting further research  
This step provides information about further research work that the researchers are 
planning to conduct. This step does not suggest a broad research direction for other 
researchers to pursue as the texts about further research in research articles do. In 
Example 35, the further research is about what reported researchers are going to be 
engaged in an extension of the research event.  
Example 35 
The next steps, Atwater says, are to increase the operating voltage and the overall 
size of the solar cell. “The structure we’ve made are square centimeters in size,” 
he explains. “We’re now scaling up to make cells that will be hundreds of square 
centimeters-the size of a normal cell.” Atwater says that the team is ready “on its 
way” to showing that large-area cells work just as well as these smaller versions. 
(ST9U)  
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The agenda behind this step could be for renewing funding, and advertising 
researchers’ long-scale agendas as well. As one researcher responded in the comments of 
the news about her research, “we hope that with publication of this paper the NIH will be 
more willing to invest in sequencing of the naked mole rat genome”49. 
Move 7 – Step 3 (M7S3) Suggesting application of the research outcome 
This step introduces how the research findings can be applied. In Example 36, the 
applications of the findings to women, scientists and marketers are suggested.   
Example 36 
The findings might offer some practical tips for women to boost their online 
dating prospects; for scientists to develop new kinds of ovulation detection kits; 
or for marketers to target sales of clothes and jewelry. The work also suggests 
that going on or off the birth control pill might influence a woman’s choice in 
men. (SC12M) 
 
Move 8 Acknowledgement 
The Acknowledgement move tends to occur at the end of the news. This could be a 
practice borrowed from research articles, as it is a common practice for research articles 
to include an acknowledgement at the end. This move includes acknowledgements of 
funding sources and researchers in collaboration, which could be considered as the 
satellite of contextualization (White, 1998).  
Move 8 – Step 1 (M8S1) Acknowledging funding 
It is a common practice to acknowledge funding in science news because “scientists, 
especially those working with public funding, are expected to inform the public or certain 
                                                 
49 http://futurity.org/health-medicine/gene-cancer-proofs-rodents-cells/, Retrieved 20/09/2010. 
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client groups about their activities and results” (Fjæstad, 2007, p. 128). In Example 37, 
funding providers are acknowledged.  
 Example 37 
Their research was supported by BP and the Energy Frontier Research Center 
program of the Department of Energy, and made use of facilities supported by 
the Center for Science and Engineering of Materials, a National Science 
Foundation Material Research Science and Engineering Center at Caltech. In 
addition, Boettcher received fellowship support from the Kavli Nanoscience 
Institute at Caltech. (ST9U) 
 
Move 8 – Step 2 (M8S2) Acknowledging researchers in collaboration 
This step acknowledges researchers in collaboration. As research increasingly becomes 
cross-disciplinary and cross-national, it is a common practice for researchers to 
collaborate. In science news, typically only the lead author or the most senior researcher 
is introduced as an expert to announce, explain and comment on the findings. The rest of 
the research team are likely to be acknowledged at the end of the news.   
Example 38 
Other study authors include Jeffrey Munson, Jamie Winter, Jessica Greenson, 
and Jennifer Varley, all of University of Washington Autism Center or the 
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, and Amy Donaldson of the 
Department of Speech and Hearing Science, Portland State University, Portland, 
Ore. (HM3U) 
 
So far, the moves and steps in the proposed structure have been defined with 
examples provided. This framework was used to analyze the 270 pieces of news for 
comparison across the three types of website. Similarities and differences of science news 
across the three types of website are discussed in Section 5.3, after which features and the 
socio-cultural background of the structure are addressed in Section 5.4.  
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5.3 Structural similarities and differences of news from the three types 
of website 
In general, the news in the three types of website possesses similar structures. The 
similarities could be attributed to the practice that the websites of Futurity and MSNBC 
tend to adopt what is provided by universities without too much additional reportage in 
this era of fast news production.  
The occurrences of moves across the three types of website are displayed in 
Figure 5.2. The occurrences of the moves are based on occurrences of steps. That is, if all 
of the 4 steps in Move 6 occur in the news, Move 6 is counted as four occurrences. This 
explains why there are 257 occurrences of M6 in 90 pieces of news from Futurity.  
 
Figure 5.2 Occurrences of moves in the three types of website 
Note: U for university websites, F for Futurity, M for MSNBC, M1 for Move 1, M2 for 
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 As shown in Figure 5.2, news from the three types of website is found to share 
similar move occurrences. The similar occurrences of the moves across the three types of 
website suggest a similar structure of the news across the three types of website. The only 
move that shows sharp contrast among the three types of website is Move 8 
Acknowledgement. News from universities and Futurity shows significantly higher 
occurrences of the move, which means news from universities and Futurity are more 
likely to acknowledge the funding and collaborated researchers than news from MSNBC. 
The reason for the similarity of structures across the three types of website is 
because both Futurity and MSNBC tend to use the verbal story provided by universities 
with only minor editing. The practice of using the verbal story from the press release 
without additional reporting is common in news production because journalists are 
pressed for time and they are inclined to rely on press release by public relations 
professionals (Nelkin, 1995). As observed by Goodden (2009), “[o]nline publications and 
newsletters that process an increasing volume of news release often no longer have the 
time – or the professional staff – to rewrite them as did yesteryear’s editors”. In a survey 
conducted by the journal Nature, more than half of the journalists acknowledge that they 
get story ideas from press releases, and around two fifths routinely quote from press 
releases directly (Brumfiel, 2009).  
Typically, university news serves as the source of news for Futurity and MSNBC. 
Futurity adopts the verbal news from universities with minor editing to appeal to lay 
readers, but it does not perform additional reporting (Brainard, 2009). The minor editing 
tends to take place at the beginning and the end of the news, including rephrasing the 
findings in the lead, changing the order of some clips, and adding acknowledgement 
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information. This minor editing is shown in Figure 5.3, with the switching of M3S1 and 
M2S1 and adding of funding acknowledgment (M8S1). Analyses of the texts are 
provided in Appendix III. 















































Figure 5.3 Move-steps in the news on the same topic from different websites (HM22) 
MSNBC tends not to perform additional reportage of the news from the 
universities either. It is a common practice for MSNBC journalists to use clips of news 
from universities, but sometimes they may rearrange the order of the content. An 
example of news re-ordering in MSNBC is given in Figure 5.3. The news in MSNBC has 
been radically re-ordered from university news, with the re-ordering of M3S1, M6S4, 
M5S1, M6S1, M4S2 and M4S1. This radical re-ordering of the news segments is based 
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on the textuality of nucleus-satellite structure of news (Iedema, et al., 1994), in which 
satellites are more related to the nucleus, in this case the finding statements in M1S2, 
than they are to each other (White, 1998). White (1998) points out that the changes have 
semantic consequences but they do not change the functionality of the text. It is beyond 
the scope of the current project to explore the semantic consequences of the re-ordering.   
Such radical re-orderings, however, are not frequently found in the corpus. The 
majority of the news in Futurity and MSNBC follows the structure of university news. 
There are, nonetheless, differences among the news from the three types of website.  
The differences among the three types of website take place at the level of steps. 
The majority of the steps show a similar occurrence across the three types of website, as 
shown in Figure 5.4, but differences exist in a number of steps. In the data, it’s 
noteworthy that only two cases of M1S1 are found in Futurity, which is significantly less 
than those in university news and MSNBC. M1S1 is the verbal text used to capture 
audience attention with a research problem, a daily question, a piece of common sense 
fact, or a daily scenario. This is because news in Futurity has shifted the burden of 
attention capturing from the verbal to the visual elements, which shall be addressed in 
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. MSNBC shows the highest occurrences of attention capturing 
with verbal text. This could be due to the fact that quite a large amount of news in 
MSNBC does not have an image in the lead to capture the audiences’ attention (see 
Chapter 6 for the use of images in MSNBC), so it has to rely on verbal strategies. 




Figure 5.4 Occurrences of steps across the three types of website50  
News from universities and Futurity is more likely to include M2S2 Indicating 
pioneering status of the research in the field than news from MSNBC does. Around half 
of the news from universities points out the pioneering status of the research in the field, 
while less than one third of news from MSNBC includes such information. Meanwhile, 
more than half of news from universities and Futurity and one third of news from 
MSNBC introduce research procedures (M5S3). The percentage of the occurrences of 
M5S3 is large, given the fact that such information about methods and research 
procedures is generally found to be omitted in science news (e.g. Kua, et al., 2004; 
Mallow, 1991; Pellechia, 1997).The relatively high occurrence of information about 
pioneering status and research procedures in news from universities and Futurity suggests 
that news from institutions is more ‘appropriated’ (Bhatia, 2004) towards the style of 
research articles than news from mass media website.  
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Furthermore, news from universities is more likely to introduce researchers than 
the other two websites. Around one third of the news from university will include M3S2 
to introduce researchers. The researchers are introduced in the university news to boost 
their profiles and that of the university as well. For Futurity and MSNBC, the 
occurrences are much fewer. Taking out attribute statements to institution source is a 
common practice in journalists’ editing of news from a press release, so as to increase the 
neutrality of news (Pander Maat, 2008).  
News from universities and Futurity also shows a high occurrence of 
acknowledgements of funding and collaborators (M8S1 & M8S2), which are rarely found 
in news from MSNBC. The information is excluded from MSNBC because it does not 
seem to be in the interest of the public, but it is included in the institutional news to 
promote the profile of the universities because funding has become a key criterion for 
university research evaluation (Geuna & Martin, 2003). The acknowledgement thus 
“establish[es] credentials” (Catenaccio, 2008, pp. 24-25) for the reported research. 
In MSNBC, there are five pieces of news that are from the section of j-blogs 
(introduced in Section 2.3.3.2), four of which are from the section of The Body Odd 
(SC11M, HM16M, HM18M, HM21M) and one from Cosmic Log (ST21M). These news 
articles are not excluded from the corpus because they are published on the website of 
MSNBC in the same way as news of other categories (see Section 2.3.3.2). The 
occurrences of the move-steps in the j-blogs of MSNBC and in their corresponding 
institutional news are shown in Figure 5.5.  




Figure 5.5 Move-steps in the j-blogs 
Note: Each line records the occurrences of the steps in one piece of news. The color 
schemes in Figure 5.7 are as follows:  
 
It is evident in Figure 5.5 that the j-blogs in MNSBC (SC11M, HM16M, HM18M, 
HM21M, ST21M) include fewer move-steps than their counterparts of news from 
universities and Futurity. For example, for the news of SC11, the university news 
includes Move 1, Move 3, Move 6, Move 5 and Move 8, while in the j-blog in MSNBC, 
Move 8 is excluded and Move 6 has been simplified by cutting steps of M6S1, M6S3 and 
M6S4. They, nonetheless, follow the structure potential of online science news. All the j-
blogs begin with Move 1 and are developed with a number of moves. For example, 
HM21M includes Move 1, Move 2, Move 4, and Move 6, and ST21M includes Move 1, 
Move 3, Move 5, Move 4, and Move 6.  
The j-blogs in the current corpus generally follow the generic structure of science 
news, which is not surprising as they are published as products of the website and 
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journalists would write it in this so as to “sell the corporate brand of news” (Robinson, 
2006, p. 80), as discussed in Section 2.3.3.2. Nonetheless, it may be too early to draw a 
conclusion from the limited data that science related j-blogs in MSNBC follow the 
generic structure potential of science news. A larger data corpus is needed in future 
research for investigating the structure of science related j-blogs. 
To summarize, the analyses of the structure of the verbal stories in the data 
suggest science news from mass media shares a similar structure with institutional 
science news because the mass media website tends to adopt the verbal stories provided 
by institutions without additional reportage. Differences between institutional and mass 
media science news, nevertheless, are found. MSNBC news is more likely to apply verbal 
resources to attract readers’ attention, which tends to be achieved by visual resources in 
institutional news. Meanwhile, institutional news is more likely to include elements from 
academic research papers such as information about methodology, researchers and 
acknowledgement. By including these elements in the structure, the news fulfils the 
function of promoting the university and its researchers.  
5.4 Understanding the structure  
This section addresses features of the proposed structure and how the generic structure of 
the verbal story of online science news is shaped by socio-cultural practices. In what 
follows, features of the generic structure are discussed in terms of occurrence and 
sequencing. Socio-cultural accounts of shaping of the structure will be provided after the 
discussion of features.  
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5.4.1 Features of the structure 
The features of the structure are discussed with regards to the actual realization of 
components of the structure potential in the corpus and the ordering of the components. 
Realization is a probabilistic, not deterministic relationship (Eggins & Martin, 1997), so 
the discussion here addresses the probabilistic nature of the proposed structure.  
As a structure potential, the eight moves are not all necessarily included in one 
verbal news story. Some news may include as few as only three moves while others may 
include all of the eight moves. For example, the news of SC7F includes only three moves 
with a sequence of M1S2-M3S1-M3S3-M6S2-M6S1-M6S3-M6S4 (see Appendix II), but 
the news of HM20F includes all the eight moves with a sequence of M1S2-M2S2-M3S1-
M4S2-M5S1-M7S1-M3S3-M7S3-M6S3-M6S4-M5S3-M6S1-M6S4-M7S2-M2S1-
M8S2-M8S1 (see Appendix II).  
The realization of the eight-move structure in the data is displayed in Figure 5.6. 
The statistics of the percentage of move occurrences show that the only compulsory 
move of the structure is Move 1 Highlighting overall outcome of the research event (the 
only move with 100% occurrences, as shown in Figure 5.6). Except for Move 8 
Acknowledgement that is found to be presented in less than half the news in the data, the 
rest of the moves show a high percentage of occurrences. In particular, Move 3 
Introducing the research event, Move 5 Providing methodological information, and Move 
6 Explaining the outcome of the research event are found in more than 80% of the news. 
This suggests that the verbal story of online science news tend to be written in a way that 
conforms to the proposed generic structure potential.   




Figure 5.6 Percentage of move occurrences in the data 
Note: The percentage of move occurrences in Figure 5.6 is calculated with a criterion of 
whether one move occurs in the news or not: if one move occurs in a piece of news, it is 
counted as 1, no matter how many times of the actual occurrences in the news.  
  
The proposed eight-move structure provides sequences of news components from 
a serial perspective and suggests an order for the organization of the structure from Move 
1 to Move 8. There is a tendency for moves to occur in the suggested order, but the order 
does not need be followed strictly. Move 1 is found to occur unanimously as the initial 
structural element of the story. Move 7 and Move 8 tend to occur at the end of the story. 
In between these two extremes, there are Move 2, Move 3, Move 4, Move 5 and Move 6, 
which are likely to be but not necessarily are in the order from Move 2 to Move 6. The 
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Figure 5.7 Occurrences of move-steps in the corpus 
Note: Each line records the occurrences of the steps in one piece of news. The color 
schemes in Figure 5.7 are as follows:  
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In Figure 5.7, it is evident that each piece of news begins with Move 1 
Highlighting overall outcome of the research event (colored dark red). The news is likely 
to end with Move 8 Acknowledgement (colored in gray), provided that it is included in the 
news. For the moves in-between Move 1 and Move 8, they can be in the suggested order 
of the structure from Move 2 to Move 7 as the example of SC6F in Figure 5.8 shows 
(Move 1 – Move 3 – Move 4 – Move 5 – Move 6 – Move 7 – Move 8), or in reversed 
order of some moves, as the example of SC16F in Figure 5.8 illustrates (Move 1 – Move 
4 – Move 3 – Move 2 – Move 5 – Move 6).  
 
Figure 5.8 Examples of move orders (SC6F & SC16F) 
The irregularity of the move order in the corpus is not unanticipated because news 
is described as having the textuality of a nucleus-satellite structure (Iedema, et al., 1994), 
in which satellites are related more to the nucleus than to each other. In the eight-move 
structure, Move 1 is the nucleus, and the rest of the seven moves are satellites that 
develop from the nucleus. The orbital textuality of the eight-move structure can be shown 
in Figure 5.9.  
As shown in Figure 5.9, the satellite of Move 2 Evaluating the research event 
appraises findings in Move 1, and the satellite of Move 3 Introducing the research event 
elaborates findings in Move 1. Move 4 contextualizes the research event by generalizing 
the topic, reviewing related research, stating research purposes or stating how research 
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ideas were generated. Move 5 and Move 6 explain findings in the nucleus by providing 
methodological information and interpretations into findings51. Move 7 and Move 8 
contextualize the nucleus by providing information about the social context of the 




Figure 5.9 The eight-move structure in relation to the nucleus-satellite structure 
In terms of logical-semantic relationships, it is not necessary for texts of appraisal 
to come before those of elaboration and contextualization, and texts fulfilling the 
functions of explanation do not need to come after those of contextualization or 
elaboration. 
In summary, the proposed structure potential indicates that there are eight possible 
moves which may be realized in a typical online science news story. This, however, does 
not suggest that each news story will have to embody all sets of eight moves. Meanwhile, 
it is observed that news stories show a tendency to organize the moves in the suggested 
                                                 
51The step of M6S1 Stating specific findings itself enters into a relationship of elaboration with findings in 
Move 1. But this step is rarely used by itself and tends to occur together with M6S2, M6S3, or M6S4. Once 
it is used together with other steps in Move 6, the whole move serves more of an explanation than 
elaboration.  
 
    M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 
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order, which means Move 3 tends to precede Move 4, Move 4 precedes Move 5, and so 
on. The order from a serial perspective, however, is not necessarily followed strictly 
because the news embodies an orbital structure in which Move 1 is the nucleus and the 
rest are satellites that develop the nucleus and are related more to the nucleus than to each 
other.  
The discussion in this section that there is a tendency for information in science 
news to be organized according to the identified schema suggests that the production of 
the verbal story for online science news is motivated. Science news is subject to 
constraints of social and professional routines of science journalists in institutional 
settings, which shall be discussed in Section 5.4.2.  
5.4.2 A socio-cultural interpretation of the structure  
The understanding of the structure is furthered in this section with a focus on how it is 
linked to social practices and ideologies of science news making, namely how it is 
“socially constructed” (Johns, 2002, p. 12).  
The eight-move structure potential is a combination of structures from both news 
and research articles. The first three moves follow structural practices from news, while 
the rest of the five moves follow those of research articles. In the structure, Move 1 
Highlighting overall outcome of the research event functions as a lead with research 
findings as the focus, which is followed by Move 2 Evaluating the research event to 
stress the news value. Move 3 Introducing the research event introduces the ‘Wh’s of the 
research event, including what the research findings are, who the researchers are and 
where the findings are published. This move serves as a summary of the research event. 
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These three moves make the texts news because they fulfill similar functions to news’ 
structural elements. As van Dijk (1985) suggests, important consequences come first and 
details of an event or actor come after overall mentioning of the event.  
In a schema for medical science news proposed by Nwogu (1991), an initial move 
Presenting background information is found frequently before the move Highlighting 
overall research outcome. The initial move mainly functions to “provide information 
which serves as background explanation to the topic of discourse in the paper by 
presenting knowledge which in the context of the research being popularized can be 
regarded as holding true for a long period of time” (Nwogu, 1991, p. 116). Nwogu (1991) 
argues that the first move functions as news lead “for it provides the background 
information which the reader needs to be attracted into reading the text” (p. 120). It is, 
however, less of a news lead because background information could not achieve the 
functions of a lead to single out the ‘news point’ of the story and to summarize its 
essential news elements (Bell, 1998). Rather, it is more like an Introduction in research 
articles. As far as the beginning part of the news story is concerned, the schema proposed 
here is more news like than the one proposed by Nwogu (1991). This could be due to 
changes taking place in science news structure since Nwogu’s schema was proposed 
more than two decades ago.  
While it is widely acknowledged that news begins with a lead as the ‘angle’ point 
of the story (Bell, 1998; Iedema, et al., 1994; van Dijk, 1988; White, 1997), there is less 
consensus on how the news is developed in the story. van Dijk (1985) suggests that 
causes or conditions of events are mentioned after the event and its consequences and 
context and background information comes last. White (1998) suggests the lead can be 
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developed with elaboration, explanation, contextualization or appraisal, which are related 
more to the lead than with each other.   
In the current corpus of science news, it is found that the remaining parts of the 
story tend to conform to the structure of research articles. Move 4, Move 5, Move 6, and 
Move 7 in the structure are brief versions of the Introduction, Methodology, Results and 
Discussion in research articles. Move 4 contextualizes the research event by generalizing 
the topic, reviewing related research, stating research purposes and stating how research 
ideas were generated. Such information is likely to be included in the Introduction of 
research articles. Move 5 provides methodological information and Move 6 explains the 
outcome of the research event, both of which correspond to Methodology and Results 
sections in research articles respectively. The information about limitation, application 
and further research in Move 7 is included in the Discussion section52 of research articles. 
The acknowledgement in Move 8 could be a practice influenced by the research articles 
as well because funding sources are regularly acknowledged at the end of a research 
article.  
In this way, the structure of research articles is ‘embedded’ into the news. The 
concept of embedding refers to a constituent that is moved down in rank (Halliday, 1994). 
An example is when a clause is down-ranked and embedded within a nominal group, as 
in The percentage of black children who live in a household where food stamps will be 
used at some point in their childhood is a staggering 90 percent, according to a new 
study (down-ranked clause in bold face). Genres may also be embedded or rank-shifted 
                                                 
52 To be more exact, such information appears in the Conclusion section, but in the widely accepted IMRD 
model, Conclusion is considered as part of the Discussion section.  
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within a genre. In the proposed news structure, the IMRD structure of research articles 
(i.e., Introduction, Methodology, Results, and Discussion) is embedded into the news as 




Figure 5.10 A constituency representation of the science news genre53 
The embedding of structure from research articles in science news could be 
attributed to press releases from universities which are likely to follow the IMRD 
structure in the lead development. The discourse pattern, that the institutional press 
release follows a similar model to its original paper, has been found in the study of Kua, 
et al. (2004). As more and more mass media news use institutional press releases without 
additional reportage, the practice of embedding could increase. With the embedding of 
the structure of research articles into science news, the science news is less of the 
“narrative of nature”, but more of the “narrative of science” (Myers, 1990b) (see Section 
2.4.1), though science news in print media is more likely to be narrative of nature, 
namely “episodic” (Dunwoody, 2008, p. 19).   
Whether such a structure functions effectively to popularize science remains an 
open question. To put it in another way, it is not known whether the news structure 
                                                 
53 ‘[[ ]]’ is a systemic functional linguistic notation convention for indicating that an element is embedded 
or down-ranked.  
Lead 
[[IMRD]] 
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embedding a structure of research articles might be appealing to the general public. Such 
issues, however, may not concern institutions as they have a different agenda in the news. 
As observed by Trench (2007a):  
Scientific institutions increasingly use directly employed (or, we might say, 
‘embedded’) science writers or communicators to ensure rapid and controlled 
publication of results over the web, and by other means. The formats these 
institutional sites use are often those of news, but the purpose is much less that of 
providing accessible information on matters of public relevance than it is of 
boosting the profile and reputation of the organization. (p. 134) 
 
As far as news structure is concerned, it can be argued that universities use a 
“socially recognized communicative purpose” (i.e. popularization of science) and a genre 
which is considered appropriate for the fulfillment of this purpose (i.e. science news) to 
communicate “private intentions” (i.e. to promote the university) (Bhatia, 1997).  
5.5 Conclusion  
This chapter proposes a structural framework for the verbal story of online science news. 
The structure for the corpus is developed following the ESP approach. It is found that the 
news adopts a combination of structures from news and research articles. It applies the 
widely known news structure of lead and lead development. The lead foregrounds 
research findings as the core of the story. In the lead development, there is embedded a 
briefer version of the IMRD structure of research articles (i.e. Introduction, Methodology, 
Results and Discussion). It is a structure developed with constraints from popularization 
as news and professional routines of science in institutional settings.  
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The structure is used in the press release from universities, and is spread via the 
news in mass media websites that use press releases directly without additional reportage. 
The power of science discourse is permeated into popularization in the digital age, with 
institutions starting to popularize science on its own because “the primary drivers of 
[news] coverage patterns are … the production infrastructure through which the content 
must pass” (Dunwoody, 2008, p. 19). About two decades ago, Nelkin (1995) expressed 
her concerns that “many journalists are, in effect, retailing science and technology rather 
than investigating them, identifying with their sources rather than challenging them” (p. 
164). The ‘retailing’ is becoming more prevalent as institutions adopt an active role in 
science popularization in an online context.
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Chapter 6 Functions of images 
6.1 Introduction 
Images have become ubiquitous in news discourse with the increasing demands for more 
visual interest from media in general (Allen, 2002), and science news is no exception. We 
now “swim” in a sea of images (Berger, 1989) in online context, where images or 
visually organized digital texts seem to be a crucial mode of communication, if not the 
primary one as some scholars argued (e.g. Stocchetti & Kukkonen, 2011). For the “net 
generation”, as Don Tapscott (1998) calls today’s young internet users, the graphics may 
be seen as the primary source to gain information (Allen, 2002).  
The simple fascination of images might be attributed to the desire to achieve 
transparency or “immediacy” (Bolter & Grusin, 1999) in our mediated communication 
(Martinec & Salway, 2005). We react emotionally to the image before it is cognitively 
understood (Barry, 1997). Therefore, images in the news genre(s) function significantly 
to attract readers’ attention (Myers, 1990b) because audiences also “want some pizzazz to 
keep them engaged” (Allen, 2002, p. 18). Meanwhile, images help shape our perceptions 
of the world (Berger, 1989, p. 1) in a way that is different from languages with their more 
‘topological’ meaning potentials (Lemke, 1998). There has been some literature on the 
topic of visual images in science news (see Section 2.4.2), however, “there are many 
more questions worth asking about the role of visual science in the entertainment and 
news media” (Trumbo, 2000, p. 384).  
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“Seeing and representing are inextricably linked to understanding” (Ottino, 2003, 
p. 474), and “contemporary science communication relies on visual representation to 
clarify data, illustrate concepts, and engage a public informed through ever-increasing 
arsenal of computer graphics and new media tools” (Trumbo, 1999, p. 421). Examination 
of image functions in science news provides some perspectives on how scientific 
knowledge is reconfigured visually in popularizing discourse (Jacobi & Schiele, 1989). 
More importantly, “the main epistemological implication of investigating ‘image in use’ 
lies in shifting attention from the ‘meaning’ of images to the communicative strategies 
that inspire the uses of images by agents” (Stocchetti & Kukkonen, 2011, p. 3). 
In Section 6.2, the functions of images addressed in the literature are briefly 
surveyed before a discussion of functions of images in the corpus is undertaken.  
6.2 Surveying functions of images  
The study of image functions tends to focus on an image’s functional relationship to a 
relevant text string, following Barthes’ (1977 [1964]) seminal work on the rhetoric of 
images. Barthes proposes three types of visual-verbal connections: anchorage, 
illustration and relay. Verbal elements can function to anchor the preferred reading of an 
image with texts direct and “remote-control the reader towards a meaning chosen in 
advance” and “fix the floating chain of signifieds” (Barthes, 1977 [1964], pp. 39-40). If 
an image is provided to explain texts, it is considered as illustration use. When text/image 
relationships are complementary, as in cartoons, comic strips or narrative film, they fall 
in a system of relay.  
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Based on Barthes’ pioneering work on functional relationships between image 
and text, scholars in social semiotics draw upon theories from SFL (Halliday, 1994; 
Halliday & Hasan, 1976) to develop systems of image-text relationships (e.g. Kong, 2006; 
Martinec & Salway, 2005; Royce, 1998, 2007; Unsworth, 2006a; Unsworth & Cléirigh, 
2009).  
For example, Martinec & Salway (2005) extend Halliday’s (1994) two 
independent subsystems of status and logico-semantics for clause relationships to model 
image-text relationships. The status relation indicates the relative status between text and 
image as being equal or unequal. In an equal relationship, the visual and verbal modes 
are either independent or complementary to each other, while in an unequal relationship 
one mode is subordinate to the other. Logico-semantic relations are of two main types: 
expansion and projection. In expansion, there are elaboration, extension and 
enhancement. Projection is divided into locution and idea.  
The extension of systems of logico-semantic relationship in language to image-
text relationship is useful for understanding the interaction between image and text. The 
extension, however, is not unproblematic. At present, the text unit that pairs and interacts 
with an image in the systems and networks for image-text relationships is only located 
within a paragraph (e.g. Kong, 2006; Liu & O'Halloran, 2009; Martinec & Salway, 2005). 
In most cases, images are examined only in their interactions with corresponding captions. 
But an image could be related to a larger textual unit, as has been noticed by scholars (e.g. 
Liu & O'Halloran, 2009; Martinec & Salway, 2005). An image in a news page, for 
example, is likely to interact with the whole piece of news, rather than just the caption 
which is sometimes missing in digital texts. For example, the image in Figure 6.1 does 
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not have a caption. The surrounding text is the body of the news, not a line of which is 
particularly related to the image. The “contiguous principle” adopted by former 
researchers (e.g. Liu & O'Halloran, 2009; Martinec & Salway, 2005), however, does not 
assist in locating a textual unit for pairing with the image.  
 
Figure 6.1 Image without a caption in the news page (SC7U) 
A first impression of the image presents a male hugging a female from the back, 
the smiling on their face evidencing a happy feeling between them. The verbal part 
reports research findings that couples who use pronouns such as ‘we’, ‘our’ and ‘us’ are 
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better able to resolve conflicts than those using separated pronounces such as ‘I’, ‘me’ 
and ‘you’ and thus are happier. From the verbal story, we know that the male and the 
female are a couple, and the hugging suggests the ‘we-ness’ of them, and the happiness 
suggested from the smiling is an outcome of the ‘we-ness’. The image is thus related to 
the whole news story rather than just a few sentences. And the functions of the image in 
Figure 6.1 cannot be analyzed with a “grammar-based approach” (Liu & O'Halloran, 
2009), which deals with two consecutive units of similar status.   
Meanwhile, as pointed out by Stöckl (2009), “the patterns [of language – image - 
links] are clearly text-type-sensitive, so too generalized a perspective does not make 
sense. What seems most important is to ask which pragmatic functions [communicative 
functions] pictures can fulfill in relation to language” (p. 12). The pragmatic functions are 
relevant to how images contribute to the goals of the whole text.  
To explore the pragmatic functions of images, a genre perspective is suggested in 
this chapter. As discussed in Chapter 3, genre is a semiotically constructed social entity 
with a class of identifiable semiotic artifacts (Halliday, 1978). The identifiable semiotic 
artifacts are arranged in certain types of structural schemas to achieve goals of 
communication. The naming of the semiotic artifacts as generic elements requires the 
analyst to consider their relationship with consecutive and non-consecutive artifacts of 
small or larger units. Visual images are semiotic artifacts of the genre of online science 
news. A genre perspective on image functions addresses functions of images as related to 
text units larger than paragraphs.   
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In Section 6.3, the usage of images in the data is introduced. After the overview of 
image usage in the data, four properties of images related to image functions are 
introduced in Section 6.4. These properties are image types, image sources, image sizes, 
and image locations in news pages, all of which are crucial to understanding the functions 
of images as semiotic artifacts in the genre of online science news. Finally, in Section 6.5, 
functional categories of images in the data are proposed and applied to the data for 
comparison across the three types of website.   
6.3 Images in the corpus 
Images are increasingly used in online science news. In the current corpus, about three 
quarters of news pages contain images (see Table 6.1). The utilization of images in an 
online context, unsurprisingly, has increased significantly compared with print science 
news in the literature. For example, in the 1990s, only around 25% of science news in 
Bader’s (1990) data from the U.S. contained illustrations. In an updated study, a similar 
portion is found in science coverage in Dutch newspapers (Hijmans, Pleijter, & Wester, 
2003). 
Table 6.1 Statistics of images in the corpus 
 No. of news pages with 
images 
No. of images in total No. of images per 
page 
Total 204 76% 286 1.4 
University 71 78% 124 1.75 
Futurity 88 98% 112 1.27 
MSNBC 45 49% 50 1.11 
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Among the three types of website, images seem to be a compulsory component on 
news pages of Futurity, where 98% contain images54. This is probably due to the page 
template in the website of Futurity, which has an area for images (see Section 7.3.1 for 
details about the Futurity news page template). News pages in university websites are 
less likely to include images than those in Futurity, with around three quarters in the 
corpus containing images. But for those including images, they are likely to have more 
than one image, with an average of 1.75 images on each page. Compared with 
institutional websites, the mass media website of MSNBC has a smaller percentage of 
images, with less than half of its news pages containing images. For those pages with 
images, most of them use only one image per page.  
It can be suggested then that visual images are used more extensively in 
institutional websites than mass media websites to popularize science. In what follows, 
properties of images will be discussed.  
6.4 Properties of images in the corpus 
The properties of images include image type, source, size and location in the news page. 
These properties contribute to meanings of images in the genre of online science news as 
the following discussions shall illustrate. They will be discussed before proceeding to the 
discussion of image functions.  
                                                 
54 For the two pages in Futurity that are counted as being without images, they include visual elements in 
the news pages. The visual image is a screen shot of a video and there is a link in the middle of the image 
directing to the video, which achieves more of a navigating function than a reading one. As this chapter 
examines image functions in the reading dimension, the images directing to videos are not excluded.  
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6.4.1 Types of image 
The visual representation of science information includes images of different forms: 
photographs, diagrams, symbolic notation, computer visualization, and so on. The forms 
of graphical representations in science texts are crucial for understanding their functions 
because the two are closely related but distinct descriptors (Slough & McTigue, 2010).   
A classification of four common types of graphical displays in science has been 
proposed by Vekiri (2002), who reviewed and synthesized research on graphical 
representations. The types are: diagrams, graphs, maps, and charts. The classification is 
presented in Table 6.2.  
Table 6.2 Classification of images  
 Referents Examples 
Diagram Parts, structure and operation of real 
objects or abstract entities; processes 
Iconic (e.g., a diagram showing the 
operation of a bicycle pump) and 
schematic (e.g., a diagram 
illustrating the water cycle) 
Map Features (or data) and their location (or 
distribution) in real territory 
Geographic maps, route maps, 
statistical or thematic maps 
Graph Quantitative data in a way that enable 
viewers to compare and observe 
relations among variables 
Line graphs, bar graphs, pie charts 
Chart Relations among concepts and sequence 
of events 
Tree diagrams, web-based concept 
maps, matrices 
Adapted from Vekiri (2002, p. 265) 
In the category of diagram, iconic and schematic are identified as the two sub-
categories based on their degree of realism. Iconic diagrams are images representing 
objects in great amount of detail and concreteness, while schematic ones are less detailed 
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and more abstract. In studies of science images, iconic and schematic diagrams tend to be 
grouped together (e.g. Hegarty, Carpenter, & Just, 1996; Vekiri, 2002). But in the current 
study, it is suggested that they both need to be considered as different categories because 
their differences in realism and abstraction would have a different impact on readers in 
science popularization. The term of iconic in Vekiri’s (2002) category is referred to in 
this thesis as depicting so that the term is not confused with the ‘iconic’ sign in 
Linguistics and Semiotics as one of the three types of sign identified by Charles S. Peirce 
(Cobley, 2010). Additionally, charts and graphs are considered to be in the same 
category in this study because they are both abstract, as compared to depicting images, 
and require a certain level of science literacy for comprehension. Maps are not found in 
the corpus and therefore will not be discussed.  
Based on the corpus, it is proposed that there are three types of image in science 
popularization: 1) depicting images; 2) schematic diagram; and 3) charts and graphs. 
They will be defined and illustrated with examples in the ensuing sections.  
6.4.1.1 Depicting images  
Depicting images take the form of a photograph or line drawing to represent referent 
objects concretely and spatially. Computer visualizations could belong to this category. 
Depicting images can communicate information quickly and with relatively little mental 
effort (Huxford, Neil, & Paul, 2001). They can be photographs showing phenomena in 
the world exactly as they are. Depicting images used in science news can be real life 
photographs of researchers at a work site, or the object or social phenomenon being 
studied, and so on. For example, in a piece of news about warming in one of the world’s 
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oldest lakes, a depicting image is provided to show researchers conducting geological 
work at the site (see Figure 6.2).  
 
Figure 6.2 Example of a depicting image (EE6F) 
Depicting images can not only show how something is as the example in Figure 
6.2 does, but also how something can be imagined (Ottino, 2003). Visual images can 
depict imagined scenes beyond real life, in what Stöckl (2009) calls “beyond depiction”. 
For this type of depicting image, individual components of the image are iconic and 
concrete referents to real world objects, but the collocation of the visual components is 
not what we might encounter in real life. An example is given in Figure 6.3.   
The image presents the earth in a robot’s hand, showing ‘a globe between 
fingers’55. The science news reports on a book envisioning the future of smart machines 
that are built out of natural elements rather than electronics so that they can synthesize 
                                                 
55 http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-photo-5858283-globe-between-finger.php, Retrieved 01/12/2011 
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and adapt to the world. The image echoes the ideas of the book metaphorically: the earth 
in the hand of the robot suggests that the earth is under the control of the smart machine. 
 
Figure 6.3 Example of a depicting image with imagination (ST18052010) 
    
Another type of depicting image showing how things can be imagined is called 
the Artists’ Impression56. Image of this type are scientific illustrations for representing a 
world that is being discovered and cannot be perceived with eyes or even with scientific 
instruments (Ottino, 2003). An example of the artists’ impression is given in Figure 6.4. 
Findings of two systems with pairs of gas giant planets locked in an orbital embrace are 
reported in the news and accompanied with an image of the artists’ impression. The 
image shows multiple gas giants in orbit around an alien star. The shining object on the 
                                                 
56 It could be called ‘Artists’ Concept’ (ST18M), ‘Artists’ Conception’ (ST28M), ‘Artists’ Rendering’ 
(ST28F), ‘Artists’ Interpretation’ (EE5U) and so on.  
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left-bottom corner represents the dying star, around which are two planets. The orbit, 
however, is not visualized in the image.   
 
Figure 6.4 Example of the Artists' Impression as depicting image (ST28M) 
The caption: An artist’s conception shows multiple gas giants in orbit around an alien 
star. A recently detected planetary system has two gas giants in “the tightest system 
that’s ever been discovered”. 
 
For the same research event, the report in Futurity uses a different artist’s 
impression, as shown in Figure 6.5.  




Figure 6.5 Example of the Artists' Impression (ST28F) 
The caption: Above, an artist rendering of a gas giant extrasolar planet. The four newly 
discovered exoplanets are gas giants more massive than Jupiter. (Credit: NASA) 
 
Unlike the one in Figure 6.4, the dying star is not visualized in this image, but can 
be inferred from the light on the right side of the planet in the center. The orbital that 
locks the pair of gas giant planets is visualized in the image in Futurity, but not in the one 
in MSNBC. From the two examples we can see that the Artists’ Impression as imagined 
presentation of the unseen or unknown world can include images that are very different 
from one to the other. Such images blur the line between fantasy and reality. They are 
frequently used in news on space.  
Depicting images, be they of real life or not, tend to be identified by readers 
without much difficulty and would require much less knowledge of science literacy to 
understand than schematic diagrams and charts and graphs do.    
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6.4.1.2 Schematic diagrams 
Schematic diagrams provide a concise and simplified depiction of abstract structures of 
complex situations by using conventions, rather than realistic representations, to depict 
the components of the overall concept (e.g. use an arrow to represent movement to the 
right) (Lynch, 1990). An example of a schematic diagram is given in Figure 6.6.  
 
Figure 6.6 Example of a schematic diagram (HM23U) 
The news reports on brain scanning data for tracking aberrant brain development. 
The image is not a depicting one that presents the exact brain, but a schematic one that 
applies colors, sizes, spheres and lines to represent the concept of brain development. In 
the image, brain regions are shown as spheres, and the size of the spheres suggests the 
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region’s relative importance. The colors identify brain regions as members of different 
functional networks. Meanwhile, connections positively correlated with age (stronger 
with increasing age) are shown in orange, while connections negatively correlated with 
age (weaker with increasing age) are shown in green. The schematic diagram displays the 
patterns of functional connectivity.  
Schematic diagrams are frequently used in research articles. They require readers 
to be familiar with the conventions of the representations to understand the information in 
the diagram.  
6.4.1.3 Charts and graphs  
Similar to schematic diagrams, charts and graphs rely on convention for their 
interpretation, but they present related facts that are quantitative or can be shown in 
coordinate space. An example of a graph is given in Figure 6.7. It is a graph showing the 
suicide rates of different age groups in different years.  
Charts and graphs are frequently used in research articles to “highlight logical 
relations of comparison among variables organized in such a way to imply a cause and 
effect relationship” (Miller, 1998, pp. 36-37). For both schematic diagrams and charts 
and graphs, domain-specific knowledge about conventions is critical for understanding 
(Novick, 2006) and therefore require more knowledge of science literacy for reading than 
depicting images do. 




Figure 6.7 Example of a graph (SC17U) 
6.4.1.4 Usage of different types of image in the corpus 
The three types of image have different representational focuses and 
characteristics, which are summarized in Table 6.3. With different properties, images of 
different types function differently in popularizing science. Depicting images have a low 
level of abstraction and therefore generally make fewer demands on science literacy. But 
schematic diagrams and charts and graphs are likely to have a high level of abstraction 
and require a certain degree of science literacy for comprehension.  
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Schematic diagrams and charts and graphs tend to be packed with condensed 
information. They are less interpersonally appealing to the general public, as Miller (1998) 
remarks: “visuals in popularizations will not attract the reader if laden with condensed 
information” (p. 44). Depicting images with less condensed information could be more 
appealing in attracting the general public. Depicting images in science popularization are 
more likely to excite than to teach the public, while schematic diagrams and charts and 
graphs are more likely to teach than to excite.  
Table 6.3 Properties of different types of image 
 Representation  Characteristics   Examples  
Depicting 
images 
Objects and abstract 
entities are shown in 
pictures 
Non-arbitrary symbol 
system because parts of the 
image correspond to the 
objects or entities they 
represent 
A picture of 
researcher 
conducting an 




Abstract entities and 
processes are shown 
with arrows and 
lines 
Semi-arbitrary symbol 
system because some parts 
of the diagram correspond 
to the objects they represent 








represented in line 
graphs, bar graphs or 
charts to enable 
viewers to compare 
and observe relations 
among variables and 
concepts.   
Arbitrary symbol system as 
neither the parts of the 
display nor their location 
correspond to the parts and 
location of their referents 
Line graphs, bar 
graphs, pie charts, 
tree diagrams, 
matrices 
Adapted from Vekiri (2002, p. 265) 
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 It is found, unsurprisingly, that depicting images make up a large percentage 
(90%) of images used in the three types of website, while schematic diagrams and charts 
and graphs are only 10%, as shown in Figure 6.8.  
 
Figure 6.8 Distribution of different types of image in the corpus 
For the very limited number of schematic diagrams and charts and graphs, the 
majority are found in news pages from university websites, as shown in Figure 6.9. 
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The fact that depicting images are dominant in science news from institutional 
and mass media websites suggests that visual resources are used more to attract readers’ 
attention than to explain science.   
6.4.2 Sources of images 
It is important for research on visuals in science popularization to take into consideration 
the sources of images because “a brief digression on the origins of popularizing imagery 
will provide insight into the diverse nature of that class of illustration known as the 
photograph” (Jacobi & Schiele, 1989, p. 737). 
For images in the current corpus, three sources can be identified: 1) images that 
are provided by institutions; 2) images that belong to the world of the news media; and 3) 
images from image banks.  
6.4.2.1 Images from institutions 
Images used in the science news can be provided by institutes and researchers. They are 
related to the research event, and can be portraits of researchers and charts and graphs of 
findings and so on. For example, the images in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 are 
provided by institutions. The example in Figure 6.10 is a portrait of the researcher 
provided by the institution. Images from institutes do not necessarily come from the 
institution where the research is conducted. They can be from other scientific research 
and education institutions. For example, the image in Figure 6.11 is not from the 
university where the research took place, but rather from the American Museum of 
Natural History (AMNH), a science education institute. 




Figure 6.10 Example I of image provided by institutions (SC9U) 
 
Figure 6.11 Example II of image provided by institutions (EE3M) 
                          Jorge Gonzalez / AMNH 
The snout of a bipedal meat-eating dinosaur 
known as Tawa hallae was likely covered 
with scalelike structures, as shown in this 
artist’s reconstruction. Primitive features 
probably covered its head and body.  
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Images provided by institutions are frequently used in news from university 
websites, but only some of them are adopted by Futurity and MSNBC.  
6.4.2.2 Images from news agencies 
Some images used in science news are from news agencies. These images are generally 
used for event-based news. The mass media website of MSNBC uses images provided by 
news agencies. An example of an image from news agency is given in Figure 6.12. The 
image is provided by the news agency Reuters. The news is reporting the same research 
event, on the relationship between income and infidelity in marriage shown in Figure 
6.10.  
 
Figure 6.12 Image from news agencies (SC9M) 
DANNY MOLOSHOK/ Reuters 
Superstar Sandra Bullock and 
her husband, Jesse James, split 
amid allegations that he cheated 
on her with a tattooed model.  
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The news reports research findings that men who earn significantly less than their 
female partners are more likely to have a relationship outside the marriage than those 
whose earnings are similar to that of their partners. The image presents a couple of 
celebrities as an example. Jesse James, a custom motorcycle manufacturer and reality TV 
star, was unfaithful to his wife Sandra Bullock who is a Hollywood Oscar winner. In the 
image, the wife is foregrounded with a frontal positioning, and the husband 
backgrounded with a side positioning, suggesting the drift between them.  
The estrangement of the couple was revealed in the media several months before 
the science news and the image was used in Reuters in one of the reports about the 
infidelity, as shown in Figure 6.13. Readers of MSNBC may be familiar with the 
celebrities’ story from this reporting, and the association could arouse their interest to 
read the science news using the same image.  
Images provided by news agencies are likely to be related to events or celebrities 
that have been reported in the mass media. This image usage is making use of the news 
values of “reference to elite persons” and “personalization” (Bell, 1991).  




Figure 6.13 Image used in the news from Reuters 
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/03/23/us-bullock-
idUSTRE62G52720100323, Captured 20/11/2010. 
 
6.4.2.3 Images from image banks 
For online science news, there is an evident trend in using images from image banks such 
as iStockphoto, Shutterstock, and Wikimedia Commons. This correlates with the same 
trend in other types of discourse, as articulated by Machin (2004) that:  
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There has been a shift, it is suggested, from emphasis on photography as witness 
to photography as a symbolic system. This is partly due, I argue, to the culture of 
branding, where products are represented by images of, say friendship, romance, 
or adventure – in other words through the meanings and the values of the products 
rather than through the products themselves or their functions and uses. (p. 317) 
 
Images from image banks are less for recording reality and more for evoking an 
idea or a feeling, and can be used to add interest to a page by being used as part of the 
page layout alongside fonts, colors and borders (Machin, 2004). They have “simple and 
immediate impact” and can be “read quickly and easily”, functioning as “a prompt or 
lead-in for the reader’s eyes” (Griffin, 2004, p. 384).  
An example of an image from an image bank is given in Figure 6.14. In the news 
about the study on consequences of tongue piercing, an image of bulk tongue rings from 
iStockphoto is used as a prompt for reader’s eyes. The caption does not introduce what 
the image is about, but states research findings on consequences of tongue piercing, 
explaining why it cost thousands of dollars of orthodontic bills to correct in the verbal 
lead. In this way, the image functions as a design element to cohere with the headline, the 
verbal lead and the caption, to form a new genre of ‘hypermodal nucleus’, which is 
discussed in Section 7.3.2. Another example of an image from an image bank is provided 
in Figure 6.15. In the news about the relationship between marriage and stress, an image 
of a wedding cake from Wikimedia Commons 57 is used to symbolize marriage. The 
wedding cake looks modern and cute, evoking positive feelings about marriage, which is 
the message conveyed in the science news.  
                                                 
57 Wikimedia Commons is “a media file repository making available public domain and freely-licensed 
educational media content (images, sound and video clips) to everyone in their own language”. From 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Welcome, Retrieved 31/07/2012. 




Figure 6.14 Example I of image from an image bank (HM18F) 
 
Figure 6.15 Example II of image from an image bank (SC18042010) 
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Using images from image banks in science news conforms to a trend identified in 
the genre of science documentary that it applies “contemporary aesthetic strategies that 
tend to negate representation and meaning (content), promoting instead the fascinations 
of spectacle and forms (style)” (Darley, 2003, p. 229).  
6.4.2.4 Distribution of images from different sources in the corpus  
The majority of images used in online science news are supplied by institutions, 
as shown in Figure 6.16. About one fifth of them are from image banks, while only 
around 6% of the images are from news agencies. Detailed distributions of images from 
different sources in the three types of website are given in Figure 6.17. 
As shown in Figure 6.17, university news extensively uses images supplied by 
their own researchers and labs, and seldom uses images from news agencies or image 
banks. Links for downloading high resolution images are likely to be provided on the 
page. This suggests that universities realize the importance of using images from their 
own institutions to the extent of making them available to other media partners. The 
images supplied by institutions are portraits of researchers, shots of sites where research 
events are taking place, schematic diagrams and charts and graphs that are used to 
illustrate findings. All these bring the world of science to the public media stage, and the 
presence of the world of science promotes institutions, researchers and ultimately the 
academic culture. But such images could be unfamiliar to readers, who may find it 
difficult to identify with the images. The effectiveness of using images provided by 
institutions in science popularization remains to be explored.   
 




Figure 6.16 Distribution of images from different sources 
 
Figure 6.17 Distribution of images from different sources in the corpus 
Unlike university websites, Futurity and MSNBC are more likely to use images 
from other sources to attract readers. Futurity uses quite a large portion of images from 
image banks, though the majority are from institutions58. MSNBC uses the smallest 
                                                 
58 Futurity is using an increasing number of images from image banks. An emerging practice for image 
usage in Futurity is to include more than one image in one news page, with one image from image banks to 
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number of images from universities among the three types of website. It uses a relatively 
large portion of images from news agencies. By using images that have been used in 
other news reports such as entertainment and sports, the science news in MSNBC takes 
readers into the science world from the perspective of the world of everyday news. With 
the use of such images, MSNBC can map the “bonding” (Caple, 2009b; Stenglin, 2004) 
created between its daily news and readers onto that between science news and readers.  
The use of images from different sources could also be influenced by “production 
constraint” (Bateman, 2008). For example, universities may be financially restricted in 
terms of purchasing images from image banks and it might be difficult for them to obtain 
permission from news agencies even if they find images from news agencies appropriate. 
So they are likely to use images provided by researchers, though they could be less 
professionally produced as compared with those from image banks and news agencies.  
Regardless of the production constraints, the patterns of images from different 
sources in different websites still possess strong semiotic intent. Universities use their 
own images to promote themselves as institutions, though their images may be less in the 
interest of the public. Futurity uses images from both institutions and image banks to 
attract readers and promote universities. MSNBC as a mass media website is less likely 
to adopt images from institutions, and uses some images of their media partner to extend 
the ‘bond’ established with the reader in other types of news into science news.   
6.4.3 Image size and location 
In studying functions of images in multimodal documents, it is important to take into 
consideration the visual properties of images, such as size and location, because it is 
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through these properties that readers come into contact with the content in images. They 
contribute to the visual make-up of the news page:   
[which] is delivered in many respects pre-attentively and is not an option for the 
user to ignore or focus as they will. This also extends to the spatial relationships 
between visually perceptible elements and so these also naturally provide 
additional direct input to any process of interpretation. (Bateman, 2008, p. 115) 
 
In what follows, image size59 and location as properties relevant to the visual aspect of an 
image are discussed.  
Size is one important element in the relative salience of objects on the page (Kress 
& van Leeuwen, 2006). It is an indicator of visual importance and suggests interpersonal 
meanings (Miller, 1998). Two categories of size are generalized from the data: small and 
large. The larger the size of an image is, the more prominence is given to the image in the 
news. Small and large are derived from consideration of the data, and suggested as 
relative rather than definitive concepts here. If the width of an image is less than one 
fourth of the page, it is considered as small, otherwise, it is considered as large. Examples 
of small and large images are given in Figure 6.18.  
The images in Figure 6.18 are the same in content but displayed differently in size. 
The images on the university website on the left take less than one fourth of the width of 
the news page, and therefore is given less salience. On Futurity, the images are enlarged 
and take more than half of the width of the news page, thus prominence is given to the 
images. In Futurity, the images capture more of readers’ attention. 
                                                 
59 Size is not used to refer to resolution here, but the space an image has taken on a page.  






Figure 6.18 Small and large images in the news (left: EE7U, right EE7F)60 
The location of images is concerned with the layout structure of a news page. 
Each page has a layout structure, where communicative elements are placed purposefully 
on the page and enter into a hierarchical interrelationship with each other according to 
their nature, appearance, and position (Bateman, 2008).  
Bateman (2008) suggests framing and visual integrity as criteria for analyzing the 
layout structure. Based on these criteria, it is suggested to study the location of an image 
by considering whether it is within the first screen of the news page and the column of 
                                                 
60 To make the relative size visible here, both web pages are presented with at 15% size of their original 
size on the websites.  
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the verbal story. Images that are within the first screen and the same column of the verbal 
story are more likely to function to lead readers into the news.  
The notion of first screen is a loose concept because it is quite possible that users 
with large screens could have the whole web page at a time. But since “most people first 
perform a quick parsing before looking at the contents of the web page” (Francisco-
Revilla & Crow, 2009, p. 165) and browsing is a rapid interactive process where most 
activity happens on the top-left quarter of the page (Weinreich, Obendorf, Herder, & 
Mayer, 2008), images that fall within the top area of a web page are endowed with more 
prominence than those that are found outside this area.  
For example, in Figure 6.19, four images are used in the news about the art of 
making antibiotics. The first is an image of beer in a glass, and the second one the green 
fluorescence in Nubian skeletons, the third one the tetracycline residue in the experiment 
settings, and the fourth one Egyptian figures of workers grinding, baking and fermenting 
grain to make bread and beer. Only the first one is placed within the first screen, the rest 
requiring scrolling to be seen. The image in the first screen is from an image bank, which 
is used to capture readers’ attention. The three images outside the first screen are from 
genuine research work and function to explain findings to the public.   
Another important parameter for discussing image location is whether the image 
falls within the column of the verbal story. Multi-column layouts have been used in 
printed pages for a long time. Multiple columns provide flexibility for layout design and 
make pages easier to read, and thus are used extensively for layout design on web pages 
(Francisco-Revilla & Crow, 2009). “When parsing and interpreting simple layouts, 
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participants focused on one column at a time” (Francisco-Revilla & Crow, 2009, p. 164). 
Therefore, the placement of information in the same column or different columns has an 
impact on meaning. 
 
Figure 6.19 Illustration of image locations (SC13U) 
In Figure 6.19, three columns are found on the news page, with the left and right 
columns for navigation into other news on the website, and the middle column for the 
news story. In this case, images are all put in the same column with the verbal story and 
The story 
column 
Image in the 
first screen 
Images not 
in the first 
screen 
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could thus be more likely to be read. But there are cases where the image is not placed in 
the same column with the verbal story. For example, in Figure 6.20, the verbal story is 
placed in the left column and the image put in the right column with navigation links to 
other news on the website.   
 
Figure 6.20 Example of image not in the same column with the news story (HM2U) 
The verbal news in the left column reports a non-invasive technique to block the 
return of fear memories in human beings, the image in the right column is a portrait of a 
man in fear. The image in a different column from the verbal story is thus less integrated 
into the information of the verbal texts. Readers may or may not even relate the image to 
the news: the image may be perceived as an advertisement or a banner that is irrelevant to 
the news and ignored with the reading habit of “banner blindness” among internet users 
(Francisco-Revilla & Crow, 2009, p. 165). The images that are not in the same column 
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with the verbal story on the web page are considered to function less significantly in the 
news than the ones within the same column.  
The distributions of images with different sizes and locations in the corpus are 
provided in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.21, Futurity 
is the sole website that contains only large images. This suggests a more significant role 
of images in Futurity than in university websites and MSNBC. Meanwhile, in Futurity, 
almost all news pages include an image in the first screen (see Figure 6.22) and the news 
column. Images in the first screen of news pages in Futurity are crucial components for 
the ‘hypermodal nucleus’ discussed in Section 7.3.2. The statistics on image size and 
location in Futurity reveal that visual resources are considered as important semiotic 
resources in the website to popularize science. Compared with Futurity, MSNBC uses 
significantly fewer images in the news with only around half of the news in MSNBC 
using images. But for the news that does use images, they are used with a large size and 
placed within the first screen and the news column for attention capturing. 
News pages from universities are less consistent than the ones from MSNBC and 
Futurity in their image usage. Unlike in MSNBC and Futurity, around one third of the 
images appearing in university news pages are small in size (see Figure 6.21), and around 
one fifth of the images are not placed within the column of the verbal story (see Figure 
6.22). As discussed previously, news images with small size attract less attention as 
compared with large size ones and images placed outside the verbal story column are 
more likely to be ignored by readers. The discussion of image size and location suggests 
that visual resources are less integrated into the verbal news in university websites as 
compared with Futurity and MSNBC.  




Figure 6.21 Distribution of images displayed with different sizes in the corpus 
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6.5 Functions of images  
Section 6.4 discusses image type, source, size and location, the properties of which are 
not directly relevant to image functions but provide necessary contextual information for 
understanding image functions in the genre of online science news. In this section, 
functions of images in online science news are investigated from a genre perspective. 
Five categories of image function are derived from the corpus, as shown in Table 6.4.  
Table 6.4 Functions of images in online science news   
Functions Descriptions Corresponding 
generic stage 
Evidencing the research 
event 
Images with researchers at 
the site of research activities, 




Presenting researchers Portraits of researchers posed 



















Presentation of the objects or 
social phenomena in visual 
forms 
Highlighting overall 
outcome of the 
research event 
Metaphorical Presentation of the intangible 
social phenomena in a 
concrete forms (e.g. use an 
image of a young plant taking 







Presentation of findings in 
visuals 
Highlighting overall 
outcome of the 
research event / 
Explaining the outcome 
of the research event 
Metaphorical  Presentation of findings that 
are intangible in visual forms 
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In what follows, each functional category is discussed, and examples are provided.  
6.5.1 Evidencing the research event 
Images that evidence research events are images presenting researchers or subjects at the 
site of research activity. Images achieving this function are depicting images from 
institutions, and tend to be placed in the first screen and within the news column. They 
correspond to the generic stage of Introducing the research event in the verbal story. An 
example of an image achieving this function is given in Figure 6.23.   
 
Figure 6.23 Evidencing the research event (SC5F) 
In the news about the excavation of a key site from the prehistoric society that 
formed the foundation of urban life in the ancient Middle East, the image of the 
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researchers as archaeologists at the site of excavation is provided in Figure 6.23. 
Ideationally, the researchers are in “unidirectional transactional action” (Kress & van 
Leeuwen, 2006, p. 74), with the hand of the archaeologist passing the piece of pottery as 
a vector to connect the archaeologist as the ‘actor’, and the other researcher as the ‘goal’ 
for the pottery to be passed. The circumstance for the process is the site of excavation. 
The image captures a moment of the research activity. Interpersonally, they are not 
looking at the audience and are thus presented as “offer” for readers to examine (Kress & 
van Leeuwen, 2006).  
The pragmatic functions of such images could be to satisfy the curiosity of 
viewers by presenting a glimpse of how the researchers derive findings and increase the 
reliability of the reported research by showing the actual event.  
6.5.2 Presenting researchers 
Images Presenting researchers are also depicting images provided by institutions. And 
similar to images Evidencing the research event, they tend to be placed in the first screen 
and within the news column, making them in close proximity with the generic stage of 
Introducing the research event of the verbal story. When researchers are presented in 
images Evidencing the research event, they are likely to be engaged in various sorts of 
actions, as participants in “narrative processes” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 59). But 
researchers could be presented in posed gestures to be examined by readers, as shown in 
Figure 6.24.  
 




Researcher as a professional (HM8U) 
 
 




Researcher as a scientist (ST28F) 
  
Researcher as an ordinary mortal 
(ST25U) 
Figure 6.24 Presenting researchers 
All researchers in the examples in Figure 6.24 are gazing at the viewer. The gaze 
symbolically demands the viewers to enter into some kind of imaginary relation (Kress & 
van Leeuwen, 2006). The presence of the researchers invites readers to engage in their 
world, of knowledge produced by them. Meanwhile, the images are taken with either 
 4 
 1  3 
 2 
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close or medium shots, enacting an intimate or medium social distance with readers 
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006).  
The settings where photos of researchers are taken depict researchers as figures 
that “correspond[s] to a distinct set of attitudes towards the popularization of science” 
(Jacobi & Schiele, 1989, p. 749). Researchers can be depicted in four categories: 1) 
professional; 2) scientist; 3) “teacher of humanity”; or 4) “the ordinary mortal”61 (Jacobi 
& Schiele, 1989).  
When depicting researchers as professionals, photos of researchers dressed in 
formal suits with clear backgrounds are provided as shown in the first example in Figure 
6.24. The formal presence of researchers could bring a sense of authoritativeness to what 
is being popularized in the news. Researchers can also be depicted as scientists, a 
particular type of professional, as in the second example in Figure 6.24. The researcher is 
shown in his laboratory, where he observes and finds the planet systems with a huge 
telescope as the background. In this way, the researcher is depicted as a scientist who is 
exploring the unknown outer space to produce knowledge for the general public. 
Presenting researchers as professional or scientists could help establish the credibility of 
the news being reported.  
The image in the third example in Figure 6.24 construes the researcher as a 
‘teacher of humanity’ (Jacobi & Schiele, 1989), with a blackboard as the background. 
The figure of teacher of humanity, with its connoted image of knowledge disseminator, 
makes the researcher scholarly and capable of dispensing knowledge (Jacobi & Schiele, 
                                                 
61 The categories of ‘teacher of humanity’ and ‘the ordinary mortal’ are identified by Jacobi & Schiele 
(1989), while the categories of ‘professional’ and ‘scientist’ are defined by the author.  
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1989), indicating their social roles to the general community. Meanwhile, researchers 
could be presented as the ordinary mortal as shown in the bottom-right of Figure 6.24. 
The image depicts the researcher in his car with sun glasses on. It suggests the ordinary 
and familiar side of researchers as persons of flesh and blood, as members of the wider 
(non-expert) culture. By being shown as “everyday human beings with tastes, sensations, 
preferences, a way of living and of loving”, the researcher is brought down from the 
pedestal of being an ‘expert’ (Jacobi & Schiele, 1989, p. 748).    
6.5.3 Demonstrating research methodology  
Research methodology can be demonstrated in images provided by institutions. Images of 
this functional category correspond to the generic stage of Providing methodological 
information, which is generally in the middle part of the verbal story. In the news page, 
they tend not to be placed within the first screen and the news column. This suggests that 
they are less for attracting attention, but more for explaining science to the public. An 
example of this category is given in Figure 6.25.   
The news in Figure 6.25 reports research on the effect of males in red color on 
females. The images are the photographs used in two experiments to test the effect. In the 
top image, the two figures are in red and blue t-shirts. In the bottom image, a man’s photo 
is framed by a border of red and white. The verbal lines under each image detail how the 
images are used in the experiments. The images together with the verbal lines provide 
methodological information about the research.  
 





Figure 6.25 Demonstrating research methodology (SC11U) 
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6.5.4 Visualizing the object/social phenomenon being studied 
The most common usage of images in science news is to visualize the object/social 
phenomenon being studied. Objects studied by researchers can be shown in images, be 
they “remote in time (prehistory ) or place (cosmology)”, “infinitesimal (molecular 
biology) or inaccessible (genetic therapy)” (van Dijck, 2006, p. 7). Technologies of 
scientific instruments have enabled us to yield impressive images about objects of various 
sorts. With images, objects become visible, perceptible and tangible in science news.  
This type of image is generally large and placed within the first screen and the 
news column to attract the reader’s attention. The image can be from institutions or 
image banks. For those from institutions, they tend to be the exact object/social 
phenomenon under investigation. But for those from image banks, they are likely to be 
generic representations of the object/social phenomenon under study.  
This category corresponds to the generic stage of Highlighting overall outcome of 
the research event of the verbal story and is in close proximity with the verbal texts of 
this stage. As mentioned in the discussion of Move 1 of the verbal story in Section 5.2, 
visual images of this functional category are replacing verbal strategies to capture readers’ 
attention.  
An example of visualizing the object being studied is given in Figure 6.26. The 
news is about the evolution of polar bears, and the image provides a concrete and specific 
polar bear for readers to identify with. The particular polar bear is thus presented as an 
instance of a type, the generic polar bear. The image serves as a “hyper-theme” (Martin, 
1992) for the news story.  




Figure 6.26 Visualizing the object being studied (ST12F) 
 
Figure 6.27 Visualizing the social phenomenon being studied (SC4M) 
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There are types of research that work on intangible social phenomena. Such types 
of research work are likely to fall in the general category of Society and Culture. An 
example is given in Figure 6.27, on findings about loneliness. Loneliness is an unpleasant 
feeling in which a person feels a strong sense of emptiness and solitude resulting from 
inadequate levels of social relationship. It is a subjective experience that is intangible and 
invisible. In the image in Figure 6.27, the subjective experience of loneliness is construed 
by a female sitting on a chair with her back facing the reader. The absence of other 
human beings in the frame suggests the meaning of loneliness. Meanwhile, the absence 
of gaze at the viewer and the detachment created by the back angle symbolises the 
negative emotion connoted by loneliness. In reality, the woman could be waiting for 
friends or just pondering on the chair and not feeling lonely at all.  
Images visualizing the object/social phenomenon being studied function mainly to 
attract readers to the news article (Miller, 1998) and “aestheticize” science (Myers, 
1990b).    
6.5.5 Illustrating findings  
Visualization of research findings facilitates readers to understand the reported research. 
As Myers (1990a) remarks, “the iconography of a science is more likely to have an 
impact on the public than the words or mathematics, which may be incomprehensible to 
them” (p. 231).  
Photography identifies and displays the results of research, or renders visible what 
is already known and adds it to the part of the world we perceive and understand. 
In other words, photography ‘socializes’ newly-acquired knowledge by 
integrating it into a system of familiar representations. It is the architect of a 
constructed reality which we assimilate into our extended field of perception: the 
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reality that is displayed at first becomes the reality we observe. (Jacobi & Schiele, 
1989, p. 737)  
 
The majority of images in this category are provided by institutions. They 
correspond to the generic stage of either Highlighting overall outcome of the research 
event or Explaining the outcome of the research event of the verbal story. When they are 
placed in the first screen and within the news column, they are likely to highlight overall 
outcomes of the research event; but when they are not within the first screen, they are 
likely to explain the research outcome. An example of a depicting image functioning to 
illustrate findings is given in Figure 6.28.  
 
 
Figure 6.28 Example I of image illustrating findings (HM17F)62          
                                                 
62 In the original news page, the image is put in the middle of the news page, and it is not within the first 
screen. The title of the news, the image and image caption are collated to save space.  
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The image is used in the news about a newly developed patch of microscopic 
needles that dissolve into the skin and administer vaccine painlessly. In the image, the 
patch of microscopic needles is shown on the tip of a finger and thus gives readers a 
concrete idea of the size and shape of the newly developed microscopic needles. Together 
with the caption, the image explains how the newly developed microneedles work. 
Some news in the corpus uses schematic diagrams or charts and graphs to 
illustrate findings. Schematic diagrams and charts and graphs are frequently used in 
research articles for the discussion of findings, serving functions of buttressing the 
argument by “following formal conventions for maximum persuasion and immediate 
access to new information” (Miller, 1998, p. 29). An example of an image presenting 
findings in a graph is given in Figure 6.29.  
The graph in Figure 6.29 is from a piece of news on the research on correlation 
between age and suicide rates. The content of the graph is indicated in the title: age-
specific suicide rates for men by birth cohort. The horizontal dimension is the age, and 
the vertical one is the suicide rate per 100,000, colors are used to represent different birth 
cohorts. From the lines in the graph, readers can get information about trends of suicide 
rates of different birth cohorts and the differences and similarity between birth cohorts. In 
this way, the graph supports the argument of the research that baby boomers appear to be 
driving a dramatic rise in suicide rates among middle-aged people. 




Figure 6.29 Example II of image illustrating findings (SC17U) 
The use of charts and graphs for illustrating findings is very rare in the corpus, 
with only 9 out of 138 images. This could be because charts and graphs provide precise 
and specialized information, which is “unattractive and serves to alienate rather than 
attract the general reader” (Miller, 1998, p. 43).  
6.5.6 Visual metaphors in science news 
Social phenomena being studied and research findings can be visualized in the ‘realistic’ 
ways discussed previously; they can also be visualized in metaphorical ways: “Metaphor 
is a significant tool in the recontextualization of specialized knowledge in popularizations 
transmitted through the mass media” (Camus, 2009, p. 465). Metaphors are useful to 
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conceptualize and account for the relationship between phenomena (Gülich, 2003) and 
serve as a persuasive resource (Nelkin, 2001; Petersen, 2001). Linguistic metaphors in 
science popularization have received extensive attention from scholars (Calsamiglia & 
van Dijk, 2004; Holmgreen, 2008). The visual metaphor in science popularization, 
however, has been rarely addressed in the literature.  
Multimodal metaphors refer to the metaphors whose target and source are “each 
represented exclusively or predominantly in different modes” (Forceville, 2009b, p. 24). 
Visual metaphors are a type of multimodal metaphor that presents either target or source 
in the images. The example in Figure 6.30 is a visual metaphor of a social phenomenon 
being studied.  
 
Figure 6.30 Image visualizing the social phenomenon metaphorically (SC9F) 
In the news in Figure 6.30, the picture of a man taking off a wedding ring from 
his left hand is meant to metaphorically represent men’s infidelity in marriage. The visual 
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metaphor is achieved by “metaphorical expansion of metonymy in the source domain” 
(Urios-Aparisi, 2009). The source domain is a man taking off his wedding ring, the target 
is infidelity in marriage, as detailed in Table 6.5.  
Table 6.5 Metonymy and metaphor in Figure 6.30 
Figure  Components Visual (in the image) Words (in the verbal news) 





Metaphor  Target:  
Source:  
 
Taking of a wedding ring 
Infidelity in marriage 
 
In this way, the image visualizes the social phenomenon of infidelity in marriage, and the 
news discusses in detail the causal relationship between salary and infidelity: men 
earning less than their partners are more likely to cheat to shore up their threatened sense 
of manhood.  
Besides social phenomena being studied, research findings can be illustrated in 
image metaphorically as well. An example is given in Figure 6.31. The news here reports 
a newly developed technology of brain-electrode cap and visualization to get inside the 
mind of a terrorist to know the date, location and means of a future terrorist attack. The 
function of the technology to read the mind of a terrorist is represented metaphorically in 
the image of news headline about terrorism in a magnifying glass, as analyzed in Table 
6.6. The blurring of the newspaper content represents metaphorically the mental planning 
of a terrorist attack in the terrorist’s mind. The magnifying glass metaphorically refers to 
the technology for reading the terrorist’s mind.   




Figure 6.31 Image illustrating findings metaphorically (ST29F) 
Table 6.6 Metaphors in Figure 6.31 









Blurring content of the 
newspaper  
Unperceivable mind of 
terrorists 






Technology for reading 
the mind of terrorists 





The blurring content of the 
newspaper can be read with 
magnifying glass 
The mind of terrorists can 
be read with technology 
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Together with both metaphors, the image presents a message that the secret mind 
of terrorists can be read with the technology developed in the reported research in a 
similar way that the small blurred words can be read with a magnifying glass. This is the 
announcement of the findings of the research, but detailed information about how the 
technology works is not provided in the image. With the image, readers are likely to 
remember the message vividly, that terrorists’ minds can now be read.  
Visual metaphors can stimulate readers’ interest by having “play” (Caple, 2009b) 
between the visual and the verbal. Readers could experience the enjoyment of decoding 
the metaphor and thus be more attracted to the science news.   
6.5.7 The utilization of images in institutional and mass media websites 
The proposed functional categories were used to analyze images in the corpus and obtain 
an overall picture of how visual resources are used to popularize science. In what follows, 
the utilization of the functional categories in the corpus will be introduced, and 
similarities and differences across the three types of website will be discussed.  
The distribution of the five functional categories in the corpus is displayed in 
Figure 6.32. It can be seen from the chart that the majority of images in the corpus are 
used to illustrate findings and visualize the object/social phenomenon being studied. The 
highest portion of images (48%) is used to illustrate findings, while the lowest portion 
(1%) is for demonstrating research methodology. This is not surprising as it has long 
been a tradition of science news that research findings are always the highlight of the 
news, while information about methodology is likely to be omitted (e.g. Borman, 1978; 
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Kua, et al., 2004; Pellechia, 1997, 2001). The application of visual resources extends the 
tradition from print media to online media and from verbal resources to visual resources. 
 
Figure 6.32 Distribution of functions of images in the corpus   
The second highest portion of images (31%) is used to visualize the object/social 
phenomenon being studied. The visualization of the object/social phenomenon being 
studied brings an immediate impact on the audience, making them realize that what is 
being reported is what they can identify with or relate to. For example, seeing an image 
of vegetables with tomatoes, beans, cabbages and the like can stimulate interest in readers 
by suggesting that the reported research is highly relevant to daily life. The large portion 
of images visualizing the object/social phenomenon being studied used in science news 
contributes to building the attitude that science is about our world and bridges the gap 






Images in the corpus




Visualizing the object/social 
phenemonon being studied
Illustrating findings
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About one fifth of the images are relevant to the actors or actions of the research 
events, namely, they are either presenting researchers or evidencing research events. 
These images depict scenes that are related to the research world and less relevant to the 
audience, which may not be in the interest of the public.  
Different websites show their preferences in using the images of different 
functional categories, as shown in Figure 6.33.  
 
Figure 6.33 Distribution of functions of images across three types of website 
Figure 6.33 shows that university websites present a relatively balanced 
distribution of images with different functions, with the majority focusing on illustrating 
findings, presenting researchers, and visualizing objects/social phenomena being studied. 
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phenomena being studied and illustrate findings. A very small portion of images in 
MSNBC is devoted to presenting researchers or evidencing research events. Images in 
Futurity share similar trends in function with MSNBC, but with around twice the number 
of images in MSNBC.  
The general trend of image usage in the data can be summarized as images are 
mainly used to attract readers’ attention with the visualization of objects or social 
phenomena being studied and to explain findings with visual illustrations. Information 
about methodology tends not to be represented in images in science news. Compared 
with MSNBC and Futurity, university news is more likely to include images for 
evidencing research events and presenting researchers.  
6.6 Conclusion 
This chapter adopts a genre perspective to study functions of images. Types of image, the 
source, size and location of images are discussed in relation to the functions of images.  
Three types of image are found in the corpus: depicting images, schematic 
diagrams and charts and graphs. Depicting images are used dominantly in the corpus, 
suggesting that visual resources are mainly used to attract readers’ attention rather than to 
explain science. Images used in the corpus can be from institutions, image banks and 
mass media. University websites extensively use images supplied by their own 
researchers and labs, and seldom use images from mass media or image banks. Futurity 
and MSNBC tend to use images from image banks and mass media respectively to bridge 
the world of daily life with the world of science. With regards to image size and location, 
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Futurity and MSNBC use large images within the first screen and the news story column 
for attention capturing. University news is less consistent than MSNBC and Futurity in 
terms of image size and location. Images as visual resources are not valued as 
significantly in university websites for attracting attention as they are in Futurity, in that 
there are a number of small images placed outside the first screen and the column of the 
verbal story.  
Text-type-specific functional categories are generalized, including Evidencing the 
research event, Presenting researchers, Demonstrating research methodology, 
Visualizing the object/social phenomenon being studied and Illustrating findings. About 
half of the images in the corpus are used to illustrate findings, which play a role in 
making findings more accessible to the audience rather than just “astheticizing” science 
(Myers, 1990b). Meanwhile, a significant number of images are devoted to visualizing 
the object/social phenomenon, presenting research activities in visual form for readers to 
identify with and thus attract their attention. Information about methodology tends not to 
be represented in visual images in science news. Compared with MSNBC and Futurity, 
university news is more likely to include images for evidencing research events and 
presenting researchers.  
Images are becoming increasingly important generic elements of online science 
news. They mainly function to either attract audience to the verbal news or explain 




Chapter 7 Evolution of the Futurity website 
7.1 Introduction   
This chapter investigates the evolution of the Futurity website to explore how the 
homepage and news page of Futurity construe the scientific reality for the general public. 
The website of Futurity was revamped in September 2010. The revamping, though not 
dramatic, reveals tensions and interactions in the conflation of hypertextual and 
multimodal resources. Meanwhile, it suggests how institutions are involved in the global 
trend of marketization. It is therefore of significance to investigate the website on its own.  
In this chapter, the Futurity homepages under analysis appeared in October 2009 
and October 2010, and news pages appeared in October 2009 and October 2011. The 
corpus of news pages consists of 96 news pages from October 2009 issues and 123 news 
pages from October 2011 issues. Examples given in this paper, however, extend beyond 
this particular data set because every web page from September 2010 onwards adopts the 
new design. Section 7.2 addresses the evolution of the Futurity homepage, and Section 
7.3 focuses on the evolution of the Futurity news page.  
7.2 The homepage of Futurity 
In the revamping of the Futurity website, both the homepage and news page of Futurity 
adopted a different look. The changes in the homepage are shown in Figure 7.1.   
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                Futurity homepage                                                  Futurity Homepage 
                     2009 version                                                               2010 version                   
                                      
Figure 7.1 Futurity homepages in October 2009 and October 2010 
The discussion of the homepage evolution of Futurity is based on a two 
dimensional model proposed by Askehave & Nielsen (2005) and extended by Zhang & 
O’Halloran (2012). The two dimensional model values both the reading and navigating 
potentials in the meaning construal of a homepage (Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012). In what 
follows, the two dimensional model is briefly described before the reading and navigating 
potentials of Futurity homepages are discussed.  
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7.2.1 Hypermodality in the homepage  
Semiotic resources are applied on homepages to achieve two main functions: introducing 
to visitors an overview of the site, and serving as the official gateway of the site 
(Askehave & Nielsen, 2005) (see the discussion in Section 3.2.2.3). These two functions 
provide an organizational principle for the production and consumption of a homepage, 
regulating and mediating visitors’ interactions (Bateman, 2008).  
According to the two-dimensional model, the introduction function is achieved in 
the reading dimension, which means a web visitor reads what is displayed on the page; 
while the gateway function is achieved in the navigating dimension, namely a web visitor 
navigates through the site to create a reading path (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005; 
Finnemann, 1999). Meaning is construed on the homepage as a hypermodal construct 
with semiotic choices realizing both reading and navigating potentials.   
The analysis of the reading dimension of the Futurity homepage is informed by 
the metafunctional framework for homepage analysis developed by Knox (2009a). Knox 
(2009a) draws on the visual grammar developed by Kress & van Leeuwen (2006) to 
“examine home pages as complex visual signs which include language, rather than as 
linguistic texts which include visual meanings” (p. 208). This perspective is productive as 
it provides powerful tools for decoding meanings in Knox’s (2009a) data of online news 
homepages. The analysis of the navigating dimension is undertaken by discussing how 
semiotic resources are applied to create multidimensional access into science news in 
Futurity.   
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7.2.2 The reading dimension 
This section focuses on meaning potentials in the reading dimension. The discussion 
follows the metafunctional framework for homepage analysis proposed by Knox (2009a): 
ideational, interpersonal and textual.  
7.2.2.1 Ideational meanings 
Ideational meanings of the Futurity homepage can be analyzed by examining the 








The constituent structure in the Futurity homepage is illustrated in Figure 7.2. In what 
follows, these structural elements are discussed in turn.  
Brand and Signature  
The structural elements of Brand and Signature contribute to the ideational meaning of 
the website. A comparison of both versions of the Brand and Signature in Figure 7.3 
shows that there are no significant changes in the new design, which is well justified 
because consistency is important for brand building. Shared features of the two versions 
will be discussed.  
 




Figure 7.2 Structure of the Futurity homepage 
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The branding in the Brand draws heavily on the prestige established by the 
universities. In the 2009 version (the top one in Figure 7.3), Futurity is defined as ‘News 
from leading research universities in the United States, Canada, and the United 
Kingdom’. In the 2010 version (the bottom one in Figure 7.3), it is defined similarly as 
‘Research news from top universities in the US, UK, Canada, and Australia’. The 
modifiers of ‘leading’ and ‘top’ suggest the credibility of the website as a consortium of 
reputed universities.  
News Coverage: Taxonomy  
News Coverage is considered as the most important structural element for the ideational 
content of a news homepage (Knox, 2009a, p. 210). News in Futurity is categorized into 
four types as shown in Figure 7.4: Science & Technology, Health & Medicine, Society & 
Culture, Earth & Environment. Meanwhile, there is a category called Top stories, which 
is for promoting the most newsworthy one as considered by the page author. 
                                               News in Futurity 
 
                               Top stories                          News sections 
 
  Science & Technology   Health & Medicine    Society & Culture    Earth & Environment 
Figure 7.4 News taxonomies on the Futurity homepage 
The four categories in the news section follow disciplinary categorizations in the 
academic arena more than the news media, as we shall see in the following discussion. 
The way information is categorized reveals ideological perspectives of the institution a 
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website is serving (Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012). By naming the news in an academic way, 
Futurity construes an ideational world that is highly relevant to science. With such 
categories, news is depicted less as a time relevant issue, thus revealing science as 
timelessness, and as truth that endures through time.  
The categorization of news in Futurity follows more of the tradition of science 
than of news, which is different from other science news websites. For example, news 
taxonomies in the website of ScienceDaily63 follow the news tradition to reflect the 
dimensions of time and readers’ perspective (see Figure 7.5). As shown in Figure 7.5, at 
the top level of ScienceDaily’s news taxonomy, there are categories of time issues such 
as Latest headlines and Today summaries and categories of readers’ perspective such as 
Most popular, and Strange science. At the second and lower levels of the taxonomy, the 
naming tradition of science is adopted. For example, Top news includes Science, Medical, 
Technology and Environment and News by topic includes Health & Medicine, Mind & 
Brain, Plants & Animals, Fossils & Ruins, and Matter & Energy etc. Compared with 
ScienceDaily, Futurity is less news-like in terms of news taxonomy. 
 
Figure 7.5 News taxonomies in ScienceDaily (11/11/2011) 
                                                 
63 ScienceDaily is a popular website for publishing science news from dozens of press releases from 
universities to showcase the top science news stories from the world’s leading universities and research 
organizations. (http://www.sciencedaily.com/about.html, Retrieved 11/11/2011).  
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On the Futurity homepage, the science-oriented news taxonomies are presented 
“overtly” (Knox, 2009a; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006). Overt taxonomies refer to the 
visual structures that “include the superordinate” and “usually takes the form of some 
kind of tree structure” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 87). In the case of news 
homepages, overt structure is presented with named categories in explicit framing. As 
illustrated in Figure 7.6, both versions of the homepage are structured overtly with 
explicit framing for named categories. This overtness creates an impression among 
readers of the website as being well organized. 
       Futurity homepage  (2009 version)                   Futurity homepage (2010 version) 
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Science daily (11/11/2011) 
 
Figure 7.7 Covert representations in ScienceDaily  
Source: http://www.sciencedaily.com/, Captured 11/11/2011. 
 
Implicit 
framing by size, 
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Such overt representation is not necessarily a shared feature of websites for 
science popularization. Take ScienceDaily again, for example: its homepage adopts a less 
overt representation of news, as shown in Figure 7.7. The categories are not represented 
as distinctive as they are in Futurity.    
As Knox (2009a) suggests, the covert and overt distinction is “viewed as a cline 
rather than a dichotomy” (p. 214). General news websites homepages are more likely to 
be towards covert representations (e.g. the ones presented in Knox, 2009a), while 
institutional websites are likely to be positioned towards overt representations, especially 
for those prestigious university homepages (e.g. the homepages of Harvard University, 
Yale University, and Stanford University). The overt feature in Futurity could be inherited 
from the institutional practices to suggest institutional authority. 
Navigation 
“Navigation creates expectations for the reader about what kind of content can be found, 
and allows the reader to find their way to it (and back)” (Knox, 2009a, p. 210). In his 
discussion of newspaper homepages, Knox (2009a) considers that Navigation does not 
provide as significant ideational meaning in the homepage as News Coverage does. It is, 
however, argued in this work that Navigation plays a significant role in construing the 
ideational meaning of the homepage, which is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.3 with 
respect to the navigating dimension of Futurity homepages.  
Marketing 
Marketing refers to the promotion of products on the homepage. The Marketing about 
advertisements of commercial products in many news websites (e.g. those in the data of 
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Knox, 2009a, p. 180) is not found in Futurity. The absence of commercial marketing on 
the Futurity homepage is due to the fact that the website is funded and managed by 
participating universities. In About Futurity, the introduction of the website, university 
members are portrayed as the “most credible and trusted institutions in society”64. To be 
in line with the reputed academic image, Futurity excludes commercial advertisements.  
Futurity excludes advertisements for a second party, but it marketizes the website 
itself. The self-marketing elements on the Futurity homepage along a time-line are shown 
in Figure 7.8.  
 
Figure 7.8 Self-marketing elements on the Futurity homepage  
These marketing elements are found on the Futurity homepage at different times. 
They provide information about Futurity’s presence on the web or in the real world for 
promotion. For example, it invites readers to Futurity’s attendance in SXSW2011 Trade 
Show (see No.1 in Figure 7.8), which is an exhibition for creative industries65. Futurity 
                                                 
64 http://www.futurity.org/about/, Retrieved 25/11/2010. But the introduction was changed.  
65 SXSW (South by Southwest) are sets of Conferences and Festivals that offer a unique convergence of 
original music, independent films, and emerging technologies. From http://sxsw.com/about/history, 
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also promotes itself by showing its presence in media (e.g. No.2 in Figure 7.8), its 
cooperation with media partners (e.g. Flipboard in No.3 of Figure 7.8 and the 
Conversation in No.5 of Figure 7.8), and its expansion to a new country (e.g. University 
of Melbourne in No.4 of Figure 7.8).  
In summary, ideationally, the Futurity homepage construes an image that aligns 
with the prestige of leading universities and that is different from the other science news 
websites. With the overt representation and news taxonomies, it presents to readers a 
world of science that is clearly defined and well organized. Meanwhile, it excludes 
commercial advertisements on the homepage to maintain a reputed academic image as 
different from other science news websites. But it actively promotes itself on the 
homepage by making readers aware of its cooperation and expansion in the real world.  
7.2.2.2 Interpersonal meanings 
Drawing upon the discussion of the interpersonal meanings of verbal texts at discourse 
semantic (Martin, 1992; Martin & White, 2005) and lexicogrammar levels (Halliday, 
1994), and of visual texts by Kress & van Leeuwen (2006), Knox (2009a) suggests that 
the interpersonal meaning of a homepage includes three perspectives: 
 Communicate the stance of the newspaper (e.g. authoritative or speculative; 
reporting or entertaining; objective or subjective; factual or creative) 
 Value actors and actions in the news 
 Mediate relations between the newspaper and the audience in a way that engages 
readers (p. 247) 
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For the modality of homepages, a system network including stasis, shape and 
space, and color has been proposed by Knox (2009a), as shown in Figure 7.9.  
 
Figure 7.9 Modality as a system network (Knox, 2009, p. 272) 
In the system network, stasis is concerned with the use of hypertext resources: the more 
simple and static, the higher modality. Shape and space refers to the layout design of a 
homepage: the more squared and ordered, the higher modality. For the use of colors, the 
more black and white, the higher the modality. This framework is adopted in the analysis 
of interpersonal meanings of the Futurity homepage.  
The overall visual design of the Futurity homepage realizes a relatively high value 
of modality with static, ordered and black & white colors, as can be seen in Figure 7.10.  







                 
Figure 7.10 Futurity homepages in 2009 and 2010 
The high modality suggests an authoritative stance of Futurity. Credibility is 
important in the era of information expansion when science communication is 
proliferated but becomes a “cacophonous space” (Trench, 2007b, p. 60). The multifarious 
forms of internet-based media make it harder for readers to discern valid and valuable 
information. It is, therefore, critical to build a site readers can trust. Such a need is 
conveyed ostensibly in the mission statement of the website of The Conversation, a 
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website with a similar mission to that of Futurity, to popularize science, that “we aim to 
be a site you can trust”66.  
The earlier version of the Futurity homepage in 2009 is slightly more dynamic 
than the redesigned one. For example, the Top stories were presented in slide shows, and 
an auto-dropdown list of latest news items in that news section is used in the top 
navigation bar (see Figure 7.11). Both animations were removed in the new design. The 
top stories in the slide show have been changed into the one shown in Figure 7.12, which 
are more visualized and reader-friendly. By changing the dynamic representation to be 




Figure 7.11 Animation on the Futurity homepage (2009 version) 
                                                 
66 http://theconversation.edu.au/who_we_are, Retrieved 15/02/ 2012. 
Auto-dropdown 
news list Top stories in slide show 




Figure 7.12 Static Top stories of the Futurity homepage (2010 version) 
Shape and space construe interpersonal meanings in homepages as well, as argued 
by Knox (2009a) “the squared, componential approach to page design contributes to 
representing a reality where visual objects can be identified, classified and grouped” (pp. 
258-259). Both versions of the homepage are presented in overtly squared and ordered 
layouts, as shown in Figure 7.13. Meanwhile, white space is used to lessen the density of 
the page, which consumes less time and energy on the part of readers in locating news 
items of personal interest (Cooke, 2003).  
 





Figure 7.13 Squared, componential design of Futurity homepages             
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The Futurity homepage is highly ordered and shaped, and uses white space 
extensively to construe a website of higher modality. The high modality of the Futurity 
homepage is evident if compared with that of the homepages of other science news 
websites (e.g. ScienceDaily, Scientific American), as displayed in Figure 7.14.  
  
  
Less overtly squared and ordered                                More overtly squared and ordered 
 
Lower modality                                                                                      Higher modality 
Figure 7.14 The high modality of Futurity  
Note: from left to right, ScienceDaily on 11/11/2011, Scientific American on 11/11/2011, 
Futurity on 27/10/2009, Futurity on 29/10/2010. 
 
Componential and ordered visual representations on the homepage imply “a 
stance towards the events whereby they have been viewed, analyzed, and presented in a 
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factual, ordered manner” (Knox, 2009a, p. 261), and thus increase the credibility of the 
website.  
Other than the visual design, the verbal texts for the categorization of the news 
also construe interpersonal meanings as well. For example, in ScienceDaily (see Figure 
7.5), taxonomies like Today summaries, Latest headlines, Top news suggest a strong 
sense of a temporal dimension in terms of content. Meanwhile, there are taxonomies like 
Most popular and Strange science, the evaluation and appraisal in the naming of which 
suggests manipulations of human agency on the news. The science world depicted in 
ScienceDaily is thus mediated and no longer objective. But for taxonomies in Futurity, 
they follow the tradition of science disciplines (e.g. Science & Technology, Earth & 
Environment), suggesting a world of science that is objective and without (interpersonally 
charged) mediation. It can therefore be argued that Futurity establishes itself as a 
trustworthy academic organization with the public.  
Color is another type of semiotic resource that contributes to modality value. 
Black and white is endowed with higher modality than other colors among the scientific 
community (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006). On the Futurity homepage, black and white 
are the dominant colors in the content zone. The top story is placed on a black 
background. The sharp contrast between black and white suggests a high modality and 
makes it the most salient part of the homepage. Verbal texts on the homepage are mostly 
dominated by black on the white background, which again contributes to the high 
modality. The contrast of black and white is more salient in the 2010 version, as can be 
seen in Figure 7.13. The black and white, however, is nicely balanced with a variety of 
colors in images and the orange color in the Brand and Signature. As far as color is 
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concerned, the homepage is construed as serious, rigorous, and trustworthy, yet not 
boring.  
The use of the orange as the brand color is relatively uncommon for websites of 
science popularization. As shown in Figure 7.15, the orange of Futurity stands in a sharp 
contrast with brand colors of other well known science news websites such as 
ScienceDaily, Scientific American, ScienceNews, science 360, and physics.org.   
 
Figure 7.15 Brand colors of different websites for science news  
It is a common practice to use cool colors such as blue and black in science news 
websites to denote wisdom and the abstractness of science. But in Futurity, gold orange is 
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used. Orange usually denotes enthusiasm, fascination, creativity determination and 
stimulation (Gage, 1993), which reinforces the mission of the website as Discover the 
future. Meanwhile, gold orange evokes the feeling of prestige, reinforcing the prestige 
established in the lexical items leading and top. The Brand of Futurity contributes to its 
aim of taking a different approach from traditional science news websites in order to 
popularize science, which is further validated in the discussion of representations in news 
pages in Section 7.3. 
To summarize, interpersonally, the Futurity homepage construes a relatively high 
value of modality with static, ordered and black & white colors in its presentation. The 
static, rectangular and white space are used to construct a website that is trustworthy. The 
website uses the gold orange color in the Brand to establish the prestige and distinguish 
itself from other science news websites.   
7.2.2.3 Textual meanings  
Textual meanings are construed via choices related to layout and composition. For the 
layout of traditional newspaper front pages, three organizational systems of meaning are 
identified by Kress & van Leeuwen (1998):  
Framing (the use of visual elements such as frame lines, empty space, color and 
shape, pictorial framing devices to suggest the connection and disconnection 
between components on the page),  
Salience (elements are made to draw attentions to different degrees as compared 
to other elements through size, color, tonal values, sharpness, 
foreground/background placement and so on), 
Information value (the meaningful placement of information based on three 
primary oppositions: top-bottom, left-right, and centre-margin).  
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Knox (2009a) adjusts the system to online media, considering the interactions 
among framing, salience and information value, and proposes three parameters for 
discussing information value: 1) Head/Tail (realized by top-bottom opposition), 2) 
Primary/Secondary (realized by left-right opposition), 3) Macro-Theme/Rheme (realized 
orthogonally or top-bottom, and recursively across news pages on the website ).  
Most readers can only view the top part of a homepage within the constraint of 
the size of the screen they are using, and they have to scroll manually to proceed with 
viewing the remainder of the homepage. For example, the image on the left side of Figure 
7.16 is a screen shot of the portion a reader can view of the entire homepage on the right.  
 
 
Figure 7.16 The first screen of the Futurity homepage (2010 version) 
Head
Tail
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This part, according to Knox (2009a), is valued as the Head of the homepage, which 
presents the information valued as of “the most immediate relevance and importance” (p. 
279). The Head of Futurity includes the Brand of Futurity, the main navigation menu, 
and Top stories. The Tail of the homepage, which means the information below the fold, 
includes the four news sections. With this design, the Futurity homepage provides a clear 
visual distinction between the first screen and the content below the ‘fold’. 
In the new design of the homepage, significant changes were made to the Tail. 
The vertical arrangement of the news sections in columns in the 2009 version was 





Figure 7.17 Changing of orientation in the Tail of the Futurity homepage  
The images in Figure 7.17 show screen shots of both versions of homepages 
scrolling towards the end of the page. For the 2009 version (the left screen shot), the 
information of news categories is no longer within the screen, and readers can only read 
columns of the news list without seeing the news category, which may cause difficulties 
in navigating across different categories. For the 2010 version on the right side, the 
redesigned homepage adopts a horizontal orientation for presenting news sections. With 
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this design, the news lists and the associated categories are within one screen, which 
lessens difficulties in navigating. The changes take into consideration the medium 
constraint that only a portion of the page can be viewed at any given time.  
Head/Tail is the vertical dynamism of the top-bottom opposition in a homepage, 
while columns along the horizontal dimension give rise to the information value of 
Primary/Secondary on the newspaper homepage (Knox, 2009a). “Information positioned 
in the larger (left or middle) column is signified as being of primary importance in the 
ideological value system of the newspaper” (Knox, 2009a, p. 285). In Futurity, the 
Primary column is where the news content situates, including top stories and news 
sections as illustrated in Figure 7.18.  
                    Primary 
 
2009 version          
  Secondary           
 
  2010 version 
Figure 7.18 Primary-secondary structure of the Futurity homepage 
The smaller column on the right is valued as Secondary with information for promotional, 
navigational or less-valued content. The Secondary column is where different dimensions 
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of access into the news are placed, which is discussed in Section 7.2.3 on navigating 
potentials. The redesigned the Futurity homepage presents a clearer distinction between 
Primary and Secondary with the Secondary column appearing in gray and the Primary 
column in horizontal orientation.  
Besides the informative value opposition of Head/Tail and Primary/Secondary, 
information can be valued as Macro-Theme/Rheme. According to Knox (2009a), the 
masthead and the main navigational menu of a homepage are components of the Macro-
Theme, which functions as point of departure for the message of the page. The Macro-
Theme of the Futurity homepage is the masthead and the main navigational menu at the 
top of the page, as displayed in Figure 7.19.  
 
                     2009 version          
 
  2010 version 
Figure 7.19 Macro-Theme of the Futurity homepage 
To summarize, textually, the redesigned homepage uses the web medium to a 
better advantage, taking into consideration “consumption constraints” (Bateman, 2008) to 
Macro-Theme 
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develop a more reader-friendly homepage for reading and navigation. The textual 
meaning is relevant to the navigating dimension of online texts, as addressed in Section 
7.2.3.    
7.2.3 The navigating dimension 
The previous section addresses the reading dimension of the Futurity homepage with 
regards to its ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings. This section will focus on 
the navigating dimension and explore how semiotic resources on Futurity homepages 
provide access to the news in the site.  
7.2.3.1 Multidimensional accessibility in online newspaper homepage 
Accessibility has been a key issue in scholarly work on the representation of online 
newspaper homepages (e.g. Bateman, et al., 2007; Knox, 2009a). In print newspapers, the 
“front-page is designed around the socially constructed concept of news values … the 
semiotic resources available construe space and typography as multidimensional 
indicators of newsworthiness and importance” (Bateman, et al., 2007, p. 168). “The 
multidimensional access possibilities of the print newspaper”, as argued by Bateman 
(2008), are “severely reduced” in the web medium because “the online page is … in 
many respects closer generically to online offerings such as web-browser result pages and 
simple lists” (p. 181). The accessibility in the print media, however, should not be 
imposed on the web medium because the internet “has profoundly affected audiences’ 
patterns of information-seeking” (Dunwoody, 2008, p. 22), and “the basic access 
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structure provided by the combination of layout structure and navigation is completely 
different to that offered by the print edition” (Bateman, et al., 2007, p. 169).  
It is in little dispute that the accessibility inherited in print newspaper is reduced 
in online news; but new dimensions of access arise in the web media, as remarked on by 
Knox (2009a): “online newspapers are evolving to allow for the needs of newspaper 
authors and readers to have ‘multidimensional access’ to stories” (p. 201). Online 
newspapers are different from their counterparts in that they enable: 1) customization; 2) 
vertical form with unlimited news holes; 3) both micro-local and global content due to 
lower distributions costs; 4) permanently available digital libraries; 5) constant updates; 6) 
multimedia; and 7) consumer-produced material (Boczkowski, 2005). These differences 
bring in new dimensions of accessibility to online news. The multidimensional 
accessibility that has emerged in the Futurity homepage is explored in what follows.  
7.2.3.2 Dimensions of accessibility 
The accessibility into news on the online news front page has been improved 
significantly with advancement in technology. Back in early 2000s, “there is only one 
dimension of presentation available, the vertical down-the-page sequencing of one news 
article after another” (Bateman, et al., 2007, p. 169). As technology has developed, online 
news homepages have been designed for providing ‘multidimensional accesses’ into 
news. For example, an emerging genre of newsbite (headline-plus-lead-plus-hyperlink) 
on newspaper homepages is identified by Knox (2007, 2009a), which can suggest 
different news values of news stories.  
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In the current study, it is argued that the accessibility of online news is rather 
different from that of the print media, although some of the dimensionalities could make 
it sound less news-like as pointed out by Bateman, et al. (2007). A summary of the 
dimensions found on the Futurity homepage is provided in Table 7.1. These dimensions 
are illustrated in Figure 7.20. 





Location in the 
page 
News value  Newsbites & newsbits Click  Primary column, 
Across the page 
Topic Navigation bars, news 
sections 
Click  Primary column, 
across the page 
Interactivity  Week’s Most Discussed 
& Recent Comments67 




Search   Type in key words 
and click 
Brand/Masthead  
List of Popular Tag Click  Bottom right of the 
Secondary column 
News source Search, attribution in 
newsbite 
Click, select from 
the university list 
and click 
Middle of Secondary 
column 
Personalization Email subscription Register and 
receive news from 
Futurity everyday 





Click  Secondary column 
Social media: Icon 
buttons for social media 
Click  Secondary column 
                                                 
67 The category of Recent Comments has been removed from the homepage since October 26, 2011. The 
removal of the Recent Comments could be due to the increasing marketing elements on the Secondary 
column, space being required for these marketing elements.  
68 The category of Tag has been removed from the homepage on Dec 1, 2011. The removal could be 
because it is technical for very specialized users, and is not popular with readers of the general public. It 
has changed from an explicit dimension to an implicit dimension available to skilled users.  




Figure 7.20 Dimensions of news access on the Futurity homepage (2010 version) 
For the six dimensions generalized in Table 7.1, only the first two dimensions 
(News value and Topic) are partially inherited from print newspapers; the other four 
dimensions (Interactivity, Search and tag, News source69, and Personalization) are newly 
                                                 
69 In print news, sources of the news are generally provided, but they are a dimension of accessibility 
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emerged within the affordance of the web medium. In what follows, these dimensions are 
discussed in turn.  
7.2.3.2.1 News value 
The dimension of News value is inherited from print newspapers and realized via 
‘newsbites’ and ‘newsbits’ on the homepage. Newsbite is defined by Knox (2007) as a 
new genre of news story on the newspaper homepages or section pages to “highlight the 
stories valued by the institution of the newspaper as most important on a given day” and 
“present the focal point of a news story with immediacy and impact” (p. 26). Newsbit 
refers to the “headline-only hyperlinks to story pages” (Knox, 2009a, p. 188).  
The web page offers different affordances to the printed page, yet the demand for 
‘multidimensional access’ is as important for online newspapers as it is for their 
print ancestors. Newsbite design is evolving to provide newspaper authors and 
readers with the functionality once provided by the print page, but with a different 
set of constraints and affordances. (Knox, 2009a, p. 317)  
 
The importance of news stories as evaluated by institutional authors can be 
suggested from the application of resources such as positioning, headline font size, color, 
and images in the newsbites that provide navigation to a longer version of the story. 
Figure 7.21 shows different types of newsbites and newsbits on the Futurity homepage. In 
Figure 7.21, newsbites are stories in the section of Top stories (No.1 and No.2) and one 
story in Section stories (No.3), all of which include headlines, images and hyperlinks into 
the news page. Newsbits are the headline-only hyperlinks in Section stories (No.4). 
Newsbites in Top stories (No.1) are granted more news value by the page author than 
newsbites in Section stories (No.3) with large images and headline typefaces.  




Figure 7.21 Newsbites and newsbits on the Futurity homepage 
Newsbites are more noticeable than newsbits on the page with the application of 
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endowed with more news value. The use of visual, verbal, and spatial resources conveys 
the news value as perceived by the page author, and thus creates a dimension of access 
into the news. 
7.2.3.2.2 Topic  
Newsbites and newsbits provide accessibility into the news in the dimension of News 
value, which is most relevant to traditional print newspapers. A second dimension 
inherited from print newspapers is Topic.  
In the Futurity homepage, news can be accessed according to topics. This 
dimension can be found in traditional newspapers. For example, news can be categorized 
in print newspapers into National Political Events, Crime, Business, Entertainment, and 
Sports70. The dimension of Topics is relevant to News taxonomies discussed in Section 
7.2.2.1. Topics are displayed in two different places in the Primary column of the 
homepage: the top navigation bar and news sections. Such a repetition between the 
menus in the navigation zone and subordinate headings in the news is considered by 
Knox (2009a) and Djonov (2005) as a redundancy. The repetition, rather than being a 
redundancy, is considered here as a strategy that caters to different reader groups. The 
navigation bar on the top is more likely to be designed for frequent loyal and specialized 
readers who are target-oriented and know what to find in each category. For those in the 
news sections, they may be of more information value to new visitors of the website who 
                                                 
70 These are examples. In reality, there are considerably more varieties in terms of the topics and the 
naming of the topics, but as the purpose here is to talk about the existence of the topic dimension, it is not 
necessary to provide an exhaustive list.  
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follow the news value in the newsbites promoted by the website. It is, therefore, not a 
redundancy, but rather a strategy for catering to different reader groups.  
7.2.3.2.3 Search and Tag 
The dimension of News value and Topic are hierarchical classifications of information 
developed in traditional print media. Tagging and searching are an alternative system of 
information categorization which is individually- and group-arranged (Weignberger, 
2007). A tag is a freely determined keyword or term assigned to a piece of information to 
help describe a particular resource so that it can be found again by browsing or searching 
(Sinclair & Cardew-Hall, 2008).  
At the bottom of the Secondary column, there is the dimension of access with 
Popular Tags. The tags on the Futurity homepage are created by the item’s creator, the 
one who posts the news. The tags are a combination of disciplinary tradition and news 
topics adopted in mass media, as shown in Table 7.2. For example, tags of Biology, 
Biomedical Engineering, Neuroscience and so on follow the tradition of academic 
disciplines, while tags such as Climate Change, Public Health, Public Policy, Cancer, 
Depression and so on are popular topics appearing in the mass media. They cater to both 
specialized and layman readers.  
When users click one tag, for example, the tag of biochemistry, they will be 
directed to a collection of all news in Futurity that is tagged with biochemistry. The tags 
advance online searching and may be preferred by readers who read the news for research 
purposes or otherwise for particular topic searching.  
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Table 7.2 Tags in the Futurity homepage  
Tags in disciplinary tradition Tags in popular topics 
agriculture, astronomy, biochemistry, 
biology, biomedical engineering, 
chemistry, computer science, ecology, 
economics, ecosystems, electrical 
engineering, environmental sciences… 
animals, bacteria, behavior, brain, cancer, 
climate change, cognition, depression, 
DNA, global warming, immune system, 
NASA, nature, nutrition, obesity, plants, 
proteins, public health, public policy… 
 
Similar with tagging, ‘search’ is another means of accessing the news that is 
unique to the web medium. Searching as news access seems to be popular with users of 
Futurity, a group of users that are well educated and possess a relatively high level of 
computer literacy. According to the statistics from the Web Information Company Alexa 
(see Figure 7.22), more than half (58%) of users visited the largest searching website 
google.com immediately preceding futurity.org. This suggests that users could be 
directed to Futurity via searching via Google. Though it is possible that the users of 
Futurity are frequent users of Google.com, and they might be searching for other 
information via Google rather than being directed to Futurity via Google, the large 
percentage nonetheless suggests that Futurity users are a group of users preferring the 
tool of searching for information access. Thus, the searching on the homepage becomes 
significant. In the redesigned version, the searching facility is placed in the orange 
masthead and becomes more salient. 
 
 




Figure 7.22 Sites users visit imediately preceding futurity.org 
Source: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/futurity.org#, Captured 19/11/2011. 
7.2.3.2.4 Interactivity  
The dimension of Interactivity includes Reader comments as a new dimension of news 
access that is only possible with the web medium. Reader comments are playing a 
significant role in online news, be it for general news (e.g. Houston, Hansen, & Nisbett, 
2011; Lee & Jang, 2010; Richardson & Stanyer, 2011) or science news (e.g. Laslo, 
Baram-Tsabari, & Lewenstein, 2011). Comments on stories have been turned into a 
crucial component of news websites (e.g. Beyers, 2006; Chung, 2007; Thurman & 
Hermida, 2008) for internet users as a means of socialization (Chung & Yoo, 2008; 
Kennedy, 2008; Parker & Plank, 2000). Users are interested in discussion boards and 
enjoy reading what others contribute without necessarily being interested in sharing their 
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own perspectives (Deuze, 2006) and participants are more likely to enjoy a piece of news 
with comments (Ash, Hettinga, & Halpern, 2009).  
Most news websites tend to consider readers’ comments as a value added service 
rather than a dimension of access. Futurity, however, turns it into a dimension of news 
access on the homepage. Once comments are generated on the news page, they are 
represented at different places on the Futurity homepage. The dimension is expressed in 
different means across the homepage, as shown in Figure 7.23.  
 
Figure 7.23 Reader comments as a dimension of accessibility 
In the Primary column, the comments can be represented as merely a link 
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to the headline of the news. In the Secondary column, headlines of the news that are most 
discussed during the week are placed in the block of Most Discussed and a number of 
updated individual comments are listed in Comments, both of which provide links into 
the news page and therefore form a new dimension of accessibility.  
This dimension is particularly important for science popularization which has 
long been pursuing public engagement and participation (Allan, 2009; Nelkin, 1995; 
Trench, 2009; Weigold, 2001; Weigold & Treise, 2004). Futurity applies the dimension 
of accessibility in a more explicit way than other news websites by putting the link for 
comments in each newsbite and newsbit, and by including recent comments and the 
week’s most discussed in the Secondary column. In this way, it fulfils some of the 
predicted potentials for public dialogue and participation enabled by the web medium 
(Allan, 2006; Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009). 
7.2.3.2.5 Personalization  
Personalization71 is “a form of user-to-system interactivity that uses a set of 
technological features to adapt the content, delivery, and arrangement of a 
communication to individual users’ explicitly registered and / or implicitly determined 
preferences” (Thurman, 2011, p. 397). It can be achieved by explicit or implicit means 
(Thurman, 2011). Explicit personalization uses direct user inputs such as Email, RSS 
Feeds, Mobile Edition. Implicit personalization infers preferences from data collected via 
software that monitors user activities (Gauch, Speretta, Chandramouli, & Micarelli, 2007) 
                                                 
71 It could also be referred as ‘customization’ or ‘individuation’, but ‘personalization’ is used here because 
of its relatively frequent use in the literature on news studies.  
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and presents news in categorizations of ‘most read/watched/emailed/searched’ or 
recommends content based on user profiles.  
Futurity applies explicit personalization rather than implicit personalization. 
Implicit personalization has been outsourced to Futurity’s media partners such as Alltop, 
a website that collects headlines of the latest stories from the best sites and blogs that 
cover a topic, and groups them into individual web pages to tell the users ‘What’s 
happening?’ in the topics that interest the user72. This outsourcing could be partly 
attributed to “production constraints” (Bateman, 2008). Futurity is not a profitable 
website; it runs with member fees from each university and thus might not be able to run 
the implicit personalization by itself. The upper half space of the Secondary column is 
given to explicit personalization. A user can subscribe to Futurity today by signing up 
with their email address, by subscribing to RSS feeds, by following Futurity in the social 
media sites such as Facebook and Twitter, or by applying a Mobile App of iPhone, 
Blackberry and Android.  
According to the statistics in Figure 7.22, around one fifth of the users visit Alltop 
prior to visiting Futurity. This percentage suggests that readers are likely to be directed to 
Futurity via Alltop. The display of Futurity news in Alltop is only verbal with a news title 
provided (see Figure 7.24). The news presented in Alltop is the most popularly read by 
the audience in general (No.1 in Figure 7.24), in different topics (No.2 in Figure 7.24), 
and in different news sources (No.3 in Figure 7.24). When the reader places the cursor 
over a headline, part of the story will be displayed and the reader can decide if he would 
like to read it. The clicking of the title will direct the reader to the news page on Futurity. 
                                                 
72 http://alltop.com/about/, Retrieved 20/11/2011.  
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The news on Alltop might cater to the group of readers that are more technically 
knowledgeable, and more specialized in terms of field knowledge. 
 
Figure 7.24 Futurity on Alltop 












Give thanks: Sweet potatoes in space 
(Top story, Nov 23, 2011) 
 
Chew hormone gum, lose weight?  
(Health & Medicine, Nov 23, 2011) 
 
How to keep turkeys from gobbling profits 
(Science & Technology, Nov 15, 2011) 
 
Turkey tendons take shock muscles won’t 
handle 
(Science & Technology, Nov 15, 2011) 
 
If you’re good looking, be thankful 
(Society & Culture, April 1, 2011, original 
title, Life’s good when you’re good-
looking) 
 
Heart health: Add avocado to holiday 
meals 
(Health & Medicine, Nov 23, 2011) 
Figure 7.25 Email subscription of Futurity 
Source: https://mail.google.com/mail/?shva=1#inbox/133d5d3b4fafedf0, Captured 
25/11/2011. 
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Quite different from the verbal access to news on Alltop, the Email Subscription 
of the news is more visual. Normally the E-news includes 6 pieces of news selected from 
the top stories and the section stories. A display of the daily E-news of Futurity via Email 
Subscription is shown in Figure 7.25.  
The news was received on November 24, 2011, Thanksgiving Day in the United 
States of America. This particular E-news list caters to the occasion of the Thanksgiving 
festival. It selects news related to Thanksgiving from different times. For example, the 
food of potato and turkey, holiday meals and health, and the idea of being thankful are all 
related to Thanksgiving Day. This kind of personalization may increase chances of news 
reading.  
7.2.3.2.6 News source 
News Source is a dimension of accessibility in Futurity that distinguishes it from the mass 
media. Users can access news by choosing a university from Browse by School in the 
middle of the Secondary column (see Figure 7.20). For example, if a user chooses Brown 
University in the list, he/she will be directed to a webpage with news from Brown 
University, as shown in Figure 7.26. This dimension could be likely to be useful to users 
who are affiliated to each individual university, such as researchers, administration staff, 
alumni, and students. For example, researchers may use this dimension to gain a glimpse 
of what is happening in a particular university, and university administrators might read it 
to see how their staff are performing. 
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Figure 7.26 Futurity news provided by Brown University 
7.2.4 Summary of the Futurity homepage  
In summary, the discussion of the reading and navigating dimensions of the Futurity 
homepages reveals that the website distinguishes itself from the mass media news 
websites and other science news websites by establishing the trustworthiness of the 
website as a consortium of leading research universities.   
The representational practices in the reading dimension are aligned with 
institutional practices as being clearly defined and well organized with overt 
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representations and news taxonomies. The static and rectangular news presentations in 
the homepage with large white spaces contribute to the trustworthiness of the website. In 
terms of navigation, the Futurity homepage provides multidimensional access into the 
news, including news value, topic, interactivity, search and tag, news source and 
personalization. Except for news value and topic that are inherited from traditional print 
news, the rest of the dimensions are created with the hypertextual properties of the web 
medium (e.g. search, interactivity, and personalization). These dimensions may make 
news in Futurity less news-like, as Bateman, et al. (2007) point out:  
The presence of off-site links to further information and extensive archival of 
articles is a substantial addition to the communicative purpose of the document 
[news]. It is not, however, compatible with the communicative purpose of 
delivering news ‘as it happens’ or, at least, as soon as possible. (p. 171)  
 
 Indeed, the new dimensions focus less on presenting news as it happens, that is, as 
‘new’. For example, a piece of news accessed via the dimension of tag and search could 
be a piece of news issued a year ago. In this regards, these new dimensions are not 
compatible with the feature of ‘news as it happens’. Online news, however, has turned 
into a genre that is different from its print counterpart as discussed in Chapter 4. The 
change is aptly described in remarks by Merrill Brown, founding editor-in-chief of 
MSNBC:  
The future course of the news, including the basic assumptions about how we 
consume news and information and make decisions in a democratic society are 
being altered by technology-savvy young people no longer wedded to traditional 
news outlets or even accessing news in traditional ways. (Hermida, 2010, p. 80) 
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Journalism is moving from a closed culture centered on the production of editorial 
content to an open culture centered on connecting with audiences (Deuze, 2003). As a 
result, “news outlets are making their content as widely accessible as possible” (Hermida, 
2010, p. 85). Therefore, the new dimensions of access for online news addressed in this 
study are of significance to enrich the understanding of online news.    
7.3 The news page of Futurity 
The discussion of the Futurity homepage evolution in Section 7.2 suggests that there are 
not significant changes taking place in the new homepage design. Radical changes, 
however, are taking place in the news pages of Futurity.  
Since its establishment, Futurity has used a range of multi-semiotic resources in 
its news reports. Particularly, an increasing number of images from image banks such as 
iStockphoto (http://www.istockphoto.com/) and Shutterstock 
(http://www.shutterstock.com) have been used in the website. In the redesign undertaken 
in September 2010, the news page adopts a new genre of a ‘hypermodal nucleus’ (Zhang 
& O'Halloran, in press), which includes a headline, a university attribution, a verbal lead, 
an image, a caption for the image, and access for social media sharing. This emerging 
representational practice achieves a simple and immediate impact with regards to 
capturing readers’ attention and fulfilling the information sharing demands of social 
media sites such as Facebook and Twitter, thereby (supposedly) increasing the spread of 
the news by readers via social networking technologies. Section 7.3 is devoted to 
exploring how the ‘hypermodal nucleus’ evolves and how it functions to popularize 
science.   
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7.3.1 The evolution of the Futurity news page 
The evolution of the news page mainly involves changes in the layout, which leads to 
changes of functions of images, and image-text relationships.  
The changes in the Futurity news page took place when the website was 
redesigned in September 2010. An overall impression of the changes is shown in the 
layout in Figure 7.27. The changes in the layout are significant. As Feez, Iedema, & 
White (2008) point out: 
What is important is established through layout. Layout determines whether the 
visual or the language attracts the attention of the reader first. By favoring a visual, 
a headline or some other textual-visual arrangement the producer of the media 
product emphasizes one or more constituents of the composite text. Analyses of 
layout should include statements about the images and about the language and 
also about the way language and image interact on the page. (p. 256) 
 
In what follows, significant changes in the page layout will be discussed in detail. 
In general, the changes are in the direction of catering to a more diversified group of 















   
 
 








Figure 7.27 Layout structures of Futurity news pages  
(Top: EE30092009, Bottom TS23112011) 
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As displayed in Figure 7.27, there are four major components in the 2009 version 
of the news page: the headline, the image, the verbal story and the comments. The 
headline, the image with its caption and the verbal story are three independent semiotic 
units interacting with each other, and the verbal story is presented as a continuous text 
unit as suggested from the layout structure.   
 
 
Figure 7.28 Image and caption of the 2009 version news page (EE30092009) 
The image in Figure 7.28 shows two hyenas biting a stick linked with a yellow 
string73. The caption of the image reads A pair of captive hyenas cooperatively solving a 
task to get food. (Credit: Christine Drea). The caption explains what the image is about, 
which is in an Exposition relationship with the image, where “the image and the text are 
of the same level of generality” (Martinec & Salway, 2005, p. 350). The caption and 
                                                 
73 The image in the original news on the website of Duke University includes more background and it can 
be seen that the yellow strings are linked to an instrument, which is more of an equivalence with the 
caption.   
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image are an “intersemiotic repetition” of each other (Royce, 1998). The image and 
caption illustrate findings of the research that spotted hyenas perform better than 
primates on cooperative problem-solving test, which is further elaborated in the verbal 
story.  
In the 2010 version of the news page, significant changes took place with the 





Figure 7.29 First screen of the 2010 version news page (TS23112011) 
The verbal lead: Thanksgiving in space may one day come with all the trimmings, 
including fresh sweet potatoes. 
The caption: "Sweet potato is like an invasive plant. It will take over everything," says 
Cary Mitchell, a Purdue University professor of horticulture, who studies the selection of 
crops that could be grown in space. "That's not acceptable if you're going to grow it in 
space." 
 
The head created by the white space and the positioning of the image and texts in the 
2010 version news page form a ‘hypermodal nucleus’. In relation to the whole news page, 
Head 
Tail
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the nucleus is a visual construct, as the ‘Head’ of a Head-Tail page structure where the 
‘first screen’74 of the page is distinguished from the remainder of the page with “the 
information valued as of the most immediate relevance and importance” being placed 
“above the fold” (Knox, 2007, p. 38) (see Figure 7.29). The tail of the news page includes 
the remaining part of the verbal story, links to the original research article, and comments.  
The news in Figure 7.29 is about the methods developed for growing sweet 
potatoes that reduce the required growing space while not decreasing the amount of food 
that each plant produces so that they can be grown in space. The headline reading Give 
thanks: Sweet potatoes in space points out the topic of the news: sweet potatoes in space. 
It attracts the readers’ attention by relating it to the occasion of the Thanksgiving Festival, 
which was on the day after the news was issued. In the image, a spaceman is holding a 
piece of brown paper on which a question is written: Got sweet potatoes? The question is 
not in the original photo in iStockphoto (see Figure 7.30), but added by the page author of 
the news. With the question added, the image fits more into the context of the news 
article. The spaceman is a symbolic representation of space, entering into a relationship 
of “intersemiotic meronymy” (Royce, 1998) with the lexical item space in the headline. 
The question in the image is expanded into Got sweet potatoes in space? This 
interrogative engages the reader interpersonally. Meanwhile, the image is cropped to a 
closer shot, which is a frequently adopted editing practice when Futurity uses images 
from image banks. The closer shot on the news page constructs a more “intimate” 
                                                 
74 The content of a webpage shown in the first screen varies with the size of the monitor, with this screen 
we captured with a 15inch screen, which is a medium size laptop. For a bigger monitor, more content could 
be shown, but the head-tail distinction would be obvious.  
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relationship with readers (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), as compared with the one on 
iStockphoto. 
 
Figure 7.30 The image of the spaceman on iStockphoto 
Source: http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-photo-14128680-spaceman-wants-
lift.php?st=68267cb, Captured 25/11/2011.  
 
An attribution to the University of Purdue is given before the verbal lead, 
increasing the credentials of the news and promoting the university as well. The verbal 
lead reads Thanksgiving in space may one day come with all the trimmings, including 
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fresh sweet potatoes, which provides an answer to the question in the image that there 
could be sweet potatoes in space. The caption reads "Sweet potato is like an invasive 
plant. It will take over everything," says Cary Mitchell, a Purdue University professor of 
horticulture, who studies the selection of crops that could be grown in space. "That's not 
acceptable if you're going to grow it in space." These lines contextualize the verbal lead 
that it is difficult to grow sweet potato in space with its property as an invasive plant. The 
contextualization highlights the news value of the research findings by pointing out that 
currently it is not possible to grow the invasive sweet potato in space. The news value 
thus shifts from the curiosity of knowing whether there can be sweet potatoes grown in 
space to how the research is making something impossible to something possible. This 
leads the reader from the simple and concrete world of everyday life presented in the 
headline and image into an abstract world of science that is turning the ‘impossible’ into 
the possible. Meanwhile, the researcher is introduced in the caption with his affiliation, 
academic title and specialty, which foregrounds the researcher.  
Readers who find the news interesting can share it on social networking sites. The 
sharing of the news is encouraged by clicking the provision of Facebook, Twitter or 
Google+ buttons in the nucleus. The times of sharing are auto-recorded to provide a new 
dimension of news value, which is the popularity of the news among readers. The nucleus 
caters to sharing as an emerging life-style habit of internet users.  
We can see from the example of Give thanks: Sweet potatoes in space that the 
headline and image function to attract the viewer to the story with direct and immediate 
impact. The university attribution establishes and promotes the credentials of the news. 
The verbal lead and caption elaborate on the headline and image, and the social media 
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sharing tools facilitate the sharing of the news in social networking sites and suggest the 
popularity of the news among social networking users. In Section 7.3.2, these generic 
elements are discussed in terms of how they are shaped by and shape social practices of 
science popularization.  
Another significant change in the news page is the way links are provided to the 
original research paper. In the 2009 version, the original paper is directed via an 
embedded link in the news story, as shown in Figure 7.31. The journal (in this case 
Animal Behavior) where the paper is published is in blue and underlined, typical features 
to suggest a link. By clicking the link, a reader would be directed to the database where 
the paper was available.  
 
 
Figure 7.31 Link to the original paper in the 2009 version news page (EE30092009) 
But in the 2010 version, hyperlinks to the research paper are more salient. Other 
than making the journal name blue and underlined, a banner is inserted in the story to 
encourage readers to read the original research paper, as shown in Figure 7.32. The 
banner appears in a grey rectangle, in which the link is set as an “imperative” (Halliday, 
1994): Read the original study. Blue as the color for the imperative makes the 
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“affordance” (Nielsen & Loranger, 2006, p. 206) of the banner more salient than a link 
embedded in the verbal text in the 2009 version (Zhang & O'Halloran, 2012). Meanwhile, 
the modifier Straight from the Source helps establish the authority and credibility of the 
source. As Trench (2007b) points out: 
Hyperlinking provides the means of relating pages to one another. But merely 
linking to related materials says nothing about the character of the connection 
between two documents. Science sites should offer fuller navigational assistance 
to users with labels and signposts that indicate what lies behind such a link and an 
indication as to whether it might be worth making that link or not. (p. 63) 
 
The 2010 version states clearly in the banner that what lies behind the link is the original 
research paper. The link is likely to be clicked by readers from the academic arena who 
would like to obtain more detailed information about the research. 
 
Figure 7.32 Links to the original paper in the 2010 version news page (TS23112011) 
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With both the hypermodal nucleus and the banner for the original paper, the news 
page in the 2010 version is designed to cater to a more diversified audience. For some 
readers who merely want to have an idea about science advancement, their needs are 
addressed by the hypermodal nucleus with the “scan-and-go” portal mode of presentation 
(Cooke, 2003, p. 164). For other readers who want to know more about how the findings 
are derived, they can read the whole news story. For still others who are keen to read the 
research papers, they are directed to the original study in a very explicit way. Such a 
hierarchy of audience can be generalized in Table 7.3.  
Table 7.3 Hierarchy of audience with the new design of news page  
Content consumed in the 
news page 
Audience’s knowledge 




Hypermodal nucleus  Know about the research 
findings 
The general public who are 
not within the academic 
profession 
The whole news story Know about the research 
findings and a rough idea 
about how the findings are 
derived 
The general public who are 
not within the academic 
profession but have interest 
in science, academic 
professions from a different 
discipline  
Hypermodal nucleus and 
the original study 
Or  
The whole story and the 
original study 
Learn the research and 
evaluate the validity of 
research  
The public that have strong 
passion for science, 




                                                 
75 This does not mean what is listed in each category are the only audiences. Any audience group could 
consume content of different categories.  
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With the design of the 2010 version, Futurity is able to address the needs of 
multifarious readers. It can reach the general public with the eye-catching hypermodal 
nucleus, to the audience who are interested in science with the news, and to the audience 
who are passionate about science with the original research article. Trench (2007a) 
suggests that science communication in the web medium should “provide information in 
multiple layers, allowing different groups of users to read the material in different ways, 
and at different levels’ to meet users’ needs and help them to negotiate the complex 
information environment” (p. 138). The 2010 version of the news page of Futurity serves 
as a good example of achieving the function of multi-layer information accessibility with 
its design. 
7.3.2 The hypermodal nucleus   
It can be seen from the example of Give thanks: Sweet potatoes in space discussed in 
Section 7.3.1 that the emerging genre of ‘hypermodal nucleus’ includes six generic 
components: a headline, an image, a university attribution, a lead, and a caption. The 
headline and image function to attract viewers to the story with direct and immediate 
impact. The university attribution promotes the university and establishes the credentials 
of the news. The verbal lead and caption elaborate the headline and image, and the social 
media sharing tools facilitate the sharing of the news in social networking sites and 
suggest the popularity of the news among social networking users. In what follows, these 
generic elements are discussed in detail.   
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7.3.2.1 The headline and image  
A writer from Ragan Communications comments that Futurity “looks more like a snazzy 
web magazine than a link farm for science abstracts” (Working, 2011). The ‘snazzy’ 
effect is mainly achieved with the headline and image.  
Recent studies on visual images in the media have suggested a shift in the 
functions of images in both print and digital news, from being representationally 
significant for readers in terms of portraying reality (Griffin, 2004; Hall, 1973) to being 
interpersonally salient for engaging readers visually and establishing a bond between the 
reader and the discourse (Caple & Bednarek, 2010; Knox, 2009c). This is indeed the case 
with images appearing in Futurity.  
An increasing number of images from image banks have been used in the website 
since its official launch. For example, 39% (37 out of 96) of images are from image 
banks in Futurity in the October 2009 issues, but the percentage reaches 54% (67 out of 
123) in October 2011 issues. Images from image banks are typically decontextualized, 
generic and decorative, and they function more as part of a symbolic system as elements 
of layout design, rather than a witness or record of reality (Machin, 2004). In the case of 
Futurity, the images function together with headlines to attract readers’ interest, as 
illustrated by the case of sweet potatoes in space in Figure 7.29. The image has been 
digitally altered with the adding of the question Got sweet potato? to specifically fit in 
the context of the article.  
The ideational meanings construed in the images are very limited with regards to 
presenting the research event as news or representing science in a less abstract way in 
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each individual story. In the nuclei of October 2011, 76% (93 out of 123)76 of the images 
are symbolic and generic representations of the objects or social phenomena being 
studied in a manner similar to the spaceman in Figure 7.29. They appear to represent 
objects or social phenomena “with simple and immediate impact” to be “read quickly and 
easily”, and “symbolically support the verbal text, often as a prompt or lead-in for the 
reader’s eye” (Griffin, 2004, p. 384).  
Knox (2009c) suggests that images in online news construe meanings not only 
within individual news stories, but also over time in an ongoing dialogic interaction 
between the newspaper and its reader. Over a longer period, the ideational meanings of 
the image from image banks are significant for the discourse of popularization in 
changing the stereotype of science as “an arcane and incomprehensible subject” that is 
“distanced and lofty” (Nelkin, 1995, p. 15). Images function more immediately and 
directly than verbiage to relate science to the reader. Images of objects and social 
phenomena are easily recognized by readers, encouraging them to develop the perception 
that science is about the world of us. This visual familiarity is important to reveal the 
newsworthiness of science to the public, because the most pronounced criterion of 
science newsworthiness is whether it “can be made recognizable to the reader in terms of 
human interest or in terms of something readers can relate to” (Hansen, 1994, p. 115). 
These images present not an abstract world of science, but a concrete world of daily life 
in relation to science. Over a longer time frame, readers may change their stereotypical 
perception of science as something which is distant and obscure to something which 
directly relates to daily life.   
                                                 
76 This percentage includes images provided by universities and researchers.  
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Interpersonally, these images “position the reader … in a way that is not possible 
with verbal text alone” (Knox, 2009c, p. 180). The majority of the images used in 
Futurity are taken with or edited into close-up shots. The close-up shots construct a 
perception of physical proximity with the objects in the images, creating an intimate 
relationship with the reader (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006). Meanwhile photos from 
image banks “evoke moods and concepts” (Machin, 2004, p. 330) and carry evaluative 
meanings (Martin, 2001). They tend to be taken with “sensory coding orientations”, so 
that the “pleasure principle is allowed to be the dominant” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, 
p. 165), suggesting moods and concepts relating to delicacy, beauty, modernity, glamour, 
and fun (Machin, 2004). The emotion evoking function is illustrated in Figure 7.33.  
 
Figure 7.33 Image evoking moods and concepts (ST10022012) 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/in-guys-women-pick-healthy-over-
manly/, Captured 02/04/2012. 
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The image presents a smiling masculine man holding two tomatoes in front of his 
eyes. The man, the tomatoes and the muscles in the image are symbolic representations of 
guys, healthy and manly in the headline respectively. The smiling and the bright tomatoes 
evoke feelings of pleasure, beauty and glamour, and the muscles evoke modernity and 
masculinity. These emotive responses orient readers to an experience that would 
otherwise not be achievable in verbal science news.   
Such aesthetically engaging images turn science news into a type of 
“scifotainment” (Zhang & O'Halloran, in press), which could possibly build “a 
committed readership” (Caple, 2008) in the long term. Through ‘scifotainment’, the 
website penetrates the contemporary corporate ideology of a bright and happy world of 
“positive thinking” (Machin, 2004) into science, thereby aiming to establish a positive 
public attitude towards the enterprise.  
Textually, images are likely to give maximum salience to the targeted object. The 
salience tends to be given by a frontal and central position and backgrounding or 
elimination of contextual elements (see the images in Figure 7.29 and Figure 7.33). With 
a decontextualized background, textual choices (e.g. framing, volume, proportion) 
become salient, and the object in the image is highlighted. The image also functions as a 
design element to expand the lead into a hypermodal one.  
Besides images from image banks, Futurity also uses images provided by 
institutions, which present objects being studied, evidence the research event, present 
researchers or illustrate findings. For the news issued in October 2011, 46% of the images 
are provided by institutions, among which 22% present the objects or social phenomena 
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being studied, and 24% are used to evidence the research event, present researchers or 
illustrate findings. These images, most probably, are used to achieve a balance between 
academic and nonacademic presentations in the website.  
7.3.2.2 The university attribution  
The university attribution is an apparent promotional element in the nucleus. It is placed 
in a noticeable position between the headline and verbal lead. Salience to the university 
name is given typographically through bold typeface and a font size which is larger than 
the accompanying verbal lead. In many other cases, the attribution of the university 
would appear with other attribution information such as the reporter’s name, location and 
time. But in the hypermodal nucleus, the university name appears as the only attribution 
information and is thus foregrounded. This particular design establishes credentials of the 
science news by attributing to the university where the research is conducted, while 
promoting both the profile and reputation of the university as well.   
7.3.2.3 The verbal lead and caption  
The verbal lead and the caption are combined into a relatively independent semantic unit 
from the rest of the verbal texts by the image in the nucleus. The image functions not 
only as an image with “interpersonal texture” (Knox, 2009b, p. 163) as discussed in 
Section 7.3.2.1, but also a textual unit connecting the verbal lead and caption to expand 
the lead into a multimodal semantic space.  
Typically, a news lead singles out the news point and essential news elements in 
one or two sentences (Bell, 1991; van Dijk, 1988), which are generally research findings 
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in the case of science news. The news body develops the lead with a series of satellites 
that elaborate, contextualize, explain or appraise the lead (White, 1998) (see Section 
3.2.2.2.1). These satellites follow the headline/lead in the print news story and are 
considered to have different generic properties from the headline/lead. But in the case of 
the hypermodal nucleus, one of the satellites is in the image caption, which is granted a 
generic status that relates more directly to the lead. In other words, the verbal lead is 
developed through the caption and the nucleus is expanded into a mini-story that is more 
than a headline/lead typically found in the nucleus of print news. The semantic space of 
the nucleus is thus expanded with the physical space provided by the image caption. 
The case given in Figure 7.34 is an example of the caption as appraisal, 
elaboration and contextualization. The verbal lead presents overall findings of the 
research event, that after playing violent video games for one week, young adult men 
showed signs of sustained changes in a region of the brain associated with emotional 
control, which is appraised in the caption that the findings are found for the first time. 
Meanwhile, the verbal lead is elaborated by specifying the phrase sustained changes in a 
region of the brain into less activation in certain frontal brain regions, and the phrase a 
region of the brain associated with emotional control into the affected brain regions are 
important for controlling emotion and aggressive behavior.  




Figure 7.34 Example I of the caption appraising findings in the verbal lead 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/guys-brains-change-after-violent-gaming/, 
Captured 17/11/2011. 
The verbal lead: After playing violent video games for one week, young adult men 
showed signs of sustained changes in a region of the brain associated with emotional 
control, a new study shows.  
The caption: ‘For the first time, we have found that a sample of randomly assigned 
young adults showed less activation in certain frontal brain regions following a week of 
playing violent video games at home,’ says Yang Wang, assistant research professor of 
radiology and imaging sciences at Indiana University. ‘The affected brain regions are 
important for controlling emotion and aggressive behavior.’ (Credit: iStockphoto)  
 
The news in Figure 7.35 is another example of a caption as an appraisal of 
findings in the verbal lead. The findings reported in the verbal lead, that a chromosome 
boost makes some plants come back stronger after they’ve been eaten, is appraised as 
pretty surprising.   




Figure 7.35 Example II of the caption appraising findings in the verbal lead 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/nibbled-plants-grow-back-stronger/, Captured 
17/11/2011.  
The verbal lead: A chromosome boost makes some plants come back stronger after 
they’ve been eaten, researchers say.  
The caption: ‘Finding out that an organism can change its chromosome number under 
environmental stress was pretty surprising,’ says Ken Paige, head of the University of 
Illinois Department of Animal Biology.  
 
The appraisal of the verbal lead in the caption makes explicit the news value of 
the findings. This is especially useful for news about science and technology because the 
public might not be able to appreciate the significance of the research event by 
themselves. An expert’s voice on the findings as being pioneering, unexpected or 
significant is likely to increase readers’ interest in the news.  
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There are, however, some studies that are closely related to our life, the news 
value of which is self-evident to the public and does not need explicit specification. The 
news in Figure 7.36 is about suicidal thoughts, a topic the public is familiar with. The 
caption is a restatement of the verbal lead, in a logical relationship of “elaboration” 
(White, 1998). The lead suicidal thoughts and behaviors seen in teens may begin much 
earlier in life than previously thought is rephrased in the caption as young adults who end 
up having chronic mental health problems show their struggles early.  
 
Figure 7.36 Example I of the caption as an elaboration of the verbal lead  
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/thoughts-of-suicide-start-young/, Captured 
17/11/2011.   
The verbal lead: Suicidal thoughts and behaviors seen in teens may begin much earlier 
in life than previously thought.  
The caption: ‘Young adults who end up having chronic mental health problems show 
their struggles early,’ says James Mazza, lead author and professor of educational 
psychology (Credit: iStockphoto) 
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Elaboration can be achieved by providing more detailed description or 
exemplification of information presented in the headline/lead. The case given in Figure 
7.37 is an example of elaboration by specification.  
 
Figure 7.37 Example II of the caption as an elaboration of the verbal lead 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/calendar-reform-time-for-a-change/, Captured 
17/11/2011. 
The verbal lead: Calendar reform advocates are convinced that a new, standardized 
alternative to the Gregorian calendar would save trouble and money.  
The caption: Birthdays, the Super Bowl, and other annual events would always be on the 
same date, and same day of the week, each year, with the adoption of the Hanke-Henry 
Permanent Calendar. (Credit: Denis Barbulat/Shutterstock) 
 
The caption provides detailed information about what the new and standardized 
calendar in the lead is: it means that birthdays, the super bowl and other annual events 
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would always be on the same date, and same day of the week, each year. The 
elaborations serve to reinforce the finding statement.  
In some news, texts in the caption provide reasons or causes for finding claims 
made in the verbal lead, and the two semantic units enter into a logical relationship of 
“explanation” (White, 1998). An example is given in Figure 7.38.  
 
Figure 7.38 Example of causal relationship between the verbal lead and caption 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/bah-humbug-rich-slower-to-show-empathy/, 
Captured 17/11/2011. 
The verbal lead: Dickens was right on the money with his depiction of Cratchit and 
Scrooge. Poor people are quicker to show compassion than the rich, a study shows. 
The caption: ‘It’s not that the upper classes are coldhearted,’ says social psychologist 
Jennifer Stellar. ‘They may just not be as adept at recognizing the cues and signals of 
suffering because they haven’t had to deal with as many obstacles in their lives.’ (Credit: 
Alice Day, Shutterstock) 




Research findings in the verbal lead show that Poor people are quicker to show 
compassion than the rich. Causes for such phenomena are provided in the caption as the 
rich may just not be as adept at recognizing the cues and signals of suffering because 
they haven’t had to deal with as many obstacles in their lives. 
Captions in some stories can provide contextual information for the claim made in 
the verbal lead, as the example in Figure 7.39 shows. The verbal lead provides a very 
general statement of findings that neurosurgeons have learned that neurons in two 
important structures handle both good and bad surprises. The study of the phenomena of 
surprise reported in the lead is contextualized in the literature in the caption that there’s 
been a lot of debate over how these signals are represented. This contextualization 
furthers readers’ understanding about the findings by situating the research event in an 
ongoing debate.  
Elaboration and appraisal highlight and reinforce newly derived scientific 
findings, while contextualization and explanation contribute to an understanding of 
findings. In the October 2011 issues, 61% of the captions in the nuclei elaborate findings 
in the lead, 22% appraise findings, while only 17% contextualize or explain findings. The 
fact that the majority of the captions are restatements and appraisals of the lead suggests 
that the caption functions more for promoting findings as facts than for presenting 
findings as arguments.   
 




Figure 7.39 Example of contextual logical semantic relationship 
Source: http://www.futurity.org/top-stories/how-brain-reacts-to-surprise-is-surprising/, 
Captured 17/11/2011. 
The verbal lead: Primates learn from feedback that surprises them, and in a recent 
investigation of how that happens, neurosurgeons have learned that neurons in two 
important structures handle both good and bad surprises. 
The caption: ‘It’s when you encounter something that’s unexpectedly good or bad that 
you need to change your behavior either to keep doing the thing that’s good or avoid the 
thing that’s bad. There’s been a lot of debate over how these signals are represented (in 
the brain),’ says Wael Assaad of Brown University. (Credit: Masson / Shutterstock) 
 
Another function of the space in the caption is to introduce and acknowledge 
researchers. In the verbal lead of science news, researchers tend not to be recognized as 
individuals. They are either presented as “assimilation” (van Leeuwen, 2008) (e.g. 
“researchers”, “neurosurgeons”), or excluded in the phrases such as ‘a study finds’ (see 
the texts in bold in the column of Verbal lead in Table 7.4). But with the hypermodal 
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nuclei, they can be introduced in the caption with their names and academic identities 
introduced (see the texts in bold in the column of Caption in Table 7.4).  
Table 7.4 Examples of researchers being foregrounded in captions 
News title  Verbal lead Caption  
Nibbled plants grow 
back stronger 
(Figure 7.35) 
U. Illinois (US) - A 
chromosome boost 
makes some plants 
come back stronger 
after they’ve been 
eaten, researchers 
say. 
‘Finding out that an organism can 
change its chromosome number under 
environmental stress was pretty 
surprising,’ says Ken Paige, head of 
the University of Illinois 
Department of Animal Biology.  
Thoughts of suicide 
start young  
(Figure 7.36) 
U. Washington-
Seattle (US) – 
Suicidal thoughts and 
behaviors seen in 
teens may begin much 
earlier in life than 
previously thought. 
“Young adults who end up having 
chronic mental health problems show 
their struggles early,” says James 
Mazza, lead author and professor of 
education psychology (Credit: 
iStockphoto) 
Bah, humbug! Rich 





Dickens was right on 
the money with his 
depiction of Cratchit 
and Scrooge. Poor 
people are quicker to 
show compassion 
than the rich, a study 
shows. 
‘It’s not that the upper classes are 
coldhearted,’ says social psychologist 
Jennifer Stellar. ‘They may just not 
be as adept at recognizing the cues and 
signals of suffering because they 
haven’t had to deal with as many 
obstacles in their lives.’ (Credit: Alice 
Day, Shutterstock) 
How brain reacts to 
surprise is surprising 
(Figure 7.39) 
 
Brown (US) - 
Primates learn from 
feedback that 
surprises them, and in 
a recent investigation 
of how that happens, 
neurosurgeons have 
learned that neurons 
in two important 
structures handle both 
good and bad 
surprises. 
‘It’s when you encounter something 
that’s unexpectedly good or bad that 
you need to change your behavior 
either to keep doing the thing that’s 
good or avoid the thing that’s bad. 
There’s been a lot of debate over how 
these signals are represented (in the 
brain),’ says Wael Assaad of Brown 
University. (Credit: Masson / 
Shutterstock) 
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The “individualization” (van Leeuwen, 2008) of researchers in the caption 
celebrates findings as achievements of individual researchers. For example, in the news 
in Figure 7.35 (the first example in Table 7.4), the researcher is ‘assimilated’ as 
researchers in the verbal lead, but ‘individualized’ in the caption as Ken Paige, head of 
the University of Illinois Department of Animal Biology. The researchers are 
foregrounded in the caption as experts’ voices. Therefore, the caption as expanded space 
of the nucleus provides an occasion for celebrating the findings as achievements of 
individual researchers.   
7.3.2.4 Social media sharing 
The tools for social media sharing are crucial components of the hypermodal nucleus, 
though they do not contribute directly to the meaning of the nucleus. As shown in Figure 
7.39, below the verbal lead and on the left of the image, there are three buttons available 
for sharing in social networking sites: Tweeter, Facebook and Google+. They facilitate 
communication from consumer to consumer. The numbers of the sharing is auto-recorded 
with a view to displaying the popularity of the news among readers.  
The sharing in the nucleus increases the likelihood of readers’ accessing the 
science news. According to the Web Information Company Alexa, 25% of users visit the 
social media sites immediately preceding going to Futurity and 36% of users go to social 
media sites after leaving Futurity (see Figure 7.40).  




Figure 7.40 Clickstream of Futurity77 
Source: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/futurity.org#trafficstats, Captured 17/04/2012. 
                                                 
77 Pinterest in the upstream and downstream sites in Figure 7.40 is one of the top 10 largest social media 
services. It is a social photo sharing website for users to create and manage theme-based image collections. 
From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pininterest, Retrieved 03/04/2012.  
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What the statistics suggest is not necessarily that a quarter of users are directed to 
Futurity from social media sites and more than one third of users share the news after 
reading, because users may habitually visit Futurity after logging out from their social 
media sites or the other way around without any causal relationship between the two 
actions. The statistics, nonetheless, suggest that a significant number of Futurity readers 
are frequent users of social media. Social media sites can thus be a place for 
disseminating science news from Futurity.  
Social networking sharing may have unprecedented, if not revolutionary, impact 
on science popularization because these sites shorten the distance between science and 
everyday life through the traversal of sharing. Lemke (2005) points out that traversals 
with hypertext are meaningful in themselves: 
Meaning is no longer internal to genres and institutions. It is also made across and 
between them, as we juxtapose, catenate, and traverse not just websites or 
television channels, but, on longer timescales, the sites and roles of our days, 
weeks, and lives. (Lemke, 2005, p. 51)  
 
By clicking hyperlinks, readers shift from a page of science news into a status 
page of social networking websites with friends’ update, jokes, photos, videos and all 
sorts of non-scientific information. These traversals bring everyday social interaction into 
the online, informational environment, and shift in a very short timescale between 
completely different domains, from a public to a relatively private domain, and from 
science to daily life. In this way, the traversals create new contexts for science that 
traditional print media cannot provide.  
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7.3.3 The hypermodal nuclei and marketization  
The hypermodal nucleus emerges as a type of ‘scifotainment’ by drawing upon resources 
and practices from the domain of popular culture (e.g. images from image banks, social 
media sharing) to create a new reading of science news for the public. The incorporation 
of popular culture into science news reporting is significant because “effective [science] 
communication will necessitate connecting a scientific topic to something the public 
already values or prioritizes, conveying personal relevance” (Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009, p. 
1774).  
The nucleus is a semiotic construct catering to the digital information 
consumption style of the public, with the aesthetically appealing image, verbal texts 
within the limits of readers’ attention and hyperlinks readily for distribution. As Dom 
Sagolla, one of the creators of Twitter, observes:  
The combination of short and instant message services, status appliances, and 
social networks has created an audience that both is voracious and has a deficit of 
attention. We as readers define the short form within the limits of our own 
attention. Material that makes a reader react and subscribe becomes successful, 
while other attempts fall by the side. (Sagolla, 2009, p. XV)  
 
Making science content readily available for wide distribution is critical in the 
digital era because around two-thirds of internet users encounter science news when they 
have gone online for other information (Horrigan, 2006). Popularizing science on the 
internet “is about more than just adding multimedia to a story – it is about adopting a 
digital mindset” (Hermida, 2007). The hypermodal nucleus is a semiotic construct 
created with a ‘digital mindset’ by applying multisemiotic resources to expand the 
headline/lead in print medium into a hypermodal one for readers to consume and share. It 
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increases considerably Futurity’s reach on the web. According to the Web Information 
Company Alexa, the global traffic rank of Futurity has been improved from #116,636 in 
May 2011 to # 83,996 in April 201278 (see Figure 7.41), which means an improvement of 
more than 32,000 in the traffic ranking within one year.  
 
 
Figure 7.41 Alexa traffic rank of Futurity in May, 2011 and April, 2012 
With the nuclei, Futurity is “going broad” (Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009) to make its 
science news accessible to a general public. By ‘going broad’, it boosts the profiles and 
reputations of the universities and researchers that are foregrounded in the nuclei. 
                                                 
78 http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/futurity.org#, Retrieved 24/05/2011 and 17/04/2012. The traffic ranking in 
May 2011 is the earliest statistic we documented. An earlier ranking could be even lower.  
Alexa traffic rank of Futurity in May, 2011 
Alexa traffic rank of Futurity in April, 2012 
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The hypermodal nuclei in Futurity have potential to build positive public attitudes 
towards the science enterprise, but whether it improves the public’s understandings of 
science remains an open question. In public understandings of science, there are three 
kinds of knowledge: knowledge about essential facts (science as content); knowledge of 
how science works (science as processes, i.e. the processes of science, the manual 
procedures that produce scientific knowledge), and knowledge of how science really 
works (science as social practice, i.e. the social structures or institutions of science) 
(Durant, 1994). The ultimate mission of popularization is to impart knowledge of how 
science really works to the public. But the hypermodal nuclei in Futurity may probably 
communicate only ‘science as facts’ to the public by adopting the “scan-and-go” portal 
mode of presentation (Cooke, 2003, p. 164).  
The information packed in the hypermodal nuclei is rather limited given its short 
form. Moreover, statements in the nuclei tend to provide information about science as 
newly defined facts. Information about how science works, namely how the findings are 
obtained and argued, is given in the body of the news. Therefore, complete reading of the 
news is crucial for science popularization. But the hypermodal nucleus seems to be more 
of an independent construct than one that is (inter-)dependent on the news. The white 
space in the layout of the nucleus suggests its independence from the rest of the story. 
Meanwhile, the social media sharing tools in the nucleus increase chances of skipping 
further reading because they will direct readers to the status page of their social 
networking sites, where readers might be easily distracted. In the promotional nuclei, 
Futurity imparts few scientific facts, although it is possible that the enjoyment of reading 
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these nuclei “may evoke positive feelings and attitudes that may lead to subsequent, 
deeper encounters with science” (Burns, O'Connor, & Stocklmayer, 2003, p. 197).  
In summary, the hypermodal nuclei, ‘snazzy’ as they sound, seem to be more for 
celebrating research findings than validating the results. They function to present research 
events more as scientific achievements for establishing the reputation of universities and 
gaining research funding than as activities for knowledge production and dissemination. 
7.4 Conclusion 
The evolution of Futurity indicates the website’s efforts to create a type of ‘scifotainment’ 
discourse. Semiotic resources such as image, layout, and hypertext are used to build such 
a website with “academic rigor” and “journalistic flair”79.   
The homepage construes a website that is of academic rigor in both reading and 
navigating dimensions. In the reading dimension, overt representations of newsbites and 
newsbits are found on the homepage and news taxonomies following the tradition of 
academic disciplines are adopted, both of which construe a world of science that is 
clearly defined and well organized. Meanwhile, the static and rectangular news 
presentations in the homepage with large white spaces contribute to create a sense of 
academic rigor.  
In the navigating dimension, the Futurity homepage provides multidimensional 
access into the news. The dimensions include New value, Topic, Interactivity, Search and 
                                                 
79 This is the style statement of The Conversation website, from http://theconversation.edu.au/, Retrieved 
17.11.2011. 
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tag, News source, and Personalization. News value and Topic are dimensions inherited 
from the print news front page, but the rest are new and bounded within the web medium. 
The dimensions of Search and tag and News source may make news from Futurity ‘less 
news like’, but more academically inclined.   
The journalistic flair in Futurity is mainly achieved with the application of images 
from image banks, which contribute to the emergence of the ‘hypermodal nucleus’ on the 
news page. In the hypermodal nuclei, eye catching images interact with headlines to 
bridge readers from the concrete world of their daily life to an abstract world of science. 
The social media sharing tools in the hypermodal nuclei encourage readers to disseminate 
the news and thereby create opportunities for incidental exposure among key audiences 
who may not otherwise be actively seeking science-related content.  
The popularization with ‘academic rigor and journalistic flair’ in Futurity is 
carried out with a marketization agenda. The representational practices adopted in the 
website indicate that it functions as a forum for celebrating research achievements of its 
partner universities, and thereby establishing and promoting the reputation of the 
universities. In turn, the promotion will help universities to establish their reputation with 
a wider public and gain research funding for maintaining their scientific enterprises.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
8.1 Introduction 
The main objective of this thesis is to study how technological advancement and socio-
cultural practices of marketization have shaped the discourse of science news as a type of 
popularization in institutional and mass media websites. To achieve this objective, 
theoretical frameworks of SF-MDA (Djonov, 2005; Knox, 2009a; Kress & van Leeuwen, 
2006; O'Halloran, 2008) and genre (Askehave & Nielsen, 2005; Bateman, 2008; Lemke, 
2005; Martin, 1992; Swales, 1990) have been adopted and extended to examine science 
news from university websites, Futurity and MSNBC, with the first two as institutional 
websites and the last one representing mass media websites. By extending SF-MDA and 
genre theories to a corpus of newly emerged data in science communication, the research 
makes contributions to both the professional field of science communication and the 
research field of multimodal discourse analysis.  
The data which forms the basis of the study consists of two data sets. The first 
corpus for studying differences between institutional and mass media websites includes 
270 news pages, 90 from each type of websites, collected in one year from October 2009 
to September 2010. The second corpus for studying the evolution of Futurity consists of 
219 news pages issued in October 2009 and October 2011and 2 homepages of Futurity in 
October 2009 and October 2010.  
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In this chapter, findings from the study will be reviewed before contributions and 
implications of the study are discussed. Limitations of the study will also be addressed 
and directions for future research suggested.   
8.2 Summary of findings 
This thesis has examined generic components of online science news: hyperlinks 
(Chapter 4), the structure of the verbal story (Chapter 5), functions of images (Chapter 6), 
and the evolution of Futurity (Chapter 7). The findings are summarized in this section.  
Chapter 4 addresses the hypertextuality of online science news. Hyperlinks were 
suggested as a potential value-added resource of online news around a decade ago 
(Jankowski & van Selm, 2000), but now are found to be a compulsory generic component 
of online science news. Three types of hyperlink have been identified: expansion, 
resource and interaction. Expansion links lead to a detailed presentation of their anchors, 
which is for multimedia application such as videos and slides. Resources links direct to 
resources recommended by the page author, including links to the original research 
article, the profile page of the researcher, the homepage of university, institution or lab, 
explanations of terms and concepts from a third party such as Wikipedia and so on. 
Interaction links facilitate interpersonal communication, including links for sharing, 
commenting, rating and contacting.  
These links are used mainly for the promotional purposes of each website. 
University news uses the links to promote the university and researchers by providing 
resource links that direct readers to the homepages of the universities, institutions or labs, 
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researchers’ profiles, and interaction links of contacting that encourage the reader to 
communicate with reporters or researchers, fulfilling the functions of press releases. 
Resource links in Futurity promote its partner universities by directing readers to news 
releases from universities and original research articles. But interaction links in Futurity 
are used for encouraging reader participation through sharing, commenting and rating 
rather than contacting as university news does. Resource links in the mass media website 
of MSNBC are not used to promote institutes as institutional websites are. Rather, they 
are used to promote MSNBC’s own services by directing readers to other stories from the 
website. No contacting links are found in MSNBC news, but interaction links for sharing 
and commenting are commonly found.  
It can be concluded from the findings in Chapter 4 that the use of hyperlinks is 
purpose driven. Hyperlinks are fulfilling functions that otherwise cannot be achieved by 
visual or verbal components in print media. According to Orlikowski & Yates (1994), 
genre change or genre emergence can be described as “… a new conjunction of form and 
purpose” which “ becomes recognized by its community as different from the old” (p. 
545). Hyperlinks, therefore, are making online science news a genre that is different from 
the print news genre.  
In Chapter 5, a structure potential for the verbal story of online science news is 
proposed based on the ESP approach. An eight-Move structure of the verbal stories is 
identified: Move 1 Highlighting the overall outcome of the research event - Move 2 
Evaluating the research event - Move 3 Introducing the research event - Move 4 
Contextualizing the research event - Move 5 Providing methodological information - 
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Move 6 Explaining the outcome of the research event - Move 7 Extending the research 
event - Move 8 Acknowledgement.  
This structure is derived as a combination of structures from news and research 
articles. It applies the well known news structure of a lead and lead development with the 
first move being the lead to foreground research outcomes as the core of the story and the 
rest of the moves as lead development. In the lead development, there is embedded a 
brief version of the IMRD structure of research articles, with Move 4 corresponding to 
the Introduction section, Move 5 to the Methodology section, Move 6 to the Results 
section and Move 7 to the Discussion section. The embedding of the IMRD structure of 
research articles into the news structure suggests the permeating of academic discourse 
into popular discourse, which is an outcome of the fact that institutions are taking an 
increasingly significant role in popularizing science.  
News from the three types of website shows similar patterns in terms of the 
structure of the verbal story. This is because Futurity and MSNBC tend to adopt the 
verbal story provided by universities without additional reportage. There are, nonetheless, 
minor differences in the verbal stories among the three types of website. MSNBC news is 
more likely to apply verbal resources at the beginning of the story to attract readers’ 
attention, which tends to be achieved by visual resources in institutional news. 
Meanwhile, MSNBC is less likely to include elements from academic research papers 
such as information about methodology, researchers and acknowledgement as 
institutional news does. In summary, institutional news is more structurally appropriated 
towards academic discourse of research articles than MSNBC. As more and more mass 
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media websites such as MSNBC are adopting verbal stories provided by universities 
without additional reportage, this structure will become more prevalent.  
Chapter 6 adopts a genre perspective to explore functions of images in online 
science news. Image type, image source, and image size and location in the news page 
are discussed in relation to functions of images. Three types of image are found in the 
corpus: depicting images, schematic diagrams and charts and graphs. Depicting images 
are the dominant type in the corpus, designed to attract readers’ attention. Meanwhile, 
there are a portion of schematic diagrams and charts and graphs in the corpus to explain 
science. Images used in the corpus can be from institutions, image banks and mass media. 
University news extensively uses images supplied by their own researchers and labs, and 
seldom uses images from mass media or image banks. Futurity tends to use images from 
image banks and MSNBC from news agencies to appeal to readers. With regards to 
image size and location, Futurity and MSNBC used large images within the first screen 
for attention capturing. University news is less consistent than MSNBC and Futurity in 
terms of image size and location. One third of the images in university news are in small 
size and not within the first screen and the news column. This suggests images are valued 
less significantly for attention capturing in university websites as compared to Futurity 
and MSNBC.  
Text-type-specific functional categories are generalized, which includes 
Evidencing the research event, Presenting researchers, Demonstrating research 
methodology, Visualizing the object/social phenomenon being studied, and Illustrating 
findings. About half of the images in the corpus are used to illustrate findings, which 
plays a role in making the findings more accessible to the audience. Meanwhile, a 
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significant number of the images are devoted to visualizing the object/social phenomenon 
being studied, which presents research activities in visual form to attract readers. 
Information about methodology tends not to be presented in visual images in science 
news. Compared with MSNBC and Futurity, university news is more likely to include 
depicting images for evidencing research events, presenting researchers and 
demonstrating research methodology, and schematic diagrams and charts and graphs for 
illustrating findings. This suggests that university news, unlike news from Futurity and 
MSNBC, uses visual resources to present to readers introductions about the world of 
science, rather than the world of daily life, unlike Futurity and MSNBC.  
Chapter 7 is devoted to the study of the evolution of the Futurity website, which 
represents institutions’ collective efforts in popularizing science. In general, the evolution 
of Futurity indicates the website’s efforts in creating a type of ‘scifotainment’ for 
popularizing science. Both versions of the homepage construe a website that is of 
academic rigor with news taxonomies following the tradition of academic disciplines and 
overt representations of newsbites and newsbits. Static and rectangular news 
presentations with large white space in homepages and news pages also contribute to 
creating a sense of academic rigor. The accessibility into the news is multidimensional, 
including news value, topic, interactivity, search and tag, news source, and 
personalization, all of which cater to the emerging information consumption style of the 
digital era. The entertaining effects of Futurity are mainly achieved with the use of 
images from image banks. Images from image banks are used to represent objects or 
social phenomena with simple and immediate impact to be read quickly and attract 
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readers’ attention. These images bridge for readers their concrete world of daily life and 
the abstract world of science.  
As Futurity evolves, there emerges a new genre of ‘hypermodal nucleus’ that 
expands the headline/lead in print media into a hypermodal one with the application of 
multi-semiotic resources. It includes a headline, a university attribution, an image, a 
verbal lead, a caption and social media sharing tools. The hypermodal nuclei cater to the 
digital information consumption style of the public with aesthetically appealing images, 
verbal texts within the limits of readers’ attention and hyperlinks for ready distribution. 
They draw upon resources and practices from the domain of popular culture (e.g. images 
from image banks, the social media sharing) to create a new reading of science news for 
the public, and therefore emerge as a type of ‘scifotainment’. The hypermodal nuclei 
celebrate research findings to establish the reputation of universities, build positive public 
attitudes towards the science enterprise and gain funding.   
In summary, a range of interesting findings have been obtained in this thesis on 
the genre of online science news. They contribute to the knowledge and understanding of 
the discourse of science popularization in an online context. Meanwhile, they are of 
theoretical significance by applying and extending theories of SF-MDA and genre to 
‘hypermodal’ discourse. In Section 8.3, contributions and implications of the thesis are 
addressed.  
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8.3 Contributions and implications 
Having summarized the findings of the research project in Section 8.2, contributions and 
implications of the study are considered in this section. The research project was carried 
out for both empirical and theoretical concerns. Empirically, it aimed to explore the 
representational practices of science news in the context of marketization and technology 
advancement. Theoretically, it aimed to extend theories of SF-MDA and genre to 
hypertextual discourse.  
8.3.1 Contributions and implications for science popularization  
The world of science news is “experiencing a serious earthquake” in the age of internet 
(de Semir, 2010, p. 3), which has brought dramatic changes to the outreach and 
representational practices of science communication (Brumfiel, 2009; de Semir, 2010; 
Fahy & Nisbet, 2011; Hermida, 2007, 2010; Myers, 2003; Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009; 
Rensberger, 2009; Trench, 2007a, 2007b, 2008, 2009).  
The internet extends the potential audience of print newspaper and magazine 
beyond limits imposed by physical distribution. This extension has enabled institutions to 
bypass the mass media to popularize science, which is considered as a significant 
developmental stage in science popularization (Trench, 2007a, 2008). The 
‘disintermediation’ has provided an unprecedented occasion for the science community to 
popularize science because the mediation of science news by journalists, for almost half a 
century, has been criticized by the science community and considered as a major factor 
for holding scientists back from actively engaged in popularizing science (see Section 
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2.2.1). The opportunity of ‘disintermediation’, therefore, is actively embraced by 
institutions and more and more institutional websites are publishing news on their own. 
The change, however, may be less for popularizing science as anticipated, and 
more for fulfilling the ‘marketization’ agenda of universities. As remarked by Trench 
(2007a): 
Scientific institutions increasingly use directly employed (or, we might say, 
‘embedded’) science writers or communicators to ensure rapid and controlled 
publication of results over the web, and by other means. The format these 
institutional sites use are often those of ‘news’, but the purpose is much less that 
of providing accessible information on matters of public relevance than it is of 
boosting the profile and reputation of the organization. (p. 135) 
 
Driven by the force of marketization, science news (especially those initiated by 
institutions) is shifted from the “logic of journalism” to the “logic of corporate 
communication” (Bauer & Gregory, 2007, p. 33), a trend that has been noticed by other 
scholars in science communication (e.g. Bauer & Bucchi, 2007; Trench, 2007a). This 
identified trend, however, has not been validated with textual evidence. Textual evidence 
of the shift is presented in this thesis by examining representational practices of science 
news from institutional and mass media websites. It is in this perspective that the current 
thesis contributes to the professional field of science communication. Findings on 
similarities and differences of representational practices between institutional and mass 
media websites show clearly that institutional science news makes extensive use of visual, 
verbal and hypertextual semiotic resources to promote universities and researchers, as 
summarized in Section 8.2. A few implications can be drawn from the findings.  
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First, institutions can now bypass the mass media to reach the general public 
directly, but the direct dissemination of information could lead to increasingly biased 
reportage with promotion as its hidden agenda. As remarked by de Semir (2010), science 
news issued by institutions can “pursue an increase in society’s scientific knowledge”, 
but at the same time also “pursue other goals aimed more at personal benefit”, which 
could be to “promote universities and research centers”, “look for new clients”, “improve 
their social image”, or “seek additional financing” (p. 7). Institutional science news 
becomes a type of corporate-based activity for “promoting corporate interests and non-
critical public relations”, which is less for “investigating scientific issues via credible 
sources and developing subject expertise and a critical response” (Bauer & Gregory, 
2007, p. 45). Institutional science communication encroached by the logic of corporate 
communication downplays “the journalistic agenda of investigation” (Bauer & Gregory, 
2007, p. 44) and would thus lead to the lost of critical objectivity (de Semir, 2010).   
Secondly, the impact of the shift of institutional science news from journalistic 
reportage to corporate communication could be much more pervasive than imagined as 
institutional science news is increasingly changing the way that mass media popularizes 
science. It has been found in the corpus that verbal stories provided by universities tend 
to be adopted by the mass media website of MNSBC without additional reportage. This 
suggests that the mass media is “retailing science” (Nelkin, 1995, p. 164) in a way that is 
favored by institutions. As institutions are making use of science news to fulfill their 
agenda of profile promotion and thus are less concerned about the interest of the public, 
the “retailing” of science in mass media is now turning science news from a type of 
popularization for education and enlightenment into a venue of marketization for public 
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relations. This retailing is predicted to get more and more prevalent as institutions are 
taking a rising role in popularization and providing a greater portion of news releases to 
the mass media, which are likely to be adopted by journalists without much additional 
reportage in the context of heavy workloads (Brumfiel, 2009; Hansen, 1994).  
Thirdly, institutional science news, especially news from the consortium website 
of Futurity, adopts popular culture resources and practices in news making to create a 
type of ‘scifotainment’ to reach to a wider audience. Reaching to a wider range of 
audience groups, however, does not necessarily guarantee a positive effect in 
popularizing science as discussed in Section 7.3.3. ‘Scifotainment’ encourages fast 
consumption of information and thus may cultivate readers’ perception of science as bits-
and-pieces facts rather than science as argument that requires a rigorous process of 
research work, though the latter has traditionally been the goal of science popularization.  
In summary, for the phenomenon of ‘marketization in the name of popularization’ 
investigated in this study, there remains the issue of the extent to which it is desirable that 
the culture and spirit of popularization should be changed, and how much it can be 
changed before popularization loses its distinctive character. The core issue is perhaps the 
striking of a balance between market orientation, on the one hand, and the protection of 
traditional values in and aspirations of the science popularization culture, on the other. 
The colonization by marketization of science popularization discourse, be it good or bad 
practice, is inevitable within the wider contemporary socio-cultural climate. The long 
term effects on science presentation, research and society in general remains to be an 
issue for further exploration.   
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8.3.2 Contributions and implications for SF-MDA and genre theories 
This thesis not only contributes to the field of science communication, but to the field of 
multimodal discourse analysis as well. This thesis applies theories of SF-MDA and genre 
in the analyses of science news as ‘hypermodal’ discourse. As far as SF-MDA is 
concerned, the research reported here is an application rather than a development of the 
theory. But for genre theory, the reported research extends it to hypertextual discourse.  
Lemke (2005) remarks that: 
Genre theory grew up just at the end of the modernist era when we had the luxury 
of describing and analyzing relatively settled and stable genres, corresponding to 
relatively settled, if not entirely stable, institutions. Now I think we are well 
across the threshold into a successor era in which the primary task of genre theory 
will be to identify and describe emergent new quasi- or semi-genres that will be 
more protean in their functions and less tied to institutional requirements. (p. 55) 
 
It is controversial whether the notion of genre developed in linear and non-
dynamic print texts is applicable to hypertextual texts that are non-linear and dynamic as 
discussed in Section 3.2.2.3. In this study, it is argued that the concept of genre is 
applicable to hypertextual texts, provided that it is extended to address forms of 
hypertextual elements of texts.  
Genre theories are extended to hypertextual genres by adopting the two 
dimensional model proposed by Askehave & Nielsen (2005) for the analysis of news 
page in the corpus. The model was original proposed for analyzing homepages, which is 
a ‘novel genre’ making use of the specific affordances of the internet (Shepherd & 
Watters, 1998) and with evident navigating potentials for directing readers into the site. 
In this study, it is suggested that online news genres, both the homepage and news page, 
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can be analyzed in terms of the reading dimension (reading-as-such) and the navigating 
dimension (action potentials by linking). By analyzing these two dimensions in online 
news, this study finds that online news has evolved into a genre which is different from 
its print counterparts with regards to the accessibility and communicative purposes 
enabled by hyperlinks.  
Firstly, it is suggested in this study that hypertextual properties introduce new 
dimensions of access, which are not achievable in the print medium. At an early stage of 
online news in the 1990s and early 2000s, news was presented as a list of headlines on 
the homepage and dimensions of news access were considered to be lost as compared 
with its print counterpart (Bateman, et al., 2007). Since the mid 2000s, some dimensions 
have been gradually restored with advancement in technology. For example, “newsbite” 
and “newsbit” (Knox, 2009a) as newly emerged genres on newspaper homepages restore 
the dimension of news value in print news (see Section 7.2.3.2.1). Besides restoring the 
accessibility of the print medium, the technology also makes possible the emergence of 
new dimensions, which are examined in the thesis, contributing to our understanding of 
online news.  
Among the six-category dimensions of news access proposed in the study (see 
Section 7.2.3), only the two dimensions of news value and topic are inherited from print 
news, the rest of them (interactivity, search and tag, news source, and personalization) 
are new and inherent to the web medium. These new dimensions of access could make 
news ‘less news like’ in the sense of “delivering ‘news as it happens’” (Bateman, et al., 
2007, p. 171). Online news, however, is no longer the same as its printing counterpart. As 
observed by de Semir (2010): 
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 the normal way in which people access information … is being pushed aside by 
new channels and media, … and by a gradual change in the attitude of the public 
in terms of how to consume information and, in general culture. The use of the 
verb ‘consume’ in this context is completely deliberate because it reflects a 
profound change of habits in our society, in which traditional journalism of 
intermediation between those who know and those who don’t is give way to 
simple content providers (p. 3).  
 
The criteria of news accessibility, therefore, have been modified and extended in the 
study to address features that have emerged in online news as an evolving genre.  
Secondly, hyperlinks are fulfilling communicative functions that are otherwise not 
achievable in the print medium, making online science news a genre different from print 
science news. In analyzing the navigating dimension of online science news, a three-term 
categorization of hyperlinks has been proposed in this thesis: expansion, resource and 
interaction (see Section 4.3.1.3.1). The use of different types of link is purpose driven 
(see Section 4.3.1.3.2), and hyperlinks can thus be considered as a type of semiotic 
resource and a generic component of online news.  
Meanwhile, hyperlinks are increasingly integrated into visual and verbal resources 
in meaning construal. In the Futurity website, the use of hyperlinks contributes to the 
emergence of the ‘hypermodal nucleus’ (see Section 7.3.2) in the news page. In the 
hypermodal nucleus, interaction links for sharing are used, which have significant impact 
on the semiotic construct of the hypermodal nucleus. With the interaction links, the rest 
of the components in the nucleus (the headline, the image, the university attribution, the 
verbal lead and the caption) are crafted in a way that the whole nucleus is readily 
designed for sharing via the links. It is crafted to cater to the information consumption 
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style of the ‘sharing’ readers: the image is aesthetically appealing, the headline is 
sensationalized, and the verbal texts are within the limits of readers’ attention.   
The analyses of generic features in the reading dimension find “genre mixing” 
(Bhatia, 1997) to be a prevalent phenomenon. For the structure of verbal stories, it is a 
mix of those of news and research articles (see Chapter 5). Meanwhile, mass media 
websites adopt the story of press releases from university websites and use them without 
much additional reportage, blurring the line between the genres of press release and news. 
As far as the use of images is concerned, images from image banks that tend to be used in 
genres of entertainment are used in science news to create a type of ‘scifotainment’ (see 
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7).  
Genre mixing and blending have recently become common phenomena in the 
print medium (Bhatia, 1997, 2004), and such phenomena are getting more prevalent in 
the age of internet (Catenaccio, 2007; Crowston, 2010; Garzone, 2007). Partially, this 
could be attributed to the fluidity of the internet medium. As observed by Lemke (2005):  
genres are not what they used to be … people cross institutional and genre 
boundaries on shorter and shorter timescales … we are increasingly not only 
hybridize formerly insulted genres, but we now also make meaning along our 
traversal across traditional genres. Genres are becoming units, raw materials for 
flexible trans-generic constructions: resources for meaning in new, externally-
oriented sense. (p. 45) 
 
It has also been found from the data that institutional and mass media websites 
differ greatly in the utilization of non-verbal resources such as hyperlinks and images, but 
much less significantly in the verbal story. This suggests that for this ‘emergent genre’ 
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with hypertextual properties, non-verbal resources are becoming increasingly crucial 
generic components.  
In summary, it can be concluded from the investigation of online science news in 
this study that the notion of genre is applicable to hypermodal discourse. For hypermodal 
genres, hypertextual resources function as importantly as, if not more than, visual and 
verbal resources in meaning construal. Genre studies of hypermodal discourse, therefore, 
should address the navigating potentials.   
8.4 Limitations and directions for future research  
In this section, limitations of the study are discussed and future directions provided. 
Limitations will be discussed in terms of data, analysis, the generalizability of findings, 
and tools for managing web data.  
The first limitation is about the representativeness of the data. The corpus is 
collected mainly for comparison between science news from institutional and mass media 
websites. For mass media websites, the website of MSNBC as one of the most popular 
mass media news websites is chosen as a representative website. The representativeness 
of MSNBC for mass media websites, however, remains an open question. It was not 
possible to include more than one mass media website in the study because the project 
does not focus on news reporting of ground-breaking research events and it is most 
unlikely for daily research events to be consistently reported in different mass media 
websites at the same time. To ensure the number of the data sets for comparison, only 
MSNBC is chosen. 
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MSNBC is featured with its extensive multimedia application in news reporting, 
which means it applies multimedia to a greater extent than other mass media websites. 
The discussion of the news features and genre properties of MSNBC, therefore, may not 
be applicable to science news from other mass media websites. With regards to findings 
that MSNBC news tends to adopt the verbal stories by universities without additional 
reportage, it could be possible that MSNBC focuses more on the representations of the 
news with non-verbal resources as Futurity does and less on the additional reportage of 
verbal stories. Other news agencies such as New York Times, Chicago Tribune and the 
Washington Post that featured less by multimedia may have additional reportage of the 
stories. Therefore it would be significant to study science news from a number of mass 
media agencies to see whether they conduct additional reportage on university press 
releases.  
The second limitation comes from the fluidity of web genres. The data for 
comparison between institutional and mass media websites was collected between 
October 2009 and September 2010. During the data collection period, changes in the 
application of non-verbal semiotic resources were taking place. For example, the 
interaction links for rating was put into use in Futurity. The changing poses challenges to 
the generalization of findings, as remarked by Haas & Grams (2000): “analyzing format, 
genres, and the design conventions that go into web pages is tricky because the 
underlying technology, and therefore the design possibilities, are constantly changing” (p. 
190). Findings reported in this thesis, therefore, are historical to some extent. In future 
research, it would be interesting to put the current findings to a larger landscape of online 
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science news to find out what kind of representational practices have changed and which 
have been maintained, and the rationales for any changes.  
Thirdly, the functional analyses conducted in the study are not free of the issue of 
subjectivity. As acknowledged by Beyers (2006), “studying elements such as multimedia, 
interactivity, and hypertext is never free of interpretation and subjectivity on the part of 
the encoder(s)” (p. 237). Similarly, Haas & Grams (2000) observe that “analyzing author 
intentions and readers’ goals is similarly difficult because of the increasingly wide range 
of uses to which this multifaceted entity that we call the Web can be put” (p. 190). 
To solve the problem, Askehave & Swales (2001) suggest to gather contextual 
data such as author or designer’s perspectives in determining the functions and 
communicative purpose of texts. Candlin (2006) also recommends to enrich such analysis 
with a “ethnographically motivated dimension which draws on qualitative evidence from 
participants’ narrative and accounts with particular attention given to their conditions of 
production and reception” (p. 18). For the current project, however, it was not possible to 
obtain contextual data of insiders’ perspectives. A number of attempts were made to seek 
the possibility of conducting field work on the Futurity website or interview via emails 
with the editors of Futurity, which, however, were unsuccessful. Attempts to establish 
contact with journalists from MSNBC were also unsuccessful.   
Fourthly, tools for managing web data can be improved. The current project uses 
the add-on ScrapBook of the free software Firefox for archiving and annotating the web 
data, which generally meets our needs of data collection and analysis. Nevertheless, a 
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number of requirements can be suggested from the study for developing software for 
managing web data.  
The first requirement is to archive a webpage together with web pages anchored 
by selected links on the web page because hyperlinks are crucial semantic components in 
web genres. At the moment, web data is generally archived in two ways: as a whole 
website and as a specific page. Website archival can arrange the downloaded site by the 
original site’s relative link-structure and the researcher can browse the site from link to 
link as if one is viewing it online. Such an archival, however, is not very practical 
because it takes a huge amount of storage space for one website. Web data can be 
archived as specific pages as undertaken in this study. The archived web page can be 
displayed as it is on the internet and hyperlinks on the page can be kept active. But 
keeping the links active does not guarantee the anchored web pages of the links are 
accessible indefinitely. Once the anchored web pages are removed from the internet 
(which is very often the case), it is not possible to investigate the meanings of the links. 
Therefore, it is suggested that linked web pages can be archived selectively, as shown in 
Figure 8.1. The page on the left of Figure 8.1 is a web page collected in a corpus, on 
which there are a number of links. But only a few of them are relevant to a research 
project (in the example, Links 3, 6 and 8) and hence needed to be archived.  
Such a function enables researchers to archive the appropriate amount of web data 
that is useful to their research purposes without being troubled by either the 
disappearance of some linked web pages or an enormous amount of useless data. The 
function becomes increasingly essential as hyperlinks are becoming ubiquitous and 
functions of hyperlinks are getting diversified in this web era.  




 Figure 8.1 Archiving web pages anchored by selected links 
The second requirement is to make annotations of web pages searchable and 
ready for statistical analysis. The current project makes annotations on news pages with 
simple tools provided by ScrapBook as shown in Section 3.3.2.1. But the annotations are 
not searchable; neither can they allow any statistical analysis to be performed. The 
annotations were moved to Microsoft Excel for searching and statistical purposes in the 
current project. The separation of first hand annotation and statistics increases hugely the 
workload of the analyst and the risks of error, as well as reducing the capacity for 
understanding the statistics in relation to their source phenomena.   
As pointed out by Smith, Tan, Podlasov, & O’Halloran (2011), the development 
of software for analyzing multimodal data should have three major affordances:  
1) access to the audio, visual, somatic, and other data, in a variety of formats,  
2) the capacity to annotate the data within the same environment in which one 
accesses the data, via an annotation interface, and store these analyses in a 
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3) the capacity to retrieve, interrogate, present and share one’s analyses in a 
variety of ways. Particularly important in this respect is the capacity to 
visualize/auralize analyses in a variety of relations to one another in the 
template interface. (p. 361) 
 
 
Software for web page archiving at the moment can enable the access of web data as it is 
presented in an online context, but with very limited capacity for annotating the archived 
web pages. To my knowledge, the capacity for storing annotations in a database for 
retrieval and further analysis has not been fulfilled by any software so far. This function, 
however, is of great significance if we are to generalize a pattern from “low-level 
expressive phenomena” for “high-level critical insights” (O'Halloran, Tan, Smith, & 
Podlasov, 2011, p. 110), especially for projects involving large amounts of data.  
 In summary, the study reported here has a number of limitations with regards to 
data collection and data analysis. Some limitations point to directions for further research, 
while others are inevitable and currently insoluble. The study also recommends a number 
of functionalities of software to be developed for managing web data.  
8.5 Conclusion  
There is growing excitement about emerging opportunities for science news as a type of 
popularization with the revolutionary technology of the internet for information 
transmission. Attempting to understand the rapidly changing textual phenomena and their 
social contexts is a daunting but important task. The current project is an effort in this 
direction. Findings obtained from the project contribute to several perspectives in the 
fields of science communication and multimodal discourse studies.   
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It may be too early to evaluate whether the emerging representations of science 
popularization are positive or negative practices generally, and for specific persons and 
entities such as academic researchers and institutions, and the general public and their 
political representatives who increasingly demand accountability for the research funding 
they provide to such insitutions. Scholars, nonetheless, caution that while we “use all 
communication tools at our disposal to connect with hard-to-reach audiences [for 
science]” (Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009, p. 1774),  
it is crucial that the old-fashioned virtues of good journalism – accurate 
information, multiple sources, context over controversy, and editorial 
independence – not be lost in the enthusiasm for communicating content in novel 
ways (Russell, 2009, p. 1491).  
 
More research is needed to explore whether good science journalism is lost in the 
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Appendix I Sources of the news 
No.  News title Source 
SC1U Nearly half of all U.S. children will use 
food stamps, says poverty expert 
http://news.wustl.edu/news/Pages/15000.aspx 
SC1F Food insecurity growing issue for kids http://futurity.org/society-culture/food-insecurity-growing-issue-for-kids/ 
SC1M Estimate: Half of kids will get food 
stamps 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33591333/ 
SC2U Shifting Blame is Socially Contagious http://www.usc.edu/uscnews/newsroom/news_release.php?id=614 
SC2F Viral case of the blame game http://futurity.org/society-culture/viral-case-of-the-blame-game/ 
SC2M Passing the buck: Blaming others is 
contagious 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34940422/ns/health-behavior/ 
SC3U First Impressions Count When Making 
Personality Judgments, New Research 
Shows  
http://www.utexas.edu/news/2009/11/03/impressions_personality/ 
SC3F First impressions sometimes say it all http://futurity.org/society-culture/first-impressions-sometimes-say-it-all/ 
SC3M What your Facebook photo says about 
you 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33796525/ 
SC4U Loneliness can be contagious, study finds http://news.uchicago.edu/news.php?asset_id=1796 
SC4F Loneliness can be infectious http://futurity.org/society-culture/loneliness-can-be-infectious/ 
SC4M Loneliness can be contagious, new study 
finds 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34209727/ 
SC5U Archaeological project seeks clues about 
dawn of urban civilization in Middle 
East  
http://news.uchicago.edu/news.php?asset_id=1936 
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SC5F Prehistoric high society embraced city 
living 
http://futurity.org/top-stories/prehistoric-high-society-embraced-city-living/ 
SC5M Lost city in Syria predates the wheel http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36203947/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
SC6U Female teachers can transfer fear of 
math and undermine girls' math 
performance  
http://news.uchicago.edu/news.php?asset_id=1850 
SC6F Girls learn lesson in math anxiety http://futurity.org/society-culture/girls-learn-lesson-in-math-anxiety/ 
SC6M Girls’ math fears may start with female 
teachers  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35063736/ns/health-kids_and_parenting/ 
SC7U Couples who say "we" have a better shot 
at resolving conflicts 
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2010/01/27_couple_we_ness.shtml 
SC7F ‘We’ factor: The language of love http://futurity.org/society-culture/we-factor-the-language-of-love/ 
SC7M Love's language: Couples who say ‘we’ 
happier  
http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/35261776/ns/health-behavior/ 
SC8U Mom's favoritism tied to adult 
depression 
http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/June10/MomsFavorites.html 
SC8F It’s depressing when moms pick favorites http://futurity.org/society-culture/its-depressing-when-moms-pick-favorites/ 
SC8M Mom's favoritism stings, even for adults  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37984149/ns/health-kids_and_parenting 
SC9U Income disparity leads to cheating http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/Aug10/InfidelityStudy.html 
SC9F Men who earn less, cheat more http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/men-who-earn-less-cheat-more/ 
SC9M Guys more likely to cheat on high-
earning women  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38720767 
SC10U Mayan king’s tomb discovered in 
Guatemala  
http://news.brown.edu/pressreleases/2010/07/tomb 
SC10F Mayan treasures discovered in king’s 
tomb 
http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/mayan-treasures-discovered-in-kings-tomb/ 
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SC10M Tomb of ancient Mayan king discovered  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38310459/ 
SC11U Women Attracted to Men in Red, 
Research Shows  
http://www.rochester.edu/news/show.php?id=3663 
SC11F Gals go gaga over guys in red http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/gals-go-gaga-over-guys-in-red/ 
SC11M Want to turn on the ladies? Wear red http://bodyodd.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2010/08/03/4803136-want-to-turn-on-the-
ladies-wear-red 
SC12U U of M research finds ovulating women 
unconsciously buy sexier clothing to 
outdo attractive women  
http://www1.umn.edu/news/news-releases/2010/UR_CONTENT_237207.html 
SC12F Ovulating women dress to impress http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/ovulating-women-dress-to-
impress%e2%80%94but-who/ 
SC12M Women's behavior linked to ... 
ovulation?  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38755436/ 
SC13U Ancient brewers tapped antibiotic secrets http://esciencecommons.blogspot.com/2010/08/ancient-brew-masters-tapped-
drug.html 
SC13F Ancient beer brewed to include antibiotic http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/ancient-beer-brewed-to-include-antibiotic/ 
SC13M Ancient Nubians drank antibiotic-laced 
beer  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38990966/ 
SC14U Most Influential Tweeters of All  http://www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/stories/2010/09/pulse-of-the-tweeters.html 
SC14F Website ranks Twitter users by influence http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/website-ranks-twitter-users-by-influence/ 
SC14M Website ranks most influential tweeters  http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/39324934 
SC15U Why Americans believe Obama is a 
Muslim  
http://news.msu.edu/story/8231/&topic_id=10 
SC15F Why Americans believe Obama is a 
Muslim 
http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/why-americans-believe-obama-is-a-muslim/ 
SC15M Clues to Obama's Muslim Problem  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38952830/ 
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SC16U Teacher performance pay alone does not 
raise student test scores  
http://news.vanderbilt.edu/2010/09/teacher-performance-pay/ 
SC16F Does bonus pay raise student scores? http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/does-bonus-pay-raise-student-scores/ 
SC16M Study: Teacher bonuses don't raise test 
scores  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39292210/ns/us_news-life/ 
SC17U Baby boomers raise midlife suicide rate http://esciencecommons.blogspot.com/2010/09/baby-boomers-raise-midlife-suicide-
rate.html 
SC17F Boomers raise midlife suicide rate http://www.futurity.org/society-culture/boomers-raise-midlife-suicide-rate/ 
SC17M Middle-aged suicides on rise in U.S., 
study finds  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39387813/ 
 
EE1U BoarCroc, RatCroc, DogCroc, 
DuckCroc, PancakeCroc  
http://news.uchicago.edu/news.php?asset_id=1783 
EE1F Bizarre band of paleo-crocs http://futurity.org/top-stories/bizarre-band-of-paleo-crocs-unearthed/ 
EE1M Strange ancient crocodiles swam the 
Sahara  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34040635/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
EE2U Acid test: UNC study reveals both losers 
and winners of CO2-induced ocean 
acidification 
http://uncnews.unc.edu/content/view/3141/74/ 
EE2F Jumbo shellfish rule in acidic oceans http://futurity.org/earth-environment/jumbo-shellfish-rule-in-acidic-oceans/ 
EE2M Study: More CO2 in seas helps some 
shells  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34244057/ns/us_news-environment/ 
EE3U New Meat-Eating Dinosaur Alters 
Evolutionary Tree  
http://www.utexas.edu/news/2009/12/10/meat_eating_dinosaur/ 
EE3F Meat-eating dino alters evolutionary tree http://futurity.org/science-technology/meat-eating-dino-alters-evolutionary-tree/ 
EE3M Discovery reveals where dinosaurs http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34366719/ 




EE4U Scientists witness for first time magma 
streaming from volcano in deep ocean  
http://uwnews.org/article.asp?Search=volcano&articleid=54413 
EE4F On video: Seafloor volcano spews 
magma 
http://futurity.org/earth-environment/on-video-seafloor-volcano-spews-magma/ 
EE4M Scientists watch deep-sea volcano 
explode  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34469428/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
EE5U Oldest Measurement of Earth's Magnetic 
Field Reveals History of Battle Between 
Sun and Earth for Our Atmosphere  
http://www.rochester.edu/news/show.php?id=3558 
EE5F Sun pummeled Earth’s wimpy magnetic 
field 
http://futurity.org/earth-environment/sun-pummeled-earths-weak-magnetic-field/ 
EE5M Earth raised shield earlier than thought  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35716555/ 
EE6U Brown Geologists Show Unprecedented 
Warming in Lake Tanganyika  
http://news.brown.edu/pressreleases/2010/05/tanganyika 
EE6F Warming threatens one of world’s oldest 
lakes 
http://futurity.org/earth-environment/warming-threatens-one-of-worlds-oldest-lakes/ 
EE6M Africa's lake Tanganyika warming fast, 
life dying  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37178160/ns/us_news-environment/ 
EE7U Ice sheet melt identified as trigger of Big 
Freeze 
http://www.shef.ac.uk/mediacentre/2010/1583.html 
EE7F Ice sheet melt triggered ancient Big 
Freeze 
http://futurity.org/top-stories/ice-sheet-melt-triggered-ancient-big-freeze/ 
EE7M Mega-flood triggered cooling 13,000 
years ago  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36125967/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
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EE8U Caltech Geologist Investigates Canyon 
Carved in Just Three Days in Texas 
Flood  
http://media.caltech.edu/press_releases/13357 
EE8F Flood forms canyon in 3 days http://futurity.org/earth-environment/megaflood-forms-canyon-in-3-days/ 
EE8M Canyons form quickly, recent gusher 
suggests  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37876895/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
EE9U Ice Core Drilling Effort Involving CU-
Boulder Should Help Assess Abrupt 
Climate Change Risks  
http://colorado.edu/news/r/4a0713b96d5cb90a79319c55b1e39af8.html 




EE9M Expedition finds ancient bedrock 
beneath ice 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38580586/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
EE10U Couch potatoes of the animal kingdom  http://news.wustl.edu/news/Pages/20980.aspx 
EE10F Orangutans rule as couch potato kings http://www.futurity.org/earth-environment/orangutans-rule-as-couch-potato-kings/ 
EE10M Orangutans are more efficient than we 
are 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38530651/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
EE11U New View of Tectonic Plates  http://media.caltech.edu/press_releases/13375 
EE11F Computer models shake up plate 
tectonics 
http://www.futurity.org/earth-environment/computer-models-shake-up-plate-tectonic/ 
EE11M Computers take a closer look inside the 
Earth  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38869421/ns/technology_and_science-innovation/ 
EE12U Unusual feed supplement could ease 
greenhouse gassy cows 
http://live.psu.edu/story/48055 
EE12F Dash of oregano curbs cow burps http://www.futurity.org/earth-environment/dash-of-oregano-curbs-cow-burps/ 
EE12M Herb quells cows' methane-laden belches http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39083191/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
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EE13U Study: Women more likely than men to 
accept global warming  
http://news.msu.edu/story/8284/ 




EE13M Women Agree with Science on Global 
Warming More Than Men Do  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39181206/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
 
HM1U UF study: Exercise improves body image 
for fit and unfit alike 
http://news.ufl.edu/2009/10/08/weekend-warriors/ 




HM1M Just a little exercise can boost body 
image  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33228572/ns/health-skin_and_beauty/ 
HM2U NYU Researchers Develop Non-Invasive 
Technique to Rewrite Fear Memories 
http://www.nyu.edu/about/news-
publications/news/2009/12/09/nyu_researchers_develop_non.html 
HM2F Rewriting memories to erase fear http://futurity.org/health-medicine/rewriting-memories-to-erase-fear/ 
HM2M Bad memories wiped away with unique 
therapy  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34370302 
HM3U Early intervention for toddlers with 
autism highly effective, study finds  
http://uwnews.org/article.asp?articleID=53914 
HM3F Early approach helps toddlers with 
autism 
http://futurity.org/health-medicine/early-approach-helps-toddlers-with-autism/ 
HM3M Early treatment may help kids with 
autism  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34198284/ns/health-mental_health/ 
HM4U Aerobic Exercise Relieves Insomnia  http://www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/stories/2010/09/aerobic-exercise-relieves-
insomnia.html 
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HM4F Get sweaty to get some sleep http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/get-sweaty-to-get-some-sleep/ 
HM4M For good sleep, don't count sheep  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39379780/ns/health-fitness/ 
HM5U Rochester Study Connects Workplace 
Turmoil, Stress and Obesity  
http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/news/story/index.cfm?id=2803 
HM5F Obesity adds new twist on job growth http://futurity.org/health-medicine/obesity-new-twist-on-job-growth/ 
HM5M Job stress can make you fat  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36102036 
HM6U Researchers find genetic variants linked 
to smoking behaviors  
ttp://www.unchealthcare.org/site/newsroom/news/2010/April/smoking-behaviors-
genetics 
HM6F Smoking addiction may be in the genes http://futurity.org/health-medicine/smoking-addiction-may-be-in-the-genes/ 
HM6M Genes affect smoking behavior, lung 
cancer risk  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36785615 
HM7U Higher Amounts of Added Sugars 
Increase Heart Disease Risk Factors 
http://shared.web.emory.edu/whsc/news/releases/2010/04/higher-amounts-of-added-
sugars-increase-heart-disease-risk-factors.html 
HM7F Sweet tooth may be bad for the heart http://futurity.org/top-stories/sweet-tooth-may-be-bad-for-the-heart/ 
HM7M Too much sugar increases heart disease 
risk  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36675390/ns/health-heart_health/ 
HM8U Facial Aging is More Than Skin Deep  http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/news/story/index.cfm?id=2800 
HM8F Sagging skin and bones as we age http://futurity.org/health-medicine/sagging-skin-and-bones-as-we-age/ 
HM8M Age giveaway? Your jaw, plastic 
surgeons say 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36142691/ns/health/ 
HM9U Intestinal Bacteria Drive Obesity and 




HM9F Are belly bacteria making us overeat? http://futurity.org/health-medicine/are-belly-bacteria-making-us-overeat/ 
HM9M Could germs be making you fat?  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35715296/ns/health/ 
HM10U Brain Plaques May Explain Higher Risk http://communications.med.nyu.edu/news/2010/brain-plaques-may-explain-higher-
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of Alzheimer’s Disease Based on 
Mother’s History  
risk-alzheimer%E2%80%99s-disease-based-mother%E2%80%99s-history 
HM10F More plaques in children of Alzheimer’s 
patients 
http://futurity.org/health-medicine/more-plaques-in-children-of-alzheimers-patients/ 
HM10M Brain scans may reveal early 
Alzheimer’s 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35879796/ns/health/ 
HM11U U-M scientists identify reservoirs where 
HIV-infected cells can lie in wait  
http://www2.med.umich.edu/prmc/media/newsroom/details.cfm?ID=1502 
HM11F HIV cells’ secret hideout discovered http://futurity.org/health-medicine/hiv-cells-secret-hideout-discovered/ 
HM11M Report: AIDS virus hides in bone 
marrow  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35762453/ns/health-aids/ 
HM12U Aging Motorcyclists Hit the Road, But at 
Greater Risk of Injury, Death  
http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/news/story/index.cfm?id=2813 
HM12F Senior road warriors losing the safety 
battle 
http://futurity.org/health-medicine/senior-road-warriors-losing-the-safety-battle/ 
HM12M Aging bikers at greater risk of injury, 
death  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36215164 
HM13U Popular Autism Diet Does Not 
Demonstrate Behavioral Improvement  
http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/news/story/index.cfm?id=2860 
HM13F Autism not alleviated by restricted diet http://futurity.org/health-medicine/autism-not-alleviated-by-restricted-diet/ 
HM13M Wheat-free diet no help for autism  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37238121/ns/health-kids_and_parenting/ 
HM14U Spouse who care for partners with 
dementia at sixfold higher rise of same 
fate  
http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/Press_releases/2010/05_05_10.html 
HM14F Caregiving spouses at higher risk for 
dementia 
http://futurity.org/health-medicine/caregiving-spouses-at-higher-risk-for-dementia/ 
HM14M If spouse has dementia, your risk rises http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36975938/ns/health-aging/ 




HM15U Yale Scientists Implant Regenerated 
Lung Tissue in Rats 
http://opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7635 
HM15F Engineered lungs act like the real thing http://futurity.org/health-medicine/engineered-lungs-act-like-the-real-thing/ 
HM15M Lab-grown lungs? Scientists making 
progress  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37902129/ns/health-health_care/ 
HM16U Biomaterial for post-op wounds http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/June10/PutnamBiomaterial.html 
HM16F Tanning ingredient ‘glues’ post-op 
wounds 
http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/tanner-ingredient-glues-post-op-wounds/ 




HM17U Disappearing Needles: Vaccine-Delivery 
Patch with Dissolving Microneedles 
Eliminates "Sharps" Waste and 
Improves Protection  
http://shared.web.emory.edu/emory/news/releases/2010/07/disappearing-needles-
vaccine-delivery-patch-with-dissolving-microneedles.html 
HM17F Melting needles make vaccines painless http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/melting-needles-make-vaccines-painless/ 
HM17M Microneedles may take the ouch out of 
flu shots  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38301183/ns/health-cold_and_flu/ 
HM18U Tongue Piercing May Cause Gapped 
Teeth, According to UB Study  
http://www.buffalo.edu/news/11585 
HM18F Tongue studs can cause dental divide http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/tongue-studs-can-cause-a-dental-divide/ 




HM19U Ancient Chinese Herbal Recipe Eases 
Side Effects of Chemotherapy 
http://www.opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7691 
HM19F Chinese herbs ease chemo side effects http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/chinese-herbs-ease-chemo-side-effects/ 
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HM19M Ancient brew may reduce gut damage 
after chemotherapy  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38757684/ns/health-cancer/ 
HM20U Prenatal pesticide exposure linked to 
attention problems in preschool-aged 
children 
http://newscenter.berkeley.edu/2010/08/19/pesticide/ 
HM20F ADHD links back to early pesticide 
exposure 
http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/adhd-links-back-to-early-pesticide-exposure/ 
HM20M ADHD risk tied to prenatal pesticide 
exposure  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38763223/ns/health-kids_and_parenting/ 
HM21U Yale Team Finds a Genetic Rarity: A 
Mutation That Restores Health 
http://opac.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7702 
HM21F Gene mutation behaving (not so) badly http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/gene-mutation-behaving-not-so-badly/ 




HM22U Starvation keeps sleep-deprived fly brain 
sharp 
http://news.wustl.edu/news/Pages/21059.aspx 
HM22F Stay hungry to stay awake http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/stay-hungry-to-stay-awake/ 
HM22M Sleepy? Hunger might help you stay 
awake  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38953920/ns/health-behavior/ 
HM23U Mental maturity scan tracks brain 
development  
http://news.wustl.edu/news/Pages/21095.aspx 
HM23F Scan developing brain for signs of 
trouble 
http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/scan-developing-brain-for-signs-of-trouble/ 
HM23M 5-Minute Scan Reveals Brain Maturity http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39082322/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
HM24U ADHD’s genetic link http://www.cf.ac.uk/news/articles/adhds-genetic-link-5492.html 
HM24F ADHD kids have different DNA http://www.futurity.org/health-medicine/adhd-kids-have-different-dna/ 
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HM24M Kids with ADHD may have missing DNA http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39420124/ns/health-kids_and_parenting/ 
 
ST1U Longer toes, unique ankle structure aid 
sprinters 
http://live.psu.edu/story/42668 
ST1F Are sprinters born or made? http://futurity.org/science-technology/are-sprinters-born-or-made/ 
ST1M Fast runners have shorter heels, longer 
toes  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33551631 
ST2U First Earth-like planet spotted outside 
solar system likely a volcanic wasteland  
http://uwnews.org/article.asp?articleID=54644 
ST2F Far-out rocky planet is volcanic 
wasteland 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/far-out-rocky-planet-is-volcanic-wasteland/ 
ST2M Super-Earth likely to be hellishly 
volcanic  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34737268 
ST3U Yale Researchers Reveal Secrets of Duck 
Sex: It’s All Screwed Up 
http://opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7167 
ST3F Female duck wins screwy tit for tat http://futurity.org/science-technology/female-duck-wins-screwy-tit-for-tat/ 
ST3M How one odd duck says 'no' to sex  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34573421/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST4U Why Humans Outlive Ape Ancestors  http://uscnews.usc.edu/science_technology/why_humans_outlive_ape_ancestors.html 
ST4F Why meat-eating humans outlive apes http://futurity.org/science-technology/why-meat-eating-humans-outlive-apes/ 
ST4M Meat may be the reason humans outlive 
apes  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34433388/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST5U Black hole hunters set new distance 
record 
http://www.shef.ac.uk/mediacentre/2010/1481.html 
ST5F Massive black hole found devouring star http://futurity.org/science-technology/massive-black-hole-found-devouring-star/ 
ST5M Scientists extend black-hole frontier http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35104340 
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ST6U Venomous prehistoric 'raptor' 
discovered by research team from KU 
and China 
http://www.news.ku.edu/2009/december/21/raptors.shtml 
ST6F Alfred Hitchcock meets ‘Jurassic Park’ http://futurity.org/science-technology/alfred-hitchcock-meets-jurassic-park/ 
ST6M Turkey-sized dino packed venom in its 
fangs  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34513955/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST7U For Most Outfielders, Luck Has Nothing 
to Do with Catching Flies  
http://news.brown.edu/pressreleases/2010/01/flyball 
ST7F There’s nothing lucky about catching 
flies 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/theres-nothing-lucky-about-catching-flies/ 
ST7M How to catch a fly ball? Keep an eye on it http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35078915/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST8U Dog genome researchers track paw 
prints of selective breeding  
http://uwnews.org/article.asp?articleID=54922 
ST8F Designer breeds shape dog genome http://futurity.org/science-technology/designer-breeds-shape-dog-genome/ 
ST8M Scientists decode secrets of dog breeding  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34814615/ns/technology_and_science-
science/#.TkIuUFve6So 
ST9U Caltech Researchers Create Highly 
Absorbing, Flexible Solar Cells with 
Silicon Wire Arrays  
http://media.caltech.edu/press_releases/13325 
ST9F Flexible solar cells soak up the sun http://futurity.org/science-technology/flexible-solar-cells-soak-up-the-sun/ 
ST9M New solar cell could be used to make 
clothing  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35430634 
ST10U Genetic variant linked to biological 
ageing 
http://www.kcl.ac.uk/news/news_details.php?news_id=1283&year=2010 
ST10F Genetic variants linked to human aging http://futurity.org/science-technology/genetic-variants-linked-to-human-aging/ 
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ST10M Gene mutation speeds up the aging 
process  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35283618/ns/health-aging/ 
ST11U Rutgers Researchers Show New Security 
Threat Against ‘Smart Phone’ Users 
http://news.rutgers.edu/medrel/news-releases/2010/02/rutgers-researchers-
20100222/medrel_generic_content_type_view 
ST11F Mobile threat for ’smart phone’ users http://futurity.org/science-technology/mobile-threat-for-smart-phone-users/ 
ST11M Malware turns your cell phone against 
you  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35778945 
ST12U Ancient DNA from Rare Fossil Reveals 
that Polar Bears Evolved Recently and 
Adapted Quickly  
http://www.buffalo.edu/news/11011 




ST12M Polar bears survived previous warming  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35650398/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST13U Brown University-Led Team Explains 
How Dinosaurs Rose to Prominence  
http://news.brown.edu/pressreleases/2010/03/dinosaurs 
ST13F Climate mayhem let dinosaurs dominate http://futurity.org/science-technology/climate-mayhem-let-dinosaurs-dominate/ 
ST13M Volcanic eruption opened the door for 
dino rule  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35991582/ns/technology_and_science-
tech_and_gadgets/ 
ST14U New CU-Boulder Hand Bacteria Study 
Holds Promise for Forensics 
Identification  
http://www.colorado.edu/news/r/f7ac86fdf8c68f6ed4b7fb1bd9eeca37.html 
ST14F ID’d by your personal ‘trail of bugs’ http://futurity.org/science-technology/idd-by-your-personal-trail-of-bugs/ 
ST14M Germs may blow the whistle on crooks 
one day  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35878894/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST15U Cat brain: A step toward the electronic 
equivalent 
http://www.ns.umich.edu/htdocs/releases/story.php?id=7633 
ST15F Supercomputer built to ‘run’ like a cat http://futurity.org/science-technology/computer-built-to-run-like-a-cat/ 
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ST15M Cat brain inspires computers of the 
future 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36605027/ns/technology_and_science-innovation/ 
ST16U Genome Sequence Marks Big Leap 
Forward for Frog Researchers  
http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/news/story/index.cfm?id=2831 
ST16F Frog genome teeming with ‘jumping 
genes’ 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/frog-genome-teeming-with-jumping-genes/ 
ST16M Frogs much like humans, genetically 
speaking  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36854955/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST17U New Bony-Skulled Dinosaur Species 
Discovered in Texas 
http://www.opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7473 
ST17F Dog-sized dino species discovered in 
Texas 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/dog-sized-dino-species-discovered-in-texas/ 
ST17M Head-ramming dino had ‘gears’ in skull  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36644340/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST18U Astronomers take close-up pictures of 
mysterious dark object 
http://www.ns.umich.edu/htdocs/releases/story.php?id=7621 
ST18F Pictures reveal binary star’s dark 
companion 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/pictures-reveal-binary-stars-dark-companion/ 
ST18M Secrets of a shady star system revealed  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36231242/ns/technology_and_science-space/ 
ST19U International Team of Biologists Breathe 
New Life Into Ancient Mammoth Blood  
http://www.cmu.edu/news/archive/2010/May/may2_mammothprotein.shtml 
ST19F It’s alive! Mammoth blood resurrected http://futurity.org/science-technology/its-alive-mammoth-blood-resurrected/ 
ST19M Mammoth blood revived through 
bacteria 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36916619/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST20U UF engineering researcher: Cell phones 
could double as night vision devices 
http://news.ufl.edu/2010/05/04/night-led/ 
ST20F Is night vision the next mobile must-
have? 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/is-night-vision-the-next-mobile-must-have/ 
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ST20M Night vision coming to cell phones, 
eyeglasses  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/36783775/ns/technology_and_science-innovation/ 
ST21U "Out of Whack" Planetary System 
Offers Clues to a Disturbing Past  
http://www.utexas.edu/news/2010/05/24/mcdonald_planetary_system/ 
ST21F Wacky planetary system hints to violent 
past 
http://futurity.org/science-technology/wacky-planetary-system-hints-to-violent-past/ 
ST21M Planets gone wild http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2010/05/24/4351098-planets-gone-wild 
ST22U Planetary Scientists Solve 40-year-old 
Mysteries of Mars’ Northern Ice Cap 
http://www.jsg.utexas.edu/news/rels/052610.html 
ST22F Mysteries of Martian ice cap solved http://futurity.org/top-stories/mysteries-of-martian-ice-cap-solved/ 
ST22M Mystery spirals on Mars finally 
explained 
http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/37359961/ns/technology_and_science-space/ 
ST23U Dinosaur-Chewing Mammals Leave 
Behind Oldest Known Tooth Marks 
http://www.opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7627 
ST23F Ancient bite marks reveal taste for bones http://futurity.org/science-technology/ancient-bite-marks-reveal-taste-for-bones/ 
ST23M Chomp! Mammals chewed on dinosaur 
bones  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37902339/ 
ST24U Mojoceratops: New Dinosaur Species 
Named for Flamboyant Frill 
http://www.opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=7644 
ST24F New ‘mojo’ dinosaur named for ‘frill’ http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/new-mojo-dinosaur-named-for-frill/ 
ST24M Newly discovered dinosaur is 
'Mojoceratops'  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38156772/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST25U Making the Invisible Visible: Verbal 
Cues Enhance Visual Detection, Says 
Penn Researcher  
http://www.upenn.edu/pennnews/news/making-invisible-visible-verbal-not-visual-
cues-enhance-visual-detection-says-penn-researcher 
ST25F Hearing helps us see what we can’t see http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/hearing-helps-us-see-what-we-cant-see/ 
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ST25M Language can help you see the invisible  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38243500/ns/health-behavior/ 
ST26U Researchers track moons embedded in 
Saturn's rings 
http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/July10/CassiniPropellors.html 
ST26F Why track Saturn’s ‘propeller moons’? http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/why-track-saturns-propeller-moons/ 
ST26M Giant propeller structures seen in 
Saturn's rings  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38154194/ns/technology_and_science-space/ 
ST27U Pitt Team Designs Artificial Cells That 
Communicate and Cooperate Like 
Biological Cells, Follow Each Other Like 
Ants  
http://www.news.pitt.edu/news/pitt-team-designs-artificial-cells 




ST27M Virtual cells cooperate like ants  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38384798/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST28U Caltech Astronomer Finds Planets in 
Unusually Intimate Dance around Dying 
Star  
http://media.caltech.edu/press_releases/13366 
ST28F Alien planets dance around dying star http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/alien-planets-dance-around-dying-star/ 
ST28M Alien planets locked in close embrace http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38454259/ns/technology_and_science-space/ 
ST29U Reading Terrorists' Minds About 
Imminent Attack  
http://www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/stories/2010/07/brainwaves.html 
ST29F Could brain waves help stop terrorists? http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/could-brain-waves-help-stop-terrorists/ 
ST29M Mind-reading tech predicts terrorist's 
intentions  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38676122/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST30U 15,000 Beams of Light  http://www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/stories/2010/08/pen-skylines-
nanotechnology.html 
ST30F Beam pens write nanotech’s next chapter http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/beam-pens-write-nanotechs-next-chapter/ 
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ST30M 'Beam pen' may produce more powerful 
processors  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38528072/ns/technology_and_science-innovation/ 
ST31U Ancient Galaxy Cluster Still Producing 
Stars 
http://tamunews.tamu.edu/2010/08/18/ancient-galaxy-cluster-still-producing-stars/ 




ST31M Some ancient galaxies had wild youth  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38992753/ns/technology_and_science-space/ 
ST32U Engineers make artificial skin out of 
nanowires 
http://newscenter.berkeley.edu/2010/09/12/eskin/ 
ST32F Artificial skin made from nanowires http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/artificial-skin-made-from-nanowires/ 
ST32M Artificial 'skin' detects gentle touch  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39133423/ns/health-skin_and_beauty/ 
ST33U Video Games Lead to Faster Decisions 
that are No Less Accurate  
http://rochester.edu/news/show.php?id=3679 
ST33F Video games speed up reaction time http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/video-games-speed-up-reaction-time/ 
ST33M Video games improve decision-making 
skills  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39154288/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST34U Researchers build ‘artificial ovary’ to 
develop oocytes into mature human eggs  
http://news.brown.edu/pressreleases/2010/09/ovaries 




ST34M Artificial Human Ovary Created  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39403476/ns/technology_and_science-science/ 
ST35U Watch: Scientists identify link between 
introspection and brain structure 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/news-articles/1009/10091604 
ST35F Bigger brain for those who self-reflect http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/bigger-brain-for-those-who-self-reflect/ 
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ST35M Brain’s anatomy predicts level of 
introspection  
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39216668/ns/health-behavior/ 
ST36U Parasitic ‘Warrior Worms' Discovered 
in Snails; UCSB Scientists See Possible 
Biomedical Applications  
http://www.ia.ucsb.edu/pa/display.aspx?pkey=2322 
ST36F Clone warrior worms found in snail http://www.futurity.org/science-technology/clone-warrior-worms-found-in-snails/ 





Appendix II Structural analysis of the verbal stories 
No.  Move-Step 
SC1 U m1s2 m3s1 m4s1 m3s3 m6s1 m2s1 m5s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m6s4 m6s3 m3s3 m6s1 m2s1 m5s1 
M m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m2s1 m4s1 m5s1 m6s1 m6s4 m6s3 
SC2 U m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m3s3 m6s1 m2s1 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 
F m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m3s3 m6s1 m2s1 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 
M m1s2 m2s1 m3s1 m4s2 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 
SC3 U m1s2 m4s2 m3s3 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s3 m7s3 m6s1 
F m1s2 m4s2 m3s3 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s3 m7s3 m6s1 
M m1s2 m2s1 m4s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s2 m6s1 m3s3 m7s3 
SC4 U m1s2 m3s1 m2s1 m3s2 m3s3 m5s1 m5s2 m6s1 m6s3 m6s1 m7s3 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m3s3 m5s1 m5s2 m6s1 m6s3 m6s1 m7s3 m8s1 
M m1s1c m1s2 m3s1 m5s1 m6s1 m6s4 m6s1 m6s3 m6s4 m7s3 
SC5 U m1s2 m3s1 m4s3 m4s1 m7s2 m4s2 m2s1 m4s1 m2s2 m3s2 m6s1 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m4s3 m4s1 m7s2 m4s2 m2s1 m4s1 m2s2 m3s2 m6s1 m8s1 
M m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s3 m4s3 m4s1 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 
SC6 U m1s2 m3s1 m4s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m4s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 m8s1 
M m1s2 m4s1 m3s1 m5s1 m3s3 m6s1 m6s4 m4s2 m4s3 m7s3 m2s1 m6s2 m5s2 m8s1 
SC7 U m1s1c m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m6s3 m6s4 m8s2 
F m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m6s2 m6s1 m6s3 m6s4 
M m1s1d m1s2 m2s1 m3s1 m4s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 
SC8 U m1s2 m2s2 m3s1 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m7s3 m8s2 
F m1s2 m2s2 m3s1 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m7s3 m8s2 
M m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m5s1 m3s3 m5s2 m6s1 m7s3 
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SC9 U m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m6s1 m4s4 m5s1 m7s3 m7s2 
F m1s2 m3s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s1 m6S4 m5S1 m7s3 
M m1s1b m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m5s1 m6s1 m6s4 
SC10 U m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 m3s2 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 
M m1s2 m3s1 m7s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m3s3 
SC11 U m1s1b m1s2 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s3 m8s2 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s3 m3s1 m6s4 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s3 m8s2 
M m1s2 m3s1 m5s1 m6s1 m6s4 
SC12 U m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m6s1 m6s4 m5s3 m6s1 m7s3 
F m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m6s1 m3s3 m6s4 m5s3 m6s1 m7s3 
M m1s2 m2s1 m4s1 m6s3 m7s3 
SC13 U m1s2 m2s2 m3s3 m4s1 m4s2 m5s2 m6s1 m6s2 m6s4 m7s2 
F m1s2 m2s2 m3s3 m4s1 m4s4 m5s2 m6s1 m6s2 m6s4 m7s2 
M m1s2 m2s2 m4s4 m6s1 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 m2s1 
SC14 U m1s1c m1s2 m3s2 m4s3 m5s2 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 m7s3 
F m1s2 m3s2 m4s3 m5s2 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 m7s3 
M m1s1c m1s2 m3s1 m4s3 m5s2 m6s1 m6s2 m6s1 m7s2 m6s2 
SC15 U m1s2 m4s3 m3s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m3s3 
F m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m3s1 m4s1 m2s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m8s2 
M m1s2 m3s1 m4s1 m2s2 m3s3 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m8s2 
SC16 U m1s2 m3s3 m4s2 m3s1 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s4 m3s3 m8s2 m8s1 m3s2 
F m1s2 m4s2 m3s1 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 
M m1s2 m2s2 m3s1 m4s1 m5s1 m7s1 m7s2 m6s4 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 
SC17 U m1s2 m3s3 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m5s1 
F m1s2 m3s3 m3s1 m6s1 m6s4 m5s1 
M m1s2 m3s1 m2s1 m5s1 m6s1 m6s4 
EE1 U m1s2 m3s2 m3s1 m2s2 m3s3 m6s1 m5s3 m8s1 
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F m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m6s1 m5s3 m8s1 
M m1s2 m3s1 m3s1 m6s4 m6s1 m5s3 m3s3 
EE2 U m1s2 m2s2 m6s3 m6s1 m6s4 m5s2 m6s1 m6s4 m8s2 
F m1s2 m2s1 m6s3 m6s4 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 m8s2 m3s3 
M m1s1a m1s2 m6s2 m6s3 m6s4 m3s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 
EE3 U m1s2 m3s3 m3s2 m3s1 m2s2 m4s1 m6s1 m6s4 m5s3 m8s2 m8s1 
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ST29 U m1s1d m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m2s1 m3s2 m5s2 m3s3 m5s3 m7s3 m7s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m2s2 m2s1 m3s2 m5s3 m7s3 m7s1 
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M m1s1d m1s2 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s1 m2s2 m7s3 
ST30 U m1s1d m1s2 m3s3 m2s1 m6s1 m6s3 m6s4 m7s3 m8s1 m8s2 
F m1s2 m2s1 m3s3 m4s1 m4s3 m6s1 m6s3 m6s4 m7s3 m8s1 
M m1s1a m1s2 m2s1 m4s1 m4s3 m6s1 m7s3 
ST31 U m1s2 m3s1 m5s1 m6s1 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 
F m1s2 m5s1 m6s1 m6s2 m6s1 m3s3 m6s4 m7s2 
M m1s2 m3s1 m2s2 m5s1 m6s1 m6s4 m7s2 m3s3 
ST32 U m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m2s2 m2s1 m4s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m8s2 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m2s2 m2s1 m4s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m8s1 
M m1s2 m2s1 m5s3 m7s2 m6s3 
ST33 U m1s2 m2s1 m3s1 m4s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s2 m6s4 m6s3 
F m1s2 m3s1 m3s3 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4  m6s2 m6s4 m6s3 
M m1s2 m4s1 m3s1 m2s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m6s2 m7s3 m3s3 
ST34 U m1s2 m2s2 m3s3 m2s1 m4s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m4s4 m8s1 
F m1s2 m2s1 m3s3 m2s2 m2s1 m4s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m4s4 m8s1 
M m1s2 m2s1 m4s1 m2s2 m4s4 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m3s3 m8s1 
ST35 U m1s1a m1s2 m3s3 m4s1 m4s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 m8s1 
F m1s2 m3s3 m4s1 m4s2 m5s3 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 m8s1 
M m1s2 m6s1 m6s3 m2s2 m6s1 m5s3 m6s1 m6s2 m6s1 m6s4 m7s3 m3s3 
ST36 U m1s2 m3s3 m3s1 m6s1 m7s2 m6s1 m7s3 
F m1s2 m3s3 m3s1 m6s1 m7s2 m6s1 m7s3 





Appendix III Sample analysis of the structure of verbal 
stories 
Starvation keeps sleep-deprived fly brain sharp (HM22U) Move-step 
analysis 
As anyone who has ever struggled to keep his or her eyes open after a big 
meal knows, eating can induce sleepiness.80  
M1S1C 
 
New research in fruit flies suggests that, conversely, being hungry may 
provide a way to stay awake without feeling groggy or mentally 
challenged.  
M1S2 
Scientists at Washington University in St. Louis found that starvation 
allows the need for nourishment to push aside the need for sleep. Like 
humans and rats, fruit flies cannot survive without sleep. But in a line of 
flies engineered to be sensitive to sleep deprivation, starvation nearly 
tripled the amount of time they could survive without sleep. Researchers 
showed that the ability to resist the effects of sleep loss was linked to a 
protein that helps the fruit fly brain manage its storage and use of lipids, a 
class of molecules that includes fats such as cholesterol and fat-soluble 
vitamins such as vitamins A and D. 
M3S1 
“The major drugs we have to either put people to sleep or keep them 
awake are all targeted to a small number of pathways in the brain, all of 
them having to do with neurotransmission,” says Paul Shaw, PhD, 
assistant professor of neurobiology and anatomy. “Modifying lipid 
processing with drugs may provide us with a new way of tackling sleep 
problems that is more effective or has fewer side effects.” 
M2S1 
The study appeared online Aug. 31 in PLoS Biology. M3S3 
The findings add a new wrinkle to the complex relationship between 
sleep and dietary metabolism.   
M6S4 
Scientists recognized about a decade ago that inadequate sleep results 
in obesity and contributes to the development of diabetes and coronary 
disease. Until now, no one had connected genes linked to lipids with 
regulation of the need for sleep. 
M4S2 
                                                 
80 The full-stops do not refer to the end of a paragraph in the web text. The semantic unit of paragraph is 
functioning loosely in the web context, particularly in the current corpus. It is common to have only one 
sentence in a paragraph in web text.  
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Clay Semenkovich, MD, a Washington University lipid expert not 
directly involved in the study, says the results fit into a growing 
awareness that organisms use lipids for much more than energy storage. 
M6S3 
“It’s becoming apparent that fats serve as signaling molecules in a 
number of contexts,” says Semenkovich, the Herbert S. Gasser Professor 
of Medicine. “If you identify the appropriate lipids involved in sleep 
regulation and figure out how to control them, you may be able to 
decrease suffering associated with loss of sleep or the need to stay 
awake.” 
M4S1 
Shaw uses fruit flies as models for sleep’s effects in higher organisms. M5S1 
He was among the first to prove that flies enter a state comparable to 
sleep, showing that they have periods of inactivity where greater 
stimulation is required to rouse them. Like humans, flies deprived of 
sleep one day will try to make up for it by sleeping more the next day, a 
phenomenon referred to as sleep debt. Sleep-deprived flies also perform 
poorly on a simple test of learning ability. Studies in other labs have 
shown that starvation or, in the case of human volunteers, fasting leads 
to less sleep. More recent research has also shown that starvation can 
change the activity levels of genes that manage storage and use of lipids. 
Shaw’s lab previously demonstrated that fruit flies with a mutation in a 
timekeeping gene accumulate sleep debt much more quickly and begin 
dying after being kept awake for as little as 10 hours. 
M4S2 
Matt Thimgan, PhD, a postdoctoral research associate, reports in the 
new paper that starving fruit flies spent more time awake, and starving 
fruit flies with the timekeeping gene mutation could survive up to 28 
hours without sleep. Scientists tested the starving, sleepless flies for two 
markers of sleep debt: an enzyme in saliva and the flies’ ability to learn to 
associate a light with an unpleasant stimulus. Both tests showed that the 
starving flies were not getting sleepy. 
M6S1 
“From an evolutionary perspective, this makes sense,” Thimgan says. 
“If you're starving, you want to make sure you’re on the top of your game 
cognitively, to improve your chances of finding food rather than 
becoming food for someone else.” 
M6S4 
Scientists found an effect similar to starvation in fruit flies where a gene 
called Lipid storage droplet 2 (LSD2) was disabled. After sleep 
deprivation, flies with the LSD2 mutation were less likely to sleep for 
longer periods of time and continued to score high on the learning test. 
M6S1 
“LSD2 mutants seem to constantly rotate lipids through their storage 
depot in cells, putting them in and moving them out very quickly,” 
Thimgan says. “Disabling LSD2 appears to make it hard for cells to hold 
M6S4 
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on to lipids and use them properly, and we think this impairs brain cells' 
ability to respond to sleep deprivation.” 




Stay hungry to stay awake (HM22F) Move-step 
analysis 
Being hungry may provide a way to stay awake without feeling groggy or 
mentally challenged, according to new research with fruit flies. 
M1S2 
Scientists at Washington University in St. Louis found that starvation 
allows the need for nourishment to push aside the need for sleep. 
M3S1 
The study appears online this week in PLoS Biology. M3S3 
Like humans and rats, fruit flies cannot survive without sleep. But in a 
line of flies engineered to be sensitive to sleep deprivation, starvation 
nearly tripled the amount of time they could survive without sleep. 
Researchers showed that the ability to resist the effects of sleep loss was 
linked to a protein that helps the fruit fly brain manage its storage and use 
of lipids, a class of molecules that includes fats such as cholesterol and 
fat-soluble vitamins such as vitamins A and D. 
M3S1 
“The major drugs we have to either put people to sleep or keep them 
awake are all targeted to a small number of pathways in the brain, all of 
them having to do with neurotransmission,” says Paul Shaw, assistant 
professor of neurobiology and anatomy. “Modifying lipid processing with 
drugs may provide us with a new way of tackling sleep problems that is 
more effective or has fewer side effects.” 
M2S1 
The findings add a new wrinkle to the complex relationship between 
sleep and dietary metabolism. 
M6S4 
Scientists recognized about a decade ago that inadequate sleep results 
in obesity and contributes to the development of diabetes and coronary 
disease. Until now, no one had connected genes linked to lipids with 
regulation of the need for sleep. 
M4S2 
Clay Semenkovich, a Washington University lipid expert not directly 
involved in the study, says the results fit into a growing awareness that 
organisms use lipids for much more than energy storage. 
M6S3 
“It’s becoming apparent that fats serve as signaling molecules in a 
number of contexts,” says Semenkovich, a professor of medicine. “If you 
M4S1 
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identify the appropriate lipids involved in sleep regulation and figure out 
how to control them, you may be able to decrease suffering associated 
with loss of sleep or the need to stay awake.” 
Shaw uses fruit flies as models for sleep’s effects in higher organisms. M5S1 
He was among the first to prove that flies enter a state comparable to 
sleep, showing that they have periods of inactivity where greater 
stimulation is required to rouse them. Like humans, flies deprived of 
sleep one day will try to make up for it by sleeping more the next day, a 
phenomenon referred to as sleep debt. Sleep-deprived flies also perform 
poorly on a simple test of learning ability. Studies in other labs have 
shown that starvation or, in the case of human volunteers, fasting leads 
to less sleep. More recent research has also shown that starvation can 
change the activity levels of genes that manage storage and use of lipids. 
Shaw’s lab previously demonstrated that fruit flies with a mutation in a 
timekeeping gene accumulate sleep debt much more quickly and begin 
dying after being kept awake for as little as 10 hours. 
M4S2 
Matt Thimgan, a postdoctoral research associate, reports in the new 
paper that starving fruit flies spent more time awake, and starving fruit 
flies with the timekeeping gene mutation could survive up to 28 hours 
without sleep. Scientists tested the starving, sleepless flies for two 
markers of sleep debt: an enzyme in saliva and the flies’ ability to learn to 
associate a light with an unpleasant stimulus. Both tests showed that the 
starving flies were not getting sleepy. 
M6S1 
“From an evolutionary perspective, this makes sense,” Thimgan says. 
“If you’re starving, you want to make sure you’re on the top of your 
game cognitively, to improve your chances of finding food rather than 
becoming food for someone else.” 
M6S4 
Scientists found an effect similar to starvation in fruit flies where a gene 
called Lipid storage droplet 2 (LSD2) was disabled. After sleep 
deprivation, flies with the LSD2 mutation were less likely to sleep for 
longer periods of time and continued to score high on the learning test.  
M6S1 
“LSD2 mutants seem to constantly rotate lipids through their storage 
depot in cells, putting them in and moving them out very quickly,” 
Thimgan says. “Disabling LSD2 appears to make it hard for cells to hold 
on to lipids and use them properly, and we think this impairs brain cells’ 
ability to respond to sleep deprivation.” 
M6S4 
Researchers are working to identify the specific lipids affected by loss of 
LSD2. 
M7S2 
Funding from the National Institutes of Health and the WM Keck M8S1 
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Foundation supported this research. 
 
Sleepy? Hunger might help you stay awake (HM22M) Move step 
analysis 
Pulling a late-nighter? You might not want to reach for the sugary snacks 
to keep you awake.  
M1S1b 
 
A new study involving fruit flies suggests the sleep-deprived mind is 
kept alert by hunger.   
M1S2 
The study, published Tuesday in the journal PLoS Biology, examined 
the effects of starvation on fruit flies that had been genetically engineered 
to be sensitive to sleep deprivation. Sleepy flies deprived of food stayed 
awake longer than sleepy flies that got meals. The starving flies also lived 
longer.  
M3S1 
"From an evolutionary perspective, this makes sense," said study co-
author Matt Thimgan, a Washington University postdoctoral researcher. 
"If you're starving, you want to make sure you're on the top of your game 
cognitively, to improve your chances of finding food rather than 
becoming food for someone else."  
M6S4 
The researchers also found a gene that could explain the fruit fly's ability 
to resist the effects of sleep loss.  
M3S1 
While the study may add insight into the role of sleep in humans' lives 
and health, the researchers warned that the findings aren't a 
recommendation for skipping dinners and staying up all night – after all, 
the sleepy, starving fruit flies eventually died. 
M7S3 
To tease out the relationships between sleep, starvation and survival, the 
researchers deprived fruit flies of both food and sleep. 
M5S1 
They found that starving fruit flies spent more time awake than satiated 
flies did. The researchers also tested the flies' saliva for enzymes that 
signal sleepiness and measured the flies' ability to associate a light with 
an unpleasant stimulus. Both tests showed that the starving flies were 
alert, not sleepy. The starving flies also survived up to 28 hours without 
sleep, three times longer than the flies with access to food.  
M6S1 
The survivors' ability is probably linked to a gene that helps the fruit-fly 
brain manage the storage and use of fat molecules called lipids, which 
include cholesterol, the researchers said.  
M6S4 
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In fact, the researchers were able to mimic the starvation effect by 
disabling a lipid management gene called Lipid storage droplet 2, or 
LSD2.  
M6S1 
The mutation seemed to allow the flies to rotate lipids rapidly in and out 
of cells, making it more difficult for the cells to use the lipids properly. 
As a result, the cells' ability to respond appropriately to sleep deprivation 
was impaired, and the flies stayed alert.  
M6S4 
Previous research showed lack of sleep can cause obesity and contribute 
to diabetes and heart disease. But until now, no one had connected 
sleep to the genes that regulate cholesterol and other lipids, which have 
been linked to these diseases. 
M4S2 
"It's becoming apparent that fats serve as signaling molecules in a 
number of contexts," said Clay Semenkovich, a Washington University 
lipid expert not involved in the study. "If you identify the appropriate 
lipids involved in sleep regulation and figure out how to control them, 
you may be able to decrease suffering associated with loss of sleep or the 
need to stay awake." 
M4S1 
 
 
